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A~ cmplric~1 and lh~-orc"c~1 sludy of SICJ\.'OSCOpIC illusory comou/'$ ~nd surfaces 

Part 1 

Background to stereoscopic illusory contours and surfaces 

SIIIT/Illury: The/irst pllrt oflhe Ihesis ol/flille,l' major concepl,l' impOr/a/1l for !aler 'l/1a!yse,I', 

C/mpler I illlrodllee,~ cOllceplS ofslereoscopie vision, Topics illelllde retilla! eoordilwte gevllletl)', retillal 
di.l'paril)" ils nellra/ ,l'ub.l'lrales, disparity gradients, the corre.l'polUlellce problem (llId (I CO/l/empormJ' 
in/ormation-processing model of binoeulul' I'i,~ioll, 

Cllupter 2 presents some of Ihe dil'crse literature tJial/}{/,~ (/ddres,~ed ilillsOlY t'OlllOltrS ill 1-0 stimuli, The 
chapter defilles illusory COlltOurS, di,~cllsse,~ the 1I0tiollS of modal alld amoti,,/ complelioll I/lld the 
experiment,l' that Jim'e rel'e,ded the psychophy.~ic(/I character of jill/SOl)' comoUJ:~, SlIgge.l'tf!d neur,d 
,\'lIb.W/'(Ile.l' and Gro,\',\'berg ',\' exp/(//WliOIl of 1-0 ilfllsOIy COllfO/II:~ are (11.1'0 pre,~ell/ed. 

III Chapter 3, /'ecelll research in stereo.I'copic illll.\'O/)' COil/ours and sUl/{/Ce,~ is e,wmined, Stimuli indllding 
the stereoscopic Kalliz,wl square, Gulick (llId L(lwson',I' spm:\'e texlIIre mel/rices, ,~/en'O.I'eopic eomr(I,~t 
spreading, and stereo caplllre effects are discussed. The chapter develops theOl'£'liea! distine/ion betll'eellll 
Surface Heuristic view mul a Form CompuWtion view of the mechanisms that ullderpin .l'lereoseopic 
illusory contours (l/ul Sill/aces, 
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An cmpimal and lheoreucal sludy ofslcrl"USCopic illusory comours and surfac~"S 

1. Stereoscopic vision 

SlImmary: Thi.~ dwpler intro(llIce.l· key concept.l· of binOCl/llIr l'i.l·ioll lI.w:d in slibseqllent 

ana/pi.l· (///(I (lisCIIS.I·ioll oj.l·te,.eoscopic illllsol), .vlllf(/ce.~. Retinal coo,.dillilfe gcoIIIClt)'. the 

topographic organislItioll of the I';SI/(I/ system. re!afi!'e horizo/!wl (111(/ I'er'ic,,! (/ispu,.ities. 

orientation dis!JariIY, tlte correspondence problem. (lnd PWlIIm '.~ limiting cll.~e are briejly 

mldre.uetl. 

1.1 Theoretical ambiguity of retinal coordinate meas ures 

1.1.1. Monocular geometry and the optic array 

The retinal images are geometric products of rect ilinear projection of light from surfaces and 

substances inhabiting the visual field. Euclid, around 300 B.C. may bave first identified 

perspect ive geometry of visual space. 

At least si nce Euclid, it has been recognised that the visua l system ex tracts measures of 

the retinal images to help work out the spatial arrangement of tile visua l field (Pizzlo, Rosenfeld 

and Wiess, 1997; Howard and Rogers, 1995; Gu lick and Lawson, 1 976). To do this the system 

must accurately access 2-D proportions of the images. The retina provides such a device. It is 

structured in terms of spatia l coordinates. This structure is the basic sensory tool for depth 

perception. A monocu lar coordinate matrix is described in Fig 1.1 . 
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Fig 1.1. A monoc ular coordinate model 

In Fig l.Ia. 1\ sphere represents the eye. The re tina lines the nearer hemisphere. All optic 
projections pass through the centre of the sphere thaI aCls as the origin of a coordinate system 
based on the nrntngement outlined in 1.1 b. The coordinate origin is centred around a visual line 
passing though Ihe centre of the fovea and the system origin. x and y = O. Viewing diswnce is 
some measure aiong the axis z. In this WiJY, a relinotopic Ill:lp of the optic army is captured. A 
narrow cenlral visual core of Ihe array is focussed on Ihe foveiJ. Ihe si te of most detailed 
infornllllion cxtruction. Points cun be described by PI iJzimulh ( /I ) and elevation ( A) III a 
certain distance from the system origin (adapted from Howard and Rogers. 1995). 

The human visual system is topographically organi sed. This means thai the coordinate 

structure of the retina, the spatial arrangemenl of sensory clemen ts. is maintained with great 

precision at the visual cortex. indeed precise retinal topography is reproduced in many different 

regions of lhe striate and extr.Htriate cort ices (Hubel, 1980; Kandel, JesselJ and Schwartz, 

1991). 

Topographic and parallel organisation allows the visua l system to exp loit the geometry 

of an array of projections. However. coordinate geometry alone is usually thought to explain 

little of our actual experience of visual space because all visual angles are theoretically 

ambiguous. For example. in Fig [.1 b, point P2 can occupy the same coordinate position on the 

retina as poin t PI. Moreover, there are an infinite nu mber of points at different distances that 

could fall along the same projection line. 

Accommodation of the crystalline lens is one purely proprioceptive sou rce of 

infonnation that contributes to interpretation of retinal coord inate measures. Proprioceptive 

feedback from accommodation, however, is not sufficient to explain the perception of space. A 

strong sense of space is very easy to invoke using simple 2·D pictures. that is. with 

accommodation, visual angles and perspective projection essentially fixed (Rogers, 1995a). 
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1.1.2 Pictorial cues and monocular perspective 

Renaissance painters were among the first to pictorially represent a near-natural sense of space 

and depth. They achieved this by the systematic study and exploitation of visual perspective. 

Leonardo da Vinci (1452- 1519), for example, simulatcd linear, aerial, tcxture perspective, s ize 

and height in field, perceptual grouping, interposition, shadowing, lightness, and so on, by 

developing pictorial cues which evoked the experience ofa natural setting. 

All the monocular coordinate system can do in spat ial tenns is to define the di rect 

spat ial position of points of light on a retinal coordinate map. As the eyes, the head, the body 

and the objects in the environment move, the monocular coordinate system must be referenced 

against environmenta l invariants such as horizon, relative motion, head and eye position 

(Howard and Rogers, 1995). 

Superficially, at least, the same monocular coordinate data teml can literally represent 

many possible alternatives, thaI is, visual angles are ambiguous . The ambiguity of retinal 

coordinate measures is reduced by stereoscopic vision. 

1.2 Stereoscopic Vision 

1.2.1 Stereopsis 

Basic sensOlY topography 

Stereoscopic vision requires two forward-looking eyes situated close to each other at the front 

of the head, so that their visual fields substantially overlap. The arrangement is sketched in Fig 

1.2. In humans, the monocular coordinate geometry of each eye contributes to an overal l 

reconstruction of retina l images at the visual cortex. One halfofthe field is represented at each 

hemisphere. This is achieved as described in Fig 1.2. Passage of neural pathways through the 

optic chiasm enables the system to represent the spatial layout of the whole visual field at the 

striate cortex (Ogle, 1950). This invo lves combining the monocular images while ma intaining 

the layout of the enti re visual field. 
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Fig 1.2. Sc henllltic organisation of the bi nocuhlr vis ion system 
Adapted rrom Netrauli lind Haskell (1988). 

Image differences are avai lable to the system because the optical arrangement of the 

eyes creates binocular parallax. This means that the system captures two slightly different views 

of nearby objects. Stereopsis is the recovery of visua l depth from binocular parallax. This 

involves fusion of two perspective views to yield one singular view. 

/del/tical retinal points and visual direction 

Stereopsis requires that the organisation of the array of retinal sensors must be precise ly 

coordinated. Hering £irst described this coordinated structure in tenns of visual direction. 

Hering's Retinal Point Mapping and the Lmv oj Idenlical Visual Direcrions, proposed in the 

I glh century, suggested that the system analysed depth by generating three "space feelings"

height, breadth and depth. Hering claimed that the perception of an object in depth carried the 

average of the three space feelings (Gulick and Lawson, 1976). 

This was perhaps the first insight into what has somet imes been tenned the cyclopean 

view or cyclopean retina (see for example Julesz, 197 1). Hering argued thaI seen depth was 

actually the average direction of an object seen by two eyes. Thus, the union or fusion of 

sensations from the two retinae defined the visual direction ofa point, not its position in either 

retina per se. Figure 1.3 demonstrates the notion of the cyclopean view. 
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RIght eye 

Cyclopean View 

Fig 1.3. The cyclopean "jew 
Hering's notion of visual direction placed the ego-cemrc o f the stereoscopic depth percepl 
between the two eyes. This arr.mgemenl has subsequently been described as a CYc/OI}(!CIII vie'" 
(Julesl, 1986: Garding, Porrill. Mayhew and Frisby, 1994; Gregory, 199H). 

Retillal disparity 

In the 18305, Charles Wheatstone demonstrated that 'v isual di sparity' resulting from the 

projection to disparate rather than identical retinal points was a key factor in deriving depth 

from the fusion of the two retinal images (Gulick and Lawson, 1976; Bruce, Green and 

Georgeson, 1996; Gregory, 1998). Wheatstone was able to demonstrate that: 

... when the half views of a solid object are exact replicas of the monocular 

views of thai obj ecl [in the binocular viewing situation}, then binocular 

combination of the half-views yie lds a percept of the solid object (cited in 

Gillick and Lawson. 1976. p. 20). 

Wheatstone presented subjects with sketches such as those in Fig 104. Evidently 

perspective project ion captured from two s lightly differem directions provided by interocular 

separation provides sllbstantial di fference infonnation from which a 3-D cyclopean percept can 

be generated. 
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Left View 

Irmge 
Differences 

Fig 1.4. Disparate perspective views 

, 

b 

Wheatstone demonstrrltt:d that the IWO monocular views of an object could be fused to generate 
tI three dimensional view of (hal object. He also showed that reversing Ihe twO lm .. ses resulted 
in nn opposite signed depth percept. Crossed fusion of the images in (a) yields Ihe percept ofa 
three dimensional reclnngul3r prism. The 3pproximmc perspective dilTerences ure shown in (b). 
Note Ihut orient3tion differences as well as point position differences urI,' available (3dapted 
from Gregory, 1998). 

Object position. convergence and disparity 

The simplest explanation of disparity created by binocular parallax describes the relative 

pos ition of two points in space. Fig 1.5 demonstrates that a relative distance separation (d) 

between points PI and P2. can be derived as a function of the interocular distance (i) and 

viewing distance (v): 
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P, 
.......... [ .. ~ 

................ 

Eyes Converge 
to a fixation point 

Positional Disparity 

Fig 1.5. Positional di spa rity and convergence 
Adapted from R ilter (1979). 

v 

(radians) 

There is evidence that convergence, the coordinated inward rotation of the eyes to fixate upon 

an object, is monitored to aid in scaling the absolute magnitude of retinal di sparity (Riter, 1977, 

1979; Wallach and Zuckennan, 1963). 

A binocl/lar coordinate system 

This sect ion describes a convenient binocular coordinate system used to explain subsequent 

issues in stereopsis . Assuming that a monocular coordinate system describes detection of a 

monocular array of projections, it is possi ble to combine two such systems to derive precise 

geometric analys is of object position. The critical assumption behind thi s notion is that fixating 

on a poilU in the field with two eyes al igns monocular coordinate systems, as suggested by 

Hering in 191h century (Gulick and Lawson, 1976). 

Theoretically, differences in the two views can be prescribed as differences in the angles 

of binocular subtense in relation to that fixat ion point. Angular disparity arises from 

differences in azimuth (a), which will be tenned horizontal disparity (b.a), and differences in 

elevation (~). to be teoned vertica l dispari ty (b.~). 

The binocular coordinate system descri bed in Fig 1.6, can theoretically derive the 

position ofa point P or PI in space according to their relative positions in each retina, given thai 

the convergence of the eyes is monitored proprioceptively. 
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Fig 1.6. A binocular coordinate sySiem 
Appropriate eye movements align the two coordinate systems in fixat ing on P. The position of 
P, can therefore be described according to its e levtllion (V-axis and X-axis, hence its distance Z 
can be derived) (lldaptcd from Howard and Rogers, 1995). 

1.2.2 The nature of retinal disparities 

This section is concerned with a geometric definition of retinal disparities of various types, Iheir 

proposed neural substrates and their role in depth perception. 

Horizontal retinal disparity and the longitudinal horopter 

Fig 1.7 illustrates the optical geometry underpinning horizontal retinal disparity. The 

coord inate origins are represented as head-centric directions. When the eyes converge to fix on 

a s ingle point, PI , its visual project ions pass through the optic centres of both eyes. A 

theoretical arc prescribes the distance of other poin ts for wh ich binocular sublense will be 

equal. This arc is termed the longitudinal horopter or the Vieth-Muller Circ le. Points PI and 

P2. in 1.7a, are therefore subtended by the same visual angles with reference 10 each optic axis. 

Further, in each eye, visual projec tions from P2 will intersect the same relative horizontal 

coord inate positions in the left and right eyes. 

Fig I. 7b then, demonstrates the idealised theoretical derivation of retinal disparity. 

Points P t and p) will subtend different binocular angles. The magnitude of the difference is 

relative to the distance ofP) from the Vieth-Muller circ le. Point p] lies beyond the horopter, so 

all points with the same binocular subtense will fall upon arcs describing the same disparity, 

hence Ihese arcs are termed isodi sparity ci rcles. 

The horopter represent s a 'zero-disparity' , isodisparity circle. Points positioned along 

different isodisparity circles, such as P2 and Pl. define a disparity relative to PI of oppos ite sign. 
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Points falling on nearer isodisparity circles (eg. P2 in Fig 1.7b) prescribe cOllvergent or crossed 

disparity. Similarly, poin ts lying on isodisparity circles beyond the fixation point, (eg. P3 in Fig 

1.7b) represent divergent or III/crossed disparity. 

,. 

Left Eye 

, Vieth-i'Hutler Isod isp3rity 
Circles 

Fig 1.7. Vieth-Multer 3nd isOdisp3rity circles 

Viclh-i\lullcr 

P, 

(b) 

The absolute azimuth of two points PI and P2 are specified wilh respect to aligned axes in the 
two eyes. The binocular sublense of each point corresponds to the difference in their absolute 
azimuth (Adapted from Howard and Rogers. 1995, pp. 248-250). 

Horizontal disparity between a pair of points is the difference between the absolu te angles of 

binocular subtense. Howard and Rogers express the relationship as follows: 

Horizontal Disparity, (.6.n) = (niL - aiR) - (a.2L - n2R) 

The relative nature o/horizontal disparity 

The utility of horizontal disparity as a depth cue lies in the optical characteristics of binocular 

parallax. Disparity magnitude will be a geometric function of the inter-ocu lar distance, the 

distance of points from the eyes, and the spatial separation of those points. [t is evident in 

simple textbook demonstrations of disparity, such as those in Fig 1.8a, that, if the line pairs A 

and B are cross fused, the thick line will stand behind the thin line in the cyclopean viewt. 

Fusing pairs Band C reverses the effect. 

It is interesting to note that experienced fusers can shift fixation between the two fused 

pairs as wel l. This is interest ing, because it seems to require the system to dOllble/llse the 

I - For experienced free-fusers. iI is possible to shift fi xation from one line to the other, lraek the eyes along the 
fixaicd line. and move one's head slightly, yet have the twO lines remain in a similar depth relationship despite 
changes in the absolute disparity measures. 
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image pair B. A simple demonstration can veri fy this. Try pointing a figure alone oftbe pairs 

while it is binocularly fused. Your finger will appear double while the cyc lopean view is stable. 

Fig !.8b schematica ll y illustrates the disparate views relative 10 the projection plane which, in 

this case, is the surface of the page. 

L M R 

• • • 

• • • 
• 

b 

Fig 1.8. Relative horizontat disparity and the perception of depth 
The depth percept derived rrom retinal dispari ty. In (a). cross fus ing L and M yields the sense 
that the thin line is nearer. Cross fusing M and R gives the impression that the th in line is more 
distant (the effect will be reversed for divergent fusers). This effect is demonstrnted pictorially 
in (b). 

Binocularjusioll and the limits oj disparity processing 

Two points of simi lar quality, but representing different retinal coordinate positions, can be 

fused together to give the experience of a single point lying at some position in depth. This 

combination of disparate retinal images is tenncd binocular fusion. A thresho ld region of 

fusion was first estab lished by Panum (1858, Howard and Rogers, 1995; Gulick and Lawson, 

1976; Gillam, Blackburn, and Cook, 1995). 

Panum's fusion zones define the limits ofsillgle vision. Points outside those zones 

cannot be fused and will appear double-a phenomenon known as diplopia. If the eyes fixate a 

given point, the region of space around thai po int within which fusion (single vi sion) is possible 

is about 0 .1 0 visual angle. This means that at 57 mm fusional space is +/- 9mm (Bruce, Green 
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and Georgeson, 1996). The scale of these limits appears to be increased for larger objects and 

increases to a certain extent in the far peripheries of the visual field (Ogle, 1950). There is 

ev idence that these limitations are dynalllic and, according to lulesz (1986). fusion limits can be 

l·tretci1edafier fusion to many times greater than traditionally accepted limits. 

A maximum disparity gradient threshold ofsingte vision also exists (Bu rt and Julesz, 

1980). DisparifY gradiefll is the difference in coordinatc position between points as a ratio of 

their horizontal separation. It describes change in horizontal disparity across an inclined 

su rface. The gradient limit of fusion is I, that is, when the disparity evident between two poims 

equals their horizontal separation (Howard and Rogers, 1995). 

Physiological substrt/tes 0/ di!>plIriry defection 

The concept behind retinal di sparity as a useful infonnation source is thaI experience or 

judgment of depth Illust be derived from some neural response by the system that assigns a 

distance in depth to positional differences between corresponding points in each eye's 

coord inate system. But di sparity does not give depth on its own. 

It has been shown that many neural ce lts in the lower visual cortex are binocular, that is, 

their receptive fields monitor receptor output in both eyes. There is substantial evidence that 

these cells somehow compare the posit ion of corresponding points in each monocular part of 

the receptive field. Some simple cells of area V I and V2 of the striate cortex appear to be 

directly sensiti ve to signals applied to horizonta lly disparate regions of their binocular visual 

fields (Poggio and Poggio, 1984); to vertically disparate regions (Tyler, 1975); and to 

differences in orientation (Gi llam and Rogers, 1989; Cagenello and Rogers, 1989; Ninio, 1985). 

Evidence also suggests that three channels of disparity processing may be in operation. 

These include near (crossed disparity sensitive),/ar (uncrossed dispari ty sensiti ve) and a so~ 

called lUlled' (network modulated sensiti vity) dispari ty detectors. The activity o rthese channels 

may be mutually inhibitory, that is, they may operate in an opponent mechanism (Cormack, 

Stevenson and Schor, 1993). 

Vertical disparity 

Differences in the angle of elevation subtended by each eye theoretically prescribe vert ical 

disparities (see Fig 1.9). 
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Fig 1.9. Theoretical vert ical disparity 
Due to the horizontal separation of the eyes, points at different eccentricit ies wi ll yield different 
binocular angles of subtense. 

From Fig 1.9, theoretical vertical disparity can be expressed as: 

Vertical Disparity (~~) = ( ~ IL - ~ IR) - (~2L - ~ 2R) 

The role of vertical disparities in the perception of depth is not presently well 

understood. Mayhew and Longuet-Higgins (1982) demonstrated theoretically that depth might 

be recovered using relative horizontal and vertical disparities across any three points in space, 

that is in the absence of proprioceptive cues. 

In psychophysical terms, vertical disparity is a subtle source of distance information. It 

theoretically yields valuable information about gaze angle, and may guide vergence control, that 

is, vergence may be set by minimising vertical disparities (Poggio and Pogio, 1994). The role 

of vertical disparity may be as part of the overall pattern of disparities across surface features , 

that is, as vertical s ize ratios (VSRs) rather than as a discrete derivative of posi tional difference 

between corresponding retinal points (Rogers and Bradshaw, 1993, 1995). 

1.2.3 The correspondence problem and surface texture 

A key assumption of contemporary theories of stereopsis, is that the system identifies matched 

pairs of features in the surface textures captured at each image so as to or arrive at coordinate 

position differences between each retina. 
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Disparity alone as a cue to distance 

Kenneth Ogle saw stereops is as primarily a physiological delenninalion of the geometric 

relations between recognisably corresponding contours in the field. He stated: 

We must stress Ihe importance of coni ours , those lines of demarcation between 

the "figure" and the ·'background". In every case stereoscopic depth depends on 

the disparity between the images of identifiable contours (Ogle, 1959, p. 380). 

According to Gu lick and Lawson. Wheatstone had paid liul e attention 10 the 

correspondence problem. He did note. however, thal a matching process identified similar 

features in the case of ambiguity. Figure 1.10 demonstrates his similari ty principle. In this 

figure, there are two possible matches fo r the single line. A line of similar thickness is chosen 

as the correcf match. A similarity consfrainl such as thi s underpins virtually all contemporary 

theories of binocular matching. 

• • • 

• • • 
Fig 1.10. WheaSlone's Simitariry Principal 

Crossed fusion of the left pair of images yields a percept of the thick line rotated obliquely. 
With the thin line attributed to the depth of the fixation point determined by fus ion of the upper 
and lower black rectangles (Adapted from Gulick and Lawson, 1976). 

In summary, carly notions of correspondence were that features readily recognisable in 

each eye's view were aligned or fused in generating a 3·D view. This idea proved to be na'ive 

to the physics of retinal images and to the remarkable capacity of the binocular system to 

synthesise correspondence pauems from complex visua l stimul i. As technology with which to 

explore binocular vision improved, in the later half of this century, the abi lity o f the system to 

ex tract di sparity information from complex surface textures was recognised. 

Julesz and lite RDS 
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An empirical and theoretical study of stcrcoscopic illusory contours and surfaces 

Bela lulesz first introduced the concept that point disparities within a matri x of apparently 

random points induced a sense of depth in the absence of any contours recognisable to each 

single eye. lulesz saw this as ev idence of a pure Cyclopean perception. A s imple example is 

given in Fig 1.11. Note that the random texture matrix is almost identical in each eye's view, 

that is, each dot in one eye 's view of the matri x has a matched pair in the other. The difference 

is that a central square figure has been shifted hori zontally in one of the eye 's views relative to 

the other, generating a uniform pattern of di sparity amongst the dot pa irs. Resulting vacant 

regions of the matrix are filled in by unpaired random-dots. 

]ulesz's (1964) suggestion was that, in the complete absence of identifiable monocular 

contours (luminance differences avai lable in a s ingle retinal image), the system was capable of 

interpreting depth from an array which gives ri se to contours only availab le once point matches 

were decomposed. ]ulesz's work, has had enonnous impact. He produced a series of 

demonstrations of cyclopean perception, evidence that binocular depth could be purely di sparity 

driven and could constrain illusions such as the Muller-Lyer and Poggendorf line length effects. 

L M R 

a 

Cydopean Edll~ 

b 

Fig 1.11. Random dot stereograms 
In the absence of any monocularly identifiable contour, Julesz demonstrated that disparity 
within a region of other wise random points could generate a sense of depth. In 1.15a, crossed 
fusion of L and M yields the percept of a central square standing forward of a textured 
background. Fusion of M and R sees the square standing behind a larger textured ground. 
This is demonstrated pictoria lly in 1. ISb. 
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Cyclopean Perception 

Julesz argued that disparity extraction must proceed at some corticallocale beyond the Lateral 

Genicu late Nucleus (LGN). His general processing scheme is presented in Fig 1.12. 

Efferent 

Peripheral Cyclopean 
Processes Retina Processes 1--. 

Afferent 

Fig 1.12. Cyclopean processing of RDS fi gu res 
lulesz cyclopean scheme was a classic Block Box account of infonnation processing. Retinal 
stimulation was inOuenced by peripheral factors such as feedback from II central processor. 
Image dilTerence patterns constituted a cyclopean retin:l. (Julcsz, I 971, p27). 

The actual matching primitives in Julesz's original cyclopean scheme were texture 

elements themse lves (dots), defined by luminance contours. The propensity oflhe system 10 

achieve a 3-D experience from the RDS introduced another layer of uncertainty to the problem 

of stereoscopic vision. 

In an RDS matrix, an infin ite number o f possible matches could theoretically be 

ach ieved as the system attempted to identify correspondence amongst image pairs. Such 

images take some considerab le time tofllse. which wou ld seem to undennine their util ity in 

describing natural vision. Saye and Frisby (1975) demonstrated that insertion ofmonoculariy 

conspicuous contours provide vergence control which greatly speeds the lime taken to fuse 

ROS figures. 

CampI/tat ion of disparities and constraint of point to point matching 

Julesz (1986) argued that stereopsis could be broken into local and global degrees of scale. 

Local correspondence recovery was the lowest sca le process at which fine·grained textures 
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were analysed and correspondence deternlined. Local correspondence decomposition was 

guided and revised through cooperat ive linkages with a global stereoscopic scheme, which 

addressed issues of correspondence between largc features such as luminance boundaries. The 

cyclopean shape derived frolll a matching solution verified correct matches. 

Many other attempts to constrain matching ambiguity have followed. It is not useful to 

review all of these in the present context since in vi rtually all images generating illusory 

contours correspondence is not a difficult issue. Note that Howard and Rogers ou tline some 

fourteen of tile commonly imposed matching constraims. 

Marr and Poggio (1979) argued that the major issue for stereoscopic vision was stage

wise elimination of/al.fe- {("gels. They suggested that both retinal images were subjected to 

four sca les of spatial frequency filtering, and lip to twelve orientation sensitive filters. These 

were seen as independent processing channels. which produced a memory buffer termed the 

2Y2D sketch. This was essentially a map of intensity values across the two retina. Patterns of 

retinal correspondence were then decomposed by cooperation between filtering devices and 

orientation sensitive units. Low-frequency channels controlled vergence shifts (equiva lent to 

Julesz's global stereopsis) which would bring finer grained texture near to correspondence 

(Equates to local leve l processing). The matching primitives in Marr and Poggio's theory were 

points of contrast inflection between intensity peaks, termed zero-crossings. Their primary 

assumptions were: 

[I] ... a given point on a physical surface has a unique position in space at any 

one time. 

[2] ... matter is cohesive, it is separated into objects, and the surfaces of objects 

are generally smooth compared with their distance from the viewer 

[3] ... when correspondence is achieved, it is held and wrilten down III the 

2Y:zO sketch. 

[4] ... there is a backwards relation between the memory and ... the control of 

eye movements (Marr and Poggio, 1979, p. 302). 

Mayhew and Frisby (1981) altered thi s scheme using intensity peaks as well as zero

crossings-and included a continuity constraint which checked candidate fea ture matches 

agai nst figural possibil ities presented by images in the other. This essentia lly represented an 
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eco logical va lidity check of the components involved. Figure 1.13, below, ill ustrates the 

concepts of zero-crossings and intensity peaks in a square wave patterned stereogram. 

L q 
h 

l d tV,,,,, 

.. (D ... 
I 

Loa F..........,. F,k ... l.od:Vn~ 

Fig J. 13. In tcnsily ya lucs as matching primiti\'e5 

1'<'0 l .. enOl') o ,tr,,,o<' 

Zero·crossings and intcnsity peaks have commonly been utiliscd as matching primitives in 
stereopsis. 

Problems for poinl-marching 

The concept of stereopsis as a point matching or contour matching process has dominated the 

field si nce. Th is section reviews three observations that pose problems for this view. The first 

is stereops is from shading. Secondly, Panum 's Limiting Case shows that it is possible for more 

than one feature to correspond with a fea ture in the other eye, Th ird, occlusion yields regions 

of the field that are non-correspondent and therefore theoretically unmatchable. Each is dealt 

wi th in tum. 

Stereo a nd Shading 

Bulthoff and Mallot ( 1988) have demonstrated Ihal stereoscopic depth can be induced in the 

complete absence of zero-crossings, or of steep intens ity peaks, us ing stereograms with 

disparate slopes of smooth intensity change (shad ing). Stereopsis in such slereograms is 

predicted by the di sparate rate of intensity change. Figure 1.14, below, demonstrates this 

concepl. There are no corrcsponding fea lures in thesc images, except for the outer perimeters 
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of the stereograms, which will facilitate vergence fixation, or what has been termed fusion 

locking (by Gulick and Lawson, 1976; Anderson , 1997). 

Ma llott, Arndt and Bulthoff (1995) argue that minimisation of mean squared intens ity 

differences can account quantitatively for depth perceptions evoked by these smoothly shaded 

images. The amount of depth derived from surface regions with no explicit contour 

differentiation is said to be an average of the true di sparities. 

Fig 1.14. Stereopsis from Shad ing 
Crossed fusion of the top pair sees a portion of the surface standing forward of the projection. 
The effect is reversed in (he lower pair (Note that these stereograms are only approximations of 
stereo- intensity effect for demonstration). 

Panum's Limiting Case 

Another difficult issue for computational theorists is a classic effect, once again, from the 19th 

century termed Panum's limiting case (Panum, 1858, cited in Gillam, Blackburn and Cook, 

1995). Panum's observation was that, when an unpaired line presented in one eye was 

combined with two in the other, fusion could be achieved, and a percept invoked, that 

positioned the single line forward or behind the paired line. Fig 1.15 demonstrates Panum's 

Limiting Case. 

There are diverse explanations of thi s effect. Several authors have explained it as a 

vergence error (e.g. , Howard and Ohmi, 1993), or an occlusion configuration dealt with by non

stereoscopic processes (Anderson and Nakayama, 1994; Ono, Shimojo and Shibuta, 1992). 

Gillam et al established that the effect results from the same processes which access retinal 

di spari ty, generates very similar robust distance information, and therefore must involve double 
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fusion of the half images. This view directly contradicts the uniqueness constraint (Mckee, 

Bravo and Small men, 1995). 

• • • 

• • • 

0 0 0 
• • • 
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Fig 1.15. Pa num's limitin g case 
Crossed fusion of the left top pair (a) will reveal the thin line to be nearer with depth sign 
reversed when fusing the right pair. Crossed fusion of the bottom left pair will yield the percept 
ofa slanted inner tirc:le with left edge forward in the left pair and right edge forward in the left 
pair. This will be reversed for un·crossed fusion . The geometric arrangement of Panum's 
limiting case is demonstr:lled schematically in (b) These figures were adapted from Gillam, 
Blackburn and Cook (1995) and Howard and Rogers (1995). 

Unmatchab le regions of the visua l field 

Another problem fo r the ach ievement of retinal correspondence is the case of unpaired image 

features at occlus ion where a near surface overlaps a distant surface in the visual field. 

Binocular parallax causes small regions of the distant surface to be obscured from the view of 

one eye. Fig 1. 16 outlines the visual projection geometry underpinning this arrangement. The 

regions obscured from one eye are tenned monocular zones. 
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Left only Right only 
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Fig 1.16. Monocular zones in stereoscopic vision 
Binocular perspective projection means that occlusion generates unpaired regions of the distant 
surface where one surface overlaps another in the v isual field. 

lulesz' cyclopean perception dealt with these unpaired zones by invoking an a priori 

constraint termed the most distant surface rule (Julesz, 1971). Subsequently, most 

computational theorists have treated unpaired zones as residual components of the point 

matching process. 

Nakayama and his colleagues have recently revisited this issue. Nakayama and Shimojo 

(1990), for example, have demonstrated what they termed da Vinci stereopsis a scheme in 

which monocular zones contribute substantively to surface perception. 

In summary, this section has reviewed the capacity of binocular vision to utilise retinal 

disparities available due to binocular parallax- the disparate position of the vantage points 

from which eye accesses the optic array. 

1.3 Patterns of retinal disparity across surfaces 

This section deals with the implications of binocular parallax for the perception of textured 

surfaces. Once again, the optical arrangement of binocular parallax captures arrays of 

projection from a particular surface from slightly different directions. Because of perspective 

projection, precise patterns of disparity are available to stereopsis. In fact, as outlined earlier, 

Burt and lulesz established that the system somehow responds directly to gradients of disparity. 
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1.3.1 Stereoscopic slant 

Ogle (1950) showed thai magni fication of one eye's view in relati on to the other generated 

predictable stereoscopic slant: the Geometric Effect. The Geometric effeci is a derivative of 

horizontal magn ification of one eye's view, while the induced effect stems from a relat ive 

verti cal magni ficat ion. The signi ficance of these manipulations was that relative 

magnifications generated retinal disparities by systematic di stortion of binocular perspecti ve so 

that predictable patterns of point di sparity are created. The perceptual result of relative 

magnification is a rotation of the cyclopean view: stereoscopic slant. 

Geomelric effect 

Ogle's geometric assessment o f s lant using a lens over one eye led him \0 the following 

equation. 

tan e = (M- I )/2M . y/a .......... (I) 

Where tan e is the angle of slant in degrees, M is a magn ification factor defining the differential 

in aR: aL. y is the observation distance and a is half the interocular distance. Fig 1. 17 

demonstrates the application of Ogle 's formula to a textured fronto-para llel rectangle whose 

image is magnified in the left eye. 
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Right View 

Projection Plane 

e 
---____ • Left View 

Cyclopean View 

y 

Left Eye Right Eye 

2a 

Geometric Effect 

Horizontal Magnification 

Fig 1.17. Ogle's geometric effect 
Ogle 's fonnu la defines the relative d ifference in binocular angles of subtense between the left 
and right view required to stereoscopically rotate a surface plane about the verti cal ax is. 
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Ogle's geometric effect demonstrales that point disparities alone do not predict seen 

slan t. The orien tation of surface configurati on patterns, shape, and perspective/dispari ty 

conflicts, impact upon the precision with which stereoscopic slant is resolved (Cagenello and 

Rogers, 1993; Rogers and Graham, 1983; Stevens and Brooks, 1988; Gi llam, 1968: Gil lam. 

Chambers and Roso, 1988; Gillam, Flagg and Fin lay. 1984; Gillam and Ryan, 1992; Ryan and 

Gil lam, 1994; Mitcheson and Mckee, 1990; Ninio, 1985; Mitcheson and Westileimer, 1984). 

These issues will be rev iewed in some detail in Chapter 3. 

Disparity grculienls 

As mentioned earlier, Burt and Julesz (1980) described evidence that the system was responsive 

to a gradient of horizontal disparity. Disparity gradient is a ratio of horizonta l disparity to 

some unit of retinal dista nce (B ulthoff, Fahle and Wegmann, 1991). A dispari ty gradient 

essential ly represents a pattern of disparity change predicted by a slanted or curved surface. In 

effcc t the whole field magnification described by Ogle must generate a disparity gradient across 

surface tex ture. 

According to Howard and Rogers ( 1995), patterns of disparity can theoretically describe 

a map of image differences in terms of three orders of spatial derivative: 

i) Absol ute disparity, determined by the difference in angles of subtense (.60. or .6P) of 

two points is termed zero order disparity. 

ii) First Order disparity, refers to a disparity gradient. This is a ratio of differences in 

binocular subtense between two point's (.60.) re lative 10 their average separation or 

what is termed their cyclopean separation (.6¢l). So they can defined as fo llows. 

Horizonta l dispari ty gradient 

= 

Vertical disparity gradient 

iii ) Second order di sparity, also ca lled disparity curvatu re, compares the disparity 

gradient of surface segments divided by their cyclopean separation. There are four 

components: 

a) Cf(X/~l (horizontal change of horizontal gradient in horizontal direction) 

b) ()la/~ (venical ch3nge ofhorizontnl gradient in horizontal direction) 

c) (fa/~,l (vertical change of horizontal gradient in vertical direction) 

d) cra/~-<>+" (horizontal change of horizontal gradient in vertical di rection) 
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Vertical disparities are also presumed to be important in scaling horizontal gradients 

(Gillam and Lawergren, 1983; Rogers and Bradshaw, 1993; Rogers and Bradshaw, 1995). 

Further, Rogcrs and Cagenello (J 989), argued that disparity curvatures or 2nd order disparities 

could be utilised in binocular vision by comparing the disparity gradient across two patches of a 

surface. Figure 1. 18 below schematically demonstrates somc examples of 151 and 200 order 

disparity. I SI order gradient describes a planar su rface, while 200 order grad ient describes 

change in l SI ordcr gradients across a surfacc. 

~ 
QCurvature~ / ~ Q Gradient 

Fig 1.1 8. Disparity curvature 
Thr~~ orders of disparity describe difT~r~nce infonnation available across a surf:lc~ . Disparity 
gradi~nls provid~ a measure of disparilY change across a surface lexture in a giv~n venical or 
horizonlal dimension. 

1.3.2 A Contemporary Model of Disparity ProceSSing 

This chapter has presented a very brief summary of relevant issues in stereoscopic vision, 

focusing on the infonnation contained within Wheatstone'S perspective drawings. Ln natural 

sccnes stcreoscopic vision evidently has access to an array of possible difference measures. An 

attempt to modelthc rull utility of pictorial depth cues, proprioception, vertical and horizontal 

disparities in stereopsis has been recently attempted by Garding, Porri ll, Mayhew and Frisby 

(1995- see Fig 1.19). 
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Fig 1.1 9. I~cgio n :l l disparity cor rection model 
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Garding. Porrill , Mayhew 1Ind Frisby propose 11 sequenti;11 decomposition of disp1lrity 
information in to two sepumle processing schemes: di.\·p(/I";ry correctiOIl (computation of sh1lpe 
up to a basic relief esti mation) and disp(/rity Ilormalimr;oll (resolution of the ambiguity of this 
eSlim'lIion). 

The model of Garding et a1 integrates many advances in the understanding of 

stereoscopic vision over the last century. The validity of these kinds of models will be subject 

to extensive testing and revis ion of course. It is now clear that stereoscopic vision responds to a 

complex pattern of 2·0 retinal disparities, The depth percept is not computed from point· 

disparities alone, My point is that recent theoretical approaches to stereoscopic illusory 

contours and surfaces may have taken an overly s implistic view of the nature of retinal disparity 

processing. 
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2. 2-D Illusory Contours 

Summary: This chaprer illfroduce.f cOl1cept.~ surrounding rhe perception of WU.I·OI}' 

Call/ours .I·/lldied in 2-D. All /!normOIl.f (IInolint of re.l·carcll ha.f e.wmined rhese 

phenomena. A review of Ihe phenomenoiogic(li. psychophysic/II (lnd phy.l·iologiclI l 

debales mo.st rele\'t1l11 to laler disCII.uiol1 is presented. 

2.1 Perceptual organisation in the induction of illusory contours 

Kanizsa (1955, 1976, 1979) has suggested that illusory contours are accompanied firstly by 

regional change in lightness or appearance (Ersce inungweise); and secondly by displacement in 

depth generated by the appearance of figure-ground interpolation or occlusion. He argued thaI, 

when the stimulus configuration was 'optimal' , image characteristics acquired modal character, 

that is, the boundaries of an occluding figure became vis ible (in the way thaI the rectangles in 

Fig 2.1 are visible). 

Kanizsa presented two crucial integrative processes: modal and amodal completion. 

These were drawn from traditional Gestalt theory. Modal completion involved production of 

visible contours in the absence of localised retinal stimulation. Kan izsa described amodal 

completion as the type of perceptual existence that is not verified by any sensOly modality. 

Figure 2.1 demonstrates modal and amodal completion in the generation of illusory contours. 

In Fig 2.1 a, completion per se is not a difficult issue. The system can detect retina l patterns 

that segregate four circular regions of opposite contrast polarity 10 the ground luminance. 

When a grey rectangle is drawn so that it's corners overlap those disks, as in Fig 2.1 b, 

the rectangle clearly appears to lie in front of those di sks. Note that the circular shape of the 

disk is now a matter of interpretation - a complete circle is not physically evident. The pattern 

of stimulation that these con tours induce on the retinae is not strictly circular, though most 

observers will describe them as such. This is the notion of 'a modal completion'. Likewise, in 

Fig 2.1 c, when disks are drawn overlaying the rectangle, it is amodal ly completed. Koffka 

termed these processes perceptual judgments- immediate recognition of an organisation or 

structure in a simple stimulus. Completion is, then, a rapid perceptual inference. 

In Fig 2.1 d, a whi te rectangle has been drawn to overlay the disks. In tenns of retina l 

stimulation, there is no physical difference between the luminance of the rectangle and its 

background. The disk cut~outs somehow signal, or are interpreted, in such a way that they 
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generate visible connections across physically homogeneous space, resulting in perception of a 

rectangular figure defined by contours of enhanced lightness. These mark the boundaries of a 

rectangle. The figure exemplifies modal completion. If one fixates for sometime on the 

illusory boundary of the rectangle, it quickly fades. 

e e ". ~ 
a b 

e e " .,j 

e e ". ~ 

Ie' d 

.. l e " Luminance Contours J L Illusory Contours 

Fig 2.1. Interposition amodal and modal completion 
In (a), the disks are complete whi le, in (b), they tend to be amodally completed. Here the square is 
most often described as occluding the grey disks. The order of interposition is phenomenally reversed 
in (c) while ,in (d), illusory contours modally complete an interposed rectangle. 

In summary, Kanizsa claimed that illusory contours arose as the disks in Fig 2.ld were 

completed behind interposed cut-out sectors. In the same inferential and organisational 

process, the cut-outs were modally completed to yield visible borders bounding a figure lighter 

than its surrounds. Kanizsa did not identify specific stages or levels at which this organisation 

might be achieved. Inference was not stage or process specific, and surface interpolation 

invoked illusory contours conditional upon stimulus conditions that supported the amodal 

completion of occluded features. Interposition, here, refers to the relative stratification of 

objects or forms in depth: 
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In my view, the phenomena of amodal completion are of special interest 

because they constitute an area particularly adapted for studying how the optical 

system goes beyond the infonnation given. [f we consider amodal completion 

as the result ofa process of inference ... the analys is of the ways in which this is 

realised may allow us to discover the "logic" that these inferential processes 

follow. Or, as I would prefer to say, the logic of the phenomenal construct ion 

of rea lity. Such logic is perhaps not the same as the logic that the mind employs 

in making true inference (Kanizsa, 1979, p.7) . 

Subsequent research strongly suggests that completion and intcrpolation are not necessary to 

the generation of illusory contours. 

2.1.1 On the independence of i!!usory contours and interposition 

Coren and his colleagues (1972; Coren and Porac, 1983) used the Kanizsa square to show that 

illusory contours are reliably judged to bound regions of "near" figure , as opposed to the "far" 

ground of the inducing disks. Coren suggested that the cut-out sectors in Kanizsa's figures 

represented 'cues-to-depth ', that is, implic it cues to interposi tion. He described such a cue as: 

... some aspect of a configuration which can be defined as consistent with a 

given spatial arrangement of objects at di fferent relative distances (Coren and 

Porac, 1983, p. 365). 

In this view, illusory contours arise from perceptual stratification in depth between 

figure and ground. Coren (1972) placed a small disk on the illusory surface between cut-outs. 

To his subjects, the disk appeared slightly smaller than one placed on the adjacent ground. 

Further, the difference in perceived size was greater for illusory versus luminance contours. 

Size-distance scaling was apparently triggered by the depth differential between figure and 

ground. In other words, the disk appeared nearer, its retinal subtense of the disk was interpreted 

as relatively smaller. 

Kennedy (1975, 1976, 198 1), lory and Day (1979), and Day and Kasperczyk (1983) 

demonstrated that illusory contours can be seen when the inducing elements and bounded 

figu res are phenomenally coplanar, thai is, where there is no detectable depth step. There is 

good ev idence, then, that illusory contours and concomitant il lusory brightness differenlials are 
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not con tingent upon interposition (Ramachandran, Ruskin , Cobb, and Rogers-Ramachandran, 

1994). 

2.1.2 On the independence of illusory contours and amodal completion 

Ehrenslcin (194 1, cited in Spi llman and Dresp, 1995) and Kanizsa (1979), demonstrated that 

lightness enhancement is negated in lined stimul i by removing the possibility ofamodal 

completion at the inducing edges of lhe configuration. In Fig 2.2a, enclosing the centra l region 

precludes lightness enhancement. The same is demonstrated in Figs 2.2b and 2.2c. These 

figures also demonstrate that the illusory effects are not cont ingent upon large regions of 

contrast differentiation. 

+ 
a b c 

Fig 2.2. Lightness differenthllion is obvia ted by prohibiting amodal completion 
(a) The Ehrenstein cross yields lightness enhancement that is obviated by 

luminance boundaries. 

(b) Concentric line inducers generate clear lightness enhancement. 

(c) Lightness enhancement is once again obviated by luminance bound:lries. 

However, many examples o f illusory contours and lightness enhancement effects have 

shown that amodal completi on may not be the necessary condit ion fo r illusory contour 

generation. In Fig 2.3, th ree examples of line arrangement effects are given. 
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a 
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Kanizsa, \976 Parks. 1980 Day. 1987 

a b c 

Fig 2.3. Illuso ry contours in line stimuli 
(3) Similarly misaligned abulting line-end~ yie ld strong illusory contours 

(b) Misalignment ofa cenlm! section or line ends 

(c) COntours prescribed by a cnange in oriental ion 

A series of influential studies by Day and Jory putatively demonstrated that the shape 

and intensity of illusory lightness need not involve interposition or completion. Local 

phenomenal interactions wi th dots placed within a Kofka cross clearly affect the dispersion or 

spread of illusory contours and the perceived lightness in these figures (see Fig 2.4). 

n n 
c ~ c .~ 

u u 
n. n 

c· .~ C :::J 
U U 

Fig 2.4. Lightness efrects de ri ved rrom th e posi tioning or da iS 
The position of luminance dots within Ine Kollka cross manipulales tne shape of the 
contour suggesting thatloca! interactions arc in operation 

(adapted from Day, 1987). 

In a similar ve in, Kennedy, (1975, 1976, 1981, 1987, 1988, 1991) extensively explored 

the effects of shape and arrangement of line-ends 0 11 the perceived shape of illusory contours 
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beyond those of higher order completion. Selected examples of Kennedy' s demonstrations are 

shown in Fig 2.5. 

a b c d 

Fig 2.5. Kennedy's line-end effect s 
(a) Curvilinear, (b) angled (c) symmctrically pointed and (d) rounded line-ends generate 
markedly different effects. (Adapted from Kennedy 1987, 1991). 

Thus, contrary to Kanizsa 's original explanation, lightness enhancement in a physicall y 

homogeneous region may be independent of, but complementary to, the mechanisms of 

completion (Purghe and Coren, 1992; Purge, 199 1; Albert, 1993; Davi, Pinna and Sambin, 

1992; Sambin, 1987; Minguzzini, 1987). There are clearly local aspects of the configuration, 

for example, the shape of inducing boundaries and local non-connected luminance boundaries, 

which modulate the appearance of ill usory contours. 

2.1.3 Higher-order postulates 

Gregory has consistent ly maintained that Kanizsa's figures inducejiclional contours (1972, 

1973, 1974, 1980, 1986, 1987, 1992, 1998). He argues they are the result of low-level 

cognition. Accord ing to this view, a loca l absence of physical stimulation (ie a gap) is 

interpreted as an object or edge partially overlaying the inducing elements- a cognitive 

solu ti on to fragmentary stimuli (see also, Rock and Anson, 1979; Rock, 1987; Bradely, 1987). 

Bonaiuto, Giannini and Bonaiuto (1991), for example, used sketches of active human forms to 

generate illusory contours. They argued that only cognitive interpretation of the forms and thei r 

actions cou ld have resulted in those contours. These configurations do not ru le out the 

possibility that continuation of luminance boundaries might be responsible. 

It has been argued, to the contrary, that ill usory contours are generated before any such 

inferences could possib ly be achieved (Ullman, 1976; Marr 1982; Grossberg 1994). Sti ll , 

higher order influences have been shown to impact upon the detection of ill usory contours in 

certain images. Both attention and perceptual set have been clearly implicated in moderating 
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detection thresho lds of the contours in Kanizsa 's configurations (Halpem 1985; Coren, 1987; 

Coren, Porac, Theodor, 1986; Tsa l, Meiran and Lavie, 1994). 

2.2 Psychophysical Parameters of Illusory Contours 

It is important to note that that illusory contours and surface segmen tation effects are not all-or

none phenomena. Rather they appear to systematically differ in 'strength' (degree of lightness 

differentiation) and ' persistence ' (longevity of lightness differentiation), depending upon 

quantifiable physical parameters of the stimulus and rime. These issues arc addressed below. 

2.2.1 Strength of Illusory Contours 

The apparent strength of illusory contours depend 0 11 the degree of contrast variation between 

inducing elements and the homogenous surrounds; their number; thei r width ; and the 

magnitude of the 'gap' separating them (Lesher and Mingolla, 1993; Petry et al 1983; Purghe 

and Katsaras 1991 ; Siegal and Petry 1991 ; Shipley, 1988). Shipley and Kellman ( 1992) have 

argued thaI the clarity. or distinctiveness, of illusory contours depends on the slIpporr rario 

inherent in a stimulus configurat ion. The suppon ratio is the ratio of edge length to the total 

distance between inducing elements. 

2.2.2 Onset and Persistence of Illusory Contours 

Contour onset is very rapid. They are detectable at somewhere between 30 and lOOms, 

depending upon the spatial configuration (Reynolds, 1981 ). Reynolds suggests that illusory 

contours develop over lOOms or less; are stable for 200ms; and then fade. Meyer and Ming 

(1988) have demonstrated that contour pers istence is directly proportional to presentation time 

up to 200ms. However, subtle relationships between inducing features are apparent: Kojo, 

Liinasuo and Rovamo (1993) have shown that increases in the proportional size of inducers 

increases the persistence of contours significantly. Siegal and Pelry (1991) found that contour 

strength and persistence is maximal al a flicker rate of5-7 Hz and at about 3degrees of 

peripheral eccentri city. 

In summary, psychophysical findings suggest thai inducing area algebraica lly contribute 

to the strength and persistence. So if the area of an interposed illusory figure is maintained and 

the size of Ihe inducers is reduced the relative inlens ity of the contours will be reduced. An 

extreme example of this is demonstrated in Fig 2.6. 
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• 
a b 

• 
Fig 2.6. Induci ng area :lnd th e strength or illu sory co ntours 
The intensity or the illusory contour at (a) is greater than thaI at (b). This 
has been explained in terms of the ratio of gap size to the inducing area 
width. 

2.2.3 A caveat for the induction area hypothesis 

While there is evidence Ihat the ratio of gap size to the width of the inducing region is 

important, the issue is substantially more complex. Gillam «987) has shown that perceptual 

segregation of surface planes is stronger when abutting grids are comprised of irregular-rather 

than regular- lines (see Fig 2.7) . 

- --- ;>< >< ;>< ---- - -- - -
-------
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-------

-::;;? -=-7 ~ -=-7 -
a b c d 

Fig 2.7. Irregular lines enhance the sense of contour 
Gillam showed that regions differentiated by random-lines generated strong illusory 
contours. Compared to evenly arranged lines separated across a gap, as in (a), edges of 
random line surfaces appear more distinct (see 12.8b). In (c), co linearity across the gap is 
no longer maintained. In (d), despite the misalignment of irregu lar lines along edges, the 
bounding contour completes as a straight edge. 
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2.3 Illusory Contours and contrast interactions 

Both regional lightness enhancement and illusory contours disappear when equiluminant colour 

contrasts are used. When the Kanizsa triangle is isoluminant red and green (no mcan 

luminance difference) no lightness enhancement results (Brigner and Gallagher 1974; Frisby 

and Clalworthy 1975; Spillman and Dresp 1995; Gregory 1977; Livingston and Hubel , 1987). 

Chao-Yi and Kun (1995) claim that a minimum luminance contrast required to induce visible 

contour was 2.3 % for the Kanizsa figure and 5.3% fo r abutting gratings. 

This suggests that illusory brightness may be induced, or at least ini tiated, very early in 

the visual system by a luminance-contrast mechanism. This may happen in a similar way to 

simultaneous brightness-contrast-that is, by lateral inhibition. However, the Kanizsa and 

Ehrenstein figures can be perceived with dichoptic presentation of their component parts 

(Gregory 1972; Spillman et a1 1976). This suggests that ill usory lightness is, or can be. induced 

beyond the level of monocular visual processing, that is, in the early cort ical regions. Hence. 

area V2 or the striate cortex-the earliest conical region in wh ich monocular retinal output is 

combined-is often nominated as the site of illusory contour generation. This possibility is 

explored in a later section, which presents findings on the proposed physiological substrates of 

illusory con tour generation. 

Gegenfurtner. Brown and Rieger (1996) have recently shown that form processing may 

not be intemlpted by the lack oflighlness differentiation in isoluminant figure-ground stimuli. 

They argue that a coarse-to-fine boundary segmentation process may be in operation. This is in 

line with computational theorists such as Marr (1982) . Us ing a visual search paradigm, these 

authors found that withou t the presence of distinct ill usory contours in Kanizsa figures (al 

isoluminance). the configurations were st ill rapidly detected as segmented figure and ground. 

This finding suggests that mechanisms segregating figure and ground are responsive 10 the 

structura l arrangement of image features and not to luminance contrast alone. 

2.3.2 The problem of contrast polarity 

Further ev idence of closure or completion mechanisms in some way independent of contrast 

detect ion mechanisms is prov ided by Prazdny (1983). Prazdny demonstrated clear contours 

bridging gaps between elements of opposite contrast polari ty. This observation is not congruent 

with the traditional understanding of simultaneous contrast. Two examples are shown in Fig 

2.8. 
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Fig 2.8. Illusory contours and co ntrast polarity 
Both Kanizsa (a) and Prazdny (b) have shown that disks of opposite contrast po larity 
yield clear illusory connections. 

Dresp, Salvano-Pardieu and Bonnet, (1996) have also recently demonstrated that 

illusory boundaries are evident in abutting grids with inducers of opposite contrast polarity 

us ing phase shifted line gratings. Dresp has also claimed that the figure-ground context does 

not play an important role in the generation of lightness enhancement (Dresp, 1993). Dresp and 

Bonnet (199 1) and Dresp, Lorenceau and Bonnet (1990) found a degree oflightness 

enhancement at the centre ofa Kanizsa square in the complete absence of the cut-out disks (as 

in Fig 2.1 a). 

In summary, as Shapley and Gordon ( 1987) have suggested, form (completion) and 

lightness differential must be processed separately--or at least are able to be generated 

independently. In other words, modal completion is arguably the result of a confluence of 

integrative and local level interactions which can be blind to contrast polarities as such. 

2.3.3 Spatia-temporal effects 

Bradely and Lee (1982), and Kellman and Cohen, (1984) have demonstrated that illusory 

figures can be detected when inducing features are disp layed in rapid succession at differing 

orientations. This work suggested that a spatio-temporal corre lation was poss ible between 

temporally disparate edge boundaries. Prazdny (1986), using flowing random dot fields 

instead of contrasting inducers, generated clearly identifiable illusory shapes. Fig 2.9 

demonstrates temporally disparate stimuli. 
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Fi g 2.9. Edge correlation in time 
Presenwtion of Ihese three stimuli in rapid succession yie lds Ihe percept of a strong 
il lusory triangle. 

Further, Prazdny demonstrated that, in a random dot field, motion of either the inducers 

or the triangle would result in the appearance ofa strongly segregated objecl. Clearly, illusory 

contours can be generated by luminance contrast or motion. 

Ramachandran ( 1986), Ramachandran and Cavanagh (1985) have shown that illusory 

figures can capture certain bounded elements in depth and/or in motion. Further, capture 

breaks down in isoluminant stimuli. Some examples used to show capture effects are shown in 

Fig 2.10. 
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Fig 2.10. Surface capture effects 
(a) Prazdny (1986), using inducers of opposite contrast sign, demonstrated that 

apparent motion of a surface can be seen when illusory contours are minimal 

(b) Ramachandran ( 1986) demonstrated that apparent motion or stereopsis 'captured ' 
the background patterns to the depth of the cut-out sectors. 

(c) Spillman 1977, demonstrated that dragging an Ehres te in Grid across a random 
surface led to the sense that the dots moved with the cut-out portions of the grid and, 
viewed statica lly, were perceived as qualitati ve ly different from their surrounds. 

Ramachandran has interpreted these phenomena as evidence that the brain takes a series 

of short-cuts when interpreting 'captured' dots, lines or other surface features in motion, and in 

depth. Figure 2.11 illustrates a stimulus used by Ramachandran in his tests of stroboscopic 

movement of the illusory square. Observers report a fonm movi ng between these two 

background configurations. 
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Fig 2. 11. l[1usory conlOurs and appa ren t Illotion 
Ramachandran demonstrated thaI stroboscopic motion was pcrcciYed between different 
types of inducing elements. 

There are clearly various domains of surface segmentation which can contribute to the 

extraction of fonn from the stimuli that Kanizsa presented: in combination or in iso lation. 

Some regional differentiation in contrast, motion, distance or complexity is clearly required to 

generate illusory surfaces, although none of these can be considered to be necessary. An 

infonnation primitive has evaded specification and genera lity. This strongly suggests that a 

constructive visual boundary mechanism is in operation which utilises physical . spatial and 

temporal attributes to evoke Gestal t-like organisations. The mechanism can utilise relative 

motion or colour, rather than steep luminance gradients as a bas is for figure-ground 

segregation. 

Even figure-ground segregation though is insufficient to explain the various local 

contrast interactions (Shapely and Gordon, 1987). It seems that illusory contours represent a 

class of perceptual phenomena which may be evoked at many possible levels and domains of 

visual analysis (Day. 1987). Consider neon colOllr spreading, first demonstrated by van Tuijl 

(1975). Redies and Spillman ( 1981) showed that, when a red cross was inserted in the cel1lre 

of an Ehrenstein figure which yields illusory contour, neon colour spreading or neon flank 

results (after Takeichi, Shimojo and Watanabe, 1992). Fig 2.12 demonstrates these effects 

(though neolljlank is a very subtle effect, not easily reproduced). 
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Fig 2. 12. Neon colour spreading and neon fla nk 
<a) An Ehrenste in cross yields illusory boundaries 

c 

(b) Neon colour spreading arises when the centre of the crossed is fill ed with co lour or 
luminance contrast. The colour appears to spread into the region previously bounded by the 
ill usory contour. This is suggesti ve of completion 

(c) Neon flank occurs where only one aml of the Ehrenstein cross is presented. Colour is still 
perceived to spread in to its immediate surrounds. This is suggestive of a discrete local 
in teraction 

In summary, mechanisms which generate ill usory contours apparently are blind to the 

polarity of contrast at their boundari es. It appears that a more abstract notion of regional 

di fferentiation may be necessary to fo und a comprehensive theory of ill usory contours. The 

next section outlines a recent attempt to broach this issue. 

2.4 Figure-ground splitting: perceptual unit formation 

Kellman and Shipley ( 199 1), recently presented an extensive theory of Visualfnterpolation 

which attempts to integrate some of the diverse findings about ill usory fi gures. They tri ed 

account for Gestalt principles of grouping and the closure. Kellman and Shipley argue that 

spec ifiable geometric principles gu ide a set of abstract mechanistic process in what they term 

unit/ormation. 

Kellman and Shipley believe that continuous geometric projection across the occluded 

space, between spatially relatable contours, is the key to understanding how this unique identity 

is constructed or recogn ised. Such visual events are, in a sense, reminiscent of the class ic 

reversible figure-ground stimuli of Rubin . In reversibly interpolated fi gures, however, a switch 

is possible between modal and amodal complet ion (as in F ig 2. 13). 
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Fig 2. 13. Two·dimensionaJ uni t formation 
Kellman and Shipley presented figure (a), a 'sponwneousJy spJil1ing figure . In (b), Rubin's 
classic reversible figure demonstrates similar segmenUltion processes. Staring III each figure 
for some time will result in a reversal offigure·ground, but the contours defining boundaries 
remain invariant. 

Unit fomlation can resu lt in visible contours when spatial discontinuity conditions are 

optimal. Kellman and Shipley suggest that modal and amodal completion are in effect two 

aspects of a single completion or 'unit' formation process. Where these processes are 

interchangeable, the figures wi ll reverse, where they are not, stable illusory contours may form. 

The difference is that these percepts are in a sense driven by the implications of different 

relat ive depth relationships (see Fig 2.14) 

(a) (b) 

Fig 2. 14. Moda l and amodal completion : Unit forma tion 
Kellman and Shipley argue that modal completion (a) and amodal completion (b) are 
alternative products of continuation of luminance contours between discontinuities 
rather than integration and synthesis of fonn. 

Kellman and Shipley's theory is briefly summarised below. Their argument hinges 

upon three concepts: spatial discontinuity, spatial relatability and the monotonicity constraint. 
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Spatial Discontinuity 

Spatial continuity refers to curved uniform edges or straight lines such as the boundaries of a 

circle, an oblong or some similar figure. An example of discontinuity might be the comers of a 

square, or the boundaries of the CUI-out disks in Figure 2.14a above. Discontinuity is 

considered to be a necessary but insuffic ient feature to generate unit fomlation / segregat ion. A 

further spatial condition is required. 

Spatial Rela/abili/y 

Spatiat reta/ability refers to the reciprocal concept of spatial discontinuity. This arises where 

one edge is 'relatable' to another by a smooth linear extension: across a 'spatial continuity'. 

The moda l (Figure 2.14a) or amodal (Figure 2.14b) connections betwcen the adjacent inner 

borders of the cut-out sectors in the Kanizsa triangle are examples of relatable contours. Edges 

are relatable on ly if their extensions intersect at 90 degrees or less . However, this condition, 

together with the notion of spatial discontinuity, arc again insufficient to generate the 

perception of interpolation. 

Monotonicity Constraint 

The final condition requi red to yield an occlusion is what is termed the mOllO/of/icity 

constraint. It amou nts to an assumpt ion abollt what contours will do when they cross above or 

behind an occluded or occluding surface. The assumption is that they wi ll adhere to 'spatial 

continuity', that is, they will not loop back on themselves (as is entirely possible but unlikely in 

natural scenes). Monotonicity is therefore an assumption that relatabi lity is verifiab le and does 

not suppon the kind of occlusion seen in Fig 2.15. 

,.- ......... -" 
( .... I 

\ I 

Fig 2. 15. T he Monotonicity Con strai nt 
tn Kell man and Shipley's theory, continuation is constmined by the monotonicity constraint 
which precludes continuation beyond 90°. 
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2.4.2 Advantages of interpolation theory 

Kellman and Shipley's is a remarkably simple explanation of illusory form, and interpolation 

processes in general. It is a very powerful description of the characteristics of the Kanizsa 

figures, and other occlusion effects which appear to represent emergentforms. For example, in 

Fig 2.16, spatial continuity and discontinuity can explain how it is that (a) a figure can appear 

partly modally and partly amodally completed; (b) can be generated in the absence ofa closed 

figure ; in (c) the process of rei at ability can resolve indeterminate texture features; and in (d) can 

resolve occlusion where amodal completion of the ' background ' disks is indeterminate as well 

c 

Fig 2.16. Spatial relations and continuation 
In (a), a complete figure can be interpreted from a combination of modal and amodal contours while , 
in (b), continuity between inducers generates contours in the absence of completion. In (c), figure
ground splitting arises regardless of local contrast data. Figure (d) demonstrates that irregular shapes 
generate illusory contours in figures where continuity arises despite abstract irregular inducing 
features. 

Shipley and Kellman (1990, 1992) have argued that unit formation and discontinuities 

contribute to every instance of illusory contour formation. A single boundary interpolation 

process unifies partly occluded objects and illusory figures : discontinuities in the first derivative 

of projected edges are initiating conditions for unit formation. By this relatability approach, 

physical edges can be connected to non-physical. Some criticisms of this view from Sekulear, 

Palmer and Flynn (1994) suggest that the observations of unit formation cannot be explained 

without global or configurational interactions. Perhaps most intriguing is the work of Anderson 

(1994), Anderson and lulesz (1995) and Anderson (1997) where, in the domain of stereopsis, it 

is possible to derive illusory contours where no relatable contours are present. Recall , also, 
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Gillam' s demonstration that certain texture patterns can intensify the strength of illusory 

contours and that continuity is not necessary to invoke the sense of illusory boundaries. Once 

again, it appears that illusory contours defy general ex planation . 

2.5 Physiological approaches to illusory contours 

2.5.1 Spatial frequency analysis and figural completion 

The assumption that illusory contours arose in the absence of stimulation was hotly disputed by 

Ginsburg (1975, 1987). Ginsburg claimed that spatial frequency filtering of visual images 

prescribed by Kanizsa's figures creates a physical intensity pattern that stimulates the system' s 

low spatial frequency detection mechanisms directly. 

Spatial filtering is thought to be a func tion of the receptive field structure at the retina 

and higher level orientation·sensitive ce lls of the visual system (Goldstein, 1996). In 

computational simulations of earl y vision, Ginsburg (1975) was able to demonstrate in that a 

Fourier transform of low spatial frequency luminance intensities wou ld parse an equivalent 

shape to that prescribed by the Kanizsa triangle. Ginsburg concluded that low·spat ial

frequency attenuation in the visual system might aid in the induction of illusory objects by a 

mechanistic information-reduction scheme. These argumen ts have been highly influential in a 

number Object recognit ion schemes based on a computational resolution of intensity values 

across the visual field (cf Marr, 1982 ; Marr and Poggio, 1979). 

The spatial frequency approach has been criticised, however, because many figures have 

been produced which can not be reso lved by Fourier ana lys is (Tyler 1977, Becker and Knopp 

1978; Parks and Pendergrass 1982, Parks, 1983). An example is shown in Fig 2.17. Parks and 

Pendergrass demonstrated that low spatial frequency filtering can not resolve the corner 

arrangements of the simple figure below. 

Fig 2.17. A n image which defi es spati al frequency ana lysis. 
(Adapted from Parks and Pendergrass. 1982). 
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2.5.2 Neural corollaries of illusory contour induction 

Specific physiological correlates of illusory contour perception have been described by 

Peterhans and von der Heydt (eg. 1991). Studying responses of area V I and V2 in alert 

monkeys, they found that no V I cells of the striate cortex responded to stimuli that might 

generate illusory con tours, yet 40% of V2 cells do. These were classified as contOllr new·ones. 

Such neurones, respond to edges prescribed by coll inear line ends in offset abutting gratings 

(see Figure 2.19a). The activity of these cell s in response to 'gaps' is very similar to the ir 

response to oriented contours defined by steep luminance modulation (Peterbans and von der 

heydt 1991 , von der Heydt and Peterhans 1989). Similarly, their activity is inhibited by 

inserting small closing lines, or when only one part of the stimulus is presented to the recepti ve 

field. These findings suggest that aggregation of neural mechanisms sensitive to orientation 

may constitute the basis of a specific category of illusory-contour percepts invoked by abutting 

line-gratings (Grosor, Shapley, Hawken, 1993). 

Peterhans and von der Heydt suggest thaI alone, or both, ends of the receptive fie ld of 

their contour neurones there is an inhibitory zone Ihat suppresses the cell's response when a 

stimulus line or edge is longer then the length of the main receptive field. A reliable means of 

detecting edges (and illusory contours) could resu lt from linking together line-end-sensitive 

mechanisms. 

2.5.3 Functional equivalence of luminance contours and illusory contours 

Most contemporary explanations of illusory contours, based on known physiology of the visual 

system, maintain that illusory comours are functionally equivalent lO luminance defined edges. 

However, studies of till after effects (TAEs) by Smith and Over (1975, 1976), suggest 

nontrivial differences in the perceplion of ill usory contours and luminance borders. Fig 2.18 

exemplifies stimuli used to assess TAEs. 
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Fig 2. 18. Till Aft er erreclS 

After fixating upon the (/(/ctpting stimulus in (i1). for sevcml seconds. then shifting gaze to the 
lest stimulus (b) subjects typically judge the illusory contours in (b) to be oriented 000-
venically. 

Adaptation to a tilted stimulus typically will cause a proportional error in the est imate of 

a subseq uentl y viewed non-tilting line. Tilt after effects are often ci ted as discriminat ing the 

orientation sensit ive processes at area V2. Smith and Over have demonstrated thaI illusory 

contours yield a reduced, bu t reliable, TAE. However, whereas luminance contour TAEs are 

colour selective - illusory contours are not. Illusory comour TAEs are also interrupted by 

binocular rivalry, while luminance contours are not. In contrast, subthreshold summation 

effects (displaying a line of the same contrast polarity be low detection thresho ld) lower the 

threshold for the detect ion of the target line. Thus, ill usory and real lines are likely to be 

processed by the same mechanism (Dresp and Bonnel, 1995; Mcourt and Paulsen, 1994; van 

der Zwaan and Wenderoth, 1994, 1995). 

While it seems there maya general 'contour invariance' across illusory and other 

contours (Lauri e, Waml, Dember and Frank, 1994; Berkley, Debruyn and Orban, 1994) subtle 

differences in the activation ofTAEs by illusory contou rs suggest some caut ion is required. 

Perhaps luminance and illusory contours are OIgallised by the same visua l processes rather than 

equi valent detection dev ices. For exam ple luminance contaurs can represent boundaries whil e 

it seems likely that illusory contours muSI represent. 

Illusory contours and figures appear la result, then, from the operation of standard edge~ 

detectors in the visua l system. Inferential processes may still have an important part to play in 

the perception. As Pradiso, Shimaja and Nakayama ( 1989, p.1212) note: 
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While we feel that our data combined with the physiological results ... clearly 

demonstrate an early neural process contributing to the perception of subjective 

contours this conclusion does not nullify the possibility that something 

"inferential" is involved in their perception. Knowledge about the visual world 

may, through learning, be incorporated into the organisation of the visual 

system ... In this sense the neuronal response to a subjective contour can be 

thought of as an "inference" even though it is made at a very early stage of 

visual processing as such, the neural interconnections in [the] prestriate cortex 

may embody an early component of what is commonly considered cognition. 

This contemporary notion of neural operation shows that the physiological correlates of 

illusory contour induction which might result may be a product of feedback into the lowest

cortical regions. This is a maj or problem for contemporary notions of neural interconnec livity. 

Further, it is not clear how specific edge detection devices can explain lightness spreading or 

the area proportionate ratio account of the strength of illusory contours . One obvious way in 

which illusory contours are functionally non-equivalent to luminance contours: they tend to 

fade when fixated. 

Nakayama and Shimojo (1992) suggest that neural inference-like processes in very early 

visual process ing-a mechanistic ana logue of Hemholtz's notion of unconscious inference

may respond to broad patterns of stimulation. This was assumed to be based on image 

sampling during locomotion and previous associative learning, where a population of neurons 

in the cortex will respond to pari induction of a prev iously experienced panem of activity at the 

receptors. Experiential shaping of interneuron connect ions are the critical issue here. Previous 

experience means that, when faced with ambiguity as in most inducing configurations of 

illusory contours, the system responds to a 'generic' panern of stimulation, rather than that 

which might be induced by an 'accidental ' view of a particular object. Nakayama's ideas, 

particularly those pertaining to stereoscopic vision, will be addressed in detail in Chapter 3. 

2.6 Computational models of illusory contour induction 

Based primarily upon contemporary knowledge of the human and other primate visual cortical 

architecture, several computational models have made a useful contribution to our 

understandi ng of illusory-form perception In essence, illusory figures are derived from the 

same processes used 10 segment luminance defined forms from the visual scene (e.g. MalT 
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1982; Cohen and Grossberg 1984; Grossberg and Mingolla 1985, 1987, 1993; Grossberg and 

Todorovic 1988; and Grossberg 1994; Francis and Grossberg ( \996). Illusory percepts are 

regarded as being critically important issues in understanding integrative visual information 

processing. As Grossberg and Mingolla (1987, P 171) ha ve explained: 

[these] ... paradoxical percepts are expressions of adaptive brain designs aimed 

at achieving informative visual representations of the external world. 

Paradoxical percepts may therefore be used as probes and tests of the 

mechanisms that are hypothesised to instant iate these adaptive brain designs. 

Illusory contour percepts in particular, provide numerous clues and constra ints 

for a theory of boundary fomlation and textural segmentation, because they 

involve subtle interactions of form and co lour processing ... our theory makes 

precise the sense in which perception of illusory contours - or contour percepts 

thai do not correspond to one dimensional luminance differences in a scenic 

image - and percepts of ' real contours' are both synthesised by the same 

mechanisms. 

The computational approach therefore assumes that illusory figures arise from the same 

mechanisms which account for form in natural visual scenes. In Grossberg's terms, fonn and 

contour are processed by separate neural network sub-systems. Inleract ion of these systems 

generates a global three dimensional representat ion and visual arises from combinations of 

feature extraction routines- that is, second order contrast interactions derived from orientation 

se lective neural networks. 

2.6.1 Grossberg's Computational! Physiological Approach 

Grossberg's (1987) model of cortical dynamics has had a seminal influence. It is very briefly 

summarised here, and hi s contribution to the perception of three-dimensional forms will be 

addressed in detail in Chapler 3. His work provides an extensive treatment of the physiological 

processes that may underpin traditional Gestah organisational rules and illusory percepts. Most 

importantly, he suggests that form, colour, and brightness characteristics of visua l images are 

'emergent' from the interact ions of several discrete- though interacting- processing systems 

operating in parallel. 

The pivotal assumption of Grossberg' s work is that three particular systems separately 

deal with visual organisati on and feature emergence in perception. These are a Boundary 

Contour System (BCS) a Feature Contour System (FCS) and an Object Recognition 
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System(ORS). The BCS synthesises visua l form from the combinations of oriented 'feature 

elements ' ex tracted very early in visual processing, yielding three dimensional closure, or 

segmentation of portions of a scene. 

Segmentation, here, refers to the perceptual phenomena of uniqucness, that is, 

phenomenal separateness allocated to a region of the field. This is an indirect reference to the 

Gestalt idea of "closure" or wholeness which is evident in many figure-ground stimuli. The 

outcome of BCS processing is pcrceptually invisible. Visible percepts are a function of the 

FCS. Thc FCS cx tracts colour and brightness information in parallel, but separately from the 

BCS. So these FCS signals interact with the BCS system to control fill ing-in, of an illusory 

occluding surface for example. Subsequcntly these filling in processes lead to visible percept 

of lightness, colour and fonn in depth. At the final stage of functioning of the FCS the ORS, a 

higher order object recognition mechanism specifies the sa lience and meaning of the 

representations previously deve loped. As such, the FCS and BCS networks are said to be prc

attentive while the ORS system is considered a directed, post-attcntive feedback system. 

Figure 2.19 below illustrates Grossberg's mode l. 

Fig 2. t9. Grossberg's processing stages 
Monocular pre-processed signals (M P) arc sent independently to both the Boundary and Feature 
Contour Systems. The Boundary System also exchanges template like infomlation from an 
Object Recognition Syslem. 

In tenns of this model, Kan izsa's square is a three-dimens ional representation derived 

from the constmction of a discrete visual entity synthesised in BCS processing. Visible 

phenomenal characteristics of the percept are accomplished by the FCS- for example contrast 

interactions, co lour and depth effects outlined earl ier. Subsequent filling in of the contrasting 

disks, the variolls lightness effects identified earlier, opacity, or transparency of the overlayed 
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figure arc a function of interaction of the feedback between these two systems and the ORS 

device. 

Grossberg (1987), in effect, describes his integrative processing model as adaptive 

resolution of uncertainty, where IIncerrainry refers to the interpretation of retinal and pre· 

attentive measurements made by banks of detection dev ices. He endeavours to model the way 

an ill· posed, or ambiguous, visual world is deciphered to derive fonn, exploring mechanisms 

that can resolve multiple sources ofinfonnation and uncertainty in that infornlation pre

attentively. 

The BCS activity represents a completion mechanism similar to continuation, as 

described by Ke llman and Shipley (199 1). It portrays modal and amodal completion as two 

possible outcomes of tile same process, each dependent upon FCS filling·in. 

In subsequent analyses, Gove, Francis, Grossberg, and Mingo lla (1994) have extended 

the mode l to the cortical dynamics of fonn and motion integration, and Grossberg, and 

Mingolla, (1995), have attempted to map the possible connections belween binocular vision, 

ill usory contours, and brightness: a neural model used to demonstrate proposed LGN feedback 

in tegration of these elements. 

2.7 Concluding Remarks on Perception of Illusory Contours 

This chapter presented a review of research surrounding illusory contours. The phenomena are 

a product of processes, which differentiate regions of the visual field from one another. 

Regional different iation appears to be maximal when perceptual closure is invoked in concert 

with steep contrast discontinuities (such as in the typical black and white Kanizsa Square). 

However it is also clear that closure of a perce ived fonn, interpo lation and other higher-order 

factors are not necessary for illusory contours. As yet, no satisfactory explanation of illusory 

contours has emerged from the literature. The next chapter is concerned with stereoscopic 

illusory contours. 
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3. 3-D illusory contours and surfaces 

SlImmary: This chapter sur .. eys rhe dil'erse and .l'ollll:lI'll(It di.~corrkmt literature dealing with 
the perception of 3-D iflY.I'ory con(Ours and sllrface.~. The percept.~ geller(lIed b}1 SKS Il 'iI! be 
addressed. Other nOfable stereograms r/lld theoretical del-e/opmelll,f ill (his field are 
rel/ie\l'I:d. III .1'0 doillg (I COI1l'I:/1iellt par/ition between the V(lriOIl.l' expla/1ations of these 
percepts will be del'eloped. 111 (I vely brO(ld sell,I'e, stereoscopic illll.~OIy CO/!/OIll:V lull'C! been 
explained in (\1'0 I\"a)"s. The tll"O approaches l\"ifI be termed Ihe SlIIface He/ll'istic (l l1d Form 
Compll(ation. 

3.1 A stereoscopic Kanizsa square 

A SKS highlights important issues to be addressed in the chapter. Figure 3.1 demonstrates some 

intriguing 3-D phenomenology. When faced with apparently sparse point-disparity infommtion 

the visual system seems to construct an illusory 3-D percept. 

Some characteristics of the 3-D Kan izsa percept are well estab lished. First, note that 

stereoscopic illusory contours between the pacmen are stable and distinct. In fact they are more 

stable and dist inct than those generated in the absence of disparity (Gregory, 1972; Bloomfield, 

1973; Lawson and Gul ick, 1967; Simmonds, 1975). Second, when the sign of disparity is 

changed, the sites at which illusory contours occur also changes. With uncrossed disparity at the 

pac men, the disks take on the appearance of portholes through which an amodal square is 

perceived (Gregory and Harris, 1974; Fujita, 1993). The tenn amodal is used as a short hand 

description. In addition to these aspects, the emergence of illusory contours appears to be 

related to the ass ignment of homogeneous regions of the stereogram to different depth planes. 
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Fig 3.1. The stereoscopic Kanizsa square 
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In 3.1 a crossed fusion of the left (l) and middle (M) images yields the percept of a distinctive 
illusory square standing forward of the disks. The white region surrounded by the illusory 
boundaries appears to be captured to the depth of those boundaries. Crossed fusion of (M) and (R) 
demonstrates the reverse disparity sign. An amodal square results. Disks appear like 'portholes' 
through which the sq uare is partly seen. These effects are pictorially represented in (b). The 
sequence will be reversed for divergent fusers. 

Clearly, stereopsis has dramatic implications for the perception of a 3-D Kanizsa square. 

Given that local disparities within the SKS image pairs are very sparse in comparison to most 

natural textured surfaces, the part played by stereopsis is of theoretical interest. Stereoscopic 

illusory contours perhaps offer a window onto the interpretative mechanisms of binocular 

vision ie. 3-D perceptual organisation (Nakayama, 1996). 

3.2 Stereoscopic contours and surlace textures 

3.2 .1 Stereoscopic contours in sparse texture matrices 

Gulick and Lawson (1976) gave an early account of stereoscopic illusory contours. However, 

they did not call them illusory, but stereoscopic. Their argument was that stereoscopic contours 
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result when the sharp surface boundaries apparent in RDSs are translated onto sparse textures 

such as those in Fig 3.2. Horizontal interocular differences in the position of large gaps in those 

matrices provided what they termed{orm disparity. They defined form disparity as: 

... the disparate views of a fom1 which differentiall y obstructed elements of the 

ground matrix (1976, pliO). 

Gulick and Lawson showed that sparse matrices (see Fig 3.2a) generated sharp visible 

boundaries between matrix features in a similar fashion to the RDS. Perceptual organisation 

left specific features unmatched. These non-corresponding elements of such a matrix were 

important in differentiating an occluding form from its background. Unpaired features were 

interpreted as occluded from the view of one eye. This is shown pictorially in Fig 3.2b. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Stereoscopi c Contour 

L.Eye 

R.Eye 

Monocular Features 

b 

Fig 3.2. Form disparity 
Gulick and Lawson interpreted the sciss ion of surface planes as ev idence of'fonn disparity'. Fig 
(a) yields the appearance that a central opaque region is extracted as a bounded fonn. The 
pictorial depiction (b) shows that monocu lar features must be grouped with the background 
surface to achieve the effect. 

Gulick and Lawson found that increasing the global density of the matrix qualitatively 

increased the "sense" that the homogeneous space, the large gap in the matrix, was separated 
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from the plane of the surrounding matrix. This, they explained, was due to reduction of 

ambiguity in the non-corresponding portions of the matrix. It is interesti ng to note that 

Kellman and Shipley (1992a) would attribute this effect to the size of the inducing area (see 

Chapter 2). Note a lso that Julesz invoked a mosl dislant sUI/ace rule to describe how 

monocular features in RDS were left on the occluded plane. 

Another achievement of Gulick and Lawson was their demonstration of a ;preading 

stereoscopic fonn where edges were not explicitly demarcated by unpaired features. The effect 

is shown in Fig 3.3. Most observers report a misshapen ci rcl e. The point being that the illusory 

sector does not just join luminance dots but actua lly passes before them. 

This demonstration shows that neither the closure of fragmentary figures (after Gregory, 

1998) nor propagation of relatable contours across luminance discontinuities (Kellman and 

Shipley, 1991; I 992a) are sufficient to explai n stereoscopic illusory contours. Some kind of 

sUI/ace spreading appears to be involved. In Fig 3.3 the wh ite form spreads across the near 

depth plane rather than aligning with contrast boundaries. Gulick and Lawson attributed this to 

perceptual aggregation of background texture . 

..... ............ . ............... 

/( 
III usory Sector . 

Fig 3.3. Stereoscopic contours across homogeneous regions 
When disparity is introduced to a semi-circular central figure , its stereoscopic boundaries become 
strongly enhanced. Note that the contour of the lower portion of the 'circ le' is misshapen and its 
edge is not di stinct. Gul ick and Lawson claimed that this was because of a lack of non
corresponding featu res and hence the denigration of form di;parity (Adapted from Gulick and 
Lawson, 1976). 

In summary, Gulick and Lawson identified many of the issues that are of interest to this 

thesis: the role of non-corresponding features, the extraction of 3-D form, and the significance 
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of both sharply defined and more indeterminate stereoscopic boundaries - stereoscopic illusory 

contours. Their conclusion was that the contours were related to Julesz cyclopean contours by 

the relative density and thus the degree of perceptual aggregation of tcxture fcatures. 

3.2.2. Ambiguous textures: The wallpaper effect, ground capture and its failure 

The so-called wallpaper effect. observed by Brewster, 1844 (cited in Tyler, 1991) arises when a 

repetitive textured transparent film is overlayed across a monocular Ehrenstein grid or vice. 

The textured elements of the film tend to be captured by the plane of tile grid (Spillman and 

Dresp, 1995). 

Prazdny (1985), Ramachandran (1986. 1987, 1988), and Ramachandran and Cavanagh 

(1985) have demonstrated similar effects with the Kanizsa square in the stereoscopic domain as 

well as in motion. Regularly dispersed dOIS, horizontal and vertical lines can be capl/lred 

forward by regions bounded by disparate illusory contours. 

Ramachandran explains these effects as ecologically useful 'tricks' or 'shortcuts' by 

which the brain makes assumptions about segmentat ion of a sparse ly textured scene. But 

captu re is not an all-or-none effect. The percepts can be surprising. For example, there is a 

subtle anisotropy in the distinctiveness of capture between horizontal and vertical lines. 

Further, with random-line texture pattems, 'capture' disappears entirely (Howard and Rogers, 

1995). The percept is a peculiar transparent glass-like plane. The same figure against a 

random-dot texture produces no capture, and in fact stereopsis causes the illusory contours to 

vanish. Figure 3.4 illustrates these effects. 

Vallortigara and Bressan (1994) argue that the key to stereo capture is ambiguous 

occlusion geometry. They suggest that a confl ict exists between the depth plane of the elements 

indicating occlusion (the induc ing disks), and those with zero disparity (the periodic pattems 

susceptible to the wallpaper effect). When the texture ofa surface, or a group of elements 

provides only ambiguous stereoscopic infonnation, the texture or elements are drawn to the 

near surface. 

Wantanabe and Cavanagh (1992, 1993) have also found that the classic Kanizsa square 

captured texture more strongly than isoluminant figures and those defined by line ends. 

Evidently then there are relative degrees or strengths ofc\osure that contribute toward illusory 

fonns in the stereoscopic domain. It also appears that textme patterns vary in the degree to 

which they represent a perceptually robust surface. These in issues will be addressed in detail 

in later chapters . 
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Fig 3.4. Capture and the failure of capture in illusory figures 
The stimuli in (a) have precise ly the same dimensions at both signs of disparity against three 
different backgrounds. Crossed fusion of the (L) and (M) pairs gives the percept that horizontal or 
verti cal lines are captured to the plane of the illusory surface. However, the sparse ly textured 
random line background yields a glass- like transparency. With uncrossed fusion, (M) and (R) 
pairs, all backgrounds show that features bounded by the disks are captured to the di stant plane 
except in the case of random lines. Capture is shown pictorially in (b). 

Gillam ( 1995) has al so shown that random-line stimuli generate very distinctive 

stereoscopic illusory contours at their boundaries . As mentioned, such random-line stimuli 

resist capture . They apparently represent robust surfaces. In the same way that densely 

textured RDS surfaces are robust, tbe organisation of random lines must be highl y 
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unambiguous to stereopsis. Both contour orientation and irregular shaped spaces between the 

contours generate local disparities (that is, zero di sparity) conflicting against capture on to the 

illusory plane. 

3.2.3 Illusory contours in densely textured stimuli 

This section examines illusory contours in dense random-dot textures. Prazdny (1985) has 

demonstrated that a cyclopean Kanizsa square defined by motion, flicker (rapid contTast 

polarity alteration), or stereopsis alone, did not produce illusory contours (see Fig 3.5a). Some 

of hi s more interesting static effects are shown in Fig 3.5. 

a 

b 

c 

Fig 3.5. Illusory contours against a random dot field 
In the absence of regional contrast, cyclopean inducers generate no contour effects in fli cker, 
motion, or stereo studies (3.5a). In 3.5b contrasting disks against a random-dot background yield 
illusory contours only when they are stereoscopica lly set behind the surface (but they are 
monocularly visible). Inducers in 3.5c are set against an uncorrelated texture. Stereoscopic 
illusory figures can be seen (adapted from Prazdny, 1985). 

Clearly, Kanizsa squares set against a dense ly textured background generate illusory 

contours in the monocular domain but not in the stereoscopic domain. Pradzny's findings 

signify a relationship, yet to be defined, between the relative ambiguity of local level and larger 

scale features in the perception of stereoscopic illusory contours. Densely textured surfaces 
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have what might be termed a robust surface. Each local texture feature is highly I/Iwmbigllol/s. 

By unambiguous is meant that stereops is provides robust infonnation ObOU I the posit ion of 

local features relative to each other (see also Howard and Rogers. 1995). 

3.3 Surface spreading effects 

This section presents a series of intriguing percepts that will collectively be tenned spreading 

effecls. These include disparity propagatio/1 and contrasl spreading. or neon c%u/' spreading. 

3.3.1 Spreading of disparity signals with in illusory boundaries 

Consider Fig 3.6a. Takeicbi, Watanabe and Shimojo (1992) argued that uncrossed di spari ty 

signals generated by the position of the small dots in each image propagated ou tward within an 

illusory boundary to yield the percept of a bounded surface behind the Kanizsa triangle (and the 

Ehrenstein cross in 3.6b). When the central dots fall behind the depth of the disks, they seem to 

capture the region bounded by illusory contours to their depth. This is not an all or none effect, 

the spreading can be ambiguous. 
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Fig 3.6. Depth propagation 
A so-called depth propagation effeci is seen when Ihe middle and left pairs in bOlh sels of ha lf 
images (a) and (b) are crossed fused. In the right and middle images. no such effect is evident 
when the small set of features stands forward of the disks. As the pictorial depiction is meant to 
show, the propagation arises behind the picture plane, that is, beh ind the illusory boundary, not 
forward of il. 

Taikeichi et al argued that the dot disparity signals spread outwards within the 

boundaries of the illusory figure. But why doesn' t the same disparity spreading occur when the 

dots stand forward of the inducing discs or the cross? Secondly, why don ' t the inducing disks 

in (a), or the arms of the cross in (b), modally complete as they do in the SKS with uncrossed 
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disparity? These questions appear to suggest Ihallocal issues involving segmentation of surface 

layers have an asymmetric character between the two signs of disparity. 

3.3.2 Surface spreading: contrast, colour and transparency effects 

A phenomenon that is intimately related to the role of stereopsis in segmenting apart surface 

planes is neon colOllr spreading (van Tuij, 1975). Neon spreading occurs when a coloured 

cross is set into the central sector of an Ellrenstein figure. If disparity is applied to the position 

of tile coloured sectors in each eye's view, a transparent coloured disk:! floats forward of the 

cross as shown in Fig 3.7. When the sign of disparity is reversed, the disk stands behind the 

black regions. It now appears opaque; no colour spreading results (Nakayama and Shimojo, 

1990). 

L M 

a 

_ ......... -.......... . ................ ...... . ~
. 

Coioor Sp=din 
aC rOSS bl"~k pands 
Icross.:d disparily) 

Fig 3.7. Neon co lour (co ntrast) spread ing in stereopsis. 

R 

van Tuij's neon colour spreading effect is vastly enhanced in Ihe stereoscopic domain where a red 
disk is inserted into the central region of an Ehrenstein figure. The sign of disparity has cri tical 
implicntions for the phenomenal quality of the figure . Crossed fus ion of the left and middle pair in 
(a) sees thc central figure standing forward or the Ehrenstein cross - this is pictorially presented in 
(b). Fusion orthe right and middle pair in (a) yields no spreading. 

2 - Note that the figures presented in this thesis use non-chromatic contrasts: the effects are very similar (Anderson. 
1997). 
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The transparent nature of the figure. as it stands forward of the plane of the cross, means 

that the cross boundaries are still vis ible through the spreading disk. In the opposite disparity 

case, reversal of the figure reveals no sllch transparency. The black regions are now the 

interposed surface. Watanabe and SalO (1989); Watanabe, Takeichi and Shimojo (1990); 

Watanabe and Shimojo (1990); Watanabe, Nanez and Moreno (1995) have argued that these 

remarkable effects are due to the parallel operation of Grossberg 's (1987) Boundary and 

Feature Contour mechanisms in the stereoscopic domain. The colour spreading percepts are 

another example of perceptual asymmetry between the signs of disparity. 

There has been a lot of recent interest in these and the contrast spreading figures 

(Anderson and Julesz, 1995; Anderson, 1997; Nakayama, Shimojo and Ramachandran, 1989). 

Only a very brief summary of related figures is presented. Nakayama (1996) has argued that 

transparency is due to contrast ordering. The disk, being of intennediate contrast between the 

white spaces and the black panels completes as a by spreading across the black panels. Mertelli 

( 1974) first introduced the relationship between lu minance order and transparency. 

An alternative view of Anderson (1997) is that the luminance order constrains the 

scission or separation into two causa! layers. When two contours are aligned, a change in 

contrast that does not disrupt contrast polarity can result in the lower contrast region being 

decomposed into two separate layers. Transparency results when two surface layers can 

represent a change in contrast along aligned contours. A shift in contrast polarity, in this 

context, means a shift from high contrast to low contrast, or vice verse. 

Demonstrations of Anderson's concept of scission are presented below in Fig 3.8. 

Though effects are not entirely new (see Nakayama, Shimojo and Ramachandran, 1989), 

Anderson 's work has clearly identified that in order to explain illusory contours in stereoscop ic 

vis ion any theory will need also to be applicable to the sprcading ofcontrasllayers in 

untextured slereograms generally. Anderson's theoretical approach will be addressed in some 

detail in a later section. 

In summary. this secti on has flagged that a general relationship exists between 

stereoscopic contrast spreading and illusory contours. There are evidently localised issues of 

contrast polarity which constrain the qualitative dimensions of contrast spreading (Anderson, 

1997). But in Fig 3.8d it is demonstrated that features which are unambiguously resolved at the 

background plane will generate transparency as well (the oblique line can be any detectible 

luminance). 
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Fig 3.8 Surface scission , spreading and lumin ance order 
Anderson (1997. and see also Anderson and Julesz, 1995) demonstr,lIed the importance of contrast 
interactions in the perception of transparency and its relationship to illusory contours. In 3. I Oa n 
tnmsparent fonn is seen: spreading of the intennediate-contrast sector boundaries occurs. Anderson 
describes this as contrast scission. In 3.10b with no contrast difference between the central cross 
and the panels. no scission arises. The system segments out nn opnque, modally complete. disk. 
3.IOc, with the luminance of the disk darker than the side pnnels, scission does not arise. The disk 
sti ll completes. But there is no spreading of contrast. The result is an illusory boundary crossing 
the panels. The disk takes the appear:lIlcc of glass. In (d) transparency can be achieved by seuing 
a single unambiguous oblique line to the background pl:me. Stereoscopic ambiguity may also be 
important where no intennediate ronn or luminance term is available (as in e). 

The summary of the perceptual phenomena to th is pain! suggests lhat perception of 3-D 

illusory contours is related to the manner in which the system partitions the depth percept into 
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surface layers. Accordingly the discussion now turns to address the role of stcreopsis in 

resolving occlusion, that is, where one surface layer panly occludes another. 

3.4 Stereopsis and occlusion 

Binocular parallax means that when a near surface partly occludes a distant surface, more of the 

distant surface will be visible to one eye than the other. There is mounting evidence that 

stereopsis plays a critical role in resolu tion of occlusion, that is, where a near surface partly 

obscures another. Unpaired features will occur on the distant surface that will be left over from 

the matching process. The perceived depth of such regions has been treated by a simple 

computational rules such as the most diSlClnf sUI/ace rule (Julesz, 1971). However, the unpaired 

features may tum ou t to be useful depth cues not just elements left over after point-matching. 

For example, Gillam, Findlay and Flagg ( 1984) have found that disparity 

discontinuities, such as those that arise at object boundaries provide important infonnation on 

depth relationships. Slant latencies (time to binocularly fuse and recover stereoscopic slant) in 

grid matrix patterns were much reduced when disparity discontinuity was available. Fig 3.9 

demonstrates what is meant by disparity discontinuity . 

••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• 

••••• • •••• • •••• • •••• • •••• • •••• 

Fig 3.9. Disparity di sco ntinuity as a primary cue ror stereopsis 
Gillam demonstrated that disparity discontinuities reduce the time taken 10 fu se image pairs 
dramatically. 
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Further, Gillam and Borsting (1988) have shown that clearly demarcated monocular 

occlusion zones reduce slant latencies in RDS figures as we ll. It has become clear that surface 

discontinuities and even near reference frames can powerfully disambiguate the geometry of the 

disparity field. 

3.4.1 The Geometry of Monocular Occlusion Zones 

Figure 3.10, presents a pattern of linear projections that would create monocular zones in 

stereopsis. Howard and Rogers ( 1995) presented four basic rules that describe these regions: 

I. The monocular regions in each eye are on the temporal side of the 
occluding object S I. 

2. A monocular zone due to occlusion is more distant than the binocular 
object that creates it (surface S I, above). 

3. Eye movements affect the physical size of the monocular zone only 
slightly. 

4. The angle of subtense of a monocular zone is inverse ly proportional to the 
distance of the occluded object. For a binocular object at a given distance, 
the angle f above increases with the distance between surfaces S I and S2 
increases. 

y 

y 

L Eye 
x 

R Eye 

Fig 3.10. Interposition and monocular occlusion 

x 

SI 

Monocular 
Zone (<1» 

T Junction 

S2 

Surface S I here occludes S2 resulting in a monocular zone on S2. The point P1 is v isib le to both 
eyes whi le P2 is visib le only to the right eye. The result is a monocular zone of magnitude $. If the 
surfaces are opaque, stereoscop ic T -junctions form at the point of in terposition. The Top of the T 
is the edge of surface s l and the stem: s2 separated by the distance between p) and Pl. 

The geometry of monocular zones in natural vision is quite stra ight-forward. Their 

utility as a possible depth cue is also c lear. However the manner in which the system accesses 

monocular zones is not well estab lished. 
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3.4.2 Ecological Va lidity of Monocular Occlusion Zones 

According to the geometric rules above, when monocular zones are presented in the 'wrong 

eye' binocular rivalry may result. Nakayama and Shimojo ( 1990) illustrated these rules in 

action. In Fig 3.11 a, the eyes' views of the black disk occlude two crescent shapes meant to 

represent monocu lar zones. When the images are c ross~fused, the nasa l side crescent is clearly 

defined in depth. It Slands behind the disk as pari of the textured background plane. The 

temporal side crescent rivals, and may be suppressed. In (b), the crescents are in precisely the 

same position, but the textured plane is shifted forward of the black disks. These arrangemems 

wi ll generate rivalry because they are inappropriate ly positioned, at least accord ing to 

Nakayama and Shimojo (1990). 

Nakyama and Shimojo ( [990) claimed that such effects signify the ecological utility of 

monocular occlusion as a low-level information primitive. Where monocular occlusion breaks 

the rules of nature, learned through experience, the resulting percept is not permissible and, 

therefore, rivals. The eye of origin and the position in the retina where these features ari se, are 

deemed to be critical information. Nakayama, (1996) claims that thi s means the processing for 

such features must be occur in area V I of the striate cortex, just prior to the earliest binocular 

processing. As a resu lt, the treatment of such zones was thought to be non-stereoscopic. 

Nakayama and his colleagues have extended their understanding of monocular occlusion zones 

to explain the generation of occluding edges in un textu red stereograms. 
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a a 

b b 

Fig 3.11. Ecological appropriateness of monocular zones 
This figure (from Nakayama and Shimojo, 1990) shows the importance of the organisation of 
occlusion configurations for the binocular reso lution of monocular zones (see text for detail). 

3.4.3 Da Vinci Stereopsis: processing specificity of monocular image regions 

Nakayama and Shimojo's theory of da Vinci Stereopsis (1990) suggested that unmatchable 

image features, could provide a source of unambiguous ordinal information specific to their eye 

of origin which accounted for the generation of sharp occluding edges. Da Vinci Stereopsis 

suggests that unmatchable regions are processed separately from corresponding features. This 

is demonstrated in Fig 3.12. In an almost identical image, where no monocular features exist, 

there is no illusory contour induced. 
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Monocular Elements Invoke an Illusory Boundary 

Fig 3.12. Da Vinci stereopsis 
Nakyama and Shimjo (1990) demonstrated that surface segmentation and the stratification of 
surface features was intimately re lated to monocular features (grey dots). In the top pair, crossed 
fusion yie lds an illusory contour occluding the monocular zones from one eye. In the lower pair, 
the grey fea tures do have corresponding features. No occluding edge is detected. 

3.4.4 Quantitative stereoscopic depth from monocular occlusion 

The work of Nakayama and his colleagues has led to the understanding that unpaired regions of 

stereoscopic half-images can invoke a 3-D percept in the absence of retinal disparity per se 

(Anderson and Julesz, 1995; Nakayama, 1996). Similarly, Liu, Stevensen and Schor (1995) 

presented a series of effects, which they claimed generated stereoscopic depth in the complete 

absence of di sparity information. In their demonstrations (see Fig 3.13) a white rectangle 

intTudes into a black sector. When fused , a rivalrous but clear segregation of surface planes is 

perceived. The white rectangle can be seen floating above (or behind) a black rectangle, 

dependent upon the sign of image differences (crossed or uncrossed). 
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b 

Fig 3.13. Stereopsis from monocular occlusion 
Crossed fusion of the pairs at (a) yield the percept that a central white rectangle stands behind the 
black. The distance of separation increases downwards in this set o f images. The set of pairs (b) 
reverses the direction of distance percepti on as the white rectangle stands forward of the black. 
(adapted fonn Lui et al. 1994). The crossed fused case is schematically presented in (c) . 

Gillam (1995) argued that these images yield horizontal disparity and so could not be 

considered to represent stereopsis from monocular zones alone. Gillam's explanation is 

illustrated in Fig 3.14. Horizontal disparity is present in the magnitude of the horizontal 

junctions between the black and white regions. 

L M R 

Fig 3 .14. Disparities available surrounding occlusion patterns 
By replacing Lui 's stimuli with lines of the same horizontal extent, Gillam showed that a 
standard horizontal disparity could explain the effects . 
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In summary, the geometry of occlusion is, rightly, beginning to be recognised as an 

integra l parl of binocular perspective. Occlusion represents a problem for the traditional 

understanding of stereopsis because, by definition, unpaired features ari se where an occluding 

surface obscures a region of the background frolll one eye's view. 

Oa Vinci stereopsis suggests thaI monocular zones are the cnlcial factor in 

disambiguating surface inlerposition. Lui el aJ. have attempted to show that quanlitative 

distance information can be recovered from the magnitude o f monocular regions in untextured 

stimuli . However, Gillam has demonstrated that disparities in the dimensions of larger sca le 

features of the stereoscopic half-images must be considered whcn interpreting the role of 

putatively monocular elements. 

3.5 Theoretical explanations of illusory percepts in stereopsis. 

The next section focuses on tbe most recent theoretical positions on illusory stereoscopic 

phenomena. These include a Fonn Computati on View and a Surface Hcuristic View. 

3.5.1 FACADE Theory: Form Computation 

Grossberg's (1994) FACADE (Fonn-And-Co[our-And-Oepth) theory argues that stereoscopic 

illusory contours and the spreading effects result from figure-ground segmenl3tion by two 

magnoce[lu[ar streams, the Boundary Contour System (BCS) and Feature Contour System 

(FCS). A BCS generates emergent segmentlltion reconstituted from edge, texture, shading, and 

stereo data. The FCS fill s-in phenomenological properties such as brightness, colour and depth 

in interaction with the BCS. 

Emergent Segmentation 

By emergent segmentation, Grossberg means (1994, p.68) 'partitioning of an image into 

boundary structures'. These boundaries need not corre late directly with the physical character 

o f the image data, but can emerge indirectly through the response of various stages of BCS 

processing. [n that sense, "all line ends are illusory" (Grossberg, 1994, p.68). Completion of 

fragmentary shape is performed by what is lemled a cooperative-competi tive feedback loop 

(CC-Loop). This feature is designed to find continuity within noisy image fea tures, that is, it 

searches for coherence of contrast orientat ion. Very early image data consists of the orientation 

se lecti vity of cortical simple ce lls. These orientat ion responses are later subjected to end-em 
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refinements. These define the critical end points of lines, groups of lines or shading features. 

Illusory contours are generated by these end*cut mechanisms. 

Filling*bl 

In the stereoscopic domain, these processes lead to a multiplexed represelltafioll in the final 

stages of the rcs through a binocularjilling*ilHlomain (FlDO). This notion stems from 

Grossberg's assumption that the visual system is able accommodate distortions or gaps in 

texture and structure by filling*in segmented regions at later stages. [n the case of binocular 

images, boundaries are created by pools of cells sensi tive to, for example, a certain range of 

disparity signals. The activity of these cells, via the CC*Loop, can yie ld emergent boundaries. 

Surface feature data, derived from Near-zero disparity infonnation, pools then fills-in the 

surface percept. Regions not bounded by the BCS system at the filling in stage, can suffer 

feature flow, as the fil1ing-in process spi lls out of the semi-contained region. 

FACADE fheOlyand da Vinci stereopsis 

Grossberg uses the tenn Da Vinci stereopsis to encapsulate the processes by which monocularly 

visible features are integrated with binocular features of the image data. This is a Slightly 

different view to that of Nakayama and Shimojo (1990). He couches his explanation in tenllS 

of all elotropi a-the distortion required to be applied to each retinal image to achieve binocular 

fusion- and, hence, the 3-D percepl. He argues that, in order to achieve aile 10 tropia, there is 

cooperation and filling-in of gaps in the binocular fusion process achieved by the Boundary 

Contour System. In summary, disparity sensitive cells are able to call upon a pool of Zero

Disparity activity which enables the BCS 10, in a sense, fill-in the gaps that might exist in one 

eye's view ofa scene. Figure 3.15 illustrates some of the key issues with which Grossberg 

deals. 
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Fig 3. 15. Da Vinci stereopsis according to Grossberg 
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Crossed fusion of the tOp len and middle pair in (a) yiclds the percept of a wall at len stunding 
forward of and occluding windows (divergent fusers use the right and middle). This is despite 
the fact that only pans of some windows ore visible to the len eye. Diagrnms in (b) define 
corresponding regions in each eye. The region Be in the right eye's image is monocular 
(Adapted from Grossberg. 1994). 

In the figure above, disparity signals can be divided into several scales of magnitude. A 

large sca le disparity s ignal can reso lve the broad pattems ABO. It is the smaller scale region at 

the window frames which are problematic for allelotropea. The small scale signals between BC 

cannot be directly fused. These fealures are assumed to be relegated to the distant surface: pan 

of a Near Zero Disparity Pool. Allelotropea can be ach ieved for BC from the activity of cells in 

this near-zero disparity pool and so are filled in by act ivity termed a binocular syncyt ium, which 

utilises boundaries frolll either eye to fonnulate a di screte object. 

Neon CO/Dill' and COllIraSf spreading 

Neon colour spreading is an example of the continuation and segmentation processes in 

Grossberg's theory. The BCS utilises the CC-Loop to integrate vertical and horizontal end

Cllts at the vertical and horizontal ex tents of the cen tral cross. Integration takes the form ofa 

smoothly rounded appearance that unites di sparity s ignals indicating a nearer surface . An FCS 
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binocular FIDO then fill s this bounded region from the zero-disparity pool and so the colour or 

contrast spreads out within the confounds of the circular boundaries. Figure 3. 16 illustrates this 

process. Note that the black panels and white spaces below are processed in a similarly di screte 

fashion. 

o 
q~ 

End-Cuts 

DD DO 
qtJ qo 

BCS Boundary FCS Fi lling-In 

Fig 3.16. Colour spreading according to Grossberg 
Crossed fusion of the stereo pair reveals a grey disk, standing forward of the black panels. This 
percept is the result of a sequence of end-cut, Boundary completion (by the CC-Loop) and 
finall y, filling in by the FCS 's binocular FIDO. 

In the case of the reversed disparity sign in Fig 3.16, the black panel boundaries now inhibit the 

filling-in process and so no spreading arises. 

FACADE theory is arguably the pinnacle of physiological pre-attentive processing 

models. It seeks to explain visual phenomenology in terms of hypothetical processes of 

computation derived from current physiological models. As such, it is a valuable yardstick 

against which to test psychological approaches to the issue of perception. The theory is 

continually evolving to account for recent research findings. 

One criticism from Anderson and J ulesz has been that it under emphasises the distance 

information that is available at monocular zones. Also, in terms of Panum's limiting case 

(Gillam, Blackburn and Cook, 1995), multiple fusions can mean that the same contour can yield 

different disparity values- and, accordingly, different disparity pools. Further, it is poss ible to 

generate contours and interpolation effects that are not constrained by bounded forms, as such. 

The view that a monocular region represents a gap in the cyclopean percept would seem 

to be problematic in that light. Again, this is because of the implicit assumption that resolution 

of correspondence is the pivotal task of stereoscopic vision. One advantage of Grossberg's 
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theory, is that it deals with the inter-retinal magnitude of broad regions of the stimulus. My 

project utilises these broad dimensions of untex tured stereograms to describe how 3-D percepts 

can be interpreted. 

3.6 Surface Heuristic approaches 

Nakayama and Shimojo (1992) and Anderson and Julesz (1995) have deve loped somewhat 

different theoretical approaches to these illusory stereoscopic phenomena. Their ideas will be 

loosely categorised as a Surface Heuristic approach. The teml heuristic indicates that their 

understanding is generally that the system uses cerlain features of stereoscopic images as a rule 

of thumb to infer 3-D the layout of perceived surfaces. 

3.6.1 Nakayama's Principle of Generic Sampling 

Nakayama and Shimojo (1992) have presented a Bayesian inferential framework, borrowed 

from computational approaches to perception, that relates direclly to Ihe issues addressed here. 

To understand Nakayama's approach, it is helpful to briefly sUllilllarisc this influential 

understanding of visual processes. 

Bayes' Theorem as a framework/or understanding visual perception 

Bulthoff(eg. 1993) has developed an influential framework for theoretical issues in perception 

based on Bayesian Decision Theory. Bayes' theorem is a general statistical in which event 

outcomes are explained in temlS of the likelihood of contributing factors giving rise to them. In 

vision, the facto rs contributing to the final percept are said to be the outputs of various 

detection mechanisms. In sum, the system utilises a set of competing prior assumptions about 

the visual scene to combine visual cues 10 construct a particular percept. 

The underlaying assumption of this approach is tbat the visual scene is 'ill-posed' at the 

retina. The retinal image is an 'arbitrarily complicated function ' of fie ld of view, providing 

insufficient information on which 10 found a representation. Bayes ' fonnula is used to 

demonstrate how the system might constrain the possible views inferred from a particular 

image. Bayes ' theorem, in this application, states that: 

P( IIS)P(S) 
P(SII) = P(I) 
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Where S signifies the scene; I. the image; and so P(l IS) is a fikeJihoodfimclion that 

describes the statist ical probability of deriving an image I from a scene S. P(S) therefore 

represents the prior probabili ty ofa set or sequence of scenes occurring in the nmural world. So 

P(S/I) is a description of the probability of a scene being S when a certain image I is dctected. 

llItegration oj Visual Clles 

In Yuille and Bulthoffs view, the percept representsjilsioll of infonnmion derived from the 

output o f modules detecting di screte visual cues (eg. disparity or shading). Unlike the 

computational approaches of Marr (1982) and Marr and Poggio (1982), their argument is that 

slrong coupling exists between the activity of these modules. Prior assumptions indeed operate 

at the leve l of individua l cues, and each may conflict with, or be made redundant by, other 

visual cues. For example, in Julesz's RDS figures, dispari ty information will override 

luminance evidence that no depth differentia l ex ists. However, each module does not 

necessarily bear a static or deterministic likelihood function. Higher level interpretat ive 

inference can have a top~down effect on the eventual decision: the percept. 

POGS alld stereoscopic illllsOIY phenomena 

Nakayama and Shimojo argued that binocular vis ion is not a hard~wired process. Rather, 

binocular vis ion is inferential in nature and acts as a surface~representation mechanism. 

Inference, in this sense, is not "cogni ti ve" or "problem-solving" in nature, bu t results from 

low-level neural process ing networks whose activities are shaped by perceptual ex perience. 

Their suggestion is that, in locomoting around the environment, the visual system 

deve lops an inherently inrerential neural architecture that is biased toward certa in 

interpretations of a scene. The system learns that ambiguous image patterns can be created by 

objects when they are vicwed from a particular vantage point. This is temled image sampling. 

A vantage point from which ex tensive unambiguous three~d i mensional infonnation can be 

recovered is termed a Generic View. The static image that might be captured by the retina at 

any particu lar instance of such a view is termed an accidental view. The Principle of Generic 

Sampl ing (POGS) is, there fore, the notion that: 

When faced with more than one surface interpretation of an image, the visual 

system assumes it is viewing the scene from a generic, not an accidental, 

vantage point (Nakayama and Shimojo, 1992). 
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This framework is complicated by the fact that accidental views potentially can be 

associated with severa l different generic views. As Fig 3. 17 demonstrates, the image of a 

square (h) can theoretically represent the generic view of a square (S2) or an accidental view of 

a cube (S3). According to the POGS the system will assume the image detected was a generic 

view. 

• II 

1<1 SI 
12 

S2 0<0 13 

S3 OJ~[] 14 

OJ Is 

Fig 3.17. Inverse ecological optics, generic and accidental views 
Dependent upon the position from wh ich the objects SI , S2. and S) are viewed, they can produce 
Accidental (thin arrows) or Generic views (thick arrows). 

Consider a view of the cube (S3). In moving around the environment, the likelihood of 

achieving Is (three sided image) is greater than that for the two sided comer 14, and sti ll greater 

than the square accidental image 4. With increases in viewing distance P(Is) approaches I and 

both P(I4) and P(13) approach O. It is logical, therefore, that when the system is presented with 

12 it will perceive SI. Similarly, in detecting image h , it wi ll be interpreted as S2. It is only 

when Is is detected that a cube will be interpreted. 

Implications of POGS for sUiface perception 

Nakayama has demonstrated the implications of POGS for illusory boundaries and 

transparency. In Fig 3.ISa, a paradoxical asymmetry is perceived, given the reversal of disparity 

between two simple cruciform stimuli. Crossed fusion of the left and middle cruciform sees the 
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horizontal arms of the cross folded forward of the vertical am1. Fusion of the middle and right 

images yields the percept of a horizontal arm occluded by the vertical arm. These percepts are 

presented schematically in Fig 3.ISc. The former percept, folded horizontal arms, is that 

predicted by simple horizontal disparity, while the later percept is paradoxical given a literal 

interpretation of di spari ty. The configurations predicted by disparity alone are those illustrated 

in Fig 3.ISb, where vertical lines have been used to indicate the important corresponding 

elements of the images. But why does the horizontal arm not appear folded in the second case? 

Note that both a folded, and an occluding, configuration were thought to represent two possible 

resolutions of binocular fusion. These are therefore ambiguous stimuli . 

A 

• • • 
B 

Oclussion 

No Oclussion 

c 

Fig 3.18. Image Ambiguity in Untextured Stereogram, 
In CA) crossed fusion of left and middle images compared to fusion of the right and middle 
produces a paradoxical asymmetry in the percepts invoked. (8) presents the simpl e disparity 
information ava ilable. The fi gural asymmetry is presented pictoriall y in (C) . 
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Nakayma explained that the key to the asymmetry above is a difference in image 

sampling possib ilities. An observer wou ld need to be in a particular position relative to the 

stimulus to detect the folded form. Any other position would yield a different organisation, 

either an occluding configuration, or a change in the slant of the arn1S. Therefore, this folded 

figure is considered to be an accidental view. However, in the occluded case, any position taken 

by an observer will not revea l a qualitative ly different percept. Therefore, the occluded figure is 

considered generic. 

Fig 3.19 presents two other examples from Nakayama and Shimojo, demonstrating the 

POGS process ing scheme. 

Fig 3.19. Occlusion configurations from generic sampling 
Crossed fusion of these stereograms yields symmetri c transparent occluding or occlusion 
formations despite the alternative view of folded central panels. 

Local Primitives: Stereoscopic T-Junctions 

Nakayama and Shimojo considered the involvement oflocal features in this scheme. They 

argued that the junctions along which contrast boundaries were aligned were distinctive 

patterns invoking occlusion, that is a T-junction. In monocular views, it is not feasib le that an 

object will yie ld an occluding surface at the top of the T. Their suggestion was that the 

stereoscopic interpretation of these junctions contributed to the process of image sampling. 

Accordingly, such junctions were interpreted as being generic to the occlusion configuration 

generated. This kind of paradox, they claimed, was evidence of what they termed inverse 

ecological optics. A stereoscopic T-junction is presented in Fig 3.21 below. 
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Fig 3.21. Stereoscopic 'T'-junctions 

AT-junction represents a strong monocular cue to occ lusion. In the case of transparencies 
observed by Nakayama and Shimojo, the stereoscopic version is an important factor in the 
resolution of the occlusion relationship as we ll. This is despite the fact that its manifestation in 
the stereoscopic case flie s in the face of previous monocular theory. 

Nakayama and Shimojo 's Bayesian interpretation of this image sampling notion is as 

follows . The eventual percept is designated P(imISn), which is the probability of a given image 

1m given a real world layout Sn This conditional probability is ' represented' in the architecture 

of visual processes as 'an associative strength ' . This is expressed in a likelihood function 

derived from perceptual learning. Nakayama came up with a modification of Bayes ' theorem 

where P(Sn 11m) = P(Snllm) / [P(lmIS 1) + P(ImIS2) + ... P(imI Sn)] ; which essentially does away 

with the prior probability estimations. 

The key message from Nakayama and Shirnojo (1992) is that the percepts from in 

stereoscopic untextured stereograrns are those for which alternative possibilities are founded in 

perceptual learning. One advantage of POGS, is that it removes the resolution of the percept 

from linear notions of disparity processing as used in many computational models . As such, 

POGS represents a major advance in the understanding of binocular vision. Binocular cues 

relating to the interpolation of surface features appear to be used in conjunction with other 

information about a scene such as luminance orders. 

The major criticism of this approach comes from Anderson and lulesz (1995), who 

argue that it is not possible to partial out Bayesian priors in this way. This argument will be 

developed in the next section, which presents a brief review of the Anderson and lulesz paper. 
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3.6.2 Junction Signatures and Surface Interpolation 

An alternative approach, also couched within a general Bayesian framework of cue integration, 

has been provided by Anderson ( 1994) and Anderson and Julesz ( 1995). For them, the 

principal benefit conferred by the Bayesian model is that it can be lIsed to explain the recovery 

of3-0 surfaces from a range of image data largely independent of conventional retinal 

disparity. All visual cues are computed in paralle!. Surface properties are resolved in the 

context of overall data, not a dominant stereoscopic data term per se. The observer's 

experience of the world is therefore treated as a 3-D constmct tbat gives the best fit with image 

data. Their's is an ecological view: the resolution of untextured images renects nomlal 

binocular image processing in an ambiguous context. Their argument is that instantaneous 

information regarding accreti on and deletion is available from the domain of binocular parallax 

depicted at junction patterns in the context of prior teaming of junction structmes. 

The ambiguities present in untexlUred stereograms are due to sparse disparity 

information and indeternlinate monocular zones. Both of these factors anse from the paucity of 

texture elements . Rather than removing object-specific knowledge from the Bayesian scheme 

(as Nakayama and Shimojo have done in POGS), Anderson and Julesz argue that local image 

junction priors playa critical role. Two parallel processes are emphasised: constraint of retinal 

correspondence; and recovery of occlusion geometry from non-corresponding image features. 

Correspondence between matchable features reveals the relative depth of these features , while 

unmatchable features reveal the structure of occlusion. They argue thal illusory contours are 

invoked by end-cll! mechanisms responding to the breakdown in correspondence between the 

two images, and so: 

... the decomposition of unlexlllred stereograms into matchable and 

unmatchable fea tures is responsible for generating the appearance of illusory 

surfaces{Anderson and Ju/esz, 1995, p4). 

The £pi-po/ar Constraint 

The epi-polar constraint limits matching poss ibilities to points falling on horizontal slices 

through the picture plane; only horizontal coordinate differences can be lIsed to reveal distance 

measures. Anderson (1994) argued that the system does nOi respond to vertical disparities in 
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thi s contex t. Vertical disparities are either not used, or provide only very weak binocu lar 

information. The epi-polar constraint is described in Fig 3.22 . 

..... 

LE 

RE 
y 

Fig 3.22. T he Epi-Polar Constra int 

.... ... :::: . 
....... . ' 

.. 

x 

Epi -Polar 
Planes 

Epi-polar planes are those passing through the lateral poles of the eyes, through the opt ic centres 
as shown. The Epi-polJr constraint limits point matching in the Anderson and Jul esz (\995) 
argument. 

Given that the epi-polar constraint limits inter-retinal correlation, unmatchable regions 

are interpreted by the system as being occluded. There is, therefore, a key role in the Anderson 

and Julesz scheme for vertical image differences in the disambiguation of occlusion geometry. 

All vertical image differences are excluded trom possible matches by the epi-polar constraint. 

Therefore vertical differences between the retinae can represent unambiguously occluded 

features. 

Resolution of Unmatchable Features 

Anderson and Julesz argue that the particular patterns of matchable and non-matchable features 

at contrast junctions contain rich information about occlusion. These patterns contain specific 

occlusion neighbourhood structures which betray the arrangement of surfaces. Inspiration for 

thi s approach comes from Guzman (1968), who argued that, in 2-D line drawings, it is possib le 

for particular shapes of object junctions to be used as computational primitives (See Fig 3.23) 

to determine object shapes. Anderson and Julesz argue that a similar scheme applies in the case 

of stereoscopic JULlctions. However, in the stereoscopic domain, the signature junctions can 

define a ' neighbourhood ' of surface relationships. 
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T- Junction 
"Stem" 
(Occluded Surface) 

T- Junction 
"Top" 
(Occluding 
Surface) 

Fig 3.23. Contra st junctions in 2-D images 

L-Junclions 
(Surface Comer) 

Guzman (1968) identified Ihe importance of image junclion shapes. T-j unclions idcnlify 
occlusion with the top being an occluding contour lind stem being occluded. L-j unclions 
represent the comers or cusp of a surface. 

(adapted from Anderson lind Julesz, 1995). 

A key role/or vertical image differences 

Anderson and Julesz exp lored vertical image differences as key unambiguous instances of what 

they termed ' partial occ lusion'. In Fig 2.24a, the occluding arms of an obliqllc cross are 

completed in a symmetric fashion. This percept is at odds with the horizontally - vertically 

aligned arms of the cruciform presented by Nakayama and Shimojo (1992), in which an 

asymmetry resulted in folded arms (see Fig 3.22). Anderson and Julesz claim thai there is no 

disparity at these junctions. They are unambiguous L-junclions and as such are perceptually 

stab le. So, binocular disparities are apparently insuffic ient 10 explain the induction of an 

occluding illusory contour by modal completion. The system parses two edges at different 

strata from the scene. 
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x x 
a 

Visible in R. Eye 
Visible in L. Eye 

Epipolar Plane 

~xx 
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Epi-polsr Plane 
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:::::::;..-p . 
Oclussion 
(Illusory Contour) 
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Fig 3.24. Vertical image differences disambiguate occlusion 
In (a) crossed fusion of the left pair of images yields a percept of the black bar at _450 occluding 
the other. Fusion of the right pair reverses the occlusion. In both cases, where the two bars 
intersect, a stable illusory contour defines the boundary of the occluding bar. (8) demonstrates the 
position of so-called unpaired regions. The vertical image differences which yie ld non-matchable 
surfaces. (c) demonstrates the percept pictorially. 

After Guzman (1968), Anderson and lulesz identify three specific stereoscopic junctions: L, I 

and T-junctions. These data suggest, that demonstrate that junction signatures, within the 

constraint outlined above, are critical for the interpretation of un textured stereograms. 

Stereoscopic L-junctions 

The L-junction defines an intersection between two surfaces which have precisely the same 

luminance. At such an intersection, there is no contrast difference which might constrain 

binocular matching. It is therefore critical that the system recognise the pattern of matching 

geometry. Figure 3.25 describes the eight L-junctions which must be resolved in the oblique 

cross. At these intersections, the matchable region of an oblique arm is relegated to the near 
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surface. [n the figure below, this is the arm of the cross forming the + 45° diagonaL Anderson 

and ]u lesz's description of neighbourhood structure is presented to the right of each image. 

Surfaces are termed F (far) and N (near). Note that the far segment in aJ[ of these descriptions is 

left unpaired. The eye of origin is designated L (left) and R (right). The dotted line signifies 

modal continuation of the near surface. 

v X 
Far 

~>ft 

" 
~~~ Right 

Near 

X X F"'-,~ 
L , L 

X X R ' R 

N /' '''''- F 

X ~ L,~ 

" ,"" R F 

REye L Eye 

Fig 3.25. Neighbourhood structure at L-Junctions 

Anderson and lulesz presented a series of invariant re lationships arising at the 
intersection of surfaces that invoked illusory contours. 

Stereoscopic I-junctions 

Consider the stereoscopic I-junction, first demonstrated by Anderson (1994). In this case, the 

vertical displacement of a line-end in one eye with reference to the other reveals a bounding 

occluding illusory contour. Given the epi-polar constraint on point matching, the vertical 

differences in line lengths were left unmatched, and so were treated as being occluded. This 

scheme generated figure-ground segmentation which hides the unmatchable segment from the 

view of one eye. The unmatchable region is interpreted as a monocular zone. A selection of 

these effects is presented in Fig 3.26. The shape, or orientation, of the occluding iJ[usory 

contour is a function of the eye of origin of the unmatchable region. 
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Fig 3.26 Vertica l parlia l occlusions 
Crossed fusion of these inst<lnces of partial occlusion, matched under the Epi'polar constminl, were 
claimed to yield illusory contours in isolation from any relatable contour. 

Induction of illusory contours, in this way, is said to invo lve end-cut mechanisms 

initiated by disambiguation of the occlusion formation. Contours have both stereoscopic depth 

and orientation and people are highly sensitive to them. The disambiguation of matching 

geometry means that the contours invoked are highly stable. 

Stereoscopic T -jllllctions and rr'l!1sparem.y 

The final junction structure identified by Anderson and l ulesz relates to the notion of 

transparency as previously demonstrated in neon colour and contrast spreading. Once again , the 

neighbourhood structure of the T-junction bears rich infonnation regarding surface 

interpolation. We already have demonstrated the various transparency effects identified by 

Anderson and Julesz. They demonstrate that junction structures not only reveal the binocular 

depth stratification process, bu t they also dictate border ownership of the surrounding contrast 
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regions . Arguabl y, the mechanisms invoking ill usory contours in transparent percepts displays 

are epiphenomena. They come from mechanisms organised to decompose matchable and 

unmatchable features in high contrast figures. Figure 3.27 demonstrates the generality of these 

efTeets. 

FigJ.27. Transparency lind T~junclions 
Crossed fu sion of these inlages demonslrrltes the pheno~nological consequences of 
]ull1inallCe order. 

Anderson and lulesz (1995) have couched illusory contours, and the recovery of surface 

interpo lation, in the tenns of the correspondence problem. Their explanat ion of illusory 

contours relies upon prior junction structures and end~clll mechanisms. for example, they have 

demonstrated that the l~junction induces stereoscopic illusory contours in the absence of 

Kellman and Shipley's spatial relatability. This demonstration is said to be the pure case of 

illusory contour induction generated by partial occlusion. However, they do not auempt to 

reconcile their theory with evidence that continuarioll of contours is fundamental. Gillam's 

demonstrations , using random line stimuli , have shown that local end cut mechanisms are 

themse lves not sufficien t to explain illusory contour induction. Gillam's stimuli and Gulick 

and Lawson's sparse texture matrices, suggest that the issue of local junctions needs to be 

extended to segmentation at a broader scale. 

In summary, it is interesting to note that both POGS and partial occlusion are tenns 

borrowed from the artificial vision/computational vision literature. These approaches 

emphasise the ill-posed nature of the visual scene. This leaves such theories in danger of 

neglecting higher order information available in the image itself or in the spatio-temporal 
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panems con tained within perspective array. Bayesian approachcs arguab ly have neglected some 

of the spatial information available in untextured images, such as orientation disparities, larger 

scale angular image difference and the possibi lity of double, and even multiple, fusion schemes. 

It will be argued that Ihese theories ofstcrcopsis have tended to underestimate the system's 

access to binocular perspective information. 

3.7 Isomorphism in Illusory Contours 

Carmen and Welsh (1993) have recently taken an alternative approach to illusory figures in 

stereopsis. Cannen and Welsh emphasise neural 3-D object representation. This they tenned 

mOlphism. They claim: 

... percept ion of both real and illusory forms results from {\ visual process 

which constnLcts a representation of three-dimensional geometry from various 

spatial cues (1993, p586). 

This idea revisits functional equivalence of real and illusory contours. They suggest 

that some separate, as yet undisclosed, neural substrate underpins the detection and 

reconstnLction of the three dimensional geometry of Stich figures. One function of thi s neural 

activity is the constnLction of a model object representation . Cannen and Welsh (1993) have 

identified what they tenn View Stability and MOIphic Generality in these illusory fonns that is 

shared by real Objects . These temlS describe the findings that observers can rel iably identify 

the same illusory object across manipulations of view point, and can recognise or classify 

generic shapes or morphologies across subtle manipulations. An adaptation of the Camlen and 

Welsh 3-D illusory surfaces is provided in Fig 3.28. In many ways the ir argument is a re

statement of Kanizsa' s Gestalt not ion of completion. but in three dimensions and with a neural 

basis. 

Fig 3.28. T hree-di me nsional illusory surface 
Carmen and Welsh explained that the figure above revealed the operations of a neural subs!rJ.te for 
3-D representation. Crossed fusion yields the percept of an illusory surface curved in three 
dimensions. 
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Tbe work ofCannen and Welsh brings this review ofargumcnls surrounding illusory 

contours full circle. In demonstrations of 2-D illusory figures; in {he stereoscopic spreading 

phenomena; in tbe perceptual asymmetries described throughout this chapter; and in Anderson 

and Julesz's work, there is much evidence to contradict their representational approach. For 

instance, many instances of apparently 'formless ' contours and ambiguous surface effects have 

been demonstrated. It is logical that when such boundaries are perceptually stable they will be 

perceived in the same manner as any unambiguous luminance edge. On the other hand when 

boundaries are unstable, or in some way ambiguolls, incomplete, or in conflict , then Morphism 

may be degraded. 

3.8 A research problem 

This chapter has presented a review of research in the general area of3-D illusory percepts in 

stereopsis. Stereoscopic illusory contours and related effects appear to be evidence that 

binocular vision plays a key role in perceptual organisation and image segmentation beyond 

point-disparity computation. 

Two main accounts, the Fonn Computation and Surface Heuristic approaches have been 

identified. These approaches take somewhat different views on the theoretical meaning of 

stereoscopic illusory percepts. There appears to be a gap in these literatures regarding the 

relationship between the geometric structure of half-images and the percepts reported by 

observers. The remainder of this thesis presents an examination oftllal relationship. 
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Part 2 Exploring binocular vision processes underlying perception of 

stereoscopic illusory contours and surfaces 

SlIIlIlIIury: The secoml/xII"t of tbe Ihesi.f prl!.~I!IIIS SIu(/h'.f desiWII!l/ /0 e.xplore 'he hi"oc/l/(". 

l'I,fion P,.oce. ... W!S fbm e.WI"(tCf ill/orma/ioll from the 2-D /(1),011' o/hll/flllwge.I' ill U 1m," ,hal 

yieldt 3-D iIIl1.~or)' ('OIll0Ilr.t (IIId sur/ace.fI. The (lim of Ihe .~I!l'il!.~ of I!xperill1('lIf.f 1I'e/,f /() fel'l!ttf 

binocular image pr()Ce_'I..~illg lI1eclumi.wlIS ub/e 10 recow!r s f('n:o,w'opic (/I'TH" ill 'he absence of 

fCXfl/r/!. 

Chapter 4 describes (m inilio! experimellt de.figlled 10 eswhli,\'" lite relclti/JII.l'hip hetween [he 

phenomellal c/mrtlcleriwic.f of tI 3-D ifllI."OI)' figure tllld ."fel"eopsi,f , £lperimelll , employeel 

IlIre{' II1l!lric.~: seen depth. seen .flclll! lind figh/llI!S.f judgement. 111f!.I'l! three melriC.f suggest 

,1/(Illhe appe(ll'llllce oj eln ;1111.1'0/)' 3-D percept might be II Pl'IJdllCIOfbil1oCIlIc". image 

proce.\·sillg meclumism.\·. Chapter 5 prOfJOse.~ mec/wni.,·ms Ihal could accoullt for Ih" 

.flereo.vcopic KalliZ.I·lI percepts. These {Ire tesled ill Chapter 6 QI/d Chapter 7. Filially . Ihe 

gel/erali,y of the lI1ec/mni.mls is /e.w!d ill sel'eral (!.rperill1elll.v C(}lIcel'!1illg .\·len'O.fcopic 

£hren.weinjigure.v ill ChapterS. 
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4. Processing binocular geometry and the perception of a 

stereoscopic Kanizsa square 

SlImmury: Thi.~ chapter tle,l'cribe,\' the e.f/llblisll/!(I phenomenologicul clwl'Ifcter of SKS 
percepts, If Illell e.Wllllille.f Ihe ,vrel'l!oscopiC I'e.fpOlI.f(! 10 1I/1((!Xfllred ,\'/er(!ogl'",lI.f ill .fume 

dew;! (llId PI'OpO.\"C,f Ih(l{ rhe SKS percep ts m(l), be (I prOt/llel of .fume be/sic re~p()II.I"e /0 
dispal"(lle .wlllense o/Iarge-,fea!e image }"egiun~. All cxp/oratOl)' experiment i l1 l'e.fli/!,lIIed III£' 

mal/ller ill which WI illusory 3-D percep' i.f n4l1led to Ihe 1-0 layout of KlIl1i::.WI .f{flllll'e Iw/f 
image.f. To rest fhe relationship, the e.~perimellf employet; three metriC.f; .fcell ,firm" depth 
lind ligllllle.\'.v. Collecl il'f!/Y. these m('fl'iC.f c/wl"flcteri.ff! 'he import(lnt P'·OfH! rtie.f of the 
pel'eep' ie. Sep"l"(llioll ofslllfuce layers. (lIId pel"ceil'ed depth. 

4.1 Perception of a 3-D Kanizsa square 

When observers fuse d isparate Kani zsa square hal f-images they report stcreoscopic depth 

perception. This is despite retinal po i nt~disparity being confined to just a few luminance 

contours. Experiment 1 sought to clarify the relationship between disparity in the SKS half~ 

images and the 3~O percepts achieved when SKS ha lf~images are fused . 

4.1.1 Phenomenology associated with perception of aSKS 

Since lulesz invented the RDS, the 3~D experience provided by stereopsis has mostly been 

thought of as detec tion and computation of depth from retinal poinl~di sparity. For an illusory 

percept, the concept of computational stereopsis is lcss clear. The percepts appear to be 

underdetermined by physica l visual information, and in part icu lar, retinal disparity, 

Figure 4, I revisits the phenomenology of a SKS to clarify aspects of the 3-D percept 

established previous ly (see for example Bloomfield, 1973; Gregory, 1972; Lawson and Gulick, 

1967; Simmonds, 1975, Grossberg, 1994; Anderson and lulesz, 1995; Gregory and Harris, 

1974; Fujita, 1993). Five phenomenal characteristics of the SKS percepts can be summarised as 

follows: 

i. Illuso ry contours: When crossed d isparity is applied to the Kan izsa square, (cross 

fuse L-M) binocular fusion yie lds illllsOIY contours that cross physically homogenous 

regions between the mouths of Ihe pacmen. 

) The haIr-images in Fig 4.1 were constructed by dmwing a S<11H1Te. the same luminance as lhe page. to partly 
obscure rour bl::lck circ1e~ , Thc configuration was rcpctltcd to crc::I tc three Kanizsa square halt: im::lges whose 
p3cmen were identica1. Disp3rity was then introduced by shift ing thc position orthe ovcrl3yed square in halr-im3ge 
(M) by about 2mm, in the horizontal. relati ve to (L) nnd (R) (see Fig. 4, Ib). This eh::lnges the shape or the mouths 
orthe pacmen in (M). A conventional retinal disp::Iri ty ;s present at the venical contours bounding the mouths or 
the pacmen. 
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ii . Illusory form: Collectively, these illusory contours give the lnlpreSSlon thm they 

bound a square. The square looks like a 3-D form, ie. an identifiable visual object 

with a specifiable shape. 

iii. Illuso ry li ghtness differential: The illusory square looks lighter than the 

surrounding white space. This is similar to the classic 2-D figure. However, the 

stereoscopic illusory contours tend not to fade when fixated upon. 

iv. SCI}aration of surface laye rs: The square appears to stand forward of the page. It 

looks like a surface layer that is separated from the depth plane of the pacmen. The 

Kanizsa square takes the appearance of an opaque white su rface floating above the 

pacmen 

v. Perceptual asy mmetry. Fusion of half-images, in which disparity has the same 

magnitude but opposite sign, generates a very different 3-D perceptual outcome. 

Illusory contours foml at different parts of the percept (cross fuse M-R in Fig 4.1a). 

The pacmen now look like portholes. A square looks like it is partly visible through 

those portholes. Each porthole appears to be bounded by illusory contours . These 

contours visibly continue the semicircular pacman boundaries to fonn complete 

portholes. Also note also that the space in between the portholes looks opaque and 

equidistant with the porthole boundaries. Anderson and lulesz described the 

difference between the percepts achieved at the two signs of disparity (crossed and 

uncrossed) as a perceptual asymmeuy. Their tenninology will be retained. 
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,\n cmpl,,~al 3nllth<!'Ol\:i!cal 5tully of ~ tc .... 't'\SCOfI,~ ,lIusory conmurs and surlacL"lI 

L 

Crossed D.spamy 

L M 

fL"t .. '" 
....... .j 

R.Eyc L.Eye (cross fuscd) 

R 

• 
Ul1Cll)Sscd D.spamy 

M R .. .,,,., 
.. .j",.j 

j j 
Modal complellon of the sqllllrr 

"modal Completion of ",.cman 
(Square stands fOIWJrd of pac men) 

Fig 4.1. A slereoscopic Ka niZS3 S<lu are 

Amodal complehon or the sqU3R 

e! ~ 

Porthole ........... ~ " 

b 

Motlal completion of pac man 
(Square stands behind paclnen) 

In 4.la crossed fusion of the left (L) and middle (M) half-images yields the perception of a 
distinctive Kanizsa square standing forward of Ihe pacmen. The white region bounded by the 
illusory contours appears to stand forward of the pncmen. Crossed fusion of (M) and (R) 
demonstrates the reverse disparity sign. An mnodal square results. Pacmen uppear like 'portholes' 
through which a square is partly seen (The sequence will be reversed for divergent fusers). The 
percepl\Hll effects of interest are pictured in (b). Note thai there is u difference in perceptual 
organisalion between the tWO signs of disparity. 

The next section very briefly reviews recent insights into stereops is In untexturcd 

stereograms of the type that generate stereoscopic illusory contours and I or the perception of 

separated of surface layers. 

4.2 Recent explanations of 3-D illusory percepts in untextured stereograms 

It was eSlablished in Chapter J that exp lanat ions of illusory phenomena assoc ialed with 

untextured stereograms vary considerably. What is clear is that assignment of matChing 
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contours to different depths (in the classical sense of stereopsis) cannot account for the percept 

achieved when these images are fused. The intriguing phenomenology associated with the SKS 

suggests that stereopsis somehow modulates 3-D perceptual organisation. How stereopsis does 

this is nOt yet clear. The next secti ons briefly review two major recent proposals previously 

identified. 

4.2.1 Form Computation Approach 

Grossberg has proposed a computational theory (FACADE theory, 1994). The computational 

foundation of F ACDE theory are neural networks whose function is extraction of 3-D foml 

from the luminance patterns and retinal disparities available. 

FACADE theory proposed that four functional components contribute. First, 

conventional disparity between corresponding luminance contours was computed, yielding 

depth. Second, the pre-visual closure of fragmented shapes was achieved by a Boundary

Contour-System. This mechanism connected contours such as those at the mouths of the 

pacmen, via boundary projections created by end-cut mechanisms. End-cut mechanisms are 

described as the output of end-slopped cortical cells that define contour termination. Finally, 

binocular FIDOs of the Feature Contour System fill-in extant spaces between these contours 

generating visible surface layers. Hence, neural networks underlying the perception of 3-D fonn 

drive the visual response. Grossberg (1994) states that these percepts are: 

... manifestations of the mechanisms whereby the visual cortex generates 

informative 3-D representations of boundaries and surfaces with which to 

perceive the visual world (p. 48-49). 

4.2.2 Surface Heuristic Approach 

The other major theoretical approach maintains that key processes underpinning perception in 

untextured stereograms are inferential. since corresponding points are so scarce. As described in 

Chapter 3, an essential issue for this approach has been the perceived separation of surface 

layers and not extraction offormper se. The approach llses a modified Bayesian cue-integration 

framework. It sees perception as a statistical representation based on the probability (hat a 

certain image I, will be generated by a particular Scene S. Hence the manifest phenomenology 

is a product of the expression p(IIS). Two possible inferent ial mechanisms have been proposed: 

Nakayama and Shimojo's POGS and Anderson and Julesz luminance junction structures. 

Nakayama and Shimojo's Principle of Generic Sampling (POGS) is the notion that the 
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systcm responds to ambiguous binocular stimulation (where retina l disparity is scarce) by 

inferring the most likely 3-D structure that would generate such a configuration of luminance. 

This inferential response was thought to be achieved by neural populations that had leal"lled by 

eco logical image sampling to anticipate certain three-dimensional organisations. 

When faced with an under-detennined pattern of retinal disparity, these networks 

responded by signalling learned 3-D perceptual structures (perceptual organisations). 

Monocular features were thought to cue a binocular neural inferential response with the rcsult 

being a depth percept from minimal dispari ty infomlation (Nakayama, 1996). 

Anderson and Julesz (1995) took a different view. They were more concerned with how 

the system worked out which surface layer owned the luminance contours in the Kan izsa 

configuration. The argument was that the presence of non-matchable features at luminance 

junctions signa ls perception of an occluding edge. Mechanisms underpinning the inferential 

perceptual response they proposed were shown most strikingly by Anderson (1994). Anderson's 

I-junctions demonstrated that neither continuation nor completion were necessary to explain 

illusory contours and the separation of surface layers in stereops is. 

Anderson's extraordinary stimuli were constructed using thin line image pairs, even 

single line pairs, whose lengths were disparate . On fusion, subtle but distinctive illusory 

contours were generated in the absence of relatable fCaimes. Anderson and Julesz decided the 

system must decompose half-images into matchable and unmatchable elements. Unmatchab le 

elements were interpreted by (he systcm as monocular zones of a distant surface. 

Anderson and Julesz placed particular importance on the so called epi-polar conslrainl 

which delegates all vertical image features unmatchable. Constraint of vertical disparities to 

monocular zones meant the system could identify particular sites al which the separation of 

su rface layers must occur. Anderson (1997) has subsequentl y tenned separat ion of surface 

layers at these sites sill/ace scission, an inferential response peculiar to a priori 3-D luminance 

junctions (eg, L, X, T and I-junctions, see Chapter 3 for details). 

4.3 Assignment of untextured space to depth 

It is indeed a puzzling aspect of the SKS percepts that the system achieves separation of surface 

layers when point-disparity is so sparse. The two approaches summarised above do not address 

the possibility that phenomenology of the SKS relates to the manner in which the system 
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resolves the specifiable differences between the half-images presented to it. The next sections 

explore this isslle. 

4.3.1 Separation of surface layers in the Kanizsa square 

In a random-dOl stereogram, corresponding dots are assigned to a particular depth according to 

their unique retinal disparities. The deplh of almost all lex lUre fealures can be explained by 

local point-disparity computation (the exceptions being unpaired dots in the malrix). The 

queslion is, how is untextured space assigned 10 a depth plane in the absence of local point

disparity across texture gradients? In particular, how is surface separation achieved (perception 

of a depth step) in the absence of physical disparity discontinuity (a relative difference in point

disparities)? 

Cons ider the RDS in Fig 4.2. The central matrix of di sparate dots is bounded by a 

rectangle (for the purpose o f subsequen t demonstration). Crossed fusion of pair L-M sees the 

centra l matrix of dots (bounded by the small rec tangle), stand forward, and in fusion of M-R the 

disparate matrix stands behind the non-di sparate dots. 

In each half-image there is a set of dots, adjacent to the disparate matrix, that is 

unmatchablc. This region is represented schematica lly in 4.2b (for pair L-M) by a horizontal 

slice through the centre of the RDS. Unmatched dots are represented as cross-hatched squares, 

matched disparate texture is represented by grey squares and matched non-disparate texture is 

represented by white squares. 

Figure 4.2c represents the resolution of inter-retinal correspondence in crossed fus ion of 

pairs L-M. The figure on the ri ght (4.2c) shows a stylised stereoscopic response. Matched pairs 

o f disparate and non-disparate dots are fused. The result is that the disparate dot malrix (grey 

squares) stands forward of the projection plane (P Plane). Non-matched regions are resolved as 

monocu lar zones adjacent to the disparate matrix but on the same depth plane as non-disparate 

dots. 

In Fig 4.2d crossed fusion of pair M-R is shown. The disparate region is seen to stand 

behind the non-disparate matrix at the P Plane. The unmatched regions are observed to stand 

on the same plane as the disparate dots. In these figures then, all dots in the matrix are fused 

and assigned to an appropriate depth plane except the un-paired dots. Hence, the stereoscopic 

depth of all regions of the matrix except the unpaired dots is differentiable by their relative 

positions in the overall matrix. 
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In fact the manner in which stereopsis achieves the depth of unpaired regions of the 

RDS has also been the subject of some debate. Most computational theories of stereopsis have 

imposed an (I priori heuristic sllch as Julesz' I11OS1 dis/(1111 sUI/ace rille to explain how the 

system assigns depth to such fea tures. As described in detail in Chapter 3, several theorists 

have recently accorded new importance to monocular regions of the RDS, as well as in 

lIntextured sti muli, in actually achieving the separation of surface layers. 

Nakayama and Shimojo have argued that the system follows ecologica lly valid rules in 

achieving the perception of partial occlusion. This is plausible since, in natural vision, the 

unpaired regions always occur at the tempora l projections adjacent to an occluding edge. The 

system may use this as a heuristic to resolve occlusion in untextured space. Their approach is 

that the responses of neural networks, neural populations, are established by learning. 

Subsequentl y, Nakayama and his colleagues emphasise the importance of the eye of 

origin of non-matched monocular fea tures as cues that trigger over-learned network outputs. 

These responses bias the interpretation of three-dimensional perceptual organ isation where non

matched regions are eco logically valid. that is, where tbey occur as predicted by natural visua l 

expeTl ence. 
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An empirical and theoret ical study of stereoscopic illusory contours and surfaces 
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Fig 4.2. Retinal correspondence and monocular zones in conventional RDS 
The set of half-images in (a) are meant to demonstrate the bas ic phenomenology assoc iated with 
a typical RDS. A rectangle has been drawn to bound the disparate section of the random dot 
matrix. Crossed fusion of the pair L-M sees the disparate dots of the matrix stand forward of the 
non-disparate dots. Crossed fusion of pair M-R sees the disparate dots stand behind the non
disparate matrix. Between the two signs of disparity. the ass ignment of depth to surface layers 
is a product of local dispari ty resolution that involves matching corresponding po ints in the 
matrix then computing the ir distance according to the retinal disparity between them. This 
process is summarised in Fig b,c and d which represent the dots falling on an epi-polar s lice 
through the stereograms in (a). Figure 4.2b shows the position of unpaired dots in the matrix. 
These unpaired dots are represented as cross hashed squares. Fig c represents the matching 
process in binocular fusion and the resulting stereoscopic phenomenol ogy. Unpaired e lements 
are assigned to the distant depth plane. Figure 4 .2d represents the same process at the reverse 
sign of disparity. Again, the unpaired regions are ass igned to the distant depth plane. 

Anderson and Nakayama ( 1994) outlined a hypothetical binocular receptive fi eld 

capable of detecting the breakdown of correspondence in the unmatched regions. However, as 

Anderson and lulesz have explained this is clearly not feas ible in the case of untextured 

stereograms. In untextured stereograms, there is no breakdown of correspondence adjacent to 

an occluding edge. Yet, the separation of surface planes is still achieved in the complete 

absence of texture. 

Anderson and lulesz later argued that non-matchable features of the un textured 

stereogram such as vertical disparity at luminance junctions could enable recovery of occlusion 

geometry (interpreted as monocular zones). The system inferred a depth step from th is pattern 

of luminance resulting in propagation of illusory contours_ A potential problem for this 
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approach is that perceptual asymmetry in the separation of surface layers is evident even In 

untextured stereograms with no unmatchable features at all. 

Figure 4.3 shows a very simple untextured stereogram in which perceptual asymmetry 

occurs between the signs of di spari ty. Note that the disparate positions of the central white 

rectangle compared to the black rectangle are the same as the rectangle bounding the disparate 

dot matrix in Fig 4.2a above. 

Crossed fusion of L·M yields the percept that the white rectangle stands forward of the 

P Plane. In this percept, assignment of depth to surface layers appears to be equivalent with pair 

L·M in the RDS. By Ihis I mean that a central disparate region of the half.images stands 

forward of zero disparity at P. Reversing the sign of disparity, cross fuse pair M·R, sees the 

white rectangle standing behind the outer boundary of the black rectangle. The COlllOllr al which 

slllfilce layers separate appears fo be d(ffereil/. The question is, of course, why? 

The perceptual difference between Figs 4.2 and 4.3 is that the separation of depth planes 

happens at a luminance step, a single contour, in the untextured figure, but at a discontinuity of 

disparity in the tex tured stereogram. The separation of depth planes in Fig 4.3 is, manifestly, 

not defined by a difference in dispari ty, a disparity discontinuity, between the near and distant 

depth planes. Separat ion of depth planes is achieved at a single luminance discontinuity, a 

single contour. The same contour differentiates the depth of both the near and the distant depth 

planes. 

In Fig 4.3b , a central horizontal slice through the half·images in (a), shows that no 

unpaired regions ex ist. The only local retinal disparities present are at the vertical contours of 

the while rectangle. Figure 4.3c, which rcpresenls crossed fusion of L·M, suggests that the 

separation of surface layers to different depth planes might involve ass ignment of parts of the 

black rectangle, adjacent to the vertical boundaries of the white square, as monocular. 

In Fig 4.3d, which represents crossed fusion ofM·R, surface layers do not separate at 

the boundary of the white rectangle. Anecdotally at least, the contour at which separat ion of the 

depth planes occurs is at the outer boundary of the black rectangle, though the depth of the 

untextured black space is somewhat indetemlinate. The black rectangle looks like a window. 

The apparent ly straightforward untextured stereogram in Fig 4.3 is theoretically 

interesting because, in addition to lhe pauc ity of retinal disparity, there are no unpaired sectors 

or luminance junctions that might signal assignment of surfaces to depth planes. This simple 
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stereogram seems to undermine the idea that unpaired regions of untextured stereograms reveal 

surface separation and lead to induction of stereoscopic illusory contours. 
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Fig 4 .3. Pereep l ua l asymme try in an untexlured Sle reog ram 
The set of half-images in (a) demonstrates a very simple untextured stereogram. Crossed fusion of the pair 
L-M sC{:s the white recmngle stand forward of the black rectangle. Crossed fusion of pair M-R secs thc 
white rectangle stand behind the outer boundary of the black rectangle and the black rectangle looks like u 
window. Assignment of dcpth to surfacc layers in these untextured pairs cannOI be a function of local 
disparity resolution alone. This is because the same contour in each eye mUSt somehow yield Ihe perccpt 
of both the ncar and distance surface. As shown in (b) the half images define no unpaired /('(Ilure.l· that 
might disambiguate Ihe site of surface separation. Ncvenhelcss, the system achie\'es just that. Figures (c) 
and (d) represent the fusion process. One aspect of binocular fusion e,·ident here that has not been 
examined in detail previously, is the pattern of disparate binocular subtense of the half images. In (c) 
disparate sublense exists between region m' .,nd m··. and o· and 0", No difference in subtense eXists 
between n' or n" !n geometric terms. thcse differences in subtense arc precisely rcciprocal 10 the 
magnitudc of disparity at the boundary of the whi tc rectangle. Fusion at (c) and (d) must create a 
monocular zone where surface layers arc scpaTll tcd. Thcse zones are circled by a grey ellipse. Note that the 
magnitude of disparate subtensc is the same in (d) but the sign of dispari ty is reversed, 

An alternative to the Surface Heuristic approach is that there is more infornlation 

available in the retinal image than has been recognised. Indeed, Fig 4.3 identifies another 

possibili ty that deserves consideration. Notice that fusion of half-images depicted in Fig 4 .3c 

and 4.3d involves untexlured regions that exhibit disparate .!>lIb/ense (relative horizontal 

disparity) at the black regions adjacent to the white rectangle, The magnitude of disparate 
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sublense must be precisely reciprocal to Ihe disparity between the corresponding contours in 

each eye's view. 

Since di sparate binocular sublense is a geometric function of the magnitude of local 

retinal disparity in untextured stereograms, analysis of ils role in 3-D perceptual organisat ion 

may help us to understand percepti on of stereoscopic ill usory surfaces. In faci disparate 

subtense was identified by Grossberg as a component of FACADE theory. 

4.3.2 Allelotropia in untextured space 

Alleiotropia is the defonnation of each monocular image thaI is required to achieve the 

cyclopean, singular, binocular percept. The concept has been used to describe the manner in 

which the system interprets large scale balf-images, such as human faces (Kaufman, 1974). 

However it stems from the 19!h century propositions that the single vision ach ieved in binocular 

fusion is the average of tile visual directions of corresponding contours in each eye (Hering, 

1848, cited in Ono and Mapp, 1995). The textbook example of this effect is as follows. When 

one fuses Ihe leiters be low, the "F" in the fused percept is seen at a centra l position between the 

non-disparate letters. Binocular fusion places the "P' at the average of its disparate posit ion in 

both eyes (Grossberg, 1994). 

EF G E FG 

Grossberg has argued thaI aJlelOlropia in untextured stereograms was achieved as 

binocular FIDOs filled-in unpaired regions in a Da Vinci configuration (in which unpai red 

elements existed) from appropriate disparity pools, after conventional stereopsis had resolved 

paired fea tures. Grossberg claimed that this avoided the perception of 'gaps' in the binocular 

percept. However, Grossberg did not treat the concept in any great detai l. The adva ntage of his 

analysis, is that it sets the problem in the contex t of an adaptive rather than a reflex ive code of 

visual processing. A d isadvantage fo r the psychology of binocular vision is that his thesis is not 

really testable in functional terms. It can on ly be falsified by an ana lysis of visua l neural 

architectures. 

Experiment 1 aimed to carefu ll y manipulate the binocular infonnation intrinsic to the 

SKS configurati on and then to measure the subjective perceptual response o f subjects to those 

manipulations. This was to begin to clarify the possible role of the stereoscopic response 10 
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disparate sub tense in tbe perceived separation of surface layers and modulat ion of the 

phenomenal character of the percepts, such as, illusory contours in the SKS. 

Two possible components of the stereoscopic response in achieving the 3·D SKS are the 

distance of the illusory plane (seen depth) and the orientation of the plane (seen slant). To 

examine stereopsis in the ini tial experiment of the project. both a depth probe method and a 

s lant estimation method based on Gillam (1968) were employed. 

4.4 The stereoscopic s lant response 

The contribution of binocular vision to the perception of slant has also been presumed to be a 

stereoscopic response to the gradient of retina l disparity across an inclined textured surface. An 

empirica l assessment of stereoscopic slant percept ion was first undertaken by Ogle (1950). 

Ogle's geometric effect was produced using an afocal lens to magnify one eye's view of 

a fronto.para llel surface in the horizontal plane only. When observers fused the natural 

perspective view and the magnified perspective views ofa surface they perceived the surface to 

be rotated about a central vertical axis. Two afocal lenses oriented obl iquely in oppos ite 

directions generated the perception of slant about a horizontal axis. The second manipulation 

created disparate horizontal shear of each half-image of the surface. Recent ly, van Ee and 

Erkelens (1995) have shown that slant in any oblique axis can also be generated using 

appropriate components of horizontal magnification and shear. 

Ogle's disparate magnification ofa square is shown in Fig. 4.4a (vertical axis· 

horizonta l magnification) and 4.4b (horizontal axis - horizontal shear). When presented wi th 

images manipu lated in this way, observers report a slanted stereoscopic trapezoid where the 

distant edge o f the trapezoid appears larger than the near edge. This is likely to arise because 

Ogle's geometric fonnula does not account for the changc in the monocular images cast as a 

planar shape of fixed dimensions rotates. In fact Ogle's fonmda is constant with a rotated 

trapezoid. It appears that the perception ofa trapezoidal shape points to very subtle size 

distance sca ling of image proportions by stereopsis. 
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Fig 4.4. Binocular pa ralla x and stereoscopic rota tion about the vertical a nd horizontal axes 

In (a) Ogle's magnificat ion app lied to a fronto-parallel p lane, ABCD, gives the lransfonned 
magni tude A'B'C'D'. Th is predicts a trapezoidal stereoscopic surface A"8"C"D" on fu sion - a 
rotation about the vertical axis (adapted from Gillam ( 1968)), Figure (b) shows Ogle's 
magnification applied to create relative hori zontal shear of a fronto-parallel plane. This predicts 
a similar trapezo id rotated about the horizontal. In Figs (c) and (d) it is shown that a square 
surface (Sc) surface whose boundary prescribes the comer points A" B"C"D" rota tes in a 
cylindrical vo lume of space. At a panicular degree of rotation, each eye's view the shape cast by 
the surface at the distance of the P Plane will be a product of binocular parallax. In the right eye 
the image cast by the square (SR) will subtend ABCD, and in the left view (SL), its image will 
sub tend A'S 'C'D', 
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Figures 4.4c and 4.4d demonst rate that a 2-D planar square rotated about its horizontal or 

vertical axis wilt describe a cylindrical arc in 3-D space. The disparate image shapes cast by the 

plane can be simulated at the plane of projection, thm is, on a computer monitor as in my 

experiments. The basic technique is quite ancient. Indeed, the half-images created in this manner, 

equate to Wheatstone's perspective drawings (the first demonstrations of retinal disparity in the late 

I 830s). Each of the images projected althe computer monitor represents a perspective projection of 

the 2-D images ofa 3-D object viewed at a specifiable di stance. In other words the image at the 

retina simulates a natural visua l perspective geometry. 

The projection diagrams in Fig 4.4c and 4.4d essentially provide a geometric model of the 

s ilhouette of a square rotated in 3-D space. In the following experiment, this projection model was 

used to generate transfomlation of half images as describcd in Appendix A. Ogle's magnification 

could then be applied to the half-images to arrive at stereo-pairs that s imulated natural binocular 

perspective seen from each eye's different view of a planar rotated surfacc. These image 

lransfonnations enabled examination, with some precision, of the manner in which observers 

resolved the disparate size and shape ofSKS images. 

in the experiment to follow I also explored subjects' judgements of the overall depth of the 

SKS when fused. This was achieved by drawing the Kani zsa square in different positions in each 

half-image relative to the pacmen. These two manipu lation werc thought to prov ide a more 

thorough account of the stereoscopic response to SKS half-images than previous research. The nex t 

section outlines the general method deve loped to study the seen slant and seen depth responses all 

experiments. 

4.5 Summary of the general method for slant and depth estimation 

4.5.1 Apparatus 

Stimulus generation was handled by a 4Mb Cambridge Research Systems (CRS), Vision Stimulus 

Generator (VSG 2/3) card. The VSG was mounted in an IBM compatible 486 D266 PC. Custom 

software routines were used to present the st imuli, manage the comparison stimulus and collect 

data. Images were presented on a 21 in Vision Research (VR) monochrome monitor with a rapid 

phosphor decay, reducing cross-talk between images to a minimum. The VSG synchronised CRS 

Ferro-Electric Shutler-Valve Goggles with the monitor. Frame rate used was 230 frames per sec 

(lIS per eye/sec). 



4.5.2 Comparison stimulus 

A planar stereoscopic comparison stimulus was employed both as a depth probe and in gauging 

subjects' slant estimations~. An octagonal shape with oblique lines drawn across its su rface was 

chosen. This shape was thought to maximise orientation. angular and point~disparities. The 

comparator included an octagonal boundary (6 pixelline·weight) as a zero disparity reference 

frame. A central octagon (I pixel weight) acted as tile aClua1 slant comparator. The comparator 

operated in two separale modes as a slant estimalion device and as a depth probe. AI the start of 

each trial , the comparator was presenled at fronto~paralleL The comparator was activated by 

depressing the joystick trigger. Unless the trigger was pulled, movement made no change to the 

comparator. 

Seen SIan! 

Stereoscopic rotation of tile comparator was achieved by depressing the Irigger then tilting the 

joystick forward or backward. In the case of rotation about the vertical axis, the joystick y~ 

coordinate value was used to define the theoreti ca l monocu lar transformation and retinal disparity 

appropriate to stereoscopic rotation. 

In order to filler noisy output from the joystick and to maintain precision of comparator 

rotation , the y·value was only used to define a buffer threshold in movement o f the joystick. The 

threshold meant that the joystick could be tilted forward thirty degrees or back thirty degrees with 

no effect. x-coordinate values were filtered out at this stage. 

Tilting the joystick to yield a y.va lue greater or less than the defined thresholds controlled 

geometric transfomlalion of the comparison st imulus. Stereoscopic rotation was incremented in 

steps of one degree as long as the joystick y-value was above threshold. This yielded stepwise 

stereoscopic rotation at a rate of about 10 degrees per second. 

When the joystick was tilted to return y-va illes within the threshold limits, the incrementa l 

stereoscopic rotation ceased. The comparator maintained its posi tion at that point and subsequen t 

adjustments altered its rotation, until a button was pressed. 

~ The slant-estimation parndigm typically employs a real comparison stimulus. Thesc are normally internally lit and 

opemted mechanically by the subject. Such an arrangemcnt proved impractical in this selling. Ambient illumination 

from the monitor lind restricted field of view made it difficu l! to position a re::l l comp::lrator without confounding slant 

estimates with in::lppropriate shading and structural cues from the sides nnd the back of the comparator. An adv::Intuge of 

the vinual stimulus was that it W::IS transformed by exuctly the sUme geometric tTunsfonnations as the test stimulus. 
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Moving the joystick to cross the opposite y-va lue thresho ld initiated slow incrementa l 

reduction of comparator rotation, or rotation in the opposite direction if disparity passed through 

zero degrees. This was to achieve a comparator that coul d rotated slowly and smooth ly through 

about 170 degrees in eithe r di rection and passed smooth ly through zero degrees from any position . 

When subjects had set the comparator to match the orientation of the test st imulus the joystick was 

tilled within the upper and lower y-value thresholds. Then subjects depressed either of two buttons 

on top of the stick. 

Subjects were able to precisely manipulate the comparator, cease its incrementa l rotat ion, 

change the direction of its rotation, and make fine manipulations in either direction before 

finalising their judgement by pressing a bulton. When the bunon was pressed the current rotation of 

the comparator was recovered from the transformation fomlUlae and stored. 

For rotations about the vertical axis, th e procedure was precise ly the same except that the 

x-coordi nate va lue of the joystick was used to define the movement thresholds, Each time the 

button was pressed the joystick was re-calibrated automatica lly and the comparator was reset to 

fronto-parallel. 

Seen Depth 

Use of the joystick as a depth probe was achieved in a similar fashion . The joystick y-coordinate 

value defined a movement threshold. Horizonta l di sparity was applied to each of the comparator 

half-images when the st ick was tilted forward or back beyond threshold. When the y-value crossed 

the threshold horizon tal disparity was incremented by I arcmin. Th is was the resolution defined by 

the pixel width of the moni tor. A maximum d isparity threshold was set at about the crossed and 

uncrossed fusion limits. Subjects were ab le to man ipulate the comparator's stereoscopic depth 

behind the P Plane or above the P Plane within those limits. Once again, depth j udgement was 

recovered from the disparity tranSfOnllation of the stimulus when a button was pressed, and was the 

stored. 

In summary, the comparator half-images were geometrically transfonned as described by the 

perspective model appropriate to the rotation angle (see Append ix A). Disparity was then applied 

by transfonning each image by Ogle's magnification factor accordi ng to the rotat ion angle. The 

comparator could be stereoscopically rotated through 3400 about either axis and could be set 

forward of, or behind, the P Plane as a depth probe. The comparator retunled the theoret ical 
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rotation angle in degrees, or the positional difference between the half images appropriate to 

standing disparity, in arcmins. 

The companllor su btended 4.5°. Its cent re was positioned 10° below the centre of the teSI 

stimu li . Luminance values were the same as the test stimuli. Smooth rotation was achieved by 

red rawing the transformed images between frames. The software routine negated image flicker by 

redrawing the comparalor on ly at I ° intervals of rOlation, and only redrawing while the comparison 

stimulus was actually meant 10 be in motion. 

• 

b 

, 
Fig 4.5. Stereoscopic comparison stimulus 
Fusion oflhe half images in (a). demonstrates how the comparator could be used as a depth probe. In 
(b), tnr: compamtor is rotated uboullhe vertical axis. In (c), il is TOiated about the horizontal axis. 

4.5.3 Participants 

A panel of96 undergraduate psychology students at James Cook University acted as participants in 

thi s research . Their ages ranged from 17 to 52 yrs, with a mean of 19.7 years and a Standard 

Deviation of 1.6yrs . First year sllldems received course credit for participation. Other participants 

rece ived no inducement. All participants were naive to the specific intention o f the various studies. 

All were screened for nonnal stereo·acuity using the Randot test (20s arc al 4Ocm), and for normal 

or corrected·to-normal acuity on a standard Snellen chart. 
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4.5.4 Procedure 

Subjects were seated at a desk in front orthe monitor in a sound~attenuated testi ng room. Only dim 

ambient light from the monitor lit the room. Head movement was restricted using an adjustable chin 

rest. 

Each subject was given a brief introduction to the concept of stereopsis. The operation of 

shu tter·va lve goggles was explained and they were comfortably fitted . A series of twenty practice 

trials were presented in random order. If subjects were not confident in manipulation of the 

apparatus after twenty trials, twenty more trials were completed. These involved 20 standing 

disparity judgements and 20 s lant estimations about both axes. During practice the experimenter sat 

with the subject and responded to any questions that did nOt concern the nature of the experiments. 

The comparison stimulus, all data collection, and progress ion through the trials was 

contro lled by the subject , using a joystick. The subject navigated through the sequence of trials. 

There werc no time limits in any trial. 

4.6 Experiment 1 Perception of a SKS; seen slant, seen depth and seen lightness 

The first experiment in the project was principally exp loratory. It was designed to gain an 

understanding of the relationship between geometry of binocular parallax intrinsic to the 

stereograms projected and the phenomenology of the SKS observed when stereograms were fused. 

To do this, binocular disparity was defined mathematically then applied by shaping the "mouths" of 

Kanizsa square pacmen. The experiment aimed to capture the stereoscopic response and the 

phenomenal character of the resulting percepts along Ihree dimcnsions: 

I. Seen slan t: this involved subjects selling a stereoscopic comparison stimulus to 

match the seen slant of an Kanizsa square 

2. Seen depth : this invo lved subjects setting a stereoscopic depth probe to match the 

seen depth of aSKS 

3. Seen lightness: this involved subjects rating the relative lightness of specified parts 

of the percept using a computcrised Likert scale 

4.6. 1 Previous insights on slant estimation 

Under laboratory conditions, observers tend to perceptually under~rotate surfaces defined by 

disparate textures. Under·rotation may be due to an infomlation impoverished visual setting, Ihat is. 
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a lack of depth reference frames used to scale retinal di spa rities (S tevens, 1991). Reference features 

sllch as disparity di scontinuities, zero di sparity frames, vertical shear, and filled monocular zones 

influence the interpretati on of horizontal disparity gradients and the la tency of slant judgements 

(Gillam and Borsting, 1988: Gillam, Findlay and Flagg, 1984. Gillam, 1994). 

The context of retinal disparity can also impact upon s lant judgements. For example, 

diagonal, horizon tal and vertical markings have been shown to modulate the s lant response in 

simple stereoscopic grids (Cagenello and Rogers, 1993; Gillam, 1968; Stevens and Brooks, 1988). 

There is also a tendency for slants about the vertical to be attenuated more than slants about the 

horizontal axis. This so-called (II/isotropy further demonstrates that seen slant is not predicted from 

point disparities alone: 

... slant perception is not mediated by the fitting of surfaces to the depth value of 

point di sparities. The slant elicited by a disparity ramp [or a stereoscopiclilly 

rowted sllrftlce] depends on its contex t and orientation, whic h suggests higher order 

disparity arrangements, rather than po int di sparities, elic it a depth response ('act as 

stereoscopic primitives') (Git/am and Rogers. 1991. p440). 

Two dominant exp lanations of s lant-axis anisotropy have emerged in recent years. First, 

Cagenello and Rogers (1993) have argued that the degree of orientation disparity (relative 

differences in the orientation of matching contours between the eye's views) detcnnines sensitivity 

to slam. They suggest that geometric asymmetry in orientation disparities between the axes explains 

the anisotropy. Secondly, Gillam has argued that slant-axis anisotropy is partly due to an 

asymmetric resistance to perspective conflic ts between the axes. 

Gi llam and Ryan ( 1992) established that both slant-axis anisotropy and slant attenuation 

were substantially reduced in perspective-corrected configurations, that is, when perspect ive cues 

and disparity were congruent rather than in conflict. Nonetheless, Ryan and Gi llam ( 1994) showed 

that perspective congruence between disparity and the configurat ion of surface markings st ill 

generated slant-axis anisotropy. Further, cyclopean edges in random-dot stereograms (Gillam and 

Ryan, 1992), in pseudo-random line grids (Ryan and Gillam, 1994) and in random- line cyclopean 

matrices (Gillam, Cook and Blackburn. 1995) appear to generate the same influences upon seen 

s lant. 

Clearly, the perception of stereoscopic slant in an SKS is a very different prospect for the 

system than resolving the orientation of a textured surface. Disparity infonnation and boundary 
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information available is very sparse. In testing the judged pos it ion and orien tation of an illusory 

figure I was essentially testing the capability of the visual system to deal witb very sparse image 

difference infomlation. Furthermore, it has been estab lished that the percept achieved when fusing 

the SKS at opposi te signs of d isparity changes from modal (crossed di sparity) to amodal (uncrossed 

disparity). 

4 .6 .2 Measures 

Seen slant: Perceived orienrafion of an illusory surjclce 

The first manipulation of the SKS analysed the perception of slant of all illusory fi gure. Thus the 

dependent variable was termed Seen Slant. A square , equiluminant with its surrounds, was projected 

onto four black circles in each half~image. This square had been geometrically transfonned to 

simulate the pauem of disparity created by rotat ing a square in natural perspective. Three 

independent variables were chosen to examine the sensitivity o f the system to this manipulation of 

di sparity: Theoretica l Rotation, Slant Axis and Standing Disparity: 

a. Theoretical Rotation: four levels of thi s variable were presented (0, 20, 30, 40, 50°). It 

was expected that seen slant (measured by a comparison stimulus) would be equi valent to 

the theoretical rotation applied to the SKS. 

b. Slant·Axis: two levels of slant·axis were presented (horizontal and vertical). It was 

anticipated that a slant-axis anisotropy would emerge defined by greater attenuation of 

secn slant about the vertical axis relative to the horizontal. 

c. Standing Disparity: three levels o f standing disparity were presented (·20, 0, 20 arcmins). 

Standing disparity was achieved by shifting the Kanizsa square horizontally relative to the 

pacmen. 

In sllmmary, this experiment explored seen s lant of a stereoscopic percept generated by 

project ing a pair o f squares of homogeneous lumimmce to their surrounds on to non.disparate pairs 

of four black circles (a typical Kanizsa square configuration). 

The square in each half. image was manipulated to simulate the horizontal image d ifferences 

cast by a square rotated in natural perspective that stood at various depths above, equ idistant to or 

behind the P Plane. This entai led manipulation of two components of retinal disparity defined by 

disparate binocular sublense (theoretical rotation and standing disparity). Figure 4.6 describes rhe 

geometric manipUlations app lied to the half.images of the Kanizsa square. diagrammatica lly. 
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Le ft and Right v iews 
Amodal Percept Amodal Percept 
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Modal Percept Part Modal-Part Amodal Percept Amodal Percept 

Fig 4.6 Two components of disparity in a slanted SKS 
These projection diagrams show schematically the manipulations of binocular disparity achieved 
by projecting a wh ite square to partly obscure four black circles to create di sparate pac men in 
each half-image. In (a) by appropriately manipulating disparate binocular subtense at the mouths 
of the pacmen (by standing di sparity and relative magnification), it was predicted that fusion of 
the left half-image at aR and aL and bR and bL would yield a modal Kanizsa square whose right 
and left bounds stood at the cyclopean points ac; and be respecti vely. Thi s was expected to result 
in a fully modal Kanizsa square rotated about the vertical axis. A similar manipulation at (b) but 
with no standing disparity predicts an illusory contour at be with the surface slanted through the P 
Plane so that ac defined the depth of the amodal end of an illusory surface. In (c) the bounds of 
the square fused to yie ld the cyclopean points ac and bc would stand the fi gure behind the P 
Plane, predicting a stereoscopica lly rotated amodal surface. 
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Seen Depth: Perceived dis/alice oj (111 SKS 

The second component of the depth percept manipu lmed was standing dispari ty. Thus, the 

experiment also measured the overall seen depth of the SKS at each level of standing disparity 

(-20,0,20 arcmins - see Fig 4.6). As exp lained above the stand ing disparity manipulation was 

achieved by a horizontal shift applied to the Kanizsa square in each of tile half-images. This 

measure enabled an assessmen t of whether the overall stereoscopic depth of the illusory 

figure , theoreticallya product of the relative horizontal disparity applied at the mouths of the 

pac01en, was discernible by observers. It was therefore an ticipated that subjects' percepts 

would reflect the manipulation of this standing disparity (seen depth). 

Seen Lighll7ess: Perceived /igllmess of portions of an SKS percept 

Since Kanizsa first demonstrated his remarkable illusory figures, li ghtness enhancement at 

illusory contours has been one of the most researched characteristics o f the phenomenon. The 

cause of lightness enhancement is not yet resolved but is assumed to be at least partly related 

to brightness contrast (see for example Albert, 1993; Brigner and Gallagher [974; Davi, Pinna 

and Sambin, 1992; Ehrenstein 1948; Frisby and C1atworthy 1975; Jory and Day 1979; 

Gregory 1977; Kanizsa 1975; Kennedy, 1975, 1976, 1981, 1987, 1988, 1991; Livingston and 

Hubel , Minguzzini , 1987; 1987; Purghe and Coren, 1992; Purge, 1991; Sambin, 1987). 

A measure of lightness was used in this st udy to test the loca l character of the percepts. 

The hypothesis was that edges of the illusory figure standing forward of the P Plane (as in Fig 

4.6a) wou ld yield a rating of lightness suggesting lightness enhancement relative to the 

surrounding "white" homogeneous space - indicating a modal edge. Where the surface stood 

behind the P Plane (as in Fig 4.6) no lightness enhancement was ex pected. 

4.5.3 Method 

Subjects 

Twelve avai lable subjects were drawn from the poo l of volunteers. 

Stcreograms 

Half-images were presented at th e centre o f the monitor, at eye- level in the mid-sagi ttal plane. 

Each half- image consisted of a set of four black circles subtending 3° in diameter (at 750mm 

viewing distance). The circles were positioned so that a square drawn through their centres 
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would subtend 7° degrees. Pacmen were created by drawing a square, equiluminan t with the 

background, so that it partly obscured the ci rcles. The square symmetrical1y overlaid the 

circles (equal intrusion on a ll sides). The square intn lded Y; the circles ' radii creating Kanizsa 

square pacmen. 

Mouths of the pacmen were geometrically transformed according to the monocu lar 

transformations of a square shape as described in Appendix A. Dispari ty appropriate to 

stereoscopic rotation was then introduced by applying \12 Ogle's M to the overlaid square, 

symmetrically and in opposite s igns (see Fig 4.7). Standing disparity was generated by shining 

the overlaid square in equal and opposi te directions in each half-image (see Fig 4.7). 

b 

Fig 407. Pa tlerns ofdi sparily in th e S KS 
Fig 4.7 a shows one half-image supponing rotalion about Ihe venicill axis. Disparity 
appropriate 10 rotalion about the vertical was applied by increasi ng Ihe magnitude of the 
Kanizsa square (0.) in one eye relative to the other. This obviously changes Ihe relative 
magnitudes of the moulhs of the pacmen (all and (al)' Standing disparity was Ihen 
manipulated by const!".lining (0.3) while shi ning the ill usory figure in one eye relalive to the 
Olher. This alters the reliu ive magnitude of (al) and (al) in each eye. Fig (b) shows the 
horizontal differences applicable 10 rotation about the horizontal axis. To manipulate rOUilion, 
disparate ll.hear (A) was applied in eye while constraining (a). Then standing disparilY wus 
introduced by again constraining (al) ,,,.hile shining the illusory figure in one eye relallve to 
the othcr so adjusting the relative magnitudes or(al) and «(Xl) in each eye. 

Image pairs were presented on alternate frames al a rate of200 frames per second. 

Through the shutter goggles, background luminance was 0.7 cd m ol with the black pacmen 

0.09cd m ol. 

Design and procedure 

This study used a fully crossed, 5x3x2 repeated measures des ign to explore the effects of 

manipulation of the mouths of pairs of pacmen constant with theoretical rotation (0, 20, 30, 

40, and 50°), slant-axis (Horizontal, Vertical) and standing disparity (+20, 0, and ·20 minutes 
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of arc) of a projected su rface. Three complete repetitions of this design were used, making 90 

trials per subject in all. Details of the procedure were as described in section 4.4. 

In the depth trials, subjects were asked to est imate the depth of the central axis of an 

illusory plane using the comparator as a depth probe. The depth of the comparator was 

manipulated as described in section 4.4. For the slant estimation trials subjects were asked to 

sel the rotation of tile comparison stimulus to match the apparent rotation of an illusory plane. 

In this experiment only, subjects were also asked, on each trial, to judge the relative 

lightness of three specific regions of the SKS. Being a fully factorial design, lightness was 

judged in all the theoretical rotation, slant-axis and standing disparity manipu lations. My 

interest here though was only to establish difference in lightness surface region (regions 1,2, 

and 3). This yielded some 270 lightness scores . These were pooled across the three 

repetitions for each subject. 

Subjects judged the lightness of specific regions of the configuration. These included 

the top edge of the plane rotated about the horizonta l (region I. below), then the central region 

of the plane (region 2. below) and finally the bottom of the plane (region 3. below). For the 

slanted surface, subjects judged the left edge (region I) the centre (region 2), and the right 

edge (region 3) as shown in Fig 4.8. 

Horizontal Axis Vertical Axis 

Region 

Region 2. -----=-

Region 3. -----"~ 

Fig 4.8. Ligh tness judgemen t regions 
Subjects judged the relative brightness of the each of these regions in random order for each 
stimulus. 

A pointer set 2 degrees from the test figure boundary (the outer perimeter of the disks) 

indicated the spec ific region to be judged. A sl iding pointer (marked (a) in Fig 4.9) was 

presented at the centre mark of the sca le for the start of each trial. Subjects were directed that 
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the extreme positive value of the scale indicated surface quality milch lighter than the 

surrounding homogeneous regions and the negative end of the scale related to milch less 

lights. 

t .,) t .,) 
- f---I---I+ - f---I---I + 

". ~ ~ 

" t. .t 
t t t t t t 

Fig 4.9. Lightness j udgement comparison stimulu s 
Crossed fusion simulates the viewing situation faced by the subjects. AI the lOp of the figure 
an arrow (a) was moved left or right to indicate a judgement of lightness at the regions 
indicated by one of Ihe posi tions of the lower arrows. These were presented at II degree of 
disparity selting the figure well away from the depth of the illusory figure. 

The lightness scale was operated by a joysti ck. Pressing the joystick trigger activated the 

scale. Movement of the joyst ick beyond a predefined threshold moved the pointer left if the 

stick was leaned left and right if the stick was leaned right. A lightness judgemcnt was stored 

when the subject pressed either of two joystick buttons. This returned the pixe l x-coordinate 

position of the pointer along the scale line when a joyst ick button was pressed. In tum, the x

coordinate position of the pointer was transfonned into an eleven-point sca le. The centre point 

of the scale represented 0 (no lightness difference), the fa r right represented 5 (lighter) and the 

far left , -5 (less light). 

5 • Note that the subjects had the opportunity to pl.lctice lightness judgemcnts on a select series of stimuli 
previous to the expcrimentaltrials. This was expected to give them an overa ll view of the rel;njve lightness 
differences involved across the spectrum of the experimental stimuli. 
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4.6.3 Results 

Seen Slant 

To explore how binocular geometric factors impacted seen s lant of the SKS percepts a three

way (5x2x3) repeated measures ana lys is of vari ance was used. The factors examined were 

theoreti ca l rotation (0, 20, 30, 40, and 50°), s lant-ax is (horizontal, vertical) and standing 

dispari ty (+20, 0, and -20 arcm ins). Obtained s lant estimates were averaged across 

repetitions. 

It was found that seen slant increased with theoretical rotation and there was a 

tendency for the larger slants (eg, 40° and 50°) to be underestimated, as shown in Fig 4.10. 

The effect of theoretica l rotation was significant F(4.11) = 147.298, P < 0.000 I. 
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Fig 4.10. Seen slant of a SKS across five levels of theoretical rotation 
This figure depicts the main effect of theoret ical rotation (defined by relative magnification or 
shear) upon seen slant in SKS percepts. Standard error bars have been included. 

The effect of slant-axis was a lso found to be significant: F(I. II ) = 13.558, P < 0.05, 

attest ing to the slant-axis anisotropy illustrated in Fig 4. 11 . Seen slant about the horizontal 

ax is was abo ut 7 degrees greater than the vertica l ax is . 
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Fig 4.11 Seen slant in a SKS rotated about the horizontal or vertical axis 
This figure graphs the main effect of Slant-Axis upon seen slant with standard error bars 
included. 

Standing disparity also significantly affected seen slant: F(2.11 ) = 41.5, P < 0.001 , with 

surfaces standing forward of the P Plane (20 arcmins) judged about 5° greater than rotations 

through the P plane (0 arcmins) and SKS standing behind the P Plane (-20 arcmins). Figure 

4.12 demonstrates this effect. 
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Fig 4.12. Seen slant in a SKS across three levels of standing disparity 
This figure depicts the main effect of standing disparity lIpon seen slant in the SKS with 
standard error bars. At -20 aremins the SKS stands full y behind the P Plane. The SKS has an 
amodal character and has the appearance of being viewed through four portholes. At 0 
aremins, the SKS rotates through the P Plane. It looks part modal and part amodal. At 20 
aremins the SKS stands full y forward of the P Plane. It has a modal character. 
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Two first order interactions between the main effects provide a further commentary on the 

effect of slant-axis and standing di sparity on seen slant. First, Fig 4.1 3 depicts the interaction 

of Theoretical Rotation X Slant-Axis. Seen s lant about the verti cal was perhaps more 

attenuated than about the horizontal, but the difference was not clear cut. The interaction was 

s ignificant however: F(4.11) = 4.67, p<O.OI. 
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Fig 4.13. Seen slant in a SKS: Interaction between theoretical rotation and axis 
This figure shows mean seen s lant for the first interaction between s lant-ax is and lheore(ical 
rotat ion. Standard error bars have been included. 

Figure 4.14 depicts the Theoretical Rotation X Standing Disparity interaction . The interaction 

was also significant F(8.11) = 4.53, p< 0.001. C learly, seen s lant was substantially more 

consistent with theoretical rotation when the Kani zsa square stood forward of the P Plane. 
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An empirical and th..:orctic;ll study of stereoscopic illusory cOntours and surfaces 
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Fig 4.14. Seen slant in a SKS: First order interaction between theoret ical rotation X 
sta nding disparity 
This figure graphs mean seen slant for the interaction effect between theoretical rotation of an 
SKS and standing disparity. Standard error bars have been included. 

These findings support the hypothesis that seen slant of a stereoscopic illusory surface would 

reflect the pattern of disparate subtense or shear applied to each half image, Typical of 

findings in seen slant for surfaces defined by disparate textures, larger rotations tended to be 

attenuated somewhat. Also consistent with previous research, anisotropy between the axes of 

rotation was evident. In addition , it was found that seen slant was attenuated substantially less 

with visib le or modal completion of a SKS, that is, when the illusory surface stood in front of 

the P Plane (20 arcmins). 

Seen Depth 

This part of the experiment examined the ab ility of subjects to judge the depth of aSKS 

relative to the P Plane (the computer screen on which the disparate pac men were drawn). A 

one-way repeated measures analysis of variance was conducted across three levels of standing 

di sparity (+20, 0, and -20 arcmins) . Results suggest that seen depth (defined by setting the 

comparator as a depth probe) varied predictably with standing di sparity (see Fig 4.15). The 
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effect was significant. F (2.11) = 40.649, p < 0.00 I. 
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Fig 4.15. Seen deplh or aS KS 
This figure shows mean depth estimates or Ihe cenlral axis or SKS percepts III each level or 
sllInding disparity. Standard error bars have been included. 

While observed depth judgements do not accurately match the theoretica l dispari ty applied, 

recall Ihat the task required only a global estimate. The task performed by subjects was to set 

the comparison st imulus to the depth that they saw the axis ofa rotated illusory plane relative 

to the P Plane. The surfaces were typically at variolls degrees of slant and tbe surface being 

judged had no physical boundaries, perhaps making this task difficult. Nevertheless, the depth 

judgements observed are evidence that the system was able to access the standing disparity 

regardless of the actual presence of visib le bounds (at +20 arcmins illusory bounding contours 

were presen t while at ·20 arcmins they were nOI) . 

Seen Ligh/ness 

The objective of this measure was to test the perception of ligh tness of the SKS at different 

depths. Lhal is, an SKS standing forward oftbe P Plane (+20 arcmi ns). standing at the P Plane 

(0 arcmins) and stand ing behind the P Plane (-20 arcmins). A one way repeated measures 
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analysis of variance was undertaken to analyse lightness judgements. The effect was 

significant: F(2.111 = 11.2, P < 0.00\ (see Fig 4.16). A sligh tl y higher rating of seen lightness at 

+ 20 arcmins compared to the mean judgements at 0 and - 20 arcmins supports the prediction 

that lightness enhancement would be associated wi th so called modal illusory SKS standing 

forward of the P Plane and to a lesser extent with the amodal SKS standing behind the P 

Plane. 
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Fig 4.16. Seen tightness in :l SKS 
This figure plots the mean lightness rating (along an eleven point Liken scale with 0 as the 
centre point) for each level of standing disparity that were applied to the SKS. Standing error 
bars have been included. 

4.6.4 Discussion 

These results provide initial descriptive evidence Ihat stereopsis is able to access and 

integrate substantial stereoscopic infonnation in SKS half images. As seen in Fig 4.10, seen 

slant approximated theoretical rotation and in Fig 4.16 depth judgements varied according 10 

the manipu lation of standi ng disparity. However, the slant response appears to have been 

substantia lly attenuated for the amodal and part-modal SKS. In other words, in the case of an 

amodal SKS, subjects were aware of a slanted square seen through portholes (see Fig 4.14 at -
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20 arcmins standing di sparity). In the case of the parHllodal SKS, subject s were aware of a 

slanted square where half the SKS was seen through portho les (see Fig 4. 14 at 0 arcmins 

standing disparity). All of thi s suggests that basic binocular image processing mechanisms at 

least partly underpin the SKS percepts. Nevertheless, there does appear to be an impact of 

visib le spreading or com plet ion mechanism upon the inlegration of the image difference 

infonnation. Perhaps modal connections linking disparity signals are stronger than amodal 

connections. 

For free fuse rs, the perceptual outcome that the three metrics describe may be seen 

when the stereogram below is fused. In Fig 4.17a the white square drawn to overlay black 

disks to create the Kanizsa pacmen has been enlarged in half~image (L), in the horizontal 

plane, relati ve to half image (R). When these two images arc fused (crossed or uncrossed free 

f1l5ion) observers report an Kan izsa square that is rotated in the third dimension, that is, in the 

z plane. The Kanizsa square looks modal (exhibits a visible illusory contour) at the near-end 

and amodal at the other. This effect might be described as apparenl chClnge ill modCl/ily of 

camp/Clio/) between the near and distant ends of the Kani zsa square. Somehow, lightness 

enhancement ari ses at the modal (visib le edge between the pacmen) of the Kanizsa square. 

There is also a difference in the perceptual quali ty of the pacmen. The two pacmen that 

appear partly occluded by the Kanizsa square look opaque while the other pacmen look like 

portholes. These effects are described pictorially in Fig 4 .17b. 
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Fig 4.17. A sla nted SKS 
In fig 4.17a, crossed or uncrossed fusion orlhe half-images (L) lind (R) yields the ~rcept Ihal 
an Kanizsa square appears rOlaled or slanled in Ihree-dimensiorwl space. The phenomenology 
associated with this stereoscopic ro tat ion is shown in 4. 17b. One end of the SKS looks modal, 
that is. exhibits an illusory contour. The other end of the squ:lre looks amodal. The pac men 
standing at back of the modal illusory edge appear opaque and al the other end of Ihe square 
they look like: ponholes. 

In summary the resu lts of this experiments reveal a close relationship between basic 

stereoscopic processes and the phenomenology of the SKS. Depth judgements and seen slant 

approximated the theoretical disparities applied and subjec ts' li ghtness j udgements suggested 

that illusory edges were only ev ident at edges of the Kan izsa square standing forward of the 

plane of projection. It appears Iha! there was no inducti on of illusory contou rs bounding the 

Kanizsa square un less stereopsis generated interpolation of surface layers. 

Separati on o f surface layers at the P Plane may have somehow modulated the modality 

of completion or in Grossbergs tenns, filling-in by binocular FIDOs. Parts of the illusory 

su rface standing forward of the P Plane appear to filled-in. Parts of the illusory surface 

standing behind the P Plane appear to be occluded by an opaque surface al the depth of the P 
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Plane. This was most dramatically evident when the illusory figure slan ted through the P 

Plane. 

Figure 4. 18 demonstrates a Kanizsa square rotated about the horizontal axi s. The 

finding that seen slant was predicted by theoretical rotal ion of an illusory square, suggests that 

resolution of binocular geometry has a role in the perceptual organisation of th e images 

presented. Whether modal or amodal. or whether part modallamodalthe slan t response was 

still evident. However, a slant axis anisotropy suggests that the integration of disparity 

measures must be subtle. 
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Fig 4.IS. A Kan i:t.Sa square rotated about the horizo ntal axes 
Figure 4. 18a shows a stereoscopic illusory figure rotated through the plane ofprojttlion (the 
page). Crossed fusion yields a surface rot!ued about the OOri20nlal axis. In both percepts (L·M 
and M-R), the near edge of the illusory surface looks modal lind the diSUlnt edge appears 
amodnJ. At the same time, the occluded pacmen look op3que and the occluding pacmen look 
like ponholes. The surface separation here seems to involve filling-in of a surface al Ihe P 
Plane that peels forward to the modal illusory edge. In (c), a set of siereogmms are presented 
to show the manipuhllion of standing disparity. Crossed fusion of L-M sees lin illusory surface 
rotating aboUI the horizontal axis but panly occluded by an opaque surf .. ce between the 
pacmen. Fusion of M-R sees an opaque modal illusory plane standing forward of the pacmen. 
SeparJtion of surf!lce planes appear to be generated at the illusory contours. 

4.7 On the relationship between projection geometry and the SKS percepts: A 

summary description 

When the pattern of perspective projection at the mouths of the SKS pac men predicted that an 

edge of the square (thc overlaid while square used to generate disparate pacmen) would stand 

fonvard of the pacmen (local crossed disparity), a modal edge fonned. A visib le illusory 
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cOntour was seen between adjacent pacmen. The illusory contour was nOI an isolated 

perceptual event but marked the separation ora near slanted surface separated from a distant 

frontal surface (homogeneous surrounds). The distant surface occurred at the depth orthe 

pacmen. 

Likewise, when an edge of the SKS was predicted to stand behind the P Plane it was 

not visible. Subjects still saw the partly visib le shape slant. Traditionally such an edge was 

cal led amodal. Only the actual mouths of the pacmen were assigned to a distant depth plane. 

The untex tured region between the pacmen was assigned to the depth of the bounding arc of 

the portholes. An illusory contour closed the bounding arc of the porthole. That contour 

marked a depth step between the fronto-parallel surface at the P Plane and the mouths of the 

pacmen. It was conc luded that the separation of surface layers must depend on the sign of 

local disparities. 

Figure 4.19 is used to point out aspects of how the 3-D illusory SKS percepts mighl 

relate to binocular image processing. The so lid black lines represent the disparate pacmen 

presented on the monitor screen. Figure 4.19a depicts the percepts in question. 

The figure represents visual projections at a horizontal slice through pacmen in the 

SKS half-images. In tum, those visual projections define the shape and size of images 

captured at the retinae. Clearly, the results of Experiment I suggest Ihatlhe system responds 

to the SKS almost as if a textured square, was rotated through the P Plane. In the SKS there is 

no surface texture. There are only four luminance sleps (contours) that can possibly be fused 

by stereopsis. Two contours occur at the outer boundaries of the pacmen. These are non

disparate. They are evidently assigned equidistant with the P Plane (the monitor screen). 

Experiment I has established that fus ion of uncrossed disparity to produce the 

cyclopean point 3c is associated with the perception ofa porthole. Fusion of the crossed 

di sparity to create the cyclopean point be is associated with the perception of an illusory edge 

and the separation of a white surface layer from the depth plane of the pacmen. The white 

layer was demonstrated to slant from be toward the other end of the Kanizsa square. 

Such a percept appears to involve fiuing regions of the disparate images to appropriate 

depth and orientation by separating surface layers at the pacmen. The implication is that the 

three-dimensional percept induced by fusion of the SKS must closely reflect constraints upon 

stereopsis existing wi thin the distributed pattern of 2-D differences in the retinal half-images, 

that is, disparate subtense between contours. The next chapters will exp lorc binocular image 
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processing mechanisms othcr than point~dispar ity computation that might accOunt for the 

intriguing 3 ~D illusory SKS pcrcepts. 

In conclusion, an exploratory study of the phenomenology associated with the 

stereoscopic response to disparate Kanizsa squares showed that the illusory squares' perceived 

depth and oriental ion was much like a surface defined by point4disparities. It was found thm at 

P Plane some mechanism appeared to modulate the mode of the Kanizsa square completion. 

This modulatory effect appeared to be related to the manner in which the system separated the 

various untextured componen ts in the slereograms to particular depth planes. The percepts 

quantified appear to point to an image proccssing mechanism that involves resolution of 

disparate subtense. Later chapters examine these issues in detail. At this stage it appears that 

there is more infonnation for stereopsis in the Kanizsa square half4images than previous ly 

acknowledged by the Surface Heuristic approach to 3~D illusory percepts in parLicular. 
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Fig 4. 19. Visual projections and binocular fusion of corresponding contours in aSKS 
rotating through the P Plane 

There are just four luminance steps (contours) that can be fused in this horizontal slice through the 
disparate pacmen of an SKS. These are the steps at point P I and P2 at the outer edges of the pacmen. 
There is no disparity between these points so I can assume that they are perceived to stand at the depth 
of the plane of projection. An uncrossed disparity exists between aL and aR . This disparity predicts a 
cyclopean point at the depth of aC the edge of the amodal portion of aSKS - but visible to both eyes. 
Similarly, there is a typical crossed disparity between point bL and b R whose fusion predicts the 
cyclopean point bC. Note however that the luminance step that predicts this crossed disparity also is the 
luminance step at which surface layers separate- the inner boundary of the pac man separates from the 
near white surface layer. This means that the boundaries of the near and distant surfaces are predicted by 
fusion of the same luminance contour. Note also that the magnitude of bR_bL is precisely the 
magnitude of the monocular zone that is visi ble to the right eye and occluded from the left . This means 
that the perception of a near surface edge at bC appears to resolve the depth of both the near and di stant 
surface boundaries. In tum this means that the disparate binocular subtense between P2_bR and P2_bL 
is also resolved. If this is so, then resolution of the dispara te subtense between PI _aR and PI _aL might 
be achieved by a similar configuration of projections that sees the separation of surface layers at P2. 
This suggests that a monocular zone of magnitude PI R_P 1 might contri bute to perception of a porthole. 
It might be feasible then that the separation of surface layers at these two different luminance steps 
would support the perceptual asymmetry ev ident in the SKS rotated through the P Plane. This would 
achieve allelotropia across each pacman, that is, the defonnation required to fit each eye's image to the 
other to generate the cyclopean percept. 
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5. Toward a functional model of th e perception of aSKS 

SUlIlmury: Thif chllpter (Ii.~CII.f.n!s ,lie dewiled 2·0 /a)'vul of image diffen.'/Jct'.~ III tl .(/Ilgll! 
SKS 1)(1(:111(111 A IUllctiollal lIIod'" l.f del'e1oped '}/(II might (lccmmr for 'he 
phenomenological properties of lite slallll!(J K(III;;"WI ,w!"ure th'sCI'ibed ill Eq)('I'III//!/Il J. 

5.1 Binocular mechanisms and perception of aSKS 

SUbjects' slant and depth estimates in Experiment I equate well with the seen depth and 

orientation recovered from textured surfaces. On the face of iI, it seems that from few local 

disparities the visua l system somehow assigned an illusory Kanizsa sq uare to a predictab le 

depth and orientation· despite only very sparse poin t-di sparities. The question is: what kinds 

of visual processes lead 10 such remarkable phenomenology? 

The Surface Heuri stic and Fonn Computat ion approaches emphasise ambiguity of 

stich untextured stereograms. They have assumed that the 3·D illusory percepts are 

underdetennined by relimll disparity, in a narrow sense, and so have proposed mechanisms by 

which the system mighl compensate for sparse disparity. 

Another way of interpreting the Experiment J findings is that the system indeed 

accesses image d ifference infonnation other than local poinr·dispari ties and integrates this 

into the 3·D percept. This should not be surpri sing because the utility ofrclative di sparity 

(disparate binocular subtense) for stereopsis is well establ ished (see Chapter I for an extensive 

rev iew). Theorists prev iously concerned with the 3·0 illusory percepts have perhaps 

overlooked this issue . In this chapler then, 1 attempt to develop a possible a lternative 

ex planation of the SKS percepts. 

5.2 Stereoscopic response to pacman half·images 

5.2.1 Perspective projection and the SKS half-images 

Recall that in Experiment 1 the shape of the SKS pacmcn mouths simulated the silhouette ofa 

surface at spec ifiable depth and orientation (part ly obscuring four black circles). The "square" 

projected at each half· image was shaped to model a disparate view of the pacman at each eye 

(see fig 5. 1). 

This model geomet ric surface was then rotated to varying degrees about each axis. 

Hence, the shapes of the mOllths of the pacmen simulated perspective projecti on of tile comers 

of a surface onto each reti nae. Perspective projecti on creates a rather complex pattern of 
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image differences that results at each pacman and between the pacmen. The 2-D layout of 

half-image differences is the product of binocular parallax (in the natural setting). 

Indeed Wheatsone's original experimentation in stereopsis literally used sketches of 

the each eye's sl ightly different view of s imple 3-D objects as half-images. My manipulations 

have attempted 10 do the same thing. The difference being, of course, that local di sparity at 

surface contours and texture points is almost entirely miss ing in the SKS. It is clear that the 

perceptual organisation of surface layers in the SKS reflects the stereoscopic response to 

disparate shapes of lhe pacman half-images. 
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Fig. 5. 1. Perspective projection in const r uction of SKS ha tf-images 
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The image differences in the shape of the pacmen simu1:lIed perspective differential C3st by a 
model surface (a squ3re) silhouetled against the circles (pacmen). 

5.2.2 Perceptual asymmetry at a single stereoscopic pacman 

Consider Fig 5.2. In physica l tenns, each pac man is bounded by a single continuous steep 

luminance contour that changes direction sharpl y at several locations. Points al which the 

contour changes direction most sharply are labelled A Band C. The remainder of the contour 

describes a unifonn arc through O. 

The image pairs in Fig 5.2 demonstrate two signs of disparity~. With crossed fus ion of 

L-M, a white surface stands forward oftlle pacman. Fusion ofM-R generates the porthole 

" This figure was created by dmwing a small square. equilumlOant with the page to panly obscure a sing.le black 
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crfech. Clearly, fusion of disparate pacmen yields [he perception of two surface layers even 

when removed from [he SKS configuration. This suggests a basic stereoscopic mechanism 

separate from the actual generation of illusory contours is partly responsible for the 3·D 

percept. 

Note that a perceptual asymmetry sti ll occurs. Fusion ofL·M, generates a depth step at 

the mouth of the stereoscopic pacman through ABC. In fusing M-R, a depth step is also 

generated but not at the mouth of the pacman. Instead, a depth step occurs along [he entire arc 

of the pac man (along AOC). An illusory contour forms that continues the arc of the paeman 

through CA. A white region at the mOllth of the paeman (ABCA), stands behind the arc ADC. 

The pacman now looks like a portho le. 

l M R 

Fig 5.2. Fu sion of disp:lrR fC pllc mcn 
Crossed fusion of L-M genemles two sepamte surface layers. A near edge at AIlC appears to 
bound a layer assigned to a ncar depth pkme thaI panly occludes a black circle - assign~d to a 
distant surface. Fusion of M-R yields a ponhole. Th~ boundary of the ponhote looks to be 
compleled by on illusory eonlour between A and C (the perceptS will be reversed for divergent 
free fusers) . Through the ponhole, a small whll~ sector between ABC is somehow assigned to 
a distant depth plane. This region looks like the comer of, 5.1Y, a square lhat is panly occluded 
by a surface with a ponhole cut through It. Separation of surface layers arises along the arc 
ADC (the ponhole boundary). not al ABC. 

[fwe can understand how separation ofsurfaee layers is achieved then perhaps 

mechanisms underpinning the 3-D illusory SKS percepts may be illuminated. The first step is 

lO define exactly what image differences exist in these simple pacman half·imagcs. 

5.2.3 The 2-D layout of image differences at a single SKS pacman 

Figure 5.3 schematically describes binocular fusion of a pacman by drawing the right image 

over Ihe left. This enables direct comparison of the projected images for both signs of 

circle. This armngement was repealed three times to cre,lIe half images L,M and R. The ~quare r M was Ihe 
shifted about two mm to ere:lIe retinal disparities. 
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disparity. In effect, this dra wing equates to motor alignment (by verge nce eye movements) of 

the paired retinal coordinate matrices. When vergence is locked the origin of each matrix is 

the centre of each line of site (grey lines represent aligned binocular coordinate lines). 

Note that in Fig 5.3, regions shaded grey, are actually of opposite contrast in each eye. 

For crossed disparity, the region is white in the right eye. and black in the left. For uncrossed 

disparity, the region is black in the right eye and white in the left. 

For crossed disparity, horizontal point-disparity exists at the mOllth of the pacman, 

since BR_AR, in the right eye occupies a disparate position to BL_AL in the left. There are also 

disparities in the magnitude of the regions BILe and BLe; and, between B'eAR and BL_AL. 

These are differences in the visua l angles subtcndcd at cach retina (disparate sublcnse). 

Uncrossed disparity reverses the eye of origi n of these differences. 

There is also a pattern of binocular subtcnsc across the pacman that is reciprocal to 

point-disparity (for example between 0 _8 11. and D _BL). The visual angle subtcnded by these 

regions in each eye is disparate. Moreover, there is a difference in the actua l length of the arc 

of the pacman boundary between AR_D_C and ALD_C. 

1 Uncrossed rusion will reverse these effects. 
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Identical retina l coordinates 

D D 

Crossed disparity Uncrossed disparity (porthole) 

Fig 5.3. Binocular disparity of a stereoscopic pac man 
Assuming that half-images ofa paeman are fused by aligning the non-disparate arc of the half
images for both crossed and uncrossed di sparity. it possible to identify the pattern of retinal 
differences that ex ist when the mouths of the pacmen are manipu lated. A retinal disparity 
ex ists between the paeman boundary at B.-A. and BL-AL. The disparate region of the fused 
paeman is shaded grey. For crossed disparity, the disparate region is black in the left eye and 
white in the right eye. For uncrossed disparity this region is white in the left eye and black in 
the right. Note that there is a vert ical disparity present between AR-A l at each sign of disparity. 
Further, note that disparate binocular sub tense exists between BR-BC and BL-Bc, aga in at both 
signs of disparity. This disparate subtense is reciprocated exactly, between BR- D and BL-D 
(between the arc and the mouth of the paeman). Finally note that a vertical disparate subtense 
occurs between B.-A. and BL-AL at both signs of disparity. 

Clearly, substantive image differences in the shape of each half-image are present even 

in a single stereoscopic pacman. 

5.2.4 Resolving 2-D image differences: Crossed disparity 

The stereoscopic response to the 2-D layout of images differences at a disparate pacman can 

be described using a simple projection diagram (see Fig 5.4). The figure depicts just the 

horizontal projection geometry subtended at the two retinae by each pac man half image (along 

an epi-polar line D _ C). This is the percept where it looks as though a wh ite surface layer at the 

mouth of the pacman is perceived to float about the pacman. The dotted line D_C represents 

the P Plane (eg. the page, or in Exp 1, the computer monitor). 

At either end of the pacman, luminance steps at D and C project to identical points in 

each retinal matrix . In fact, the same can be said of a ll points along the arc of the pacman. 

However, along D _ C, disparate luminance steps occur at BR and BL• These luminance steps 

occur at the mouth of the pacman. They project to disparate points in each retinal coordinate 
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matrix. The system fuses these signals and achieves the sensation (cyclopean) that a point Be 

exists at a depth at which visual projections through BR and BL intersect. 

Clearly, Be is not an isolated visual point, but is seen as a ncar edge at which two 

surface layers are somehow separated. The 3-D impress ion is thaI a near surface layer partly 

occludes a pacman. The whole mouth of the pacman is ass igned to stand forward. 

Fusion of the luminance steps at BR and BL • the contours that yield the near "white" 

edge, also leaves a black "edge" standing on the P Plane with (BR _BU a monocular zone 

marked visib le only to the left eye. 

In theory, either a depth step at Be or perception ofa slanted surface might be 

signalled by the disparate magnitudes of 0 _ BR and 0 _ BL• However, observers do not report 

that the pacmen look twistcd or bent - as this disparate subtense might suggest. Assigning the 

whi te surface segment Be C' to a near depth plane is, in manner of spcaking, a particular 

resolution of the 2-D layout of image differences in achieving the singular or cyclopean 3-D 

percept. 

The tenn resolution is meant to pose the possibility that the system is faced with a 2-D 

data sel in which the size and shape of a black luminance lenn (the paeman) is manifestly 

different in each retina. Most o f the border of the black luminance lenn fa lls on identical 

retinal points along a non-disparate arc. 
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Fig S.4 Crossed fusion of disparate pacman half-images 
This figure represents the projection array associated with crossed fusion of a single pacman, 
its relation to the shape of the retinal images and perceived depth. D _ C represents the 
magnitude of the pacman. The mouth of the pac man cuts into Bl in the left eye and BR in the 
right. Fusion of BR and BL predicts the cyclopean point Be. Note that point Be stands at the 
intersection of crossed visual projections that correspond both with BR and with BLo 
Ass ignment of the edge Be yields a monocular zone vis ible to the left eye. The disparate 
magnitude of BR-D - BL D are resolved in the separation of surface layers to Be. Interestingly 
this has implicat ion for the white surface layer assigned to the depth of Bc. The magnitude of 
disparate subtense (BR... C . BL C) would either project beyond the edge of the paeman in the 
left eye (as in Be C'), or be seen as slanted through Be C. 

In the absence of a disparity di scontinuity (a step in the point disparity fi eld avai lable 

in textured surfaces) a crossed configuration of visua l projections (BR-BC-BL) yields 
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separati on of surface layers. Is it possible that the system actually spli ts the percept into two 

layers at a single contour, where Be aligns BR in the right eye and BL in the left? 

5.2.5 Surface separation in functional terms: Crossed disparity 

The analysis above suggests that perceived surface separation in untextured stereograms 

involves process ing a pattern of disparate subtense in addition to conventiona l point disparity. 

Figure 5.5 depicts like ly component processes in fusing a single disparate pac man. 

First, images of the pacman impinge on the sensor malfix at the rctina. This is 

traditionally termed Image RegistraTion. Next, the system coordinates Vergence Lock using 

vergence eye movcmcms, Achieving vergence lock aligns two identical retinal coordinate 

matrices (see Fig 5.5a). 

Conceptually this enables precise Image Comparison (Fig 5.Sb). At the arc of the 

pacman, say points 0 and C, image comparison will detect no disparity. All possible points 

along that part of the contour register at identical coordinate points in each retina except at the 

l110uth of the pacman. Hence, image comparison (see 5.5b) will return positional Parity 

between the retinal images as well as positional Disparity for contours at the mouth of each 

pacman Image. 

In the pacman balf-images, just two contours will register (actually, this is just one 

curved contour). Between those contours there is a homogenous luminance data term. Retinal 

space between contours is a different size (ie . exhibits disparate subtense). Note that the 

difference in subtense is precisely reciprocal to the magnitude of conventional point-disparity. 

Indeed, it is a geometric fac t of binocular parallax that the two retinal measures are immutable 

and reciprocal. For example, increasing disparity at the mouth of the pacman (BL-BR) 

necessari ly decreases subtensc across the pacman (D _ BL- 0 _BR) and the reverse is true. 

Not surprisingly then, it appears that a binocular Sill/ace Separation mechanism must 

be sensitive to disparate subtense between contours as well as conventional point dispari ty 

s ince, in untextured space, they are essentially the same thing. Figure 5.5c proposes how the 

system might ass ign depth according to positional d isparity and disparate subtense (and in 

order to resolve projected image differences). 

First, note that subtense across the whole pacman (0_ C) is constrained to be 

interpreted at franta-parallel because the arc of tile pacman is non-disparate (equal curvature) . 

Given tbat the disparate subtense at 0 _ BL- D _BR is therefore constrained, the system assigns 
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the disparate region of the field ,.egion BL_C - BI!._C (the mouth of the pacman) to a near 

depth plane. 

The system seems to split the percept inlo two layers where the visual projections 

cross. Something unusual must happen at this contour - if binocular subtense is to be 

resolved. The white side of the luminance step must be ass igned to the edge of the near 

surface layer Be (partly occluding the black side of the step, the pacman itself). The position 

of Be is predicted by the intersection of crossed visual projections through BL and BI!. assigned 

to the depth plane of the pac man. But the black side of the same contour must be assigned to 

the distant plane. This means that a s ingle contour is shared between the near and the distant 

surface layers. For convenience, I willlenn this perceptual outcome a split-p,.ujection 

configuration (since two layers share the same visual projections). 

This response raises the possibi lity 1ha1 the 3-D SKS percept is due to SIII:face 

Spreading From the region separated by binocular image processing at individual pac men. 
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Fig 5.5. Binocular image processin g at an SKS pacman: Crossed disparity 

This figu re depicts conceptually components of a binocular image processing scheme that might achieve 
surface separation at a pacman. The figure examines a horizontal sl ice through the pacman at C_D. In (a) 
vergence eye movements a lign the coordinate matrices of the retina. The images are registered at the sensory 
array. C and D will register identical retinal points within the matrices. The mouth of the pacman BR and BL 
will register at different positions. In (b) image comparison will return the relative coord inate positions of 
points D. BL)BR and C. Despite the sparse point disparity) image comparison yie lds measures of subtense 
between contours as we ll as the actual disparate position of contours since two are immutably related. Fig (c) 
describes the observation that the cyclopean edge at Be might be achieved by separation of surface layers in a 
crossed fus ion configuration of projections. Subtense D _BR- D _BL is constrained to a frontal plane . Othenvise 
the pacmen would look slant or bent. Separation of surface layers in such a manner may underpin spreading of 
a near separated surface laye r. 
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5.2.6 Resolving the 2-D layout of image differences: Uncrossed disparity 

A simple projection diagram can also be used to describe the stereoscopic response 10 a 2-D 

layout of half-images (that is different perspectivc views) created at the oppositc sign of 

disparity in the SKS pacman (the percept here, looks like a porthole; sec Fig 5.6). The figure 

depicts a horizontal s lice of the visual aITay of projections subtended at each retina by the 

pacmen half-images along D_C (standing on the P Plane). 

In aligning the pacman half-images along 0 and C,the arcs of the pacman boundaries 

are non-disparate (posses precise retinal parity). Fusion of retinal points projected from BR 

and BL yield the cyclopean point Be. The perceived depth of Be is predicted by the 

intersection of visual projections through BII. and BL. This looks like a convent ional uncrossed 

fusion of disparate contours. 

Clearly, Be is seen as a distant edge stand ing behind the bounds of the porthole. It is 

the edge of the porthole that now appears to partly occlude the distant surface. In theory, either 

a depth step at Be or perception of a slanted surface might be signalled by the disparate 

magnitudes of D _ Bit and D _ BL. that is, disparate subtense across the pac man. Assigning the 

white surface segment Bc_ C to a distant near depth plane is once again a resolution of the 

disparate subtense at specifiable parts of the pacman in each eye's view. 

Moreover, in the absence of a disparity discontinuity (a step in the point dispari ty field 

ava il able in textured su rfaces) a crossed pattern of visual projections can yield separation of 

surface layers not at Be but at C and D. Therefore, nn uncrossed fusion configuration at Be 

seems to require that the system splits the percept imo two layers alollg Ihe arc oJlhe pacmal1. 

This amounts to surface separation in a split-projection configuration as for crossed fusion, 

bill al a differe11l COll tOIlY (hence the perceplUal asymmetry between signs of disparity). 

In perceiving the porthole, the disparate subtense BR_ C - B,-.C is interpreted as a 

monocular zone visible in the left eye (CR_Cd. Moreover, separation of surfaces at 0 means 

that the region DII..-DL is also interpreted as a monocular zone. By assigning the black space 

between Be and 0 to a distant depth plane, the system achieves a percept that resolves the 

subtense D_BR- D_BL• 

In summary, the porthole percept seems lO involve a particular stereoscopic response 

to patterns of disparate binocular sublense, that is, surface separation. Surface separation 

ostensibly occurs at D and C. But these are non-di sparate points. A particular stereoscopic 

response that I have temled a split-projection configuration appears to be associated with 
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resolution of disparate subtense in separation of surface layers at the bounding arc of the 

pacmen (a porthole is seen). 

.... .D 

... .P. 

" Porthole 

c . 

~R"L 

----""" . · · [·B~····· · ····)-·C ..... 

Fig 5.6 Projection geometry a nd the perception of a porthole 
Thi s fi gure is meant to represent the resolut ion of visual angles (subtense) and retinal 
disparities associated with fusion of uncrossed disparity in a single pacman taken out of the 
global context of the Kanizsa square. 0 _ C represents the sub tense of the pac man. The mouth 
of the pacman cuts into BL in the left eye and BR in the right. Fusion of BR a nd BL predicts the 
cyclopean poin t Bc_ This point s tands at the a d istant depth plane_ Assignment of that 
luminance step to a distant depth plane means that the magnitude of binocular subtense on 
e ither side of the point Be might be resolved as a s lanted surface from Be to D or Be to C. 
However this is not the percept reported in the perception of a Porthole. Another possible 
resolution of these disparate angles, is that the magnitude of their differences be hidden from 
one eye as a monocular zone, that is , behind the arc of the porthole - behind D and C. These 
image differences are C_ BL - C BR (the ho rizonta l luminance step and D_ BL - D_ BR (the 
magnitude of the pacman that is reciprocal to disparity between BL and BR)' This means that 
points 0 and C represent apices of two triangu lar occlusion configurat ions - the sites at which 
surface layers are separated. This diagram pred icts that C, on the near surface layer, al igns 
po ints CL in the right eye and CR in the left eye, with the magnitude of the differences 
representing a monocular zone. Simi larly, 0 aligns points DL in the right eye and DR in the left 
eye. 
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5.2.7 Surface separation in functional terms; Uncrossed disparity 

Perception of sllrface separation to achieve a porthole percept might involve process ing 

disparate subtense in addit ion to conventional point disparity computation. Figure 5.7 depicts 

likely component processes in fusing a single disparate pacman 10 achieve the portho le. 

Images of the pacman impinge on the sensor array at the retina · image registration. 

Next, the system coord inates vergence eye movements to lock vergence angle. Achiev ing 

vergence lock aligns two identica l retinal coordinate matr ices (see Fig 5. 7a). 

Image comparison wi ll reveal reversed disparity and differences in subtense (Fig 5.7b). 

At the arc of the pacman points D and C, image comparison wi ll detect no disparity. Points 

along that part of the contour register identical coordinate points in each retina except at the 

mouth of the pacman. Hence, image comparison (see 5.7b) will return positional Parity 

between the retinal images as well as positional Disparity for contours at the mouth of each 

pacman image. 

Intriguingly, surface separation (Fig 5.7c) must split the percept into two layers at two 

non·disparate points that fall on the arc of the pacman. At both D and C, the white side of a 

black·white luminance step is assigned to the edge of a near surface layer part ly occluding the 

black side of the same configuration, the pacman. The position of Be is predicted by the 

intersection of uncrossed visual projections throLLgh BL and BR• However no depth step is 

perceived at thi s contour. Th is raises the poss ibil ity that the porthole percept achieves a 

separat ion of surface layers in a split·projection configuration that leads to the spreading of 

surface layers at the P Plane. Distant and near surface layers share the luminance step at the 

arc of the porthole bounds. 
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Fig 5.7. Binocular image processing at an SKS pacman: Uncrossed disparity 

This figure depicts conceptually components of a binocular image processing scheme that might 
achieve surface separation at a pacman. The figure examines a horizontal s lice th rough the pacman at 
C_ D. In (a) vergence eye movements align the coordinate matrices of the ret ina. The images are 
registered at the sensory array. C and D will register identical retinal points within the matrices. The 
mouth of the pac man BR and BL will register at different positions. In (b) image comparison wi ll 
return the relative coordinate positions of points D, B L, BR and C. Despite the sparse point disparity, 
image comparison yields measures of subtense between contours as we ll as the actual disparate 
position of contours s ince two are immutably related. Fig (c) describes the observation that the 
cyclopean edge at Be might be achieved by separation of surface layers in a crossed fusion 
configurat ion of proj ections. Subtense D _ BR- D _ BL is constrained to a fronta l plane. O therwise the 
pac men would look s lant or bent. Separation of surface layers in such a Inanner may underpin 
spreading of a near separated surface layer. 
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5.3 A functional model of a pacman and the SKS percepts 

It is possible then to develop a hypothetical and functional model of the binocular perception 

mechanisms that appear to underpin the SKS percepts. Figure 5.6 is a diagram that 

summarises the proposed relationship between binocular image processing and the 

phenomenology evident when disparate pacmen are fused. It also suggests that thi s local site 

of binocular image processing, a single pacTllan, may be a key to understanding the 3·0 

illusory percept in the SKS. Surface separation at the individual pacmen may initiate surface 

spreading toward adjacent pacmen. The process is as follows: 

I. Image Regislration Pacmen at 5.8a arc registered at the retina, appropriate to 

crossed or uncrossed disparity. The grey regions represent the area of the mouths 

obviously these regions are not bounded in the Kanizsa square. 

II. Vergence Lock Vergence eye movements align the retinal coordinate matr ices, thai 

is, they align identica l retinal coordinate points. 

III. Image Comparison The retinal sensory arrays register both retinal disparity and 

retinal parity (Fig 5.8b). In the right eye, the mouth of the pacman intrudes farther 

into the pacman than the left for crossed disparity (and vice verse for uncrossed). 

The arc of the pacman is non·disparate (retinal parity). 

IV. Surface Sepa ration 

a. Crossed disparity 

The system assigns the disparate black pacman 10 the depth of retinal coordinate 

parity. The white space at the mouth of the pacman (shown as grey) is assigned [0 a 

near depth plane in a manner that resolves disparate sublense (Fig 5.Sc). This 

appears to be achieved in a split.projection configuration at the mouth of the 

pacmen. 

b. Uncrossed di sparity 

The system assigns the entire space enclosed by the pacman, and the mouth of the 

pacman to a distant depth plane in a manner that resolves di sparate subtense (Fig 

5.8d). This appears to be achieved in a splil-projection configuration at the bounds 

of the pacmen. 

v. Surface Spreading 

a. Crossed Disparity 
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The near surface, separated at the bounds of the mouth of the pacman may spread 

outward across homogenous space (toward adjacent pacmen for example) as shown in 

Fig S.8c. 

b. Uncrossed Disparity 

The nea r surface spreads outward across homogenous space from the perceived depth 

step at the pacman bounding arc and across the mouth of the pacman which takes the 

appearance ofa porthole as shown in Fig 5.8d. 
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Fig 5.8. A basic functional map of perceptual processes underpinning perception of a single 
pacman 
See text for details 

In summary, this section has examined binocular process ing of the horizontal 

disparities across a single pacman of the SKS in some detail for both signs of disparity. 

Separation of surface layers has been accounted for as the system resolves typical positional 

disparities and the reciprocal di ffe rences in subtense between contours that impinge upon the 

retina. Collectively, these disparities amount to a set of 2-D image differences measures 
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resu lting from perspecti ve projection. The 3-D illusory percepts appear to be close ly 

associated with mechanisms by which the binocular vision system resolves the 2-D layout of 

inter-retinal differences (created from perspective projection). In that sense. the system 

behaves in the manner ofa Binocular Image Processor where image differences arc interpreted 

in terms of the fit of 2-D image measures (stnlctured by the vi sual array) into a 3-D perceptual 

space. 

5.4 Concluding remarks: Binocular image processing and the SKS. 

In the above sect ions, I have described how binocular imagc processing might underpin the 

separation of surface planes in a single disparate pac man. This analysis was based on 

di sparities (at a single pacman) that s imulated two perspective views o f a black ci rcle partly 

obscured by a wh ile surface. 

From thi s point, the proposal presented in th is chapter will be termed a Binocular 

Image Processing And Surface Spreading (BIPASS) model of the SKS perccpts. The model is 

descriptive of possible surface perception processes. It emphasises an association between 3-D 

percepts and the perspective projection of images registered at the retina. What thi s 

association means is that 3-D perceptual structure, even in untextured stereograms is 

immutably related to resoluti on of the differences in 2-D image stnlcture. In tum, this suggests 

that so called ilIIIsOIY 3-D SKS percepts established in Experiment I may not be 

underdetennined by image difference informalion as assumed by the Surface Heuristic and 

Form Computation accounts of ill usory 3-D percepts. 

In conclusion, it appears that the 3·0 SKS percepts may be described in functional 

terms that encompass surface separation (a binocular image processing mechanism) and 

surface spreading (an outcome of surface separation). In a phenomenologica l sense, the 3-D 

SKS percepts may be products of binocular imagc processing and surface spreading. Figure 

5.9 summarises my BIPASS model for stereops is in the SKS percepts. 
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Fig 5.9 A BIPASS model and phenomenological properties of the SKS percept 
Crossed disparity app lied to a model surface drawn to creat.e the pac men yields surface 
separation at the pacman mouths. The near surface layer spreads between the pac men. Crossed 
disparity yields surface separation at the pacman bounds and this yields surface spreading 
from the paeman bounds. The part-moda l I amodal SKS resul ts when crossed disparity is 
app lied to one pair of pac men and uncrossed at the other. 
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6. Binocular image processing and surface spreading in the SKS 

percepts 

Sflmmary: The object;I'/! of lhi.f clwpfer \I'{tX f() tI.f.V/!.U 'he jWlw 'e of.I/l/fllCI! "pretlllillg wltl 
the illfL'gl'lllil't' mcclltmi.wlIs (.mch tI.~ Gro.ubel'g ',f FCS llctjl';til!v) (ls.~oci(l/ed willi the SKS 
pen'epr.f. To (10 lhi.f, two p(/em!!11 from ,he SKS w('re replc/cell n';/It {/ !umil/C/llce (llId dep,h 
rejel'clII (a lillf!, £.~per;menl 2 or (101. £,perimelll J). Seen .fltml "'(IS flsed If) le.v, II'helher 
slIch (t (:O/"'gll,."I;OIl wOlild illl'Oke 'he st'lI:wrioll of .fllljclcl'V'rl!(/(ling betlnten IUlCIIII!II 
(II1l1 reJerellf. All 1I1111.nwl ambigllity II '/I.f itJelllijied for the SKS /m!fill1t1ge.f .mpportillg 
orielllat;oll ill rhe \'erticlil sftmf-lLti.f. L.il.~fly. £xperimellf 4 comlXwl!{/ .veel! slalll of (/ 
Kuni:.v(! ,Ii(lmOIl(J (Igail/Sf (Ill SKS 10 eXlIlllin/! Ihe lIl/fllre of this mnbiglliry. 

6.1 Experiment 2 Surface spreading: A configuration effect on disparity 

interpretation 

Chapter 5 examined stereopsis at a single SKS pacman. Separation of surface layers was 

observed at the mouth of the pacman (crossed di sparity) or at the arc of the pacman 

(uncrossed disparity) when half images were fused. These percepts suggest that separalion of 

surface layers in the SKS need not be assoc iated with completion mechan isms. My argument 

is that a basic stereoscopic response underpins surface separation, associated wi lh perception 

of the 3-D ill usory figures, that is nol well documented. In framing the BIPASS mode l, I 

suggested that the response might be explained in func tional tenns that include a mechanism 

that leads to the apparent spreading of surface layers separated in depth . 

The BIPASS mode l recognised that the stereoscopic response accesses image 

difference measures including but not limited to ret inal point-disparit ies across disparate 

pacmen. I suggested that the perception of separate surface layers at the pacman might be 

related to the manner in which the system resolved phys ical differences in shape of each eye's 

pacman image. 

It was proposed that the phenomenological properties o f the SKS percepts were, in 

part, a product of surface separation at specifiable parts of the SKS (the pacmen mouths or 

bounding arc). Depending on the sign and magni tude of di sparity, the BIPASS model predicts 

moda l. amodal and part-modal SKS percepts in tenus of surface separation and spreading as 

follows. This is summarised in Fig 6. 1. 
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Fig 6. 1. A 8 1 PASS model and the S KS percepts 

6.1.1 Phenomenal character of surface spreading 

Perception of3-0 surface spreading is observed when stereograms, constructed using two 

disparate pacmen set adjaccn l 10 each olher, are fused (see Fig 6.2, cross fuse L-M). An 

illusory contour is generated between A and O. The illusory contour looks like a classic modal 

il lusory connection across homogeneous ground. For convenience in later discussion, I will 

tenn these stimuli (those constructed from paired adjacem pacmen) the stereoscopic Kanizsa 

square-pair (SKS-P). 

The BIPASS model suggests that the vis ible contour between A and 0 (cross fuse L-M 

in Fig 6.2) is not just an itlusory connection but in fact bounds a near surface layer (and 

therefore a distant surfacc layer). In other words the illusory contour is a fold or depth step in 

perceived space (constructed as the system resolves the disparate shape of pac men according 

to the BIPASS model). Moreover, the near surface layer appears to merge with the 

homogeneous surrounds of the pacmen (at C and F). Illusory contours here merge with the 

surrounding space. The subjective sense of depth displacement may dissipate and the illusory 

contours fade into homogeneous surrounds. A near separated surface layer spreads from the 

mOllths of the SKS-P pacmen and gradually fades into ground. 

Finally, when disparity in the SKS-P is reversed, ponholes are seen (cross fuse M-R in 

Fig 6.2). No illusory contour fomls between A and 0; instead, an ill usory conlour completes 

the pacmen at A_C and 0 _F in a smooth arc. Thi s illusory contour is a depth step. Further, 

white comers seen through the portholes look like they belong to the same partially seen 

object. Th is looks like a class ic amodal connection between partly occluded feat ures aligned 

along a smooth 2-D trajectory across and behind the space between the portholes (after 

Ke llman and Shipley, 1991). 
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L M R 

Fig 6.2. Sor(:lce spreadin g b{'lween adjacen t sle reOSCO I)it KllniU II pUl.'llIen 
Crossed fusion of the pair L·M yields separation of surface plunes at thc mouths of the 
pa.cmcn. A strong illusory contour appears to continue Ihc ncaT surface layer between A and D. 
This contour demarcates II depth step across II physically homogeneous plane of projection. 
Thus the separation of surface layers represents the spreading of illusory nC:lT surface layer in 
between the pacmen. The layer seems 10 fade into the plane of projection beyond C and F. 
Fusion of M-R sees the classic ponhole effect. Two while comers within the mOuths of the 
pacmcn appear \0 stand at a distant depth planc. There is no illusory contour fomled between 
A and D. An illusory conlour does emerge along CA and OF giving Ihe impression Iha! the 
pacmen are completed. These contours again demarc,lIe a depth Slep between the ncar and 
distal\! surfaces . 

, 

, 

In light of these observations, it does not scem feasible to understand generation of the 

SKS percepts without exp loring surface spreading in between the pacmen in some detail. The 

question is how to reconcile observations of surface layers in a SKS-P configurat ion with the 

classic concept of modal or amodal completion. Indeed, the mechanism of illusory cOnlour 

induction has often been thought to involve integrative connections across homogeneous 

regions of the visua l field between physically discontinuous luminance contours (binding 

together phys ically discontinuous image features). 

For example, Kanizsa's original exp lana tion of the ill usory square was that the 

perceptual system com pleted a partially bounded/arm lead ing to the impression o f contours 

where none existed, that is, modal completion~ (see section 2. 1). Since then it has been 

demonstrated that a partially bounded foml is nol necessary for the perception of illusory 

contours. Day (1987) argued that the critical factor was that configurations yielding 2-D 

illusory contours were a cue to edge. 

Kanizsa ( 1987), and Kennedy, (1975,1976, 1981,1987,1988,1991) have 

systematically shown that a completiol1 process alone cannot account for the perception of 

~. He argued that in fact the amodal completion oflhe pacmen wa~ the centnl! fac tor 
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illusory contours in 2-D stimuli . Ke llman and Shipley's (1991 , 1992) theory of il lusory 

contour con tinuation between relatable contours attempted to account for thi S-!. Moreover. 

Anderson (1994) and Anderson and Julesz (1995) have also shown that no completion or even 

cont inuation process per Sf! is necessary fo r induction of illusory con tours in stereops is. 

However, it was shown in Chapler 5 thm a single disparate pacman taken out of the SKS 

context (crossed disparity) yields no illusory contours. 

Grossberg has maintained that visib le (moda l) and invisible (amodal) connections 

underpin the percepts identified in Fig 6.2 (between adjacent pacmen). The connecti ons link 

physically uncorrelated luminance contours across a homogeneous field of tile image. In 

Grossberg's view a pre-visua l Boundary Contour System creales both connections in precisely 

the same manner. This system is a network of neural act ivity that links the activities of hyper

complex cell s in the visual cortex. Its role is to integrate the end-cut responses of the cells. 

Grossberg suggests that the visual or phenomenological character of the modal 

contours (that they are visib le) is created by the Feature Contour System's binocu lar FIDOS 

(fi ll ing-in domains). These mechanisms fill-in the features at particu lar depth planes from the 

activity of various disparity pools. All of these activities, Grossberg argues, are modulated by 

feedback from a higher-level Object Recognition System. The ORS operates like a hypothesis 

tester. If the pans recovered from the BCS and FCS don't fit a recogni sable object mould then 

the networks re-iterate their activity. 

FACADE theory is a powerful explanatory device. FACADE theory is functionally 

very s imilar to Kanizsa's conceptual approach to the classic 2-D stimuli that emphasised 

completion. It is also similar to Kellman and Shipley's arguments in that it poses modal and 

arnodal connections as two faces of the same coin . In fac t all three o f these theories predicts 

integrative projections cast across homogeneous spaces of the visual field between re latab le 

luminance comours that can be either visible or invisible depending on the visual context. 

The BIPASS model differs somewhat from both of these ideas but is intimately related 

to them. The BIPASS proposal is that in reso lving differences between the two retina l images 

(the SKS) the system splits apart two surface layers. It docs this at the mouths of the pacmen 

(crossed standing disparity) or at the curved bounds of the pacman (uncrossed standing 

dispari ty). Then, su rface spreading can emerge from the contours at which the system spl its 

~ These issues were addressed in deul il in chapler 3. See section 3. 1. 
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the percept into layers. Ev idently surface spreading can arise along oblique depth planes ie. 

can look slanted. The mechanism can create part-modal 3-D SKS percepts. This suggests that 

prev iously proposed filling-in mechanisms (e.g. Grossbergs's binocular FIDOs) must compute 

filling-in along a depth gradient. The BIPASS model need not rule out an integrative or 

complet ion mechan ism. It does, however, emphasise the extensive array of retinal measures 

availab le from image comparison. 

6.1.2 Exploiting subtleties in the layout of disparity to explore 3-D separation and 

spreading of untextured layers 

A basic tenet of the BIPASS model is that surface separation might be a stereoscopic response 

to disparity in the size and shape of large scale visua l features. The resulting percept is the 

sense of one surface partly occluding another at the pacmen. Surface spreading then might be 

thought of as continuation of the perceived separation of depth layers between large sca le 

featu res. 

Subt leties in the layout of disparities, in Fig 6.2, demonstrate something interesting 

about the nature of surface spreading in the SKS percepts. In particular, horizontal contours at 

the mouths of the pac men in the SKS-P possess a peculiar ambiguity for stereopsis (at B _ C 

and E_F). Luminance contours horizontal to the line of sight (particularly untexlured 

contou rs), yield limited di sparity infonnation (Anderson, 1997; Gu lick and Lawson, 1976). It 

was detemlined to exploi t these subtleties in the next two experiments to examine the nature 

of poss ible modal (visib le) and amodal (i nvisible) completion responses that are at the heart of 

theories such as Grossberg's. 

The horizonta l luminance contours in question are those at B_C and E_F in the SKS-P 

hal f-images presented in Fig 6.210' Note that in the right eye (image L fo r crossed fusion) the 

contour (8 _ C) is longer than the corresponding COlli our (8_ C) in the left eye's view (image M 

for crossed fusion). The system could feasibly interpret horizontally aligned COlli ours in 

several different ways. Modal and amoda l connect ions may impact on interpretation of the 

orientation of these contours. The obvious way to test this possibility was to manipulate the 

SKS-P configuration by inserting a referent some distance from the pacmen to see if a surface 

spread to that referent. 

10 Note that these "contours" arc actually segments of the s ingle pacman bounding Contour, 
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I\~ cmp"k31 "nd ! h~"(lrcl'C31 5{Udy OrS!cr~"OlIC(lp{c illusory conlOurs ~'Id surfoc\!S 

Figure 6.3 demonstrates the source of po tenlia I ambigu ity. A luminance and depth 

referent that is physica lly uncorre lated with these horizontal con tours, such as all adjacent 

pacman (in the SKS), may affect a change in interpretation of horizontal disparities. There are 

potentially severa l different feature scales at which disparity could be interpreted. One 

interpretation is based on the disparate angles subtended by the luminance contour (AR_ B 

ALB) itse lf. Another interpretation is disparate sublense between the luminance contour and 

the referent. that is, the disparate subtense between C and E in each eye's view (AR_ E 

ALE). A third possible interpretation is of a surface standing fronto parallel (OIL C - DL C). 

Adjacent luminance and depth referent 

.. ~\: 
.- .... .-:,,' slanted plane 

AR AL: .' ":.>; 
Surface separation 31 /'" ...... C 
crrossed fusion configuration 

..... ... Dl:, DR ... ·····.".: 
.. ft'on.lo-p~~lrcl plane 

.... .' .". 

; .'" .... :; 
.' 

.',."" 
Surface Spreading 

Fig 6.3. Inter pretat ions of dispa rities prescnt at horizontal eonl ours in fu si ng the S KS 
pa cmcn 
When crossed (or uncrossed) disparily is introduced to the Illouths of 11 pair of p3cmen then 
they are fu sed. surface separation occurs where All and Alure fused. The result is a depth step 
at point C. The disparate subtense between AILB .md AL B Clln theoretically be resolved in 
sever.tl ways. Three possibililies are shown here. First. resolution to II fronlal plane means that 
the disparale sublense remai ns. Points DR lind DL mllrk Ihe ends of the deplh plane. The 
difference in sublcnse at DILC and 0LC extcnds beyond the arc oflhe pacmlln li t B. Second. 
the displlri ly clIn be interprcled as pan of a difference in sublcnse. The result is surfilce 
spreading toward point E. This would yield a slanted surface phme. Third. the smnc image 
difference could theoretically resolved in a steep slam toward I>oint B, Ihe arc oflhc paclllan. 

In perceiving slan t and depth in SKS percepls (in Experimenl I), the orientat ion of horizontal 

contou rs must have been interpreted in lenns of disparate subtense between pacmen and not 

local image differences, that is, according to a large fea ture scale . Experiment I demonslrated 

that the system quite precisely achieved Ihis. Modal , amodal and part modal slanted percepts 

were produced. This means that the remarkably accurate impression of the slanted amodal and 
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even the part-modal SKS involved a disparity measure (an image difference) other than the 

actual physical dimensions of the hori zontal con tours. The system seems to be responsive to 

the disparate sublense of spaces between luminance contours. 

h is important to note that interpretation of disparity in the horizontal sIUTn-axis. in a 

SKS pacman, is not affected in the same way as the vertical s lant-axis. Inlroducing horizontal 

shear at the mouth of the pacmen creates an equivalent difference in subtensc at B_C and E_F 

(see Fig 6.4). However, it is the disparate orientation ofB_C and E_F that defines the 

perceived stereoscopic (or cyclopean) orientation of the contour. This means that local and 

large feature sca le disparities are congruent wi th each other. 

The magnitude o f the disparate length of these contours (C_B and E_F) has no bearing 

upon their orientation when the images arc fused!!. The ir stereoscopic orientation is defined 

by fusion to a singular cyclopean contour. This is nOlthe case for horizontal contours. 

Experimenl 2 was designed to test the difference be tween the physicallayollt of image 

differences for shear (rotati on ofa surface in a SKS-P aboutlhe horizontal) and simple 

relative magnification (rolation ofa surface in a SKS-P about the vertical). 

L M R 

, , , , 

• 

Fig 6.4. Slereoscopic rotation abOUI the horizontal axis in lin SKS-P 
Crossed rusion or Ihe L· M p:lir yields Ihe percept or :l surr:lce layer separated rrom the pac man 
and assigned to a near surrace layer (modal surr:lce). O ricntation or Ihe near surrace layer is 
defined by the disparatc oricnlalion or COIllOUrs ,1\ B_C and E_F. However, the rcsolUlion or 
horizontal conlOUrs or disparale length al B _A and 0 _E appears to be interpreted as dispamte 
subtense across homogeneous space since Ihe near surrace spreads between Ihe pacrnen al AD. 
Fusing pair M and R sees the orientation or the sheared contours maintained in the opposite 
sign or disparities (amodal surrace) viewed through ponholes. 

Experiment 2 was designed to explore the effect of configuration differences upon 

surface spreading. A line was introduced to the SKS-P configuration. The line was intended to 

represent a possible luminance and depth referent. Il was positioned so that its ends aligned 

II Resolution or disp:lTatc subtense at this local level of the pacman bounds was discussed in delail til Chapter 5 
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with the bounds ofthc mOllths of the pacmen. I wondered if such a referent would be 

sufficient to influence surface spread ing (and therefore disparity interpretation). The bas ic 

stimu li are shown in Fig 6.5. These figures will be called thc stcreoscopic Kanizsa square-line 

configuration (SKS-L). 

In the SKS-L half-images, faint illusory contours appear to continue from the pacmen 

toward the ends of the line G_H. Experiment 2 tested whether a 3-D surface layer separated at 

the pacmen by stereopsis (ie. at the pacmen mouths), would spread in between the pacmen 

and the line. This was to be determined by measuring seen slant. So seen slant in the SKS-L 

configuration was to be compared to that in the SKS·P configurat ion. discussed above, whi le 

maintaining constant di sparities at the pacmen. Seen slan t was used as a metric to examine the 

cond iti ons required for surface spreading. 

In the SKS-L configuration, the actual position of the line in each half-image cou ld be 

defined by the same model of relative magnification or shear applied to the SKS configuration 

in Experiment I. Hence, for theoretical rotation about the vert ical s lant-axis (Fig 6.5a), 

disparity was achieved by manipulating the relative magnitude of the square set of points 

describing EBGHE in each eye's view. In constructing stimuli appropriate to the horizontal 

slant-axis (Fig 6.5b), disparate shear was applied to EBGH E. Standing disparity was also 

introduced to this square EBGHE. In manipulating standing disparity, the square EBGHE was 

shifted horizontally relative to that in the left eye 's view. 

In order to generate the perception or a s lanted modal or amodal surrace layer the 

visua l system must interpret disparate subtense or horizontal contours (B_C and E_F) in 

relation to the magnitude or disparate sub tense between B-G and E-H. In the horizontal slanl

axis shear atille pacman itself(BC and EF) and the posilion oflile line itself(BG and EH) 

both prescribe the same retinal disparity, that is, disparity appropriate to rotation in the 

horizontal slant-ax is. 

(section 5.3). 
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An empirical and theoretical stu dy of stereoscopic illusory contours and surfaces 

Surface orient at ion de fi ned by a2 
Surface orientation defined by a l and a 2 

a, 
a, 

G ·--- ---H 

c 

c F 

A D 

F H 

a - Vertical slant-axis b- Horizontal slant-axis 

Fig 6.5. Continuation and surface spreading in an SKS-L 
These figures show the basic stimulus used in Experiment 3. In (a) a line has been placed 
adjacent to two pacmen. The line represents a luminance and depth referent that may induce, 
or support, spreading of illusory contours towards its ends. The ends of line (H and G) are 
continuous with the horizontal contours B_C and E_ F in (a) and with the vertical contours 
B_C and E_ F in (b). Disparities appropriate to the surface standing forward or behind the 
projection plane was applied by shifting the entire square set of points EBGHE slightly in each 
eye. Disparities appropriate to vertical slant-axis were introduced by varying the horizontal 
magnitude of EBGHE in each eye. The same applied to rotations about the horizontal axis but 
with horizontal shear applied to EBGHE. This was meant to test a poss ible difference in 
orientation of an illusory surface layer due to alternative resolutions of disparities in the 
vertical s lant-axis (a) . No such difference exists in (b). 

Experiment 2 therefore compared the spreading of a separated surface layer in the 

SKS-P and SKS-L configurations. Given that precisely the same disparities were applied at 

the pacmen for these stimuli, it was thought the comparison would yield differences in surface 

spreading due to the effect of configuration. These differences should provide insight into 3-D 

surface spreading and its relationship to the stereoscopic response. Comparison of seen slant 

in the SKS-P and SKS-L configurations was expected to highlight interpretation of disparity 

layout that could be associated with some kind of completion mechanism. 

As described in section 6.2.2. a slant-axis effect was predicted because of the 

ambiguous nature of horizontal contours in rotation about the vertical axis. It was expected 

that a slanted stereoscopic surface would be seen in between pacmen in the SKS-P only for 

the horizontal axis of theoretical rotation (generated by horizontal shear and therefore not 

influenced by configuration). It would be expected that a slanted stereoscopic surface would 

be seen in the SKS-L for both axes of rotation. Hence, a comparison between the two axes of 

slant was included. 
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It has been shown in Chapter 4 that standing a SKS behind the P Plane "switched off' 

the modal (visible) surface appearance between the pacrnen. This has been associated with an 

amodal completion mechanism. Such a mechanism clearly should not impact the SKS-P. but 

may playa role in organisation in the SKS-L. Hence, it was anticipated that no slan t would be 

seen when the SKS-P was stood behind the P Plane ( ie. uncrossed standing disparity). A 

standing disparity componen t was therefore added to disparities at the pacmcn for both SKS-P 

and SKS-L configurations. This was to compare spreading between the moda l SKS-L percepts 

(standing forward of the P Plane) and the porthole percept (standing behind the P Plane). 

These phenomenological predictions are summarised in Fig 6.6. 
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P;lcm;ln P:lem:m mOUlh 

~/ ~.~ .............. : ................ . .. .. 
'- •... ~ 

/ • /. ' Lm, 

P Plane 

Surfucc scpar1ion ~ 

(No slant) 

Surfllcc ~p:i~uon llnd spreading 
(x..-n sla;l1) 

00 00 
, , 

a. SKS-P b. SKS-L 

Standing forward of P Plane (standing disparity = 20 arcmins) 

Pacman : IluCIlHIll mouth 

~-""""- . Line 
................... ~~ 

/\ 
Surface scpai;uion 

(No slant) 

00 
, 

c. SKS-P 

P Plane 

! 
~ Surfac~ scparatio~ at paeman bounds 

~ creates ~r1hole -- '~o spreadmg 

~ (No slll~ ' 

00 
, 

d. SKS-L 

Standing behind P Plane (standing disparity = -20 arcmins) 

Fig 6.6. Surface separation and spre:ldin g in SKS- L and S KS-P co nfigllnllions rOlaled aboul the 
verl icll l llxis 
The disparities appl ied to these configuralions are the same. In a, fusion of the SKS-P pairs, with crossed 
disparity (20 arcmins), should lead to surface separ.lI ion, but limited surface spreading and hence no ~een 
slant at the mOUlhs of the pacmen. In b, fusion of the SKS-L pairs, with crossed disparity (20 arcmins), 
should lead 10 surface separation associated with surface spreading toward the line. Stereoscopic slant 
should result. In c, fusion of the SKS-P pairs, with uncrossed dispnrilY (-20 aremins) should lead to surface 
separation (ponhole), but no surface spreading and hence no seen slant at the mouths of the pacmen. In d, 
fus ion of the SKS-L pairs, with uncrossed disp.1rity (-20 arcmins) should lead to surface separation 
(porthole), but no surface spreading and hence no seen slant althe mouths of the paemcn. Seen slant should 
be evident in all rota tions for both levels of standing disparity and for both SKS-L and SKS-P 
configurations. 
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An emplncal and lh~'{HI:llcal ~ludy ofSl~I\V$I;'1'J!\C Illu!lOty con lOUrs and $urf;lc ."1I 

/vleasures: see" Sitlllt ill the SKS-P alld SKS-L percepts 

In summary, an experimental comparison of the SKS-P and SKS-L stereograms was devised 

to analyse seen slant of an illusory surface layer that fonns between adjacent stereoscopic 

pacmen. A square, equiluminam with its surrounds, was projected onto two black circles in 

each half-image. This square had been geometrically transfonned [0 simulate the pauem of 

disparity created by rotating a square in nmural perspective then drawing it to partly obscure 

two Kanizsa square p<lemen. A fully factoria l repeated measures design compared the impact 

upon seen slant of four independent variables: Theoretical Rotation (0, 40°), Slant-Axis 

(horizontal, vert ical), Standing Disparity (-20, 20°) and Configuration (the SKS-P, SKS-L 

comparison). 

6.1.3 Method 

Subjects 

Ten subjects were drawn from the pool ofvolullIeers. Screening and practice sessions were 

the same. 

Stereograms 

Half-images were presented at the centre of tile monitor, at eye-level in the mid-sagittal plane. 

Each half-image consisted of a pair of black circles subtending 3° in diameter (m 750mm 

viewing distance). The circles were pOSitioned so that a square drawn through their centres 

would subtend t. PlIcmen were created by drawing a square, equiluminant with the 

background, so that it partly obscured the circles. The square symmetricall y overlaid the 

circles (equal intrusion on all sides). The square intruded 1/3 the circles' radii creat ing a pair 

ofSKS type pacmen. 

Mouths of the pacmen were transfomled according to the monocular transfonnations 

of a square shape as described in Appendix A. Disparity appropriate to stereoscopic rotation 

was then imroduced by applying Y2 Ogle's M to the overlaid square, symmetrically and in 

opposite signs (see Fig 6.7). Standing disparity was generated by shifting the overlaid square 

in equal and opposite directions in each half-image (see Fig 6.7). A one pixel weight black 

linc was drawn at the boundary of the transfonned overlaid square adjacent to the pacmen to 

create the SKS-L stereograms and was absent in the SKS-P configurat ions. 
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Fig 6.7. Panern s of disparily in Ihe SKS-L 

· . 
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The figure at (a) shows one h.!If-image supponing venlcal s lant-axis. Disparity appropnate to 
venical slant-<uis was llpplied by increasing the magnitude or the: Kanizs.1 line-square (n!) in 
one eye relative to the other. This changes the relative magnitudes of the mouths of the 
pacmen (al)' Slllnding disparity was then manipulated by constmining (ad while shifting the 
line-square in one eye rel:lIive to the other. The Irllnsformed overlaid square used to gene:rllle 
appropriate disparities is shown ;IS a dashed line. Fig (b) shows the horizontal differences 
Ilpplicable to horizontal slant-axis in the line-square Slimlili. Disparate ShC:.IT (A.) was appl ied in 
each eye while conslr.tin ing (al). Then standing disparity was imroduced by 'I£nin 
constraining (a~) while shifting the illusory figure in one eye relative to the other so adjusting 
the relative magnitude of (a 1) in each eye. 

Image pairs were presented on alternate frames at 200 frames per second. Through the shutter 

goggles, background luminance was 0.7 cd m-:! with the black pacmen O.09cd m·:!. 

Design and Procedure 

The study used a fuJty crossed, four-way (2x2x2x2) repeated measures design to explore the 

effects on seen slant of theoretical rotation (0, 40°), in conjunction with standing disparity 

(+20 arcmins [standing above the P Plane] , -20 arcmins [standing behind the P Plane]) slant

ax is (Horizonta INcrtical) and configuration (SKS-P, SKS-L). Six complete repetitions of this 

des ign were used, making a total of 72 slant estimation scores. 

Subjects were asked to judge the orientation , if any, of a surface layer at the mouths of 

the pacmen. This was achieved by rotating the comparison stimulus to match the orientation 

of that region of the stimulus. The comparison stimulus returned the degree of di spari ty 

applied to the comparison stimulus. 

6.1.4 Results and discussion 

Results fo r each subject were averaged across repetitions. Each independent variable was 

treated separately. 
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A one-way (lx2) repeated measures analysis of variance was conducted to examine the 

effect of theoretical rotation (0, 400
) upon the seen slant of an illusory surface observed when 

half-images were fused. Seen slant at 400 theoretical rotation was some 6° greater than at 00 

(see Fig 6.8) and the effect was significant: F (1 ,7) = 24.53, P < 0.01. A substantial residual 

seen slan t was found at 0°. This was somewhat surprising. The residual was probably due to 

perception or slant in the SKS·P (where a surface appears to spread from the mouths of the 

pacmen standing forward of the P Plane into the homogeneous surrounding regions). 
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Theoretical Rotation (Oegrees) 

Fig 6.8. Th e impact of theoretica l rotation upon seen slll nt in the SKS--P and SKS--L 
configurations 
This figure graphs mean stant estimates for the main cffect upon seen slant or 00 and 40° 
theoretical rotation. Standard error bars have becn included, 

Similarly, a one-way (I x2) repeated measures analysis of variance was conducted to 

examine the effeci of Standing Disparity (+20, ·20 arcmins) upon the seen slant of an illusory 

surface observed when half.images were fused. It was found that for surfaces standing above 

the P Plane (20 arcmins), seen slant was about 60 greater than those standing behind the P 

Plane (-20 arcmins) and Ihat effect was significant: F{I ,1) = 21.55, P < 0.00 I (see Fig. 6.9). 
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Fig 6.9. Effect of standi ng dispa rity upon seen sian I in S KS-L a nd S KS- P co n ngunllions. 
This figure COnlpilreS Ihe mean slant estimates for the two levels of standing disparity. 20 
arcmins standing disparity is associated wi th modal 3-D illusory surface and -20 lIremins was 
associated wilh ameda! percepts (seen through ponholes). St:mdard error bars hnve been 
included. 

Stimulus configuralion impact upon seen slanl was a lso analysed using a one-way 

( I x2) repeated measures ANOV A that compared SKS-P and SKS-L configurations. Seen slant 

in the SKS-P configuration was some 4° less than the SKS-L The effect was sign ificant: F ( 1.7) 

= 16.90, P < 0.0 I (see Fig 6.10). A similar comparison of s lant-axes however, yie lded no 

significant difference. 
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Fig 6.1 O. Impact of seen slant in th e S KS- P and SKS-L co nligurations 
This figure gmphs mean slant estimates (seen slant) ror each of the configumtions presented 
(SKS-P :md SKS·L). Smndurd error bars have been included. 
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An empirical and theoretical study of stcrt'Oscopic illusory contours and surfact.'S 

One way ANOVA at 4rf Theorelical Rotation 

To examine the impact of standing di sparity, s lant-ax is and configuration upon seen s lant, a 

one-way ( I x8) repeated measures ANOYA was conducted upon the seen s lant data retumed 

for theoretica l rotation of 400. This compari son enabled a direct assessment of the subtl e 

phenomenology that had been anti cipated (the spreadi ng of a surface layer from surface 

separation at the mouth of the pac men toward a luminance and depth referent). This effect 

was sign ificant: F (7,8) = 6.9, p < 0.000 I. Figure 6. 11 graphs the mean slant estimates at each 

configuration (SKS-P / SKS-L), each leve l of standing di sparity (20 / -20 arcmins) and each 

slant-ax is (horizontal / vertica l - slant axes are differentiated by shading). A Least Squared 

Means comparison was conducted across all means to directl y contrast independent vari ables 

with theoretical rotation constant at 40° (see Table I). 

35 

30 

25 

5 

SKS·P (20 .remins) SKS·L (20 .rcmins) 

Standing above the P Plane 

Modal Percept 

o Horizontal Slant-Axis 

o Ve rtica l Slant-Axis 

SKS-P (-20 .remins) SKS-L (-20 . remins) 

Standing behind the P Plane 

Amodal Percept 
Grouped Configuration Factor 

Fig 6.11. One -way comparison of standing disparity, slant-axis and configuration 
This figure plots the mean slant estimates for the SKS- P and SKS-L configurat ions at the two 
level of standing disparity and for each separate slant-ax is (these have been shaded to indicate 
horizontal and vertical slant-axis). Note lhat theoretical rotation for all of these presentations 
was 40°. Standard error bars have been inc luded. 
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Interestingly. there was no significant difference between the slant-axes for either 

SKS-L or SKS-P configurations with +20 arCI11 ins standing disparity (standing above the P 

Plane, surface separation at the moths of the pacmen). Seen slam was evident even in the 

SKS-P with no adjacent referenl. This suggests that a surface layer spread from the mouth of 

the paclllen oriented toward the P Plane and gradually merging with il. The sense of slant was 

substantially stronger in the SKS-L however (as expected). From Table I, aboul the vertical, 

the SKS-P(+) x SKS-L(+) comparison 1= -2.178, p< 0.05 and about the horizontal there was 

no significant difference between configurations. There were also no significant differences 

between the two axes when standing disparity stood the surface layer forward of the P Plane. 

The anticipated impact of the -ve sign of standing disparity was supported . From 

Table I, the SKS-P(-) configuration showed a difference between slant-axis of 10° and the 

difference was significant (= 2.382, p<0.05. Moreover. the SKS-L(-) configuration yielded a 

difference in seen slam between each axis (slant-axis anisotropy) of some 13°, and this was a 

significant difference: t=3.137, p< 0.05. 

In a general sense, these findings mean that for the SKS-P configuration standing 

above the P Plane, observers' slant estimates are consistent with perception ofa surface 

rotated at abou t 18° and spreading from the paclnen into homogeneous surrounds. For the 

SKS-L configuration, seen slant was aboll t 25_30°. This is consistent with perception of a 

surface layer separated al the mouths of the pacmen and spreading from the ncar to the distant 

depth plane or luminance and depth referent. 

In the porthole percepl (-ve sign of standing disparity), there is evidence that subjects 

experienced on ly a very weak assoc iation between the adjacem referent and lhe mouth oflhe 

pacman and this region was seen as near to fronto-parallel in rotat ion about the vert ical, 

whereas about the horizontal axis, local disparity was interpreted as slanted. These findings 

are therefore not supportive of the computational approach to amoda l (invisible) connections. 
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OM Sid Error I·Tes! P.Value 

SKSP·V 

SKSL·H 

T able I. Least Sq uared Means pai r wise co mpa rison (All possi ble pairs) 

The table listS pairwise comparison for the configuration and St:lnding Disparity effects 
(20 arcmins = "+ .. and - 20 arcmins::;: ... ") upon seen slant in the SK$·P und SKS-L for 
rotations al40/l for the horizontal (H) and venical (V) slant-axis. 

These findings suggest thai part of the exp lanation of su rface spread ing is some kind 

of linkage between the pacmen and an adjacent luminance contour but that an adjacent 

referent is not necessary to yield a slanted spreading layer. The line in the SKS-L appears to 

act as a depth anchor by which the system interprets an amb iguous disparity in the 

arrangement of horizomal contours (rotation about the vertica l ax is). The line seems to lead to 

assignment of the space between it and the adjacent pacmen to an oriented depth plane in the 

modal percept but to a lesser extent in the amodal percept. 
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Slant estimates in the modal fonn of tile SKS-L and SKS-P (stands above the P Plane) 

suggests that the presence of modal illusory contours generated a somewhat st rongcr 

connection betwecn the pacmen and the adjacem luminance and depth referent in the SKS·L 

configuration. This finding is consistent wi th the findings in Experiment I that seen s lant in 

SKS configuration was substantially greater for percepts in which standing disparity 

positioned the 3·D illusory plane fully forward of tbe P Plane. 

Overall , Ex perimcm 2 suggests tbat large-sca le configuration effects playa role in 3-D 

perceptual organi sat ion of the 3-D Kanizsa line-square stimulus. The observation that slant 

estimates even for the horizontal slant ax is were substantially attenuated suggests that the long 

distance connections, between pacmen and line, were weaker in the SKS-L than those in the 

SKS. 

The findings do not strongly support a mechani sm such as Grossberg's pre-visual 

Boundary Contour System. If the modal and amodal fOnll were underpinned by an identical 

BeS activi ty one would expect seen slan t in the SKS-L 10 be no different regardless of its 

subsequent appearance (moda l or amodal). Still, the findings point to a subtle effect of 

configuration. 

It is perhaps not clear whether the resu lts above were influenced by subjects 

attempting to make sense of an unlikely set of visual cues or that demand charac teri stic s of the 

design al so influenced slant judgements. Nevertheless, the findings suggest thai modal surface 

spread ing involves some kind of confirmatory mechanism (perhaps s imilar to Grossberg's 

Object Recogn it ion System). The overall configuration of the stimuli appeared Lo mediate 

interpretation of local retinal disparity va lues, particularly for the modal SKS-L percepts. 

Recall that the images created were a product of a 2-D layout of image differences 

modelled on perspecti ve projection. The configuration effects in th is experiment suggest that a 

set of image difference measures supplementary to conventional point disparit ies can impact 

3-D perceptual organisat ion. This argument is summari sed in Fig 6. 12. 

In terms of the BIPASS model, the kind of pre-visual connections proposed by 

Grossberg are not necessary for the induction of surface separation and this is in agreement 

with Anderson's arguments about illusory con tour induction. Perhaps a higher confi rmatory 

process that reconc il es retinal differences at different feature scales influences the 3-D 

trajectory of surface spreading. 
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Fig 6. 12 . 2-D layout or image differences and image comparison in the SKS-L 
Image comparison appears to be responsive to both the point disparity at contours and 
disparate subtense. Disparate subtense can occur in two respects: as a difTerence in magnitude 
of luminance contours or as the magnitude of untexturcd ··space'" between COntours. The 
system seems responsive to both feature sca les of image differences. 

For free fusers the stimuli presented in this experiment are shown in Fig 6.13. The 

question remains as to whether or not surface spreading that appears in these stcreograms can 

emerge in the absence of a completion process. 
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L M R 

a - Vertical Axis 

b - Horizontal Axis 

Fig 6.13. Surface spreading in the SKS- and SKS-P configurations 
In (a) crossed fusion of the L-M pairs (top with bottom) compares the presence and absence of 
a line for vertical slant-ax is with uncrossed di sparity. Fusion of the M-R pairs (top and 
bottom) compares the same for crossed disparity. Fig (b) shows the same effects for horizontal 
slant-axis. As experiment 2 has shown, there is a difference between the perceptual 
manifestations of retinal disparity that means horizontal contours in vertical slant-axis are 
ambiguous. 

The next experiment attempted to repeat these findings in a more direct manner and in 

a manner thought to reduce the likelihood of completion mechanisms being involved. The line 
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An empi rical and tht:orcti cal study of stereoscop ic illusory contours and surfact:s 

in the SKS-L configuration was replaced with a small dot to see if spreading would still 

emerge . Surface spreading alone might impact upon the interpretation of horizontal 

di sparities. 

6.2 Experiment 3 Surface spreading without completion? 

Experiment 3 tested induction of surface spreading independently to contour continuation or 

completion. Figure 6.14 shows once again, that the surface layer separated from the depth 

plane of pac men stands at a near depth plane (cross fuse L-M). The effect here is that the 

surface layer at the mouths of the disparate pacmen (B_C and E_F) appears to merge or fade 

out into the homogeneous space surrounding the pacmen. Note that the previous experiment 

showed subjects tended to see the separated surface layers as fronto-parallel when standing 

behind the P Plane but not when standing above the P Plane. 

L M R 

c c 

f 

Fig 6.14. Surface spreading 
Crossed fusion of the L-M pair sees a surface layer between the pacmen standing at a near 
depth plane. The layer appears to merge with the homogeneous surrounds from the mouths of 
the pacmen along the contours A_ C and E_F. Fusion of the M-R pairs sees the porthole effect, 
where an illusory contour marks the depth step between a surface layer assigned to a distant 
depth plane (behind the portholes) across C_C and D_ F. 

c 

Since introduction of a luminance and depth referent (a line) could influence the 

orientation of this apparently spreading surface layer I wondered if positioning a small circle 

adjacent to disparate pacmen would have an equivalent effect. Such a stimulus means that the 

luminance and depth referent set adjacent to stereoscopic pac men does not generate any 

obvious completed form. Hence, the slant estimation technique was again used as a metric of 

the influence of stimulus configuration. In this case a small circle - a dot - was placed adjacent 

to the stereoscopic pacmen. This configuration will be called the stereoscopic Kanizsa square 

- dot (SKS-D). Standing disparity was manipulated to see if this referent might constrain the 
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interpretation of disparate horizontal contours at the mouths of the pacmen relative to the 

SKS-P configuration. 

The actual position of the dot in each half-image was defined by the same perspective 

corrected model of relative magnification app lied to the SKS configuration in Experiment I 

and to the SKS-L, in Experiment 2. To do this the dot was literally attached to the edge of an 

overlaid square. The square was of homogeneous luminance with the white background. The 

dot was positioned at the midpoint of the edge of the overlaid square adjacent to the pacmen 

(see Fig 6.15). 
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Fig 6.15. 2-D layout of image differences and image comparison in the SKS-D 

Image comparison appears to be responsive to both the point disparity at contours and 
disparate subtense. Disparate subtense can occur in two respects: as a difference in magnitude 
of luminance contours or as the magnitude of untextured "space" between contours. 

Measures: seen slant in the SKS-P and SKS-O percepts 

Manipulation of disparity in this experiment simulated rotation of a square in the vertical 

slant-axis only (see Fig 6.16). This created pacmen whose mouths were formed by horizontal 

magnification only. Disparate pacmen were achieved by manipulating the relative magnitude 

of the square describing BDFHB in each eye's view. Hence, manipulating the square 

positioned the small dot to precisely the same extent as adjacent pacmen in Experiment I, and 

the adjacent line in Experiment 2. 
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Standing disparity was also illlroduced to the square BDFHB (see Fig 6.(4). In 

manipulating standing disparity, the square BDFHB was shined horizontally relative to Ihal in 

the left eye's view. Again, positioning the dot. In order to generate the perception ofa slanted 

modal or amodal surface layer the system must interpret the disparate magnitude ofhorizonlal 

comours at BC and HG in tenns of the (horizontal) magnitude of BE and HE. 

C D 

E 

• 
F 

G 

Fig 6.16. Separ:lIion or surrace layers and spreading toward an adjacent dot 
Crossed fusion of the L-M pair sees a subtle surface layer spreading to .... -ard the dot opposite. 
Free fusion using smal l images seems to reduce this e!Tect somewhat compared to the same 
effect on a large computer monitor. If one compares the top :tnd bottom set of L-M pairs, the 
lower pair sees the mouths slanted toward the dot. This is because no disparity is actually 
available in this figure thut defines orientution of the mouths. 

A fully factorial repeated measures design compared the impac t upon seen slant of 

three independent variables: Theoretical Rotation (20, 40°), Standing Disparity (-20, 20°) and 

Configuration (the SKS-P, SKS-D comparison). It was anticipated seen slant would be 

ev ident in conditions where the dOl was present in the SKS-D configuration, but in the 

absence of this depth referen t (SKS-P configuration), seen slant would tend toward zero. A 

sign ificant effect of theoreti ca l rotation was al so expected. Moreover, it was predi cted that 

seen slanl would be greater when the mouth o f the pacmcn stood in front of the P Plane than 

when standing di spari ty slood the mouth of the pacmen behind the projection plane. 

6.2.1 Method 

Subjects 

Eight available subjects were drawn from the department pool of vo lunteers. 
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Srereograms 

Half-images we re presented at the centre of the monitor, at eye-level in the mid-sagillal plane. 

Each half-image consisted of a pair of black circles subtending 3° in diameter (at 75001 01 

viewing distance). The circles were positioned so that a square drawn through their centres 

would subtend t> degrees. Pac:mell were created by drawing a square, equi lum inant wi th the 

background, so that it partly obscured the circles. The square symmetrica ll y overlaid the 

ci rcles (equal intrusion on all sides) . The square intruded about 1/3 the circles' radi i creating 

SKS pacmen. 

Mouths of the pacmcn were geometrically transformed according to the monocular 

Iransfom18lions of a square shape as described in Appendix A. Disparity appropriate to 

stereoscopic rotation was then introduced by applying Yl Ogle's M to the overlaid square, 

symmetrica lly and in opposite signs (see Fig 6. [7). Standing disparity was genenlted by 

shifting the overlaid square in equal and opposite directi ons in each half-image (see Fig 6.1 7). 

A six arcmin black ci rcle was drawn at the boundary o f the transfomled overlaid square 

adjacent to the pacmen. Its pos ition in each half-image was defined automatically by its 

relationship to the overlaid square. 

I'osition orthedol 
(X2 • defined by the edge of 

>------~ a lnmsfornlCd 
overlayed white square: 
(dOlled line - 111M visble 
in ClIpenmenlS) 

Fig 6. 17. I'a tlerns of d i5pllrily in the SKS-O stim uli 
This figure shows one half-image supporting vertical slant-axis. Disparity appropriate to 
vertical s lant-axis wa~ applied by increasing the magn itude of the Kanizsa dot-square (all in 
one eye re lative to the other. This changes the rela tive magnitudes of the mouths of the 
pacmen (al)' Standing disparity was then manipulated by conSlraining (a l ) while shifting the 
dOl-square in one eye re lative 10 the other. This manipulates the relative magnitude of (a 1)' 

Image pairs were presented on alternate frames at a rale of about 200 frames per 

second. Through the shutter goggles, background luminance was 0.7 cd m ol with the black 

pacmen and the small circle 0.09cd m-2 . In halfof the stimu li, a the luminance-depth referent 

was absent. 
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Design Gild procedure 

A fully crossed (2x2x2) repeated measures design was used to establish the effect of 

theoretical rotation (20°, 40°), standing disparity (+20arcmins [standing above the projection 

plane], -20arcmins [standing behind the projection plane]) and configuration (SKS-P I SKS

D) upon seen slant. Five complete repetitions were carried out, making a total of forty slant 

est imation scores per subject. 

Subjects were once again asked to judge the orientation of the pacman mouths by 

manipulating the comparison stimulus, as before. 

6.2.2 Results and discussion 

A one-way repeated measures analysis of variance was used to examine the effect of 

configuration (SKS-P I SKS-D) on seen slant. The configuration presented was found to 

affect seen slant (see Fig 6.18). The effect was significant F (1,7) = 24.6, P < 0.00 I. In the SKS

D presence of the dot referent impacted upon the interpretation of disparities. I contend that 

this occurred as a surface layer spread from the mouths of the pacmen toward the luminance 

and depth referent. 
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Fig 6.18. The effect of configuration upon seen slant in SKS·D and SKS-P percepts 
This figure plots the mean seen slant estimates for each configuration SKS-O and SKS·P. 
Standard error bars have been included. 

However, a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance examining the impact of 

theoretical rotation, that is, the relative horizontal magnitude of the overlaid homogeneous 
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square between the pacmen and the small circle, generated no significant effect on seen slant: 

F ( 1.7) = 0.0018, p > 0.9. 

In contrast to Experiment 2 Subjects tended to perceive the part ly occluding surface 

layer as franta-parallel in the SKS-P. This may have been due to the reduced magnitude of 

disparity at the mouths of the pacmen in Experiment 3. The orientation of the layer was, 

however, modu lated by the presence of a single dot, in no obvious sense at least, part of a 

'closed' fonn. Moreover, the finding that theoretical rotation had no impact upon seen slant is 

important The presence of the referent dot and not theoretical rotation (local retinal 

disparities) influenced seen slant. This is not actually surprising since, in the absence of an 

adjacent referent there is no physical measure upon which to differentiate standing disparities 

from relative horizontal magnification in these horizontally aligned contours. That is, 

arguab ly, the nature ofthe ambiguity of horizontal contours in these abstract pacmen. 

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was also conducted to examine the effect of 

standing disparity upon seen slant in this configuration. Once again, lhat effect was 

significant; F (1.7) = 8.087, p < 0.05 as shown in Fig 6.19. Recall that the sign of standing 

disparity dictates the phenomenological asymmetry between the porthole (-20 arc mins) and 

the separation of a near surface layer (+20 arc mins). The finding that possible amoda\ 

connections are weak between pacmen and adjacent referent (in tenns of the seen slant metric) 

is now repeated. 
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Fig 6. 19. Effec I ohla ndi ng dispa rily upon seen sian I in SKS-P a nd SKS-O configurations 
This figure graphs seen slant means for each level of standing disparily presented in the SKS-P 
I SKS-O comparison. Standard error bars have been included, 
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The findings here are quite straightforward. There was a tendency for both a partly 

occluding (+ve sign of standing disparity) and a partly occluded (-ve sign of standing 

disparity) surface layer to appear fronto-parallel in the absence of a luminance and depth 

referent. This is in agreement with Experiment 2. Nonetheless, the presence of an adjacent 

luminance and depth referent - a dot - did impact upon the seen slant of a modal partly 

occluding (+ 20 arcmins standing disparity) surface layer. 

To observe a spreading surface layers as loo~ing oriented in depth, a disparity 

averaging mechanism may be in place. Grossberg's arguments that layers are filled from 

appropriate disparity pools by binocular FIDOs will need therefore to account for orientation. 

That is, the FIDOs need to be able to predict a gradient of disparity pooling. Not merely 

"near" and "far" pools. 

For free fusers the stimuli used in this experiment are presented in Fig 6.20. The 

texture of the page seems to inhibit perception of surface spreading compared to the computer 

generated version of the configuration. In the simple experiments above, I used a polished 

monochrome monitor screen with luminance set to a fairly dim leveL Crossed fusion of the 

pair at (a) may see the surface layer that is assigned to the near depth plane slanted toward the 

dot and fusion of the pair in (b) sees the surface layer merge with the surrounds. Subjects 

judged the later figure to generate a surface layer oriented at about franta-para ll el. 

In summary, a surface layer appeared to spread toward the luminance and depth 

referent. But, only when standing disparity meant that fusion invoked a near surface layer 

standing above - partly occluding - the pacmen (+20 arc mins). The magnitude of seen slant 

was greatly attenuated. Indeed, theoretical differences in the magnitude of seen slant were not 

above significance at ex. = 0.05. 
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• • 
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Fig 6.20. Surface spreading in th e SKS-D 
Experiment) found that a dot (a luminance and depth referent) set adjacent to disparate 
pacmen affected the perceived orientation of the Surface layer separated at the mouths of the 
pacmen (see Fig a). When the pairs in (a) are cross fused a surface layer may appear to spread 
toward the dot (can be compared to the SKS-P in (b». 

6.3 Experiment 4 Slant-axis anisotropy and " image feature disparity scale" in 

part modal I amodal Kanizsa figures 

Experiment 4 directly compares seen slant about the two slant-axes using Kanizsa 

configurations of different shapes. This was to study the impact on seen slant of ambiguity 

inherent in the separation and orientation of illusory surface layers in the vertical slant-axis. 

Ambigu ity of orientation seems to occur when part of the surface layer separated from the 

pacmen is defined by horizontal contours. This potent ially means that results established 

previous ly for the vertical slant-axis were at least partly a product of a conflict in the image 

feature scale used to interpret image differences (including the slanted Kan izsa figures seen in 

Experiment I). 
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Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 showed that perception of surface spread ing in SKS-L 

and SKS-O configurations involved a possible conflict between interpretations of image 

differences at two levels of scale. Since the physical measure of image differences are 

identical, "levels of scale" here refers to the relative size of disparate features (spaces between 

pacmen and referent) and not to the actua l scale (magni tude) of local disparities. The finding 

that seen slant was dramatically attenuated in the SKS-L and SKS-D configurations arguably 

underscores the ambiguous nature of image differences underpinning seen slant in the vertical 

slant-axis (for a square shape). 

The fact that slant was seen at all is evidence fo r the presence of some confirmatory 

component of surface spreading that in a sense binds the adjacent white segments at the 

mouths of tile pacmen in the SKS.ln other words, where a confl ict between levels of scale 

exists some confinnatory process appears to drive the interpretation oftl1at disparity. 

Manipulations in Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 appear to have reduced the impact 

of a luminance and depth referent stepwise. This has proportionally increased the relative 

weight of physical disparity ambiguities upon the global metric of the percept - seen slant. 

Moreover, the effect was particularly strong in the vertical slant-axis. 

My argument is that horizontal contour ambiguities can represent, perceptually, a 

conflict between scales of disparity interpretation. This seems to mean that, all else being 

equal (viewing distance, vergence, interocular distance, theoretical rotation), seen slant in the 

vertica l slant-ax is will be attenuated relative to seen slant in the horizontal slant-axis. This is 

because there is less con fl ict, between the possible scale of disparity interpretations in the 

horizontal s lant-axis (for a square shape). 

There are many studies, using seen slant as a metric, showing that the context of 

retinal disparity can impact upon slant judgements. Diagonal, horizontal and vertica l markings 

across a line grid modulate the slant response (Cagenello and Rogers, 1993; Gillam, 1968; 

Stevens and Brooks, 1988). Seen slant about the vert ical tends to be attenuated more than 

slants about the horizontal axis (Gillam and Ryan, 1992). The difference is possib ly due to the 

manner in which the vertical slant-axis is manifest using horizontal inter-retinal differences 

alone. 

The difference in seen slant about these two arbitrary axes, in pseudo-randomly dotted 

line grids, has been called slant-axis anisotropy. Slant-axis anisotropy has been attributed to 

two possible causes. Cagenello and Rogers (1993) said that orientation disparity (relative 
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differences in the orientation of matching contours between the eye's views) determines 

sensitivity to slant. Hence, slant-axis anisotropy arises because there is asymmetry in the 

manifestation of orientation disparities between the axes. 

Gillam has argued that slant~axis anisotropy is at least partly due to an asymmetric 

resistance to perspective conflicts. And, Ryan and Gillam (1994) have shown that slant~axis 

anisotropy and slant attenuation were substantially reduced when "perspective cues" were not 

in conflict. Gillam and her colleagues have not defined perspective cues in stereoscopic tenns 

but in monocular tenns. So we will not use the tenn perspective cue here. 

Experiment I showed that a slant-axis anisotropy existed where seen slant in the 

horizontal slant-axis tended to be significantly greater than the vertica l slant-axis. 

Experiments 2 and 3 showed that seen slant in the vertical slant-axis required the system to 

somehow override disparities. Rotations about the vertical axis in the SKS may therefore 

require interpretation. In the horizontal s lant-axis disparity in the contours defining orientation 

are largely congruent with disparate subtense across the homogenous spaces. 

To test the logic of these arguments a simple stimulus was developed in which the 

components of physical retinal disparity in a Kanizsa configuration were thought to be very 

similar for either arbitrary slant-axis - vertical and horizontal. A stereoscopic Kanizsa 

diamond (SKD) was constructed. In the Kanizsa diamond, Ogle's relative horizontal 

magnification (vertical slant-axis) and horizontal shear (horizontal slant-axis) yield a pattern 

of disparity in which the components of seen slant at the mouth of each pacman and between 

pacmen are congruent That is, disparities at and between pacmen are not in conflict, or at 

least, any residual conflict will be equivalent fo r both slant-axes. 

Figure 6.21 shows that half-images of a diamond configuration can be defined in 

precisely the same way as previously discussed for the square. The diagram shows a view of 

the rectilinear projection geometry that shapes the retinal images of a diamond. In this case the 

diamond is rotated about the vertical slant-axis. 

The dimensions of the two retinal images of a diamond are predicted geometrically; by 

the dimensions of the 2-D diamond, its angle of rotation, the system's interocular distance and 

the viewing distance. Figuratively speaking, to create stereoscopic half·images we take a 

horizontal-vertical slice through the perspective view of a rotated diamond at the distance of 

the plane of projection - the computer display. The formal transformations used to achieve the 

half-images are presented in Appendix A. 
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Angle of rotation <I> 
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Fig 6.21. Projection geometry underpinning 2-D layo ut of image differences captured at 
the retina in the case of a rotating planar diamond shaped surface 
A diamond shaped surface (S) rotates symmetrically through a con ical prism. For any angle of rotation 
($), the images at each retina wi ll prescribe a geometric retinal dispari ty. This 2-D layout of image 
differences can be simulated by generat ing the images that project to the eye's from the distance of a 
plane of projection (computer monitor) . At that di stance, the rotated diamond shape A"B"C" D", 
projects the images ABeD in the left eye's view (Sd and A'B'C'D ' in the right eye's view (SR)' 
Horizontal slant-axis can be generated similarly by applying horizontal shear to the retinal images. 

The actual shape defined by the transformation of a diamond was achieved by 

attaching the four comers of the diamond to a square of the same vertical and hori zontal 

dimensions. Hence we could draw a square shape and a diamond shape in which the 

horizontal and vertical and vertical dimensions in each half image derived from precisely the 

same transformations . Possible monocular perspective cues were identical. 

If a diamond shape the same luminance as the background is drawn to partly obscure 

four pacmen, the shape of the diamond can be transformed as shown to create stereo half

images. The centra l prediction in this experiment was that the way that the pattern of disparity 

manifest in a SKS and a SKD diamond defined by exactly the same transfonnation of 

hori zontal magnitude or shear will have different perceptual consequences. These 

asymmetries are shown in Fig 6.22. 
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Fig 6.22. Shape of disparities in two stereoscopic Kanizsa figures. 
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This fi gure shows the differences in disparities created when a diamond and square are 
transfonned then drawn to obscure four black c ircles. The grey segments are meant to show 
the bounds of the right eye's retinal image of the pacman. But, the right image has s imply been 
draw to overlay the left - so the left view is part ly obscured. Each shape is transfonned by the 
same magnitude in the same direction (horizontal magnification or shear) . In (a) re lative 
horizontal magnification of an overlaid square creates disparities in the pacman that includes 
horizontal contours at BL C - BR-C. For the horizontal axis, disparity exists in the disparate 
shear along BL_ AL and BIL A •. The horizontal contour at BL C - BILe has no bearing on 
orientation. In (b) for both axes of rotat ion orientation disparities exist at all contours of the 
mouths of the pacmen. 

Measures: seen slant in the SKS and SKD percepts 

Experiment 4 tested the argument that a slant-axis anisotropy in the SKS was partly due to the 

manner in which disparities in the SKS were physically manifest. Disparities in the vertical 

slant-axis are, theoretically, ambiguous and may conflict against disparate subtense between 

pacmen. Hence, in a SKD in which disparities that are, theoretically, not ambiguous, no slant

axis anisotropy should result. 

This experiment employed a fully factoria l repeated measures design to examine seen 

slant across theoretical rotation in both the horizontal and vertical s lant-axes in for the SKS 

and SKD configurations. It was anticipated that no slant-axis anisotropy would be evident in 

the Kanizsa diamond. Moreover, it was expected that seen slant in the vertical slant-axis for a 

SKD would be greater than seen slant in the vertical slant-axis of a SKS. The sign ificance of 

these predictions is tbat they will further illuminate the relationship between retinal disparities 
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in Kanizsa figures. Planned comparisons were prepared to contrast the two configurations at 

each slant-axis in the firs t -order interaction between main effects. 

6.3.1 Method 

Subjects 

Six subjects were drawn from the pool of volunteers for the purposes of th is experiment. 

These subjects were drawn from volunteers who had partaken in previous experiments. They 

were considered to be experienced in manipulation afmy experimental instrumentation. 

Stereograms 

Half-images were presented at the centre of the monitor, at eye-level in the mid-sagittal plane. 

Each half-image consisted of a set offour black ci rcles, each subtending 3° in diameter (at 

750mm viewing distance). 

SKS: Four black circles were positioned so that a square drawn through their centres 

wou ld subtend -,0 degrees. Pacmen were created by drawing a square, equ iluminant with the 

background, so that it symmetrically partly obscured the circles. The square, prior to 

transfonnatioll, intruded Y2 the circles' radii creating SKS pacmen. 

Mouths of the pacmen were geometrically transfonned according to the monocular 

transformations of a square shape as described in Appendix A. Disparity appropriate to 

stereoscopic rotation was then introduced by applying Y2 Ogle's M to the overlaid square, 

symmetrica lly and in opposite signs (see Fig 6.23a and b). 

SK.D: The four circles were positioned so that a diamond, based on the same 

dimensions as the square above, drawn through their centres, would subtend 7° degrees. The 

mouths of the pacmen were geometrically transformed by drawing a drawing a diamond, 

equiluminant with the background, so that it partly obscured the circles. The diamond shape 

was created by attaching its comers to an identical square to that above. The diamond 

symmetrically overlaid the circles (equal intrusion on all sides). The diamond intruded Y2 the 

circles' radii creating SKS pacmen. 

Mouths of the pacmen were therefore geometrically transformed according to the 

monocular transformations of a diamond shape as described in Appendix A. Disparity 

appropriate to stereoscopic rotati on was introduced by applying Y2 Ogle's M or relative shear 

to the overlaid diamond, symmetrically and in opposite signs (see Fig 6.23c and d). 
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a - vertical b - horizontal 

c - vertical d - horizontal 

Fig 6.23. Patterns of disparity in the SKS and SKD 

Fig 6.23a shows one half-image supporting vertical slant-axis. Disparity appropriate to vertical 
slant-axis was applied by increasing the magnitude of the SKS (ex) in one eye relative to the 
other. This obviously changes the relative magnitudes of the mouths of the pacmen (al) and 
(ex2). Fig (b) shows the horizontal differences applicable to horizontal slant-axis. To 
manipulate rotation, disparate shear (A) was applied in eye while constraining (ex). Then 
standing disparity was introduced by again constraining Cal) while shifting the illusory figure 
in one eye relative to the other so adjusting the relative magnitudes of (al ) and Cal) in each 
eye. Fig 6.21c shows one half-image supporting vertical slant-axis for a diamond. Disparity 
appropriate to vertical slant-axis was applied by increasing the magnitude oflhe diamond Cal) 
in one eye relative to the other. This changes the relative magnitudes of the mouths of the 
pacmen (exl) and (al). Fig (d) shows the horizontal differences applicable to horizontal slant
axis. To manipulate rotation, disparate shear (A) was applied in each eye while constraining 
(0.1)· 

lmage pairs were presented on alternate frames at a rate of about 200 frames per 

second. Through the shutter goggles, background luminance was 0.7 cd m-2 with the black 

pacmen D.09cd m-2. 

Design and procedure 
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The shldy used a fully crossed, three-way (2x2x4) repeated measures design to explore the 

effects of configuration (SKS, SKD), slant-axis (horizontaVvertical) and theoretical rotation 

(20, 30, 40, 50°), respectively, on estimated slant of a Kanizsa configuration. Three complete 

repetitions of this design were used, making 64 trials per subject in all. Details of the 

procedure were as described in section 4.5 . Subjects were asked to set the rotation of the 

comparison stimulus to match the apparent rotation of an illusory plane. 

6.3.2 Results and discussion 

A three-way (2x2x4) repeated measures analysis of variance examined the effects of 

configuration (SKS ! SKD), slant-axis (horizontal ! vertical) and theoretical rotation (20, 3D, 

40, 50°), respective ly, on seen slant of a Kan izsa configuration. Results were averaged across 

the repetitions. 

Theoretical rotation was found to impact predictably upon seen slant and the effect 

was significant: F(3 ,5) = 336.97, P < 0.00 I. Figure. 6.24 shows the mean slant estimates for 

theoretica l rotation. Slant-axis was also found to affect seen slant. A slant-axis anisotropy of 

about 4° was found and that effect was also significant: F( I,5) = 292.547, p < 0.041. 
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Fig. 6.24. The effect of theoretical rotation upon seen slant in the SKS and SKD 
configu rations 
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This figure graphs mean slant estimates fo r the main effect of theoretical rotation upon seen slant. 
Standard error bars have included. 

The shape of the Kanizsa configuration (SKS I SKD) was also found to effect seen slant. And, 

that effect was significant: F(I,5) = 14.6, P = 0.01. Figure 6.25 shows this comparison. A 

small difference between these global means of about 2° was evident. 
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Fig.6.25. The effect of Configuration upon secn slant in stereoscop ic Kanizsa figures 
This figure graphs mean slant estimates for the main effect of configuration (SKS I SKD). 
Standard error bars have been included. 

Two interactions, between key factors of interest describe differences between the illusory 

shapes. Firstly, an interaction between configuration and slant-axis affected seen slanl as 

depicted in Fig. 6.26. That interaction was significant: F(1 ,5) = 10.467, P < 0.05. Platu1ed 

comparisons revealed that the difference between means at each slant-ax is was sign ificant for 

the SKS: F(1, 4) = 17.862, P < 0.01 attesting to the slant-axis anisotropy seen in Fig 6.26 for 

the SKS configuration only. 
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Fig 6.26. An interaction shape and slant·axis in two stereoscopic Kanizsa fig ures 
This figure plots the first order interaction between slant-axis and configuration (SKS I SKD) 
upon seen slant. Standard error bars have been included. 

Figure 6.27 graphs means for the three-way interaction between shape, slant-axis and 

theoretical rotation. A difference between the shapes occurs at each degree of rotation about 

the vertica l slant-axis. The three way interaction between shape, slant-axis and theoretical 

rotation was found to effect seen slant. The interaction was also significant: F(3,6) = 11.495, P 

< 0.001. However, the impact of shape was clearly evident only at the larger theoretical 

rotations. Planned comparisons revealed a slant-axis anisotropy for the square at 40°: F (1,4) = 

11.052, P < 0.01 and at 50' degrees F(I, 4) = 87.20, P < 0.001. These findings support the 

hypotheses: 

a. that no slant-axis anisotropy would be evident in the SKD 

b. that seen slant in the vertical slant-axis fo r the SKD would be greater than seen 

slant in the vertical slant-axis in the SKS. 

In Fig 6.27 the means are remarkably close to the theoretical rotation for both shapes. 

However, slant attenuation, particularly at the larger magnitudes of theoretical rotation is sti ll 

evident and seen slant for square shapes about the vertical slant-axis were most attenuated. 

The SKD shape yielded seen slant very near to the theoretical - at each rotation - about each 

slant-axis. However, only at thirty and forty degrees was a slant-shape anisotropy in seen slant 
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evident for the horizontal slant-axis. The effects observed, appear to be greater at greater 

theoretical rotation . Planned contrasts showed that slant-axis anisotropy occurred in the square 

shape at forty and fifty degrees theoretical rotation only. 
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Fig 6. 27. Errect of theoretica l rotation x shape x slant-axis upon seen slant in th e SKS and 
SKD configurations 

The figure plots mean slant estimates at fou r levels of theoretical rotation for each slant-axis and for 
each shape. Standard error bars have been included. 

In summary. slant estimates associated with the SKD configuration suggest that when 

geometric asymmetries between slant-axes are minimal , slant-axis anisotropy and seen slant 

attenuation, even in the 3-D illusory percepts, are also minimal. Th is suggests that the system 

seems to be vulnerable to a conflict between the scales of retinal features underpinning 

disparity measures specific to horizonta l contours underpinning stereoscopic rotation about 

the vertical axis. 

Vulnerab ility of the binocular vision system to horizontal contours in the SKS percepts 

and the seemingly precise interpretation of SKD percepts reveals some important 

characteristics of disparity processing in the 3-D illusory SKS percepts. It suggests that image 

comparison mechanisms contemporaneously return dispari ties at multiple scales. Moreover, 

disparity processing in the SKS percepts is not a one off computation but a dynamic and 
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relative process. Some kind of confirmatory process ing seems to modulate the aggregate 

image difference data term. 

Seen s lant appears to be an appropriate metric of the relative impact of physically 

separated retinal image features in stereopsis. Given the theoretical ambiguity of a square 

shape (in manifestation of retinal disparity in the vertical slanl~ax is). there is a clear influence 

of a higher confirmatory or completion processes in the estimate of seen slant of an un textured 

surface. Moreover, the three experiments in this chapter have demonstrated that it is possible 

to systemat ical ly manipulate interaction between the di sparities at the pacmen and between 

the pacmen in stereops is. 

These findings support the argument that an intimate relationship ex ists between the 

SKS percepts and 2~D layout of image differences projected to the retina. The BIPASS model 

attempted to demonstrate mechanisms that underpin the percepts. It appears that another step 

is requ ired in the BIPASS model relating to confirmatory processing such as Object 

recognition (Grossberg) or smoothing constraints (Kellman and Shipley) that impact the 

precise trajectory of ill usory contours and disparity interpretation. Fig 6.28 summarises the 

modification of the SIPASS model . 

Image Registration 

Vergence Lock 

Image Comparison 

Surface Separation 

Surface Spreading 

t I 

Confirmatory Processing 

Fig 6.28. A revised BIPASS model of the SKS percepts 

For free fusers examples of the stimuli in question are provided in Fig 6.29. Crossed fusion of 

the L-M or M-R pairs will yield a SKD or SKS oriented in the vertical slant-axis. 
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Fig 6.29. Perception of slanted part modal I amodal Ka nizsa squa res a nd dia monds 

Finally, the phenomenological properties of these 3-D illusory percepts, particularly 

the diamond shapes, are quite remarkable. The SKDs look very stable. Yet they appear to 

litera lly pass through the projection plane (the page) when they are fused (see Fig 6.30). Note 

that the projection plane is the zero-disparity (or zero-crossing) point in terms of the sign of 

disparity. As such it demarcates modulation between a modal and amodallooking parts of the 

SKD. 

Surfacc sepamtion 
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Surface sc:p"nuion 
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Fig 6.30. Phen omenological properties of a stereoscopic Kanizsa d iamond 

The BIPASS model explains these remarkable percepts in terms of the quantitative separation 

of surface layers at specifiable contours. An important aspect of these percepts appears to be 

the image difference measures available across the two ret ina constraints upon image 
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comparison. Some kind of confinnatory processing such as a completion mechanism but 

includes integrat ion of disparity va lues (that may confl ict) appears to imp.1ct upon the 

perceived orien tat ion of separated surface layers in these configurations. 
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7. Surface separation in the absence of typical point disparities 

Summary: This chapter examines 3-D illusory SKS percepts fanned in the 

absence of conventional disparity. Two experiments used seen slant to explore 

the stereoscopic response to these stimuli. It is concluded that the percepts can 

be explained in the tenns of binocular image processing mechanisms 

underpinning surface separation and surface spreading. 

A case has been made that the stereoscopic response to the SKS is two fold. It involves 

response to conventional point-disparities at luminance contours and disparate subtense across 

large-sca le parts of the retinal images (such as pacmen and spaces between them). In natural 

vision, these two aspects of disparity are immutably related. That is because they are direct 

products of the projection oflight from objects in the world onto each retina - binocular 

parallax. The phenomenological properties of the SKS percepts appear to reflect the manner in 

which binocular vision processes those disparities; but in a highly unusual context. A BlPASS 

model has been proposed that identifies likely functional processes. 

Recall that the Surface Heuristic approach emphasises an inferential response (eg 

inverse ecological optics) triggered by particular local features (such as unpaired regions). On 

the other hand, the Fonn Computation approach emphasises integration ofphysicaUy 

uncorrelated luminance contours. Grossberg's view is that integrative connections bind 

together "end-cut" mechanisms creating to a visual entity as a neura l syncytium. 

Both of these approaches propose means by which the system overcomes the lack of 

retinal point-disparity in untextured stereograms. In contrast, the BIPASS model suggests that 

the perceived separation of surface layers in the SKS percepts is partly attributable to 

resolution of disparate subtense constrained by vergence locking. The percepts derived from 

stimuli presented in this chapter seem to strongly support that view. 

Experiments 5 and 6 examine evidence that inter-retinal differences in the SKS 

percepts need not include conventional retinal point disparity processing at all. Resolution of 

disparate subtense may be sufficient to generate surface separation. Surface separation in tum 

initiates surface spreading between depth and luminance referents such as adjacent pacmen. 
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7.1 Experiment 5 A Kanizsa square visible to stereopsis but with pacman 

mouths unpaired 

This section examines a SKS in which the mouths of inducing pacmen are unpaired. No 

retinal point-disparity exists in such half-images (in the conventional understanding of 

interocular correspondence). For convenience, tbe configuration will be termed the 

stereoscopic Kanizsa square-unpaired (SKS-U). The next section demonstrates the SKS-U 

percept. 

7.1.1 Phenomenology of a SKS-U percept 

In Fig 7. 1 an illusory surface is clearly visible (cross fuse L-M) despite the fact that the 

pacman mouths are unpaired". A set of four portholes is perceived (cross fuse M-R) in the 

reverse sign of disparity, that is, where the eye of origin of the pacman mouth is reversed. An 

amodal white square seems partly visible behind the depth plane of the pacmen - through 

portholes. The difference between percepts at the two signs of "disparity" has been termed 

perceptual asymmetry (after Anderson and lulesz, 1995). 

L M R 

-- -- ---- -- --
Fig 7.1. An Unpaired SKS 
In half-images L, M and R pacmen have been paired with a full black circle. Crossed fusion of 
L-M yields the percept ofa Kanizsa square standing forward of the projection plane. Crossed 
fusion of M-R yields the percept of an amodal square standing behind the four pac men which 
now appear as portholes. Uncrossed fusion will reverse these effects. The labels ABeD 
identify corresponding reg ions of a pacman-circle pair. 

The literature in this area is presently dominated by the idea that faced with uncertain 

images the system gets by on the learned rules of monocular occlusion. Subsequently, there 

has been particular interest in the detection of unpaired regions in untextured stereograms. 

12 These half-images were formed by drawing four black circles, then drawing a white square homogenous with 
its surrounds to partly obscure the circles in the typical Kanizsa configuration. Th is image was then repeated to 
generate the three image pairs. In half-image L, the right hand pair of circles has been brought forward to overlay 
the square so that only the left pair of circles have "mouths". In M, the same process was used to generate mouths 
only in the right hand pacmen. The same process was applied to R, a replica ofM. 
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7.1.2 Monocular occlusion zones and the SKS-U 

The percepts achieved when free fusing the half-images in Fig 7.1 are theoretically interesting. 

Not only do they represent stereopsis in the absence of point-disparity, they also break, or at 

least bend, ecological geometric rules of monocular occlusion zones (see Chapter 3 for a 

detailed rev iew). The significance of this, is that several theorists have based their argumenls 

upon the ecological validi ty of monocular features at partial occlusions. 

Howard and Rogers (1995) state four geometric principles of monocu lar occlusion 

zones; as they arise in natural vision. Figure 7.2, represents linear projection that typica lly 

creates monocular zones in stereopsis. The diagram depicts a near surface (SI) partly 

occluding a distant one (S2)' A monocular zone of magnitude $ occurs where a section of the 

distant surface is visible only to the right eye. 

Howard and Rogers's rules are as follows: 

I. The monocular regions in each eye are on the temporal s ide of the 
occluding surface S I. 

2. A monocular zone due to occlusion is more distant than the binocular 
object that creates it (surface S I). 

3. Eye movements affect the physical Slze of the monocular zone only 
s! ;ght!y. 

4. The angle of subtense of a monocular zone is inversely proportional to 
the distance of the occluded object. For a binocular object at a given 
distance, the angle $ increases with the distance between surfaces S I and 
S2 increases. 

, 
A-- ' -"'<Y, ,- / 

, 

Fig 7.2. Interposition and monocular occlusion 

Monocular 
Zone (41) 

52 

Surface SI here occludes S2 resulting in a monocular zone on S1. The points Pion the distant 
surface and P, on the near surface are visible to both eyes while P2 is visible only to the right eye. 
The result is a monocular zone of magnitude ¢I. Note that the BIPASS model emphasises that 
surface separation involved the edge of the surface layer PJ will correspond with point PI in the 
right eye and P2 in the left eye. This crossed disparity configuration is an analogue of the split
projection configuration where a near surface is separated from a distant layer where visual 
projections cross. 
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The rules that define the shape and size of monocular zones are a direct geometric 

function of perspective projection of light to the retina (binocular parallax). Monocular zones 

have often been seen as redundant to stereoscopic information processing, however, that 

account is under revision. Julesz's mOSI dislanl sur/ace rule is the class ic treatment of 

monocular features by previous computational approaches to stereopsis (see also Poggio and 

Poggio, 1984). Monocular features are more recen tly treated as particular cues to the presence 

of an occlusion relationship (Nakayama, 1996). 

The SKS-U in Fig 7.1 bends the first two rul es expressed by Howard and Rogers. In 

fusing the L-M pair, in Fig 7. 1, a monocular feature occurs on the nasal side of the perceived 

occluding edge - on the near surface layer. In fus ing M-R they are on the tempora l side (of the 

occluding feature). In fact monocular pacman mouth can represent either occluding, and/or 

occluded monocular zones. Further, the SKS-U bends ecological rules because there is of 

course an unpaired region at the arc of the black circle fused with the pacman. The percepts at 

both signs of disparity necessarily involve monocular regions assigned to both depth planes 

simultaneously. 

The SKS-U therefore seems to represent a problem for theories based on detection and 

response to monocular features as discrete primitives (see Nakayama. 1996 for example). 

Nakayama has claimed that the significance of monocular features for stereops is was 

dependent on the eye of origin. He argues that monocular features trigger particular binocular 

responses that invoke the perception of occlusion. Anderson and Nakayama ( 1994) developed 

a hypothetical binocular receptive field construct, capable of detecting the breakdown of 

correspondence at occ lusion in textured surfaces. Anderson and Julesz's also described 

decomposition of the half-images into matchable and unmatchable features, where 

unmatchable features yielded the perception an occluded surface layer. 

Even Grossberg's notion that binocular FIDOs fill-in unpaired regions using signals 

from near or far disparity pools also seems undennined by the SKS-U. This is because the 

unpaired Kanizsa square configuration has no actual disparities that define the presence of a 

near surface edge. There are no disparity pools from which to fill-in the "gaps" of the 

stereoscopic percept This means that the notion of allelotropia presented by Grossberg 

requires an alternative local mechanism to achieve surface separation . Here in lies the 

advantage of the BIPASS model. 
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The BIPASS mode l suggests that fesolution ofbinocu!ar differences in the size and 

shape of spaces between contours is integra! to the percept achieved when the SKS-U haIf

images are fused. Consider, for example, the two retinal images cast by linear perspective 

projection in Fig 7.2. The horizontal subtense (relative size) of the distant surface S2 in each 

image will be smaller in the left eye than the right. If the left eye's image of82 (S2L) equals 

$ S2L then the angle subtended by 82 in the right eye will equal $ S2L plus 41 S2R, (the 

subtense of the monocular zone). This is a purely geometric observation based on linear 

projection. Indeed it is plausible to pose another rule of monocular occlusion as follows: 

The magnitude of the difference in angle subtended by the distant surface (82) 

at each retina, is direct ly proportional to the distance of separation of the 

occluding (SI) and occluded surface (S2) (such disparity will also be 

minimally affected by eye movements). 

There are two possible resolutions of disparate subtense (in Fig 7.2). It is possible that 

the distant surface, 52, look slanted. This is unlikely: if the bounds ofS2 are unambiguously 

oriented, that is, they are not defined by contours horizontal to the line of sight (as in most 

natural edges); and/or, if the surfaces are textured (since each texture point potentially yields a 

local depth computation) . The second possibility is the that S2 is perceived to stand behind 

S I. In other words, by splitting the percept into two layers at, say, P3-P I-P2 the system 

achieves a single cyclopean view of surfaces separated in depth . 

7.1.3 Binocular Image Processing and the SKS-U 

The SKS percepts generally, are interesting because they appear to have revealed something 

of the nature of mechanistic binocular information processing beyond point-disparity 

computation. They demonstrate (J argue) how binocular image processing can achieve surface 

separation in the absence of disparity discontinuity. The SKS-U percepts in particu lar, are 

interesting because the perceived depth step appears to be underpinned by the resolution of 

disparate subtense in the absence of point-disparity computation. 

This experiment examined the stereoscopic processes involved by manipu lating the 

size of visible parts of the SKS-U pacmen relative to the black circle with which they are 

paired. This was done in a way that simulated 2-D layout of image differences cast by a partly 

occluding object. A simplified drawing of the binocular array of projections is described in 

Fig 7.3. The pacmen are partly occluded in one eye's view by drawing a white square (shaped 
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according LO the perspective model in Appendix then with disparity appl ied using Ogle's 

magnification fac tor). 
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Fig 7.3. 2-D layout of image differe nces in the SKS-U half-images 
This figure demonstrates the creation of SKS-U half-images using a square surface model to 
shape the pacmen. The configuration will reflect the 2-D layout of image differences views of 
a surface overlaying four circles at the distance of the projection plane. Subsequently, an 
image comparison process will yield substantial parity between the half-images. White 
disparity is in the form of disparate subtense indicated by the arrows. 

The reader may find it useful to keep the concept of 2-D layout of image differences in mind 

as the discussion next turns to a detailed BIPASS mode l of the SKS-U percepts (see Fig 7.4). 

A B/PASS model oJthe SKS-U percepts 

Figure 7.4a 1, describes the Image Registration and lmage Comparison components of the 

BIPASS model. The images projected at the monitor (projection plane) are shown. Each 

image contains two pacmen and two circles. Useful sites of these image pairs have been 

labe lled. A small monocular pacman mouth is present at BR in the right image and CL in the 

left (crossed fus ion). The projection diagram in Fig 7.4a I examines the image comparison 

process when vergence is locked. The thick black lines represent each eye's view of the half

images at the at the projection plane (monitor). 
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Vergence Lock and Image Comparison: Modal SKS-U percept 

Assuming that the arcs of the pacmen bounds are fused to yield single vision at points A, B, C 

and O. The greater part of the luminance contour bounding each pacman-circle is a non

disparate arc in each eye's view (ie. fused at fronto-parallel). Vergence angle, locked when 

these arcs are fused, will constrain the set of differences in subtense of large scale features of 

uniform luminance. There are few actual luminance contours. The figure outlines the manner 

in which these disparate features project onto the retina and the image measures achieved by 

alignment of the retinal coordinate matrices. Retinal parity between the images is extensive 

(equal subtense in each eye). For example, coordinate measures (O-C), (O-A), (B-A), (O-B), 

(A-C) and (C-B) will yield identical retinal measures. 

A region of overlap exists al each eye's view at of the pacman mouths C~ C (black in 

right eye and white in left) and at B~B (black in left eye and white in the right). This overlap 

yields a series of possible retinal difference measures, for example, CL-O, CL-B, CL-A etc will 

yield disparate subtense. The luminance overlap at CL_ C and BR_ B is therefore constrained 

within a sel of retinal parity and di sparity measures, that is, measures of magnitude of angles 

subtended at the retina. 

Surface separation and spreading: Modal SKS-U Percept 

Figure 7.4a II describes how the set of retinal measures relates to the percept achieved by 

fusing the half-images. The percept is a white square standing forward of the four pacmen. 

My argument here is that the 3-D illusory percept is achieved as the system resolves 

image differences at the retina by surface separation. The concept of surface separation is that 

the system splits (in functional terms) the percept into two layers at specifiable luminance 

contours (luminance steps) . The luminance steps in question correspond to Band BR and C 

and CL. These contours each demarcate a white-black luminance step. 

In surface separation, the black side of the luminance step (D_C and B_A) remains 

assigned to the projection plane s ince A, B, C,D are constrained by the uniform (non

disparate) curvature of the pacmen-circle pairing. However, the white side ofthe luminance 

step (regions C_CL and B_BR) are di sp laced to a near depth plane (to B' and C'). 

Displacement of the white surface layer achieves resolution of the disparate subtense across 

the pacmen (D_CL) - (D_C) and (A_BR) - (A_B) the non-disparate subtense between them. 
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Interestingly, surface separation invo lves a particular configuration of visual 

projections at B- BR-B' and C-CvC'. This configuration means that the white surface edge 

displaced to B' and C' represents the intersect ion of the line of sight of each eye through the 

luminance step. These cyclopean edges represent a Split-projection configuration of double 

fusion in each eye. Hence, the magnitude of separation of surface layers as described by the 

BIPASS model is predictable from the magnitude of the disparate subtense across the 

pacmen-circle pair. The next two experiments test that prospect using seen slant. 

The projection diagrams examine just one horizontal (epi-polar plane) of image 

differences. It should be noted that what is actually displaced onto a near disparity plane are 

the entire mouths of the pacmen. The surface spreading component of the process involves 

continuation of tile white surface layer between displaced sectors of the ret inal fields. The 

perception is that the entire whi te region partly bounded by these sectors is assigned to the 

near depth plane. Illusory contours bound the displaced white layer. So the modal illusory 

contours represent the spreading of a depth disp lacement between the mouths of the pacmen. 

The BIPASS model proposes that a very simi lar sequence of functional stereoscopic 

processes underpins the perception of an amodal SKS-U. This occurs when the relative 

direction of intrusion of the mouths ofthe pacmen is reversed, that is, when the eye of origin 

of the pacmen-circle pairs are reversed. Figure 7Ab demonstrates this process. 

Vergence Lock and Image Comparison: Amodal SKS-U percept (portholes) 

Once again, assume that the arc of the pacmen bounds are fused to yield single vision at A, B 

C and D as described in Fig 7 Ab L Figure 7 Ab I represents vergence locked at those poims. 

Th is yields a set of differences in subtense oflarge scale fea tures. These disparate featu res 

project onto the retina. Vergence lock achieves alignment of the retinal coordinate matrices, 

enabling image comparison. 

In Image Comparison, the pacman mouths project to Bt-B (black in left eye and white 

in right) and CR_C (black in right eye and white in the left). Luminance at CI.....C and B~B is 

constrained within a set of retinal po int-parity and disparate binocular subtense at the two 

retinae. 

Surface separation and spreading: Amodal SKS-U Percept (portholes) 

The BIPASS model suggests that the 3-D illusory percept (an amodal SKS-U) is achieved as 

the system resolves image differences at the retina by surface separation and this results in 
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surface spreading at the depth plane of the pacman arcs (the projection plane). Surface 

separation splits the percept into two layers at specifiable luminance contours (luminance 

steps). 

Figure 7.4a II once again describes how the set of retinal measures relates to the 

amodal SKS-U percept (that looks like portholes) achieved from fusion of the half-images 

(according the BIPASS model). The projection diagram is used to describe the percept. White 

comer segments (a white amodal square) stand behind the portholes. The point of this 

projection diagram is to outline how the 3-D percept is related to fi l the binocular projection 

geometry subtended at the retinae. 

Perceptual asymmetry arises because the system spl ils the percept into two layers at 

the arc of the pacmen-circle pairs (porthole percept) rather than atlhe pacman mouths (modal 

percept). In the projection diagram, the luminance steps in question in this case correspond to 

A, B, C and O. These contours each demarcate a white-black luminance step. 

First consider surface separation at the mouth of the pacman. The mouths of the 

pacmen C_CR and B_BR are displaced to a distant depth plane. Regions of disparate subtense 

across the pacmen-circle pairs are also assigned to the distant depth plane. 

In su rface separation at the porthole bounds, the white side of the luminance step (D_C 

and B_A) remains assigned to the projection plane since A, B, C,D are constrained by the 

unifonn (non-disparate) curvature of the pacmen-circle pairing. However, the black side of the 

luminance step within the entire arc of the pacmen is displaced to the di splaced to a distant 

depth plane. Displacement of the black surface layer achieves resolution of the disparate 

subtense across the pacmen (D_C) - (O_CR) and (A_B) - (A_Bl). There are no illusory 

contours generated at these portholes since the unpaired black circle contour, in each pacman

circle pair stands on the projection plane (or ralher, the percept is split along this contour). 

Surface separation involves the Panum analogue at B-B'R-B'l and C-CL' -C' R (at the 

pacmen mouths). The same configuration occurs at A-A 'R-A 'L and D-DL' -D' R. This 

configuration means that a white near surface edge (porthole) at A, B, C and 0 bounds the 

displaced region within the porthole at the intersection of the line of sight of each eye onto the 

disp laced surface. Once again these cyclopean edges represent a split-projection configuration. 

In sum, the magnitude ofseparalion of surface layers as described by the BLPASS model is 

predictable from the magnitude of the disparate subtense across the pacmen-circle pairs. 
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" Fig 7.4. Binocular IlIlage Processing underpinning the SKS-U percepts 
This figure outl ines a BIPASS model of stereopsis that may underpin the SKS-U percepts. In 7.4al, Image 
Registration, and Vergence Lock are achieved in aligning the arc of the pacmen.circle pairs. Vergence 
Lock aligns the retinal coordinate matrices (whose origin are the optic centres). Image Comparison will 
return retinal parity at ABCD but no traditional point-disparity. II will however return disparate subtense 
across the pacmen-circle pairs (A_Bdlen - A_B)""" and (D_CRMsln - (D_C) .. n ; and between the pairs at 
(C_BUl<fI - (C_B)..", and (B_C~, - (B_C) .. fI. In 7.4all, surface separation and spreading are shown. 
The system separates surface layers at C" and B', the edges ofa near while surface standing forward of the 
pacmen. T he layer must spread across the space between the pacmen·circle pairs. In Fig, 7.4bl and II , the 
sequence is precisely the same. However, the system separates surface layers at the ABC and D, that is, 
the bounds of the pacmen·circle pairs. This yields the percept of set of portholes through which is seen an 
amodal square shupe. Hence the percepts ,Ichieved are in a very real sense a resolution of disparate 
subtense measures. 
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Note that the projection diagrams examine just one horizontal (epi-polar plane) of 

image differences. Surface separation displaces the ent ire field bounded by the black circles to 

a distant depth plane in the porthole percept. The surface spreading component of the BIPASS 

model, at this sign of disparity, involves spreading of the white surface layer between from the 

bounds of the portholes. 

Measures 

10 previous experiments, it has been demonstrated that disparate shaped pacmen set into a 

Kanizsa square configuration induced stereoscopic slant in an illusory surface when the half

images were fused. Tn thi s experiment we addressed the question as to whether or not the 

same effect wou ld be evident in the SKS-U by manipulating subtense across the pacmen

circle pairs. It was predicted that surface spreading would arise between these separated 

surface layers. A very simple direct test of this prospect was designed. 

Figure 7.5 shows the manipulations carried out in Experiment 5. These diagrams (Fig 

7.5a, b and c), show the two half-images aligned in the way that binocular fus ion must align 

the luminance boundaries - so that the position of the unpaired pacman mouths is constrained. 

Each fused pacman has been labelled A, B, C or D. 

In Fig 7.5a the unpaired mouths are presented in the left eye's view of pacmen A and 

B, that is, LI and L2. The right eye's view of A and B are full circles.. The unpai red mouths RI 

ad R2 are in the right eye's image of pac men C and D. Here the left view ofC and 0 are full 

circles. The hypOlhesis was lhallhis configuration (as in Fig 7. 1) would induce no seen slant. 

Figure 7.5b shows the arrangement predicted to induce seen slant in the vertical slant

ax is. The unpaired mouths of the pacmen are positioned in the right eye's half-image of A,B,e 

and 0 at R io R:2. R3 and~. In that case the left eye's view of A,B,C and 0 is of full circles. 

With crossed fusion of this configuration, it is predicted that A and B produce point disparity 

surface separation that sees assignment of the unpaired pacmen mouths to a ear surface plane. 

At C and D, a porthole will be invoked as the sectors R2 and R3 are assigned to a dislant depth 

plane behind the depth plane off the pacmen. The hypothesis was that this configurat ion 

would yield seen slant in the vertical slant·axis. 

Finally, in Fig 7.5e, the unpaired pacman mouths were introduced at A and 0 in the 

left eye's half-image (ll and l 2)' The left eye's view ofB and C was of full circles. Mouths 
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were positioned in the right eye's view of C and D, that is, at Rl and R2. The right eye's view 

of A and 0 was of full circles. The hypothesis was that this configurat ion would yield seen 

slant in the horizontal slant·axis. 

a. Franta-parallel b. Vertica l slant-axis c. Horizontal slant·axis 

Fig 7.5. Half-images underpinni ng an SKS-U 
These figures show the position of unpaired pacmen mouths once lhe motor component of 
stereopsis led to fusion of the luminance boundaries to produce the circles or pacmen labelled 
A,B,C, D. [n (a) the left pair of pac men (A and B) in the right eye and right pair of pac men in 
the left eye's view (C and D) have "mouths" (at L!, L1, R t and R1) . This predicts a Kanizsa 
square standing forward or behind the pacmen depending on the sign of binocular fusion. Seen 
slant of the surface induced should be zero. [n (b) all pacmen in the right eye's half-image 
(A,B,C and D) have mouths (at Rl> R2, R) and R~). This predicts seen slant in the vertical 
slant-axis. In (c), diagonally opposite pacmen in each eye's half image as shown (at Lh L1, R! 
and R~). 

This experiment therefore tested the general hypothesis that manipulating the eye in which 

pacmen, that is, circles with mouths, were presented would generate predictable stereoscopic 

rotation of a separated surface layer. 

7.1.4 Method 

Subjects 

Ten participants were drawn fram the pool of volunteers . They were subjected to precisely 

the same practice sessions and were screened for normal stereo-acuity as before. 

Stereograms 

Half-images were presented at the centre of the monitor, at eye-level in the mid-sagittal plane. 

Each half-image consisted of a set of four black circles subtending 3° in diameter (at 750nun 

viewing distance). The circles were positioned so that a square drawn through their centres 

would subtend 7° degrees. Pacmen were created by drawing a square, equiluminant with the 
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background, so that it just touched the boundary of the c ircles but did not obscure tbem. The 

square symmetrically intersected the arc of the c ircles (equal all sides). 

Mouths of the pacmen were geometrical ly created according to the monocular 

transfonnations of a rotated square shape as described in Appendix A. Disparity appropriate 

to stereoscopic rotation was then introduced by app lying \IS Ogle's M to the overlayed square, 

symmetrically and in opposite signs (see Fig 7.5). The circles were then stood forward or 

behind this square to create a pacman in the appropriate eye's half-image. A magnification of 

this overlayed square was introduced. The magnification was appropriate to a stereoscopic 

rotat ion of about 40° in both s lant-axes was applied by manipulating the image pairs as shown 

in Fig 7.6. 

•• 0, ' • _ • _ " ... OOted .. "" 

• .~", .. "tMcilcl" 

. ~-••.• 
~ ! ~ . ---' •• --. 

a. Vertical slant-axis b. Horizontal slant·axis 

Fig 7.6. Crea ting inter-retinal differences in SKS-U half· images 
The half·images used 10 test the SKS-U were constructed from the same basic image. In (a) a 
set of four black circles was drawn then a white square was drawn between those circles. To 
generate slant in the vertical slant-axis the left and right half-images were then created by 
magnifying one eye's view of the square horizontally. In (b) images were constructed by 
magnifying both of the overlain while squares (in the left and right views). Then diagonally 
opposite circles were then stood forward of the square as shown. 
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Image pairs were presented on alternate frames at a rate of about 200 frames per 

second. Through the shutter goggles, background luminance was 0.7 cd m"l with the black 

pacmen 0.09cd m"2. 

Design and procedure 

This study used a one way (lx3) repeated measures design to explore the effects of 

manipulation of the pacmen upon seen slant in the unpaired Kanizsa square. The des ign 

compared the effects of theoretical rotation (zeroo rotation, 40° in the vert ical slant-axis and 

40° in the horizontal slant-axis). Ten complete repet itions ofthis design were used, making 30 

trials per subject in al\. Details of the procedure were as described in section 4.5. 

7.1.5 Results and discussion 

A one-way (1 x3) analysis of variance was used to examine the effect of manipulation of 

mouths of the pacmen (zero, 40° in the vertical slant-axis, 40° in the horizonta l slant-axis) 

upon seen slant. The effect was found to be significant F(9.2) = 14147.82, P < 0.001. 

Results were pooled across the repetitions. 

A slant underestimation of approximately 10 degrees was evident for both axes. 

Figure 7.7 compares the means for the effect. The difference between the slant-axes was 

within standard error. 
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Fig 7.7. The impact of theoretical rotation upon seen slant in a SKS-U 
This figure plots mean slant estimates for three levels of theoretical rotation in the 
SKS-U with standard error bars shown. 

Results support the hypothesis that manipulation of the eye in which a monocular 

feature arose would impact predictably upon seen slant. All three specific hypotheses were 

supported. This is a remarkable finding since there is no disparity in the traditional sense in 

the half images presented. Separation of a surface plane can be associated with the 

disp lacement in depth of monocu lar mouths of pacmen in an unpaired Kanizsa square 

configuration. Further, the orientation of the surface layer separated from the depth of the 

pacmen appears to be governed by disparate subtense inter-retinal magnitudes on the space 

between the pacmen. 

The eye of origin of unpaired features in untextured stereograms has been seen as a 

crucial cue to the perceptual organisation of un textured stereograms (Nakayama, 1996). The 

findings here concur. The difference in theoretical development though is what separates these 

find ings from Nakayama's. The BIPASS model is the argument that monocular features are 

resolved not because oftbeir eye of origin, but because the eye of origin is a function of the 

disparate subtense geometric relationships in binocular array. Moreover, sector corresponding 

to the pacman mouths of the black circles is also "monocular". In other words, I argue that 

Nakayama's emphasis of the eye of origin of unpaired features is only a partial description of 

the processes involved. Nakayama ignores the disparate binocular subtense that is 

concomitant to the presence of unpaired features. 
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The percepts generated by fusing the SKS-U were seen as part modal and part amodal 

slanted figure. Figure 7.8 depicts a se lection of ha lf-images used in Experiment 5 - for free 

fusers u· 

L M R 

• • • • • • • • • • • • a 

• • • • • • • • • • • • b 

• • • • • • • • • • • • c 

Figure 7.8. Orientation In a n SKS-U 
In (a) crossed fusion of pairs L-M yields a Kanizsa square sl3nding forwa rd of Ihe pncmen 
standing on a dis tant surface plane. Fusion of M-R sees Ihc Kanizsa square standing behind 
the pacmen. When Ihe unpaired pacmen mouths are evident, appropriately contrived (see Fig 
7.3) the percept generated is one of a part modal- part amodal form slanting through the 
projection plane. Crossed fusion of L-M in (b) sees a form slanted in the vertical slant-axis. 
with the right edge standing forward and the left edge sltlOding behind the pacmen. Finally. 
crossed fusion of the t-M pair in (c) sees a part modal - part amodal fonn oriented in the 
horizontal slant-axis. The bottom edge stands forwa rd and the top edge is seen through 
portholes. Fusing M-R sees this relationship reversed t •• 

7.2 Experiment 6 Stereoscopic rotation of th e unpaired Kanizsa square 

A second study was conducted to ascertain whether the magnitude of surface separation was 

quantifiable and predictable from the disparate subtense separating pacmen. In the absence of 

point disparities, the assignment of a surface layer to depth may involve resolution of 

disparate subtense in the 2-D layout of image difTerences. Figure 7.9 shows the Sf PASS 

model for the SKS-U stimuli. The perception of a part-modal part-amodal fonn, slanted in the 

I) Note that the lexture of the age seems to disrupt the continuity of Ihese forms compared to Ihe experimental 
stimuli. 
I' Uncrossed fusion of these pairs wil l precisely reverse these percepts. 
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vertical slant-axis is predicted by separation of surface layers to create a triangu lar pattern of 

visual projections at the near surface edge, At the other end of the plane separalion of surface 

layers happens at the pacman arc. In these projection drawings, the diameter of the 

corresponding pacmen and circles has been scaled so that in (a) the magnitude of seen slant is 

greater than in (b), 
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fi g 1.9. Man ipulating seen slan t in the SKS-U 

In (a), fusion of an SKS-U is shown. Both sets of block lines represent the fusion of a circle (left eye) and a 
pacman (right eye), The grey line represents a part modnl ! part amodal illusory fonn slanted in the vertical slant
ox;s, The near surface layer separated from the pacmen spreads toward the projection plane at about If. The 
dis tant edge at F' is seen through a porthole. 

Separation of surface layers in (a) occurs at a triangular occlusion configuration which leaves the BLC 
visible to the left eye, C' represents the edge of the near surface layer. This arrangement of surface layers 
resolves the disparate magnitude D_BR . D_C. Adjacent to the con figuration yielding the near surface layer a 
porthole occurs between F and G. This means that F and G represent the apices of triangular con figurations 
where the near opaque surface is separated from lhe indetenninate black porthole, F' therefore is assigned to 

depth in a way that resolves the disparate subtense F_G (left eye) and EIl..G (left eye). Disparity in the space 
between the pacmen, that is, BILER (right eye) - C_F (left eye) predicts the orientation ofC'_F' an illusory fonn 
that is modal above the projection plane and amodal behind it. 

In (b) precisely the same configurations arise, With the magnitude of the differences between D_C -
D_BR and F_G - ER _G reduced by reducing the scale orthe pacmen diameters. This manipulation predicts a 
lesser degree of orientation at C'_F' . 
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Measures 

Experiment 6 manipulated the relative differences in subtense between the pacmen in the 

SKS-U to generate disparate subtense inter-retinal differences that predicted seen slant in a 

part modal ! part amoda l illusory form. Th is was achieved by maintaining the magnitude of 

the white square overl aying the pacmen but sca ling the diameters of the pacmen. The 

hypothes is was that seen slant of about 20, 3D, and 40 degrees about each axis could be 

achieved by precisely scaling the pacmen. 

7.2.1 Method 

Subjecrs 

Ten participants were drawn from the pool of volunteers. They were subjected to the same 

practice sess ions and screening as before. 

Srereograms 

Half-images were presented at the centre ohhe monitor, at eye-leve l in the mid-sagittal plane. 

Each half-image consisted of a sel of four black circles sublend ing 3° in diameter (at 750mm 

viewing distance). The circles were posit ioned so that a square drawn through their centres 

would subtend 7° degrees. Pacmen were created by drawing a square, equi luminant with the 

background, so that it just touched the boundary of the circles but did not partly obscure them. 

The square symmetrically aligned the arc of the circles (equal all sides). 

Mouths of the pacmen were geometrically created by transformation of the diameter of 

the circles by scaling them symmetrically in proportions that equated to +!- !Il Ogle's M to 

each eye's view. Finally, the appropriate circles were stood behind the overlain square (see 

Fig 7.9). 
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Fig 7.9. Paueros of disparity interocular differences in a n u npaired-SKS 
Fig 7.90 shows one holf·;muge supponing venical slant-axis. Disparity appropriate 10 venical 
slant-axis was applied by increasing the magnitude of Ihe Kanizsa square (al) in one eye 
relative to the other. This obviously changes the rchllive magnitudes of the moulhs of the 
pacmen (al) and (al). Standing disparity was then manipulated by constraining (al) while 
shifting the illusory figure in one eye relaiive to the other. This alters the relative magnitude of 
(a~) and (a!l in each eye. Fig (b) shows the horizontal differences applicable to horizontal 
slant-axis. To manipulate rotation, disparate shear () .. ) was applied in eye while consn-aining 
(al)' Then standing disparity was introduced by again constraining (al) while shifting the 
illusory figure in one eye relative to the other so adjusting the relative magnitudes of(a~) and 
(av in each cyc. 

Image pairs were presented on alternate frames at a rate of about 200 frames per 

second. Through the shutler goggles, background luminance was 0.7 cd m·2 with the black 

pacmen 0.09cd m·2• 

Design and procedure 

This study used a fully crossed, two-way (3x2) repeated measures design to explore the effects 

of manipulation of the diameters pacmen (or circles), to simulate theoretical rotation and axis 

of slant respectively, on seen slant of an SKS-U. The design examined the effect of 

theoretical rotation (20, 30 and 40°) and slant-axis (horizontal, vertical). Six complete 

repetitions ofthis design were used, making 36 trials per subject in all. Details of the 

procedure were as described in section 4.5. 

7.3.2 Results and discussion 

A two-way (3x2) repeated measures analysis of variance was used to exp lore the effects of 

theoretical rotation (20, 30, 40°) and s lant-ax is (horizontal/vertical) on seen slant in the SKS-
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U. Results were averaged across tria ls prior to analysis. 

Seen slant varied predictably with theoretical rOlation, as shown in Fig 7.10, and that 

effect was significant: F(2,9) = 259.908, P < 0.00 1. A typical sian! underestimation of about 5° 

was establ ished. There was no evidence of slant-axis anisotropy in these data. The difference 

between the disparate subtense means for slanl-ax.is manipulation was not-significant F (1.9) = 

0.148, P > 0.8. This is not surprising since there could be no asymmetry between the point 

disparity and disparate subtense in the manifestation of 2-D layout of image differences III 

!.hese configurations (because there was no point-disparity). 

40 

35 

" • 30 
• • 25 m • e. 20 < 
" 15 '" c • 10 • '" 5 

0 
20 30 40 

Theoretica l Rotation 

Fig. 7.10. T he effect of theoretical rOlation upon seen sla nt in the SKS-U 
This figure graphs mean slant estimates for three levels of theoretical rotation in the SKS-U 
configuration where theoretical rotation was achieved by manipulating the diameter of 
pacmen. 

These findings and the earlier demonstrations suggest that the system is able to access 

interocular difference information in a way that is very much more abstract !.han conventional 

point-matching. That is not to say that retinal correspondence is redundant in the untextured 

stereograms. The important stereoscopic aspects appear to be: 

1. vergence lock at corresponding pacman I circ le boundaries 

2. separation of surface planes where a monocular displacement was generated 

3. reso lution of disparate binocular subtense in assigning surfaces to depth planes 
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4. spreading of the near surface layer 

An approximationu of the stimuli presented in Ex periment 6 is given in Fig 7. 11 fo r free 

fuse rs. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • , 

• • • • • • • • • • • • b 

• • • • • • • • • • • • , 

• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 

d • • • • • • • • • • • • , 

• • • • • • • • • • • • g 

Fig 7. 11 . Seen slant in an S KS-U 
Crossed fusion of the L-M or M-R pairs in (a to c) yield the percept of a part-modal fonn 
oriented to slant in the vertical axis. Seen slant increases from (a) \0 (c). The increase in s lant, 
as shown in Experiment 6 is due to scaling the diameter of the circles used to construct the 
pairs. The same applies to pairs (d through g), but orientation is in the horizonlal slant-axis . 

., The stimuli here posses only an approximation of the differences applied in the experiment. They have been 
created to demonstrate the relative nature of the effects only. 
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In summary, at least in the context of the SKS-U percepts, monocular features can contribute 

to stereopsis and can occur as either occluded or occluding features in separation of surface 

planes. The evidence is that it is not the processing of the monocular features per se that is 

important, but the processing of disparate binocular subtense. This should not be taken to 

suggest that images created using unpaired features generate stereopsis in the same manner as 

point-disparity computation. The cruc ial factor that these stimuli indicate about stereopsis is 

that the concept of retinal disparity needs to be broadened. 

This is of course the argument of Nakayama and Shimojo and Anderson and Julesz. I 

argue however, that resolution of disparate subtense across the image pairs partly defines the 

system's response to monocular zones - not inference. Gillam, Blackburn and Nakayama, 

(1999) have recently shown that slant is experienced when black panels in which one eye 

views an unpaired whi le line. It appears that the degree of slant observed is similarly related to 

subtense separating the ends of the panel pairs. 

An example of the capacity of stereopsis to achieve a 3-D percept by surface 

separation (in resolving the 2-D layout of image differences) is shown in Fig 7.12. The half

images contain disparate subtense in ob lique axes that is putatively resolved by surface 

separation. The perception is of a surface plane oriented in oblique slant-axes. For example, 

in Fig 7.2 the modal and amodal versions of the SKS-U can be rotated through about 45° 

about the z plane, and sti ll be readily fused to generate a strong sense of surface separation. 

This suggests that the system may not be constrained by epi-polar lines in the same manner as 

described for retinal point matching (see for example Howard and Rogers, 1995; Anderson 

and Julesz, 1995). 

In figure 7.12a, fusion of half-images comprising unpaired pacman mouths that are 

oblique ly adjacent in the cyc lopean percept generates complete 3-D illusory percepts. By 

manipulating the disparate subtense in these ha lf-images subtense percepts in which surfaces 

stand forward of the pacmen (cross fuse L-M), or behind them (cross fuse M-R), can be 

perceived. 

Further, fusion of the pairs 7.12b (monocularly adjacent) and 7 .12c (diagonally 

adjacent) demonstrate that it is poss ible to generate percepts of oblique ly orientated part 

modal I amodal surfaces using the SKS-U configuration. Quite stable 3-D, slanted percepts 

arise. 
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Stereopsis is usually thought of as a mechanism that compares horizontal differences 

in the position of matchable pairs of texture points. The stereograms in Fig 7.12 have no 

matchable disparate texture-points where the surfaces separate, and the image differences 

present are not, it seems horizontal al all. Indeed Anderson claims that vertical disparity is a 

cue to surface separation. However, the rotation of the illusory figures suggests that it is the 

resolution of disparate subtense not an not inferent ial response to vertical disparity that is the 

important issue. 

Nonetheless, there is undoubtedly some instability in these figures. It is not clear 

whether this is rivalry per se or the perceprual fading of the illusory contours. Some almost 

vertica l image differences in these configurations that appear to be Quite stable. It is hoped 

that future research into these kinds of non-epipolar patterns of disparate subtense wi ll enable 

a more detai led account of binocular image processing that the description posed in this thesis. 
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L M R 

(.) 

(b) 

(0) 

Fig 7.12. OrientAtion of lin SKS-U in oblique slant-axes 
Fusion of these figures yields a percept equivalent to the pattems of occlusion resolved by surface 
separation. These percepts suggest that though venical disparity may be an imponant local aspect of 
panial occlusion, the resolution of disparate subtense in oblique directions relative to the line of site 
dramatically impacts perceived orientation of perceived surface layers. My argument is that disparate 
subtense across lilrge scale spaces between pacmen may be the crucial factor - not venical dispari ty as a 
special cue per .re. 

In conclusion two qu ite simple experiments In th is chapter tested the prediction of the 

"Sf PASS model" thallhe depth ass igned to surface layers separated in fusing the SKS-U half-
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Images was predictable from the magni tude of disparate subtense across the pacman-circle 

pairs. This suggests strongly that stereoscopic mechanisms are fundamenta lly involved in 

generation of these 3-D SKS-U percepts. It is likely Ihat such mechanisms may be common to 

many other stereograms yielding the 3-D illusory percepts. The next chapter assesses the 

Ehrenstein grid figu re in tenns of binocular image processing. 
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8. Contrast spreading in a stereoscopic Ehrenstein square 

S ummary: This chapter examines C011fraSl spreading in a stereoscopic Ehrenstein 
square (SES). The chapter firstly describes the SES percepts and olltlines the 
Surface Heuristic and Form computation approaches to explaining the 
phenomena. The possibility that the SES percepts might be related to binocular 
image processing similar fhe SKS percepts is explored. Three experiments are 
presemed concerning seen slant, ambiguotls disparity and completion-type 
mechanisms. Results suggest that contrast spreading in stereopsis is indeed 
related fa the SKS percepts. In particular. the manner by which the system 
resolves an extensive structure of 2-D image differences (in image pair!,) seems to 
be very similar. 

8.1 Stereopsis and contrast spreading 

8.1. 1 A Stereoscopic Ehrenstein Square 

Contrast spreading is reported when observers fuse image-pairs constructed from an 

Ehrenstein Grid with a grey cross at the centre (see for example Nakayama, Si lverman and 

Shimojo, 1998). For convenience the stimuli will be called the stereoscopic Ehrenste in square 

(SES). Each SES half-image is composed of four black panels. A cross that has intermediate 

luminance is drawn between the squares. Disparity is introduced by changing the position of 

the central cross in each eye relative to the pos ition of the black panels. Figure 8.1 presents 

image pairs appropriate to crossed and uncrossed disparities. Parts of the half images have 

been labelled in Fig 8.1 b to help describe the 3-D percepl l6' 

When the half images L-M are cross-fused (Fig 8.1 a) there is the impression that a thin 

transparent grey surface or film stands forward of the black panelsl7 (this phenomenology is 

well documented, see for example Grossberg, 1994). Observers report illusory contrast 

spreading where the grey surface crosses the comers of the black panels between A to E, F to 

C and; D to H, G to B (in Fig 8. 1 b). The grey layer has a roughly oblong shape. 

16 This has been done because the letter labels can themselves impact upon organisation of surface layers. 
17 These half-images were created by drawing four black panels 1,2,3 and 4. A grey square was drawn to overlay 
the black panels. The center of the grey square was positioned in the middle of the set of four black panels. The 
grey square was then stood behind the black panels. This configuration was copied and re-drawn to create L, M 
and N. Disparity was then applied by shifting the grey square in half-image M to the right about 4mm. Pairs L 
and R are identical. 
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L 

crossed 

Fig 8.1. Stereoscopic contrast-spreading 

b 

M 

a 

•• •• c uncrossed 

R 

In (a), crossed fusion of L-M yields the percept of a transparent grey figure standing forward 
of opaq ue black panel s. Fig (b) is the same stimulus but has been labelled to he lp explain the 
3-D illusory percept. In fusion of the L-M pair illusory contrast spreading occurs across the 
comers of the squares at FC, DH , GB and AE. Crossed fusion of M-R will see a similarly 
shaped object (amodal closure) standing behind opaque black panels. The 3-D percepts are 
summarised in fig (c). In the crossed disparity case (lhe L-M pairs) "modal" contrast spreading 
appears to complete a roughly square shape (represented by the grey line). In uncrossed 
disparity, the white and black parts of the image are opaq ue. The grey cross now stands behind 
the black panels and gives the impress ion of an amodal "squarish" shape. 

A sketch of the established 3-D illusory percept is included in Fig 8. 1 c. Contrast 

spreading describes the perception of illusory change in contrast that seems to involve 

completion of an interposed grey layer as it cuts across the comers of the black panels. 

Crossed fusion of pair M-R, (in Fig. 8. la) yields the impress ion that an opaque grey 

figure stands behind the depth plane of the black panels. Disparities are reversed" . No contrast 

spread ing is perceived. Also, the white area between the black panels looks transparent and 

" Reverse disparity (pa ir M-R) is simply produced by shifting the grey square that stands behind the black panels 
in the opposite di rec tion. 
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not like a surface layer. The cross now looks like an opaque plane partly obscured by black 

panels (sketched in Fig 8.1 d). 

At both signs of disparity the whole cross is stood forward or behind the black panels. 

The perceptual difference experienced by observers (fusing the two signs of disparity) cannot 

be explained just by assignment of "near" or "distant" depth values to particular contours. 

There is a change in the quality of the grey layer between the two signs of disparity. Point

disparity occurs at the contours A _Band C _D in the SES half images. Mechanisms that cause 

surface spreading in the SES appear to be switched on or off depending on the sign of 

disparity at just two contours. 

8.1.2 Recent accounts of stereoscopic contrast spreading 

The Ehrenstein figures presented in this chapter stem from an effect ca lled Neon Colollr 

Spre(lding first demonstrated by van Tuijl (1975). Stimuli inducing 2-D Neon Colour 

Spreading were refined by Redies and Spillman (1981) who showed that when a red cross was 

inserted in the centre of an Ehrenstein grid the red colour spread into the region bounded by 

illusory contours (see Chapter 2 for a review). The spreading effect is common to achromatic 

versions of the stimuli (Anderson, 1997). 

A Surface Heuristic account (Anderson and lulesz. 1995; Anderson, 1997; Nakayama, 

Shimojo and Ramachandran. 1989; Nakayama, J 996) has argued that the transparency 

perceived is due to contrast ordering and detection of monocular features. Contrast ordering is 

the sequence of change in contrast along contours separating white, black and grey regions. 

Mertelli (1974) defined the relationship between luminance order and transparency, 

explaining that that to appear transparent, a surface must have intennediate luminance. This is 

the case in the contrast-spreading stimulus in Fig 8.1. 

Anderson (1997) suggests that luminance order along the black-whi te and black-grey 

contours (say at A, square I in Fig 8.1) facilitates scission of a particular intermediate contrast 

region into two causal layers. He argues that when two contours are aligned, a change in 

contrast that does not disrupt contrast polarity can result in the lower contrast region being 

decomposed into two separate layers. Hence, transparency results when two surface layers can 

represent a change in contrast along aligned contours. A shift in contrast polarity means a 

shift from high contrast to low contrast, or vice versa. 

Watanabe and Sato ( 1989); Watanabe, Take ichi and Shimojo (1990); Watanabe and 

Shimojo (1990); Watanabe (1995) have argued that these remarkable contrast spreading 
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effects are due to the parallel operation of Grossberg's (1987) Boundary and Feature Contour 

mechanisms, but in the stereoscopic domain. This is a Form Computat ion account. 

Grossberg's explanation has been that contrast spreading is an emergent output of the 

image segmentation process he describes in FACADE theory. The Boundary Contour System 

integrates vertical and horizontal end-cuts at the vertical and horizontal extents of the grey 

cross (End-cuts are the ou tput of hyper complex receptive fields). Integration of these end-cut 

signals creates a rounded pre-visual boundary that uni tes disparity signals. The Feature 

Contour System's binocular FIDOs then fill the area wi thin the boundary contour from a zero

disparity pool. In addit ion, contrast spreading is the output of the filling-in domains. Figure 

8.2 illustrates this proceSSl9. 

o 
q~/ 

End-Cuts 

O -ODD 
qtJ qo 

BCS Boundary FCS Filling-In 

Fig 8.2. Grossberg's FACADE theor y of contrast spreadi ng 
In Grossberg's view, the contrast spreading percept is the result of a sequence of end-cut, 
Boundary integration by the BCS and finally, filling in by the FCS's binocular FlDO. 

Grossberg's (1994) explanation ofthe reversed disparity sign percept, where no 

contrast spreading occurs, is that black square boundaries inhibit the filling-in process but not 

the integrative BCS mechanisms. However, Anderson has shown that stereoscopic contrast 

spreading can occur in configurations where it appears unlikely that the percept is caused by 

integration of form per se. Anderson's "I-Junction" demonstrations have estab lished that 

integrative perceptual mechanisms like Grossberg's BCS are not necessary conditions for the 

induction of illusory contours and contrast spreading in stereopsis. 

8.1.3 Stereoscopic T-Junctions in the SES: A surface heuristic 

T-Junctions are seen as a particularly important surface heuristiclO (Anderson and Julesz, 

1995; Nakayama and Shimojo, 1992; and Anderson. 1997). T-Junctions are highlighted in Fig 

8.3. The label "T" describes the three-way junction ofluminance values white, black and grey. 

The stem of the T-jtmClion (T-stem) is the contour that bounds white and grey. The top of the 

19 This figure was shown earlier in Chapter 3. 
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T-junction (T-top) is made up of the white-black and grey-black edge of the black square (say, 

square I). 

In the SES half-images, there is a change in contrast along the contour defining the T

top (h ighlighted in Fig 8.3a). Anderson's argument about the separat ion of surface layers 

along the T -top is this: 

When two aligned contours undergo a discont inuous change in the magnitude 

of contrast [along the T-top}, but preserve contrast polarity, the lower contrast 

region is decomposed into two causa l layers (Anderson, 1997. p2). 

Anderson's concept essentially comes from Mertelli's (1974) slllface scission. 

Anderson argues that stereopsis enhances and amplifies surface scission. His view is that the 

part played by stereopsis is disambiguation of occlusion geometry, for example, decomposing 

the half-images into matchable and non-matchable features. Unmatchable features s ignal 

partial occlusion (in the manner of an a priori heuristic). The system separates the percept into 

two causal layers attaching surface quality /0 contours. 

In a traditional account of stereopsis the SES percepts are under-determined by local 

point-di sparities. Nevertheless there has been no detailed analysis of image difference 

information available in the SES stereograms or the manner in which the 3-D illusory percepts 

are related to inter-retinal differences that do exist. This chapter attempts to do so. 

8.1.4 Binocular image processing and the SES percepts: Crossed disparity 

This section examines the 2-D layout ofluminance contours making up SES half-images. It 

describes how binocular image processing might be re lated to perceptual asymmetry in the 

SES percepts. 

It is probably not controvers ial that SES half-images register at each retina and 

vergence angle is locked by coordinated eye movements. This aligns coord inate matrices 

enab ling the system to exploit inter-retinal parity and disparity to achieve a single cyclopean 

percept. Comparison of the (wo images between coordinate matrices will return point

disparities and disparate sublense. Indeed, in untextured stereograms, the two are immutable. 

It is not possible to generate point-disparity without creating a reciprocal disparate subtense. 

Layout of disparity in S£S ha(fimages 

20 Note that this is my tenn - nOl lhe authors'. It is a som~thing ofa simplification of their idea. 
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The layout of 2·D image differences can be systematically described by mapping one half· 

image onto the other (see Fig 8.3a). The T·stems, that is, the grey·white contours AR_BR in 

the right and eye and ALBL in the left eye, are disparate. T·stem CR_DR in the right eye is 

disparate to CL_DL in the left. Two upside down T·Junctions are adjacent the ones 

highlighted. Non·disparate T·Junctions also occur, at E and F and G and H. The black·white 

luminance contour bounding the greater part of the black panels is also non·disparate. 

There is also disparate subtense along both s ides of the T-tops. For example the grey

black luminance contours at the T-top (in Fig 8.3a), O_AR and O_AL subtend disparate visual 

angles. Further, there is a reciprocal disparate subtense along the grey-white contours at the T

tops, for example, M_AR - M_AL' The total image magnitude along the T-top is not disparate, 

that is, M_O subtends the same magnitude in each eye. 

In sum, image comparison will return a set of retinal parity and disparity measu res 

including but not limited to point-disparity at the T-stems. 

Resolution of 2-D image differences 

My argument is that in functional terms the SES percepts amount to a resolution of the layout 

of 2-D images fall ing upon the retinal coordinate matrices. The system responds like an image 

processing device designed to recover a single head-centric cyclopean view. Figure 8.3b 

(crossed disparity) is a projection drawing that shows how image differences appear to relate 

to the SES percept. The drawing examines a single epi-polar plane between points M and S 

(the bottom of squares 1 and 3 in Figs 8.3a). The black lines represent black square 

boundaries, ie. T -tops. The grey lines represent the grey-black portion of those boundaries 

(and cross the space between the squares). The disparate T -stems are at AR (right eye) AL (left 

eye) and CR. CL. 

Fusion of disparate contours AR to AL and CR to CL looks like a conventional crossed 

disparity. Conventional stereopsis will assign these contours to the depth of A' and C'. These 

points represent the two vertical bounding edges of a near grey surface layer. To resolve 

disparate subtense adjacent to these contours the system must simultaneously assign the 

white-black portion at the T-top (M_AR' M_AL) to the zero disparity plane. The system must 

also assign the grey-black portion at the T -top (AR_ 0, AI..... 0) to the zero d isparity plane. 

Hence the near edge is separated from a distant surface still visible when correspondence is 

resolved. 
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Surface separati on (the perceived depth step at the T~stems) resolves point~disparity in 

both the position and disparate subtense of contours along the T~stem and the T ~IOp. This 

could on ly be achieved at the split~projection configuration A_A,--Al with A at the apex of a 

split~projection configurat ion. The system seems to split the percept into two layers along the 

T~stems. This leaves the white side ofT·stems at the projection plane but stands the grey side 

of the T~stem forward . 

Fusion of the T-stem at CR-Cl (Square 2 in 8.3a), precise ly mirrors the Split

projection configuration at A. Between these two disparate T-lunctions there is di sparate 

subtense along the T-tops (A,--O - A~ ° and C,--Q - C~ Q). There is no disparity at all 

between 0 and Q.lt seems reasonable that the system might interpret the T-tops at A_O and 

C_ Q as slanted. This does not seem to happen. When the near grey layer is transparent, 0 and 

Q must stand on the projection plane. Visual projection to these contours cross at the 

projection plane, through the near layer (at OR' and OL' and at QR' and QL'). 

Thus binocular subtense constrains separat ion of surface layers to a near depth plane 

(between A and C) and fus ion of contours at the d istant depth plane (along the T-tops) 

simultaneously. The only way that this can happen is when the near surface layer is 

transparent. Since contours are fused at and through a near surface, then it is transparent. The 

system does not have to infer causal layers but separates surface layers to different depth 

planes where both layers are visible. 
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Fig 8.3. Surface separation at crossed disparity in the SES 
Figure 8.3a shows lhe half-images from Fig 8.1 aligned by vergence eye movements. Two T
Junctions are highlighted. Disparity exists at the stem of these T-Junclions. So contours AILS",
AL Bt and contours CILD", - CLDL are disparate. In Fig 8.3a disparate subtense exists along the 
black-white contours M_ A", - M_Aw N_B", - N_Bt, CILS - CLS, and DILT - DLT. Disparate 
sublense also occurs along the black-grey contours AIt._.o - ALO, SLP - BL P, C",-Q - CLQ. 
DILR - DLR. There is also disparate sublense across the image at M_C", - M_Ct • N_O", - N_DL 
S_AII - S_AI, and T_BJt - T_BI,. These disparities are precisely reciprocal in magnitude to local 
disparity at the T-stems.Figure 8.3b is a perspective drawing of a single epi-polar line through M 
and S. The black lines at M_O and Q"s are the black square bounds (T-top). These "boundaries" 
are composed of a black- white contour and a black-grey contour. The grey lines represent the 
grey-black contour along the T.top (and cross dlC space between them). The disparate T'stems 
occur at A", I AI. and CII. I Ct. The near surface layer stands at A_ C.Fusion of disparities at AR-At 
and CR-CI, recovers the near surface. The grey side of each T-stem is assigned to A-C. BUI, the 
white side of the T-stem, say M_ AI'. and M_ AI.> is assigned to the zero disparity plane at the T
top. One way this could be achieved is a Split-projection configuration where the system splits the 
percept into two layers along a projection line that is single at the near surface but projects to 
disparate points on a dis tant surface plane. Also nOle that the system separates surface layers but 
sti ll assigns O_AR - O_AL and Q..CR - Q..CL to the distant black (along the T-Iop). To achieve this 
A _ C must be transparent. 
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Binocular image processing in the SES percepts: uncrossed disparity 

Figure 8.4 examines binocular image processing at the opposite sign of disparity. Vergence 

eye movements will align the retinal images along, say, the black square bounds. The diagram 

in Fig 8.4a maps one half-image onto the other. The image differences are exactly the same 

magnitude as those outlined above but the eye of origin of those magn itudes has been 

reversed. 

The manner in which the system detects and responds to the half-images can be 

analysed using Fig 8.4b (uncrossed disparity), a projection drawing along an epi-polar line 

between M and S (the bottom of squares 1 and 3 in Figs 8.4a). Figure 8Ab poses the opposite 

sign of d isparity (compared [0 Fig 8.3a) at T-stems: AR-Al and CR-CL. The percept is a grey 

surface between A' and C' standing behind the black panels. No separation of surface layers 

occurs along the T-stems. Instead, the system seems to split the percept into two layers at the 

inner bounds of the black panels, that is, at Q and 0 and along the T -tops. Uncrossed disparity 

at the T-stem means that a depth step occurs along the T-top and the grey region between the 

two black panels is assigned to the depth of the T-stems. The grey surface looks opaque. 

The grey surface is separated from the inner boundaries of the black panels along 

crossed visual projections where Q and 0 are at the apex of a Spli t-projection configuration. 

In that way. the system resolves disparate subtense at AI. ... 9 - A~ 0 and C'--Q - eM..-Q. If this 

were not the case, these contours wou ld appear s lanted from 0 and Q toward A and C 

respectively. 
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Fig 8.4. Uncrosscd di spa rity and stereoscopic surrace sepa ration in the SES 
Figure 8.4a compares haIr-images from Fig 8.1 aligned by vergence eye movements. Uncrossed 
disparity exists !l t the stem of the T-Junctions. So contours A---.BII - At-BL and contours CLDR-
Ct-DL are disparate. 

In Fig 8.4a disparate subtense exists along the black-white contours M_AR - M_AL. N_BII. - N_BLo 
CLS - Ct-S, and DLT - DLT. Disparate subtense also occurs along the black-grey contours 
ALO - At-O, BLP - Bt-P, CILQ - CL..Q, DLR - Dt-R. There is also disparate sublense across 
the image al M _ CII. - M _ CL, N _ DII. - N _ DL S _All. - S_ AL and T _ BR - T _ BL. Disparate subtense is 
precisely reciprocal in magnitude to local disparity at the T -stems. 

Figure 8.4b is a perspective drawing ofa single epi-polar line through M and S. The black lines al 
M_O and CLS arc the black square bounds (T-IOp). The disparate T-stems occur at All f AL and Cit 
f CL' The near surface layer stands at A_C. At this sign of disparity A,. I AL and C .. I CL are in an 
uncrossed relation to the T-top_ No surface separntion is achieved Blthe T-Slem but the contours 
are fused and assigned to the depth ofe. This means thallhe disparate subtense at O_A,. - O_Al 
and CLc" -Q..CL might be resolved in a Split-projection configuration at ° and Q respectively_ 
This is a requirement for the surface A_ C to appear fTonto-parallel. Otherwise the percept would be 
of a surface slanted A-O and one slanted Q-C. 
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In sum, the stereoscopic response to the SES half-images seems to involve resolution 

of disparate subtense. that is, disparity in the size and shape of large-scale image features. The 

system splits the percept into two depth planes where visual projections cross (I have 

previously called this a spl it-projection configuration). Correspondence here looks similar to a 

Panum configuration where a single corresponding contour (luminance step) visible to both 

eyes (a near edge) aligns the two disparate visible edges of a distant plane (each eye's view of 

the edge occupying a different line of sight). 

8.1.5 Surface spreading in the SES 

This section examines the relationship between surface separation and surface spreading in the 

SES percepts. Sketches that describe surface separation at a single T-junction in the SES are 

presented in Fig 8.5. A three-term luminance T -junction is represented with imponant pans of 

the junctions labe lled. 

In Fig 8.Sa the white homogeneous region bounded by the T-junction is labelled A, the 

black region D and the grey region B. Disparity at the T-stem means that the region at C is 

white in the left eye and grey in the right for crossed disparity. Region C is white in the left 

eye and grey in the right for uncrossed disparity. 

Figure 8.Sb describes the position of the perceived depth step. for crossed disparity. 

Contrast spreading seems to be generated in crossed fusion of the white-grey contour at the T

stem. Separation of surface layers happens when the grey region at C is displaced in depth to a 

near surface leaving C as a white monocular zone visible only to the left eye. 

The system achieves surface separation by displacing the grey region [0 the depth at 

which the two lines of s ight cross (ie. it stands the grey surface forward). This suggests that 

illusory contrast spreads from the site of surface separation across the T-top. The T-top is 

locked at a zero disparity depth plane. Hence the boundary of the ill usory contrast generated 

by crossed disparity is a near surface layer separated from a distant plane, that is, a fo ld in 

perceived space that spreads from the grey side of the T-stem. 

Figure 8.4c describes image processing where contrast spreading does not occur 

(uncrossed disparity). In fusing the disparate T-slem. both grey and white regions are assigned 

to a distant depth plane. There is no separation of surface layers along the T-stem. Instead, a 

depth step is achieved along both the black-white and the black-grey contour at the T -top. 
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Fig 8.5. Surface separation and perceptual asymmetry in the SICS percepts 
This figure shows the way the system may assign surface layers at particular contours in the 
contrast spreading configurat ion. In (a) the local disparities at the T-junction are shown. For 
crossed fusion the region at C is white in the left eye and grey in the right. For uncrossed 
disparity C is whi te in the right eye and grey in the left. Fig (b) shows how surface separation 
is achieved in crossed fusion. The region C (grey in the right eye) is displaced to a near depth 
as the T -stem bounding region A and 0 is fused in a triangular configuration of projections. 
This yields a depth step along the T-stem. In Fig (c) a depth is created along the T-top since an 
uncrossed fusion configurat ion ass igns both the white region A and the grey region 0 to a 
distant depth plane. 

Three experiments, 7, 8 and 9 addressed the validity of this argument using the seen 

slant metric. The metric enables manipulation the relative size and shape of the grey cross in 

the SES half-images by drawing a grey square behind the four black panels. The shape and 

size of the grey square can be manipu lated according to the theoretical rotation ofa surface 

plane. In Experiment 7 the basic predictions of the BIPASS model were tested using SES half

images. Experiment 8 compared two differently shaped Ehrenstein figures to examine surface 

separation and spreading where all four T-stems generated binocular di sparity. Finally, in 

Experiment 8 the mechanism of surface spreading and its relationship to confirmatory 

processes such as completion was explored. 
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8.2 Experiment 7 seen slant in SES percepts 

Chapter 5 developed a descriptive and functional model (BIPASS) to help explain intriguing 

phenomenological aspects of the SKS percepts. The nex t section summarises a s imilar 

explanation of illusory contrast spreading and perceptual asymmetry in the SES percepts. 

Figure 8.6 revisits the bas ic BIPASS model applied to a SES and demonstrates the 

phenomenal outcomes that the model predicts. 

Image registration and vergence lock enab les image comparison, retuming both parity 

and disparity va lues from the 2-D layout of the retinal images. Surface separation resolves 

disparity in the s ize and shape of large-sca le image features and initiates surface spreading. 

Subsequently, confirmatory processing such as completion, continuation or Grossberg's 

Object Recognit ion System, impacts on the actual trajectory ofthe illusory 3-D contrast 

spreading. The mode l is summarised in Fig 8.6a. 

Figure 8.6b shows the phenomenology predicted, in functional teons, by the BIPASS 

model for crossed disparity. Surfaces are separated into two layers at the T-stems (A_B and 

C_O). Th is generates surface spreading across the T-tops (eg. M_A and C_O). The near 

transparent grey layer spreads towards the adjacent non-disparate T-stems (E_F and G_H). 

There is no disparity at E_F and G_ H however. This may make surface spreading somewhat 

unstable. 

Figure 8.6c shows the phenomenology pred icted by the BIPASS model for uncrossed 

disparity. Surfaces are separated into two layers at the T-tops (ie. along M_A_AC_S and 

N _B_D _T). no surface spread ing emerges. The grey layer is assigned to the distant depth 

plane. 

One way to init ially explore the validity of the BIPASS model was to manipulate the 

sublense of the grey cross in the SES half-images in the same manner as in the SKS related 

experiments. A case has been made that contrast spreading arises, in the SES percepts, 

because of surface separation at the T-stems. Separation of surface layers along the T-top 

yields no contrast spread ing. An exploratory study was designed in which these two effects 

might arise in the same 3-D percept in perception of a s lanted SES. That is, by manipulating 

the binocular subtense between T-stems perception of a part modalfamooal Ehrenstein figure 

whose orientation reflected the magnitude of retinal disparities applied, was anticipated. 
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Fig 8.6. A BIPASS model of the perception of contrast spreading effects in th e SES 
The BIPASS model is described in (a). Applied to the SES percepts, the BIPASS model 
predicts Ihe phenomenal outcomes when half·images are fused. For crossed disparity, shown 
in (b), surface separation at Ihe disparate T·Junctions initiates spreading of a near surface layer 
across the homogeneous luminance toward non-disparate T· Junctions. In (c) disparities at T· 
Junctions indicated are uncrossed. This means that the surface layers separate at Ihe T· lops no 
contrast spreading arises. 

The SWASS model is the proposal that, in functional terms, the system generates 

surface spread ing at T-stems in which crossed point-disparity is present between the image 

pairs. It also pred icts that when T-stems possess uncrossed point-disparity there will be no 

surface spread ing generated. When the subtense of the arms of the grey cross is disparate (but 

yielding no standing disparity) surface spreading wi ll be generated at one end of the cross and 

not the other. This is because the grey surface layer will appear to s lant through the P Plane. 

Figure 8.7 is used to help explain the logic of the BLPASS model for a stereoscopically 

rotated SES percept. The diagrams demonstrate how half-images in Experiment 7 were 

constructed and shows the predicted phenomenology arising from binocular fusion of the 

transformed image pairs. 
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Figure 8.7a is a projection diagram along a single epi-polar line across the top of the 

T-lunctions in the SES. This diagram predicts that disparate subtense between the T-stems 

will yield a stereoscopically rotated SES percept. This figure shows seen slant in the vertica l 

slant-axis . 

In Figs 8.7b and c, the position of the T-stems has been manipulated by drawing a grey 

square behind the four black panels. A magnification factor appropriate to an arbitrary degree 

of theoretical rotation was achieved by transforming the s ize or shape of the grey square in 

each image (manipulating the subtense or shear at T -stems). 

Figure 8.7b shows the half-images simulating vergence lock, ie. with the left image 

mapped over the right. This highlights the relat ive magnification of the horizontal arms of the , 
central grey cross to induce rotation in the vertical slant-axis (Just two T-stems carry any 

point-disparity information). It was predicted that when these pairs were fused, the horizontal 

arms of the cross would stand forward of, say, the left side of the figure when local disparities 

at the T-stems were crossed and behind the black panels when uncrossed. It was anticipated 

the subjects judgement of seen slant wou ld reflect the degree of relative magnification applied 

to the grey cross. The predicted phenomenology is shown in Fig 8.7d. 

Figure 8.7c demonstrates manipu lation of the SES that we expected would yield seen 

slant in the horizontal slant-axis (again the left image overlays the right). To achieve these 

manipulations the central arms of the grey cross were transformed by applying horizontal 

shear to the T-stems. Figure 8.7f describes the phenomenology predicted in that case. 

Figures 8.7e and 8.7fshow that the SES half-images for each slant-axis will yield 

disparity at only two of the four arms of the grey cross. This suggests that spreading of the 

near surface layer will be in conflict with the slant response. In particular, T-stems at the 

vertical arms of the cross in Fig 8.7e and 8.7fare non-disparate. The BIPASS model predicts 

that stereopsis will not directly contribute toward surface separation and surface spreading at 

these T-stems. 
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Fig 8.7. Making half-images to prod uce a slan ted stcreoscopic Ehrcnsteln percept 
In (a) a projection drawing demonstrates Ihat when local disparities at the T-stem AFI-At are crossed and the 
local disparities at the T -stem C"Cl are uncrossed the grey surface layer will look slanted along A-C. Note 
that the subtense between T-stems AR....CR-Al..Ct and Ihe sublense along M_CR and M_Cl are immutably 
reciprocal to those local disparities. Fig (b) shows the half-images where the right eye's view of the horizontal 
cross amlS has been magnified. Fusion of these half-images should yield stereoscopic rotation of the cross 
ann. This predicted the phenomenology described in (d). That is, stereoscopic rotation in the vertical slant
axis and spreading of the surface ITom the near layer. Fig (c) shows the half-images where the each eye's view 
of the horizontal cross anns has been sheared. Fusion of these half-images should yield stereoscopic rotation 
of the cross ann. This predicted the phenomenology described in (e). That is, stereoscopic rotation in the 
horizontal slant-axis and spreading of thc surface from the near layer. 
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Measures 

Experiment 7 was an exploratory study of seen slant generated by fusing disparate SES half

images leading to a part-modal I part-amodal SES percept. In this experi ment, disparities were 

applied to the SES to simulate the retinal images cast by a rotating grey square partly obscured 

by four lack panels. Hence, Ogle' s magnification factor was applied to the grey square then 

transformed to yield theoretical rotation of the square at 0, 20, 30, 40 and 50° about both slant

axes. The hypothesis was simply that the seen slant of a part-modal/amodal SES percept 

would reflect the magnitude of theoretical rotation. 

8.2.1 Method. 

Subjects 

Ten subjects from the participant pool took part. All were screened and subjected to the same 

practice sessions as before. 

Stereograms 

Half-images were presented at the centre of the monitor, at eye-level in the mid-sagittal plane. 

Each half-image consisted of a set of four black panels subtending about 3° (at 750mm 

viewing distance) . The black panels (0.09cd m-2) were positioned so that a square drawn 

through their centres would subtend 7° degrees. A central grey cross was created by drawing a 

grey square (OAcd M-2
) so that it obscured the four black panels . The grey square overlaid the 

black panels symmetrically (equal intrusion on all sides) intruding Y2. the width of the black 

panels. The grey square was then stood behind the black panels against a background 

luminance of 0.7 cd m-2• 

The shape and size of the grey square could be manipulated to generate appropriate 

disparity at the grey cross seen by obselVers in the SES. So the grey square was geometrically 

transformed according to the monocular transformat ions of a square shape as described in 

Appendix A. Disparity appropriate to stereoscopic rotation was then introduced by applying Y1. 

Ogle 's M to the grey square, symmetrically and in opposite signs in each eye's view of the 

grey cross (see Fig 8.8). 
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Fig 8.8a shows one half.image supporting rotation about the vertical axis. Disparity was 
applied by increasing the magnitude of the grey square (a) in one eye relative to the other. Fig 
(b) shows one half-image supporting rotation about the horizontal axis. Dispamle shear ()..) 
was applied to the grey square in an opposite direction for each eye's view while constraining 
(0). 

Design and procedure 

A two-way (5x2) repeated measures design was used to explore the effects of theoretical 

rotation (0,20,30,40,50,) and slant·axis (Horizontal ! Vertical) on the estimated slant of a grey 

cross in the Ehrenstein figure. Six complete repetitions of this design were used, making a 

total of60 trials per subject in all. Details of tile procedure were as described in section 4.5 

above. 

8.2.2 Results and discussion 

A two-way (5x2), repeated measures analysis of variance examined the effects of 

theoret ical rotation (0, 20, 30, 40, and 50°) and slant-axis (vertical, horizontal) on seen slant. 

Obtained slant estimates were averaged across repetitions. 

Seen s lant varied predictably with theoretical rotalion, as shown in Fig 8.9. The effecl 

was significant F(4,9) = 31.44, p < 0.00 I . The s lant·axis comparison did not approach 

significance however. Figure 8.9 shows that slant estimates in the SES were largely consistent 

with theoretical rotation but were substantially attenuated. SUbjects ' slant estimates were not 

accurate, or at least, the slant estimates did not precisely reflect the theoretical rotation of the 

Ehrenstein square. Clearly, the response of the system involved processing disparate subtense 

and/or orientation of the central grey cross. Subjects tended to underestimate the slant of the 

Ehrenstein figure at larger disparities (compared to the theoretical rotation of 0,20,30,40,501). 

This result provided an interesting exploratory insight into the mechanisms that underpin 

perception of the SES. 
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Fig 8.9. The impact of theo retical rotation upon seen slant in a SES 
This figure plots the mean slant estimates for levels of theoretical rotation appl ied to a grey 
square drawn behind four black panels in a SES configuration. 

Predictable seen slant in a part-modal ! part-amoda! SES percept demonstrates the 

simple but important theoretical point that the stereoscopic response to SES half-images is 

related to resolution of the 2-D layout of the half-image configurations (ie. the stereoscopic 

response seems not to be merely a heuristic response to local occlusion cues). Moreover, the 

results suggest that a computation of 3-D form must be more complex than mere filling-in of 

computed disparity values. The simple BLPASS model anticipates this. Image comparison 

mechanisms return a set of retinal parity as well as disparity measures and conflicts can 

emerge between measures occurring at different feature-sca les. As we have seen, thi s is 

particu larly the case at horizontaUy aligned luminance contours (where there is ambiguity 

between allocation of image differences to either surface separation or surface orientation). 

The slanted percept is likely to be a resolution of image disparity and parity information over 

time and proceeds in such a way that contrast spreading can cross depth planes. 

Some examples of the stimuli presented to subjects are shown in Fig 8. 10. The shapes 

that emerge at the grey cross may look "deformed". Similarly, subject's s tant estimates 

suggest that seen slant is an aggregate of disparity processing and surface perception. This 
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seems particularly strongly evident in the percepts derived from fusion of the pair at Fig (c). 

The figure presents disparities appropriate seen s lant in the horizontal slant-axis!1 ' 

a - 10010 reliltive magni fi cation 

b - 20% relative magni fication 

c - 20% relative horizontal shear 

Fig 8.1 O. Stereoscopic rolation of an Ehrellstein figure 
Crossed fusion of L-M and M-R in Fig 8.tOa yields the percept of a grey layer rotated in the 
venical slant-axis. At the near end of the grey layer, the layer looks transparent and appears to 
spread across the grey squares. The shape of the grey layer will appear uneven - not a uniform 
plane. Deformation of the shape is likely to be due to interaction betwecn local disparity 
processing, a tendency to complete the figure and the resulting size-distance scaling. In (b) 
seen slant is increased by increasing thc magnification factor. In (C), crossed fusion of L-M 
and M-R yields stereoscopic rotation in the horizontal slant-axis is shown. In all of these pairs 
there is no disparity at the ends of the vert ical anns of the cross. 

The SIPASS model was developed to explain some of the remarkable phenomenology 

of the SKS percepts. The model hinges on the likelihood that fusion of un textured half-images 

recovers a more thorough metric of inter-retinal differences than local point disparities alone. 

The system appears to utilise disparate subtense across large feature scales. Disparate subtense 

appears to constrain the manner in which the system organises the 3-D illusory percepts as 

seen in this experiment. That is, it contributes to surface separation and perception of the 

rotation of an illusory 3-D surface layer through the P Plane. 

21 Note that when these stereograms are printed on paper, the texture of the paper seems to weaken the effects 
that we observed in the laboratory setting, under dim light and with quite large scalc figures on a high-quality 
(and polished) monitor and viewed with shutter valve goggles. 
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This analysis differs from Anderson, Nakayama, and their colleagues who take the 

Surface Heuristic approach. These authors' theories are grounded in perceptual inference. 

Their theories are designed 10 overcome the paucity of local matches in untextured 

stereograms. However, the 3-D percepts achieved from untextured stereograms are not so 

underdetermined by 2-D image differences as Anderson, Nakayama, and their colleagues have 

assumed. Consider this excerpt from Anderson (1997, p419): 

One of the most challenging problems facing theories of perceptual 

organisation is in determining the surface properties that generate image 

structure ... the term 'surface properties' refers to the underlying causes of the 

image format ion process, such as illumination condi tions surface reOectance 

opacity and shape. Recovering these surface properties is difficult because the 

mapping of the 3-D scenes onto 2-D images is many-lo-one, which implies 

that there is no simple means of inverting the image formation process. Yet, 

we rarely have phenomenological access to this ambiguity; the properties of 

the world usually seem unambiguous and stable. This apparent slability in the 

face of noninvertability suggests that the system imposes heuristics, rules, or 

constraints to recover surface properties. If this logic is correct, then a 

fundamental problem in understanding perceptual processing is to determine 

what these heuristics are, and how they shape ou r perceptual experience of 

surface structure. 

Anderson argues against Nakayama's view that stereopsis in ambiguous conditions is 

driven by inverse ecological optics. Recall Nakayama and Shimojo's account of the Principle 

of Generic Sampling (see Chapter 3 for a review of the POGS). This was the idea that in the 

face of sparse matching primitives interpretation of untextured stereograms was biased toward 

a generic 3-D view. That is, critical features of the stimuli triggered learned responses in 

particular neural populations. The results of this experiment suggest that a quantitative 

relationship may exist between surface separation and disparate subtense at just the horizontal 

arms of the cross. In the next experiment stimul i were prepared in which surface separation 

was predicted at all T-stems. 

In summary, the observation that seen slant was substantially attenuated relative to 

theoretical rotation suggests that the presence of non-disparate T-stems at the vertical arms of 
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the cross may conflict against the perceived rotation of the cross. In other words, the degree of 

seen slant may have been impacted by conflict between two interpretations of disparity (large 

scale => slanted verses local·scale => fronto·parallel) . This experiment provides an init ial 

ins ight into the relationshi p between the 2·0 layout of the retinal images and the 3·0 

perceptions developed. The next experiment more directly tests this reasoning. 

8.3 Experiment 8 Contrast-spreading and seen slant in a diamond and a square 

This experiment compared seen slant in two differently shaped Ehrenstein figures. Seen slant 

in a SES was compared to a stereoscopic Ehrenstein diamond (SED). Differences between the 

two shapes are theoretically important for understanding the way stereopsis accesses and 

utilises inter· image differences in untextured slereograms. In particular, the SED raises the 

question of vertical and obl ique images differences and their importance in the separation of 

surface planes in the 3·D illllSory contrast spreading percepts. 

8.3.1 Vertical inter-retinal differences and separation of surface layers in a SES 

The Surface Heuristic approach to the 3-D illusory percepts emphasises the importance of 

unpaired features of the two half-images. Anderson, in particu lar, has placed importance on 

vertical image differences. He claims that unmatchable parts of contours at contour junctions 

reveal partial occlusion geometry. Since vertical image differences at luminance junctions are 

unmatchable, they might disambiguate occlusion geometry and so faci litate surface scission 

(separation of surface layers). 

In Anderson's arguments, the central problem the system faces is determining which 

contours, at a contour junction, fit to which depth layer (in the eventual 3·0 percept). The 

system can then work out wh ich luminance value be longs to which contour and which surface 

quality belongs to which luminance value. That is, the system interprets a particular region of 

a particular luminance as opaque or transparent. In order to do th is the system has to have a 

priori knowledge of how contours and unpaired features (half·occluded features) fit together 

in the natural world. 

I concur with this view of a half·occluded region as a geometric principle, but, I have 

misgivings about Anderson's thinking on perceptual inference mechanisms. To discuss the 

issue in some deta il an anecdote from Anderson is presented below (Anderson, 1997, p437): 
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One geometric fact of binocular contour junctions generated by one surface 

occluding another is that they generate both horizontal and vertical 

displacements in the two eyes (except for occluding contours that are perfectly 

horizontal relative to the line of sighl ... ). This can be appreciated 

immediately by perfonning the following exercise. Holding your head upright 

, place your left hand in front of your head and point your index finger 45 

degrees upwards (ie roughly towards 2 O'clock). Now place your right hand 

behind the left. and point your right index finger upwards and to the left - 45 

degrees. Arrange your hands so that your fingers appear 10 project an X

shaped image to each eye, while keeping the two fingers separated in depth 

with the right finger behind the left. Now alternatively open and close your left 

and right eye, and observe how the V-shaped junctions appear to shift 

horizontally and vertically as the left and right eyes alternately open and close. 

Note also that the vertical shifts in these junctions alternatively occlude and 

reveal portions of the far fmger ... we describe unmatched features on a partly 

occluded surface as half-occluded. If the visual system was capable of 

detecting these half-occluded features, then they could potentially provide 

infonnation about the geometry of occlusion. 

One simple method for recovering unmatchable features is to restrict matching 

to epi-polar lines. ie. One dimensional, horizonta l "slices" of the two image 

planes ... Specifically. we have shown that the visual system appears to use an 

epi-polar matching constraint to detennine which features at contour junctions 

are half-occluded ... which in tum are used to recover the geometry of the 

occluding surfaces (through the fonnalion of illusory contours). 

Let us clarify some of these issues with reference to the present thesis. 

Binocular geometry and yertical image differences 

The unpaired regions Anderson talks about are indeed a geometric product of binocular 

parallax. Nevertheless, binocular parallax generates a great deal more infonnation that 

Anderson does not men tion (when he talks about untextured slereograms). These unpaired 

features are important as they are part of the overall 2-D layout of image differences. 

However, lhey are not the whole story. 
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Local and non-local components o!srereopsis in aflnger X 

Consider this: suppose that you were holding your fingers in an "X" as Anderson describes. 

Imagine that some object obscured j ust the "finger junctions" (so you couldn't see the fingers 

actually cross). Would the perceived depth relations at the fingers look any different? 

Obviously not. Also, if you rOlate the crossed fingers, move one finger relative to the other, 

or move your eyes and then your head the unpaired region on the partly occluded finger will 

not necessari ly remain vertical. Depth relations will be maintained. 

An inter-image property available, and stable, across all of these contexts is the 

relative proportions of parts of the occ luding and partly occluded finger, that is, disparate 

subtense. It is also purely a geometric fact that the difference in subtense in each eye's view of 

a partly occluded region must equal the magnil'ude of the half-occluded region on that surface, 

vertical or otherwise. 

Contours that are horizontal to the line sight are a rare case in which the system wi ll be 

vulnerable to ambiguity in the partial occlusion geometry. In natural vision, horizontal 

contours will be the exception not the rule. Contours that are oriented in any manner other 

than perfect ly horizontal to the line of sight, seen wi th two eyes, wi ll have disparate subtense 

at partial occlusion that is also a product of binocu lar parallax due to their orientation. 

The BlPASS model has suggested that point-disparity computation should not be 

considered to be an isolated visual event but accurs in the context of reciprocal patterns of 

disparate subtense. It has been suggested that the system may not need to literally detect half

occluded regions to recover occlusion geometry. The linkage between disparate subtense and 

point-disparity processing, at partial occlusions, seems to be the mechanism labe lled surface 

separation. 

Sur/ace (finger) separation and disparare sllbrense where vertical image differences arise 

In each 2-D retinal half-image, the contour bounding the occluding finger (in Anderson's 

example), as it crosses the occluded finger, occupies a different position because of binocular 

parallax. The most basic principle of stereoscopic vision is that fusion of those disparate 

contours yields a singu lar boundary of the near fi nger. 

An interesting problem for the system arises here. Anderson and l ulesz (1995) asked 

how the system could differentiate contours on a surface from con tours at boundaries? To 

Anderson and lulesz th is was another example of the uncertainty created by a paucity of 
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binocular matches in untextured stereograms. In the finger-cross example, the question app lies 

to, say, disparate contours at the occluding finger joints as compared to contours at the 

occluding finger bounds. They argued lhal detection of unpaired vertical image differences by 

decomposition of the images into matchable and unmatchable features was a solution to this 

uncertainty. 

This is possible in principle, of course, but something else is different about boundary 

conLours (where the fingers cross in Anderson's example). In fusing Anderson's finger X, the 

boundary of the occlud ing finger mllst align the vis ible boundary of the partly occluded finger 

along the same line of sight in each eye. This is also an immutable geometric princip le. 

Because, in the 2-D images, the partly occluded finger starts precisely when the occlud ing 

finger ends. The two surface Objects must share the contour. 

So, while Anderson is concerned with which surface owns contours at partial 

occlusion, what differentiates boundary contours is that boundary contours are shared 

between the two depth planes. Arguably, no surface exclusive ly owns the contour. It appears 

that vergence lock can constra in cyclofusion to achieve contour sharing. It seems surface 

separation can be achieved, in untextured stereograms when the system assigns a depth step 

along a contour that is shared between an occ luding and occluded depth plane. 

This was precisely the point of slOface separation, at a split-projection configuration, 

in the SES. In crossed fusion, the contour (the luminance step) bounding the near finger (in 

Anderson's example) is fused at the intersect ion ofa pair of visual projections (lines of sight) 

between which, half-occluded parts oCthe distant finger occur. 

Since, the differences in binocular subtense at the distant depth plane:l are monocular 

zones, it was shown in the unpaired SKS that disparate subtense may itself be sufficient to 

yield stereoscopic depth. These figures also showed that monocular features can occur on 

partly occluding su rface layers in those unusua l circumstances. In that case the requirement of 

a region being unpaired was not a valid heuristic to guide surface separation. 

There are certainly vertical image differences present when a SED is constructed using 

a diamond drawn behind the four black panels to shape the grey cross. Figure 8.11 

demonstrates a SED and identifies the vertical image differences that are apparent in that 

II By resolution or dispamte subtense we mean that in achieving a singular (cyclopean) viewpoint combination or 
the retinal images must yield a view in which the sum or the sub tense at each depth plane must fit into the 
singular view. A difference in subtense between two singular contours can either define a surrace orienled across 
severnl depth planes or a depth step. A depth step resolves dispamte subtense by separation or surface layers into 
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shape, but not in the SES. The vertical image differences arise in the SED because of the 

obl ique orientation of the T·stems. In the SES only two T-stems generate disparity while in 

the SED al l four T·stems generate disparity. This is just an accident of the background shape 

used to draw the Ehrenstein cross in both stimuli. 

Fusion of the oblique T-stems in the SED means that the system must achieve 

cyclofus ion where the actual lengths of the T·stems are different. Thei r orientation, however, 

must be constrained by thei r re lative orientation. This is not the case in the SED. The 

perception of partial occlus ion at both signs of disparity must therefore be intimately related to 

resolution of the disparate subtense of the grey. black and white regions that are constrained 

within the 2-D structure of luminance contours. 

L M R 

, 

b 

Fig 8.11. Local di sparities in Ehrenstein figures 
In (a), stereograms representing a square shaped and a diamond shaped Ehrenstein figure are 
shown. Both have precisely the same horizontal disparity. Crossed fusion of the pairs at L-M 
sees a layer standing forward of the black panels with contrast spreading across the comers of 
the black panels. Crossed fusion of the M-R pairs poses the reversed disparity sign. A grey 
layer stands behind the black panels. No contrast spreading is seen. In (b) the half-images 
comprising the square shape are mapped over each Olher. There is no disparity at EF or GH. 
While in (c) the half-images comprising Ihe diamond are mapped onto each other. There are 
vertical image differences exist allhe side-on T-lunctions (along the T-top) ELE"" FLFR, HL-

_ HR. and Gt-.GR. Along the T-stems vertical image differences occur at the bottom pair ofT
lunctions: l1...GL - l lLGR and JLH L - JILHR; and at the top of the grey cross Bt ILEt - IlLER 
and 1l....FL - IILFR. Note that there are no vertical image differences at the T-j unclion in the 
horizontal anns of the cross. 

two depth planes. 
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In summary. I have three misgivings about Anderson's ideas in relation 10 the stereoscopic 

Ehrenslein figures: 

I. They do not explain the perception of a depth step and illusory contrast spreading where no vertical 

image differences arise. That is, only horizontal image differences are present in the SES along the 

horizontal i1ffilS o f the grey cross. 

2. Focus on lin epi-polar constraint does not predict the quantitative nature of stereopsis thllt exists in 

separation of transparent surface layers when the system must fuse contours at two depth-planes 

simultaneously (as in Experiment 7). 

3. By emphasising disambiguation of presumably ambiguous point-disparities in generation of surface 

separation, Anderson does not allow for one very simple non-local aspect of stereopsis that appears 

important, namely, disparate subtense. 

The next experiment was designed to test the ambiguity of the 3-D illusory percepts using the 

seen slant metric. 

8.3.2 Seen slant as a metric of interaction between local disparities and disparate 

subtense 

In the absence of texture. as Anderson explains, contollrs horizontally aligned relative to the 

line of Sight can be a source of ambiguity in stereopsis (see also Anderson and l u lesz, 1995). I 

would argue that this is because it is difficult for the system to differentiate whether a 

difference in subtense along some horizontal contours is due to the contour's orientation or 

another surface partly occluding the contour. 

In the retinal images, at any 2-0 orientation. other than horizontal , binocular fusion of 

contours can potentially signal 3-D orientation and/or relative depth. This is true of oblique 

contours bearing zero orientation disparity. The same is true of horizontally aligned contours 

in the SES. Horizontally aligned T-stems in the SES (E_F and G ~ H in Fig 8.12c) cannot be 

informative about depth. There is simply no disparity created at those T-stems. The SES half

images may be ambiguous because two T-stems signal disparity and two do not. 

An SED possesses no di sjunction between disparities at the T-stems. All four T-stems 

manifest point-disparity consistent with rotation of a surface. Therefore the depth and 

orientation of each T-stem in the SED relative to the black panels would be expected to be 

recovered accurately by the surface separation mechanism. 

To explore the implications of these two shapes upon djsparity processing the grey 

cross al the centre ofSES and SED half-images was transformed using precisely the same 

model of perspective projection. Each eye's view simulated the viewpoint arising if a planar 
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square or diamond was rotaled in the vertical slarlt·axis. This was achieved by altering the 

horizontal magni tude of the square and diamond in each eye's view to a degree defined by 

Ogle's relative magnification corrected for perspective projection,!J. The image differences are 

described in Fig 8.12a and Fig 8. 12b. An example of these manipulations as they are 

phys ically man ifested in the central grey cross is given for a square in Fig 8. 12c and diamond 

in Fig 8.l2d. 

1) We only manipulated horizontal image magnitudes 
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Fig 8. 12. Bi nocula r para llax and stereoscopic sla nt in a d ia mond and square 

In (a) a square surface (Sc) whose boundary comer points A"B"C"D" will describe a cylindrical arc as it 
rotates in the venical slant-axis. At a panicular degree of rotation, each eye' s view the shape cast by the 
surface at the distance of the projection plane will be a product of binocular parallax. In the right eye the 
image cast by the square (SR) will subtend ABCD, and in the left view (SJ, its image will subtend 
A 'B'C'D'. In (b) the same is the case for a diamond. But it rotates in a bi-conical cylinder. Half image 
that simulate each eye's viewpoint can be generated by taking transverse slices through these abstract 
figures (a) and (b) at the dis tance of the projection plane. When the black panels of the Ehrenstein figure 
are drawn to obscure the disparities described by (a) and (b) a pattern of 2-D image differences are 
achieved. An example of the manipulations is shown for both the Ehrenstein square in (c) and 
Ehrenstein diamond in Cd). In (c) relative magnification results only in local disparity atlhe central grey 
cross occurs at the venical T-stems AR,..BR - AL..BL and CR,..DR - CL..DL. In (d) relative magnification 
results in orientation lind disparate subtense. At T-stems: I_ FR - I_FL,. I_ER - I_ EL' J_GR - J_Gl , J_HR
J _ HL. Disparity and disparate subtense arises alllie T -stems at the horizontal arms of cross as well. 
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Measures 

In summary, this experiment explored seen slant in a stereoscopic percept generated by 

projecting a pair of squares or diamonds of homogeneous in termed iate luminance to their 

surrounds (b lack squares on a white background) behind four non-disparate black panels (a 

typical Ehrenstein configuration). 

The square or diamond in each half-image was transformed to simulate the horizontal 

image differences cast by a square or diamond rotated in natural perspective that stood at 

various depths above, equidistant to or behind the projection plane (on which stand black 

pane ls). This was achieved the central cross in the Ehrenstein figures appropriate to the 

Keplerian projection arrays in Fig 8. 13. Figure 8. 13 describes the geometric manipu lations 

applied to the half- images diagrammatically. 

Left and Right views Left and Right views Opaque Amodal 

of a black square of a grey square or Black Square 

\ 

d;amond a~ . ... ' . a~'l .... \ be 

P, aR .,. / P, P, .". b'· P, P, \\k.~b '" 

pp ~-¥ bl t ,,~:" ... ~al~bl~ ... 

MOdal' Tranlar:~ hcofro"';on /,1' \\!\ I / 
[I ,\ \\ Transparent / o C) 0 C) 

Fig 8.13. Two components of dispari ty in a slanted Ehrenstefn figure 

These projection diagrams show schematically the manipulations of binocular dispari ty achieved by 
projecting a grey square or diamond behind four black panels to create a disparate cross in each half
image. In (a) by appropriately manipulating disparale subtense at the cross (by standing dispari ty and 
relative magni fication), it was predicted thai fusion of the left half-image at aR and aL and bR and bL 
would yield a modal transparent Ehrenstein square or diamond whose right and left bounds stood at 
the cyclopean points lie and be respectively. This was expected to result in a fully modal stereoscopic 
Ehrenstein shape rotated about in the venical slant-axis. A similar relluive magnification at (b) but 
with no standing disparity predicts a illusory contrast spreading al be with the grey surface slanted 
through the projection plane so that Be defined the depth of the opaque end of the surface. In (c) the 
bounds of the square or diamond fused to yield the cyclopean points ac and be would stand the figure 
behind the projection plane, predicting a stereoscopically rotated opaque surface. 
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In the SES, the central cross contained certain T-stems that were not infonnative of 

stereoscopic rotation. Therefore the hypothes is was that seen slant in the SED would be 

altenuated less than in the SES given that precise ly the same large-scale disparity 

transformation was applied to both the square and diamond shapes. The key comparison in 

this experiment was therefore a first order interaction between the background shape and 

theoretical disparity. Planned comparisons were to provide a direct comparison of mean seen 

slant differences between each shape at each level of theoretical rotation for the square and 

diamond. 

8.3.3 Method 

Subjects 

Ten subjects were drawn from the department pool of volunteers. They were asked to 

complete the same practice trials as in previous experiments. 

Stereograms 

Half-images were presented at the centre of the moni tor, at eye-level in the mid-sagittal plane. 

Each half-image consisted of a set of four black panels subtending about 3° (at 750mm 

viewing distance). The black panels (O.09cd m-2) were posi tioned so that a square drawn 

through their centres would subtend 7° degrees. A central grey cross was created by drawing a 

grey square (O.4cd M-2
) or a grey diamond so that it obscured the four black panels. The grey 

square or diamond overlaid the black panels symmetrically (equal intrusion on all s ides) 

intruding about \/1 the width of the black panels. The grey square or diamond was then stood 

behind the black panels against a background luminance of 0.7 cd m-:!. 

The shape and size of the grey square or diamond could be manipulated to generate 

appropriate disparity in the SES. The grey square and diamond were geometrica lly 

transformed according to the monocular lTansformations of a square shape as described in 

Appendix A. Disparity appropriate to stereoscopic rotation was then introduced by applying Y:t 

Ogle's M to the grey square, symmetrically and in opposi te signs in each eye's view of the 

grey cross (see Fig 8. 14). 

Standing disparity was then introduced by shifting the square or diamond shape in opposite 

directions sufficient to generate +20, 0 and ·20 arcmins of retinal disparity. 
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B SES b SED 

Fig 8. 14. PaUerns of disparity in the SES 
Fig 8.14 shows one half-image supporting rotation aboul the vertical axis for the SES (a) and 
SED (b). Relative magnification was applied by increasing Ihe magnitude of the grey square 
(a) in one eye relalive 10 Ihe other. Relative magnification was applied to the diamond in the 
same way - by increasing Ihe magnitude of the grey square (a) in one eye relative to the other. 
SIBnding disparity was applied by Shifting Ihe square or diamond horizontally relative to the 
black panels while maintaining al. 

Design and procedure 

A three-way (2x5x3) repeated measures des ign was used to explore the effects of 

con figuration shape (diamond, square) theoretical rotation (0,20,30,40,500
) and standing 

disparity (+20, 0, - 20 arcrn ins) on the estimated slant of a grey cross in the Ehrenstein figure. 

These disparities were applied appropriate to stereoscopic rotation about the vertical s lant-ax is 

only (i.e. only horizontal magnification was applied to the grey cross). Three complete 

repet itions of this design were used, making a total of72 trials per subject in all. Details of 

the procedure were as described in section 4.5 above. 

8.3.4 Results and discussion 

A three-way (2x5x3) repeated measures analysis of variance was used to explore the 

effects shape (diamond, square) and theorelical rotation (0, 20, 30, 40, and 50'1 and standing 

disparity (+20, 0, - 20 arcmins) on seen slant. Obtained slant estimates were averaged across 

repetitions. 

It was fond that seen s lant varied with theoretical rotation and the effect was significant: F (4.9) 

= 107.884, P < 0.0001 (see Fig 8. 15). 
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Fig 8.1 S. The effect or theoret.ical rota lion upon seen slant in slerwscopic Ehrenstein 
configurations 
This figure plots mean seen slant for levels of theoretical rotation applied to the Ehrenslein 
configurations. Standard error bars have been included. 

It was also found that standing disparity affected seen s lant (see Fig 8. 16) and that 

effect was significant F11.'n= 22.597, P < 0.00 I. At a standing disparity of +20 arcmins (modal 

fonn of the SES or SED), seen s lant averaged about -,0 greater than standing disparity at -20 

arcmins (amodal form of the SES or SED). Across the different percepts substantial seen s lant 

was evident however. 
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Fig 8.16. The erfeel of sianding disparity upon 5ccn slanlln 5tereo5eopie Ehrenstein 
c:onfiguralions 
This figure plots mean s«n slant for levels of standing disparity applied to the Ehrenstein 
c:onfiguTations. -20 an:mins standing disparity is associated with an amodal appearance while 
20 arcmins is associated with the modal percept. 0 arcmins standing disparity is associated 
with a part modal and part amodal appearance. 

As predicted, seen slant in the SED configuration was somewhat greater than the 

square and the effect was signi ficant , F(I .9) = 7.43, P < 0.05 (see Fig 8.17). Seen slant in the 

SED was about 'f grealer than the mean seen slant for the SES. 
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Fig 8. t 7. The efrect ohhape upon seen slant in stereoscopic Ehrenstein configuratio ns 
This figure plots mean seen slant for a square (SES) and diamond (SED) shaped grey figure 
partly obscured by four black panels in Ehrenstein configuration. 

A first order interaction between shape and theoretical rotation also yielded a 

significant effect upon seen slant F{3.s) = S.47.52, P < 0.001. This is the key finding for the 

experiment. The finding supports the hypothesis that the system had access to a more 

thorough metric of retinal disparity in the SED compared to the SES (by accident of the shape 

of the configuration ofT-stems). Planned comparisons revealed significant difTerences 

between the two shapes al 30', F (1,4) = 2S.0S, P < 0.00 1; al40', F = (1,4) = 29.2S, p < 0.001; 

and al SO', F = (1,4) = 34.8S, P < 0.00 I. 

These finding suggest that slant attenuation was lesser, for the Ehrenstein diamond, at 

each magnitude of stereoscopic rotation. (see Fig S. IS). Hence, seen slant in the SED is closer 

to the theoretical rotation applied to the central grey diamond shape. 
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8.18. A shape x theoretical rotation interaction effect upon seen slant in SES and SED 
configura tions 
This figure plots mean slant estimates for a first order interaction between shape (square I 
diamond) x theoretical rotation in stereoscopic Ehrenstein con figurations. 

The SED, whose T-slems were al l consistent with theoretical rotation, yielded more 

accurate seen slant than in the SES where only two T-stems were consistent with s lant. What 

these findings suggest is thaI all else being equal (eccentricity, viewing distance and relative 

magnification of the image pairs) that stereopsis integrates diverse disparity measures across 

image pairs. Seen s lant and the perception of slanted contrast spreading layer must be 

assoc iated with integration of disparity values. 

I have explained that these disparity values can arise at different feature scales, and 

that those difference measures can conflict. Hence, the results point to a relatively ambiguous 

horizontal 2-D alignment of the T-stems in the SES. Their effect on the overall slant response 

may represent what Gi llam and Ryan (1994) have called a cue conflict against stereoscopic 

rotation of the grey surface layer perceived. In a sense, it is surpris ing is that stereoscopic 

slant is seen at all in the SES because so few contours are actually disparate. To achieve seen 

slant the system must assign large feature scale spaces in between contours to an oblique 

orientation. Moreover, as indicated in the previous discussions, several of the disparities that 

do exist in the SES configuration are in conflict with the eventual perceived orientat ion of the 

SES percept (upon fusion). 

Seen slant has previously been shown to be sensitive to various configurat ional, that 

is, non-local aspects of stereops is. The finding, now repeated, that a SES could be seen to 
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slant suggests interaction between image differences at di fferent feature sca les, that is, 

between disparities at the horizontal T-tops and disparate subtense between the vertical T

stems. The conflict appears to exist between disparate subtense and point-d isparities at 

specifiable contours in the SES. This suggests that some confinnatory integrati ve mechanism 

underpins interpretation of the horizontal T-stems stems with vertical T-stems and so 0 11 . 

Experiment 8 suggests that the integrative mechanism appears to be operating in the 

fully modal , the fully amodaJ, and the part-modal/amodal percepts (positive, negative and zero 

standing disparity respectively). But, because seen slant was generally greater for positive 

standing disparity, it may be that there is an asymmetry in the strengths of visible-non-visible 

integration. The next experiment will address that prospect in detail. 

An SED yielded relatively accurate slant judgements. The shape of the SED means 

that all T -stems are precisely aligned across the black panels in each half-image. Since the T

stems all have the same magnitude of orientation disparity, when disparate half-images are 

fused the T-stems will also be aligned across three dimensional space. 

Al ignment and precisely equal orientation disparities at the T-stems of the SED have 

two theoretical implications. Firstly, the system wouJd not actually requ ire an integrative 

completion mechanism to ach ieve stereoscopic rotation at all . Perceived spreading of the 

illusory grey layer could be considered to simply require filling-in between luminance and 

depth referents. Secondly, fusion of the T-stems and their assignment to a near or distant 

depth layer seems to arise in the marmer described with the BIPASS model invoking surface 

separation and spreading. 

Despite the presence of vertical image differences, surface spreading in the SED was 

generated across the T -tops when the T -stems stood forward of the projection planes. No 

surface spreading was generated when the T-stems stood behind the T-tops. Moreover, the 

relative accuracy of seen slant in the SED suggests that the mechanism underpinning su rface 

separation must be tightly constrained by cyclofus ion of lhe ob lique T-stems. Resolution of 

disparate subtense between bounding contours is also likely to be constrained in that manner 

because the two are immutably related to rransfonnation of the diamond shape and I or its 

relative position in the hal f- images . 

The likely relationsh ip between vertical image differences and surface separation is 

addressed in Fig 8. 19 which depicts a pair ofT-Junctions in the SED. Various luminance 
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values in this figure have been labelled. A is black, B is white and C is grey. The disparate T

junction images projected to the eyes are shown. 

A vertical difference of the type that Anderson has referred to is al O_E along the stem 

of the T -junction in Image 2 (Fig 8. 19). This region is not matched in each eye, according to 

the epi-polar constraint. Anderson's claim is that the system infers that the unmatched region 

must be a half-occluded feature. 

It is poss ible to sketch the surface separation process using simple 2-D diagrams. 

When this is done the phys ical 2-D constraints upon 3-D perceptual organisat ion at surface 

separation may be crystallised. 

d 

T.Top T.Top H _ 

A 

, 

o 

1l1\;lge 1 [male 2 

Fig 8.19. Image compa rison and th e epi-pola r conSlraint on binocular ma lches at T
Junctions 
This fi gure describes oblique T-Junctions in the SED. Image I and Image 2 represenllhe two 
retinal images of this T-Junction. When disparity is crossed in the Ehrenstein figure Image I 
will be seen by the right eye and Image 2 by the left and the reverse is true for uncrossed 
disparity. The Long blllck ... enicalline represents the T -top. Luminance values surrounding the 
T-Junctions are labelled: A is black, B is white and C is grey. The T-slem is represented by the 
line E_F in Image I and O_EJ in image 2 and the dotted lines represent epi-polar lines al 
critical points along the T-top. 

A BIPASS model based interpretation of surface separation at the above T-junction is 

shown in Fig 8.20. The overriding princip le of the BIPASS model is that the components of 

the T -Junctions, the luminance steps (not the lines meant to represent them), are not isolated 

events in the retinal image (as seen slant has suggested). It is possib le to map one eye's image 
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on to the other to simulate vergence eye·movements achieving vergence lock. Then, it seems 

feasible to speculate on what the patterns of luminance reveal to the system. 

In 8.20a the two eye's images are mapped over one another simulating image 

comparison. In the coordinate matrices the two T- IOPS occupy identical positions, that is, zero 

disparity. There is a vertically located region of luminance that has a different value in each 

eye, namely, region D (Recall that the lines in these figures represent contrast change along 

the T-top and T-stem). This means that D is grey in one eye and white in the other. A typical 

horizontal crossed fus ion of the T-stem (see figure 8.l9b and 8.19c) shows how this non-epi

polar difference in binocular subtense is resolved in surface separation. 

In Fig 8.20a a depth step is achieved in crossed fusion of the T-stems. The T·top 

remains ass igned to the zero disparity plane. To achieve this the system must fuse the region 

E_f in each eye (the grey-white contour at the T-stern). This suggests that a sector of the near 

surface, 0_ E projects partial ly across the T-top. At this s ign of dispari ty surface spreading 

emerges. Why does Ihis disparate subtense not create stereoscopic slant? The answer is that 

the orientation of the contour, the luminance step between grey and white is constrained to 

fronto-parallel . 

In uncrossed disparity, surface separation yields a depth step along the T-top and not 

along the T-stem. This is shown in fig 8.20c. The T-stem is assigned to the distant depth 

plane, but no separation of surface layers occurs at the T-stem because of the uncrossed 

configuration. Surface separation seems to involve splitting the images along the T -top with 

the subtense (0 _E) a white monocular zone visible only in the right eye. A Split-projection 

configuration at the T-top means that the near and di stant planes share the luminance step at 

the T-top. Orientation of the contour along the T-stem, the luminance step between grey and 

white, is constrained to fronto-parallel. 

A sketch of the perceived depth relationships is shown in Fig 8.20d. I.n crossed fusion 

of the T·junction a depth step is achieved at the T-stem and in uncrossed fusion it is achieved 

along the T-top. One way to explore the constraints imposed by oblique contours was to 

introduce orientation disparities at the T-stems. A simple experiment was designed to examine 

seen slant in a SED. 

Essentially, the argument is that with vergence locked, fus ion ofT-Junctions are not 

isolated events but constrained by a complex sel of 2-D differences returned by image 

comparison. Those differences occur in the position of luminance contours and in the size and 
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shape of spaces between those contours. Surface separation is a resolution of those interocular 

differences in yielding a singular cyclopean view. At partial occlusion, where a depth step is 

perceived, near and distant layers can share bounding contours. 
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Fig 8.20. Fusion ofT-Junctions in a SED 
In fusing the stereoscopic T-Junctions described in Fig 8.19, the system mllst align the grey-black portion of the 
T -lOP and the white-black portion of the T -Junction. This is represented in (a). Crossed disparity at the T -stem is 
shown in (b). A simple view of crossed fusion is tha t it assigns the T -stem to a near depth plane creating a depth 
step along the T-stem (E_ F). The system mllst assign the T-top 10 a distant depth plane and the T-stem is the 
depth step between the grey and white layers. A triangular crossed fusion means that the system separates surface 
layers along the T-stem but maintains the white-black-white.grey region B on the distant depth plane. Hence, the 
step yields a transparent grey layer by displacing the region d (grey in the left eye) to a near depth plane. The 
region 0 _£ (in the left eye for crossed fusion) , may actually overhang the T-top in the left eye. Fusion of 
uncrossed disparity is shown in (c). Alignment of the T-stem and the T-top requires uncrossed fusion along the T
stem E_ F. The section of the contourE_O is seen only in the right eye as the system cross-fuses E. The result is a 
depth step along the T-top. 

These ideas are summarised as well in (d) for crossed and uncrossed fusion. In crossed fusion a depth step 
occurs at the T ·stem and in uncrossed fusion orientation disparity occurs at the T -top. In crossed fusion there may 
be a monocular region of the grey portion of the grey white T -stem assigned 10 the near depth plane. This was 
identified as a possible contributor to spreading of an illusory surface layer in the stereoscopic Kanizsa square. It 
may also contribute to spreading of an illusory contrast layer across the SES. Though we can' t make 100 much of 
this aspect since at the horizontal arms of the cross the same kind of near monocular region does not happen. 
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It is a reasonably simple matter to demonstrate that vertical image differences don't 

appear to be cri tical in surface separation mechanism except that they are a product of 

disparate subtense in the proportion of near and distant surface layers (in the SED at least). A 

demonstration is included below that negates all vertical differences in the SED. It seems that 

surface spreading still occurs. 

In that crossed configuration, the grey-white T -stem contour is shared by the grey 

(near) and white (distant) depth planes. At the same time, the T-tops (grey-black and white

black contours along the black panels) at the zero disparity depth plane are visible through the 

interposed grey layer. Spreading is associated or invoked by the separation. It should be noted 

that in the Split-projection configuration of projections at the T -stem, the white and grey 

luminance regions still share the T-stem contour at the same depth plane. 

For free fusers , a selection of stereo grams similar to those that subjects observed is 

presented in Fig 8.2la and Fig 8.2Ib. Crossed fusion ofL-M in (a) and (b) yields a s lanted 

SES where the central grey cross stands at a distant depth plane as if partly occluded by the 

black panels. This requires two components of disparity in the diamond shape - orientation 

and standing disparity. Crossed fusion ofM-R in both (a) and (b) gives the impression that a 

near grey transparent and slanted surface layer floats above the black panels. Crossed fusion of 

the pair:s at Fig 8.2 1 (c) should yield the perception of a part-modaVamodal figure slanted 

through the projection plane (depth layer of the black panels). 
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Fig 8.21. Slant and standing disparity in SESs 
Crossed fusion of the L-M pairs in fig 8.20a (diamond in back) and 8.2Ob (square in back) 
gives the impression that an opaque grey surface layer stands behind the black panels and is 
oriented in the ven ical slant-axis. Crossed fusion of Ihe M-R pairs in (a) and (b) sees a near 
transparent grey surface layer floating above the black panels. Contrast spreading occurs 
where Ihe grey surface appears interposed over Ihe black panels. In (a) and (b) subjects 
judgements of seen slant were less anenuated for the square shape. In Fig (c) the vertical inter
retinal differences have been negated 10 demonstrate that a very clearly defined Ehrenslein 
diamond shape can be seen slanting through projection plane - transparent at one end (near)
opaque al the other (far). There are only horizontal disparities in Ihis figure. 

The nex t experiment addresses in some detail the nature of integrative process stich as 

completion, in some detail. 

8.4 Experiment 9 Seen slant and integrative mechanisms in contrast spreading 

Previous experimentation in !.his chapter has suggested that resolution of both point-disparity 

and larger featu re scale disparities, such as disparate sublense, underpin the stereoscopic 

response in 3-D SES percepts. Seen slant in the SED showed that when these two inter-retinal 

image measures were consistent with stereoscopic slant, the stereoscopic response did not 

appear to be underdetennined by disparity. These two contingencies of inter-retinal 
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differences appeared to constrain uncertainly even in untextured stereograms involving partial 

occlusions. Clearly, across a textured surface, a very large number of possible disparity 

feature-scales could exist (ie. defining disparity curvatu re across the surface in relation to its 

visible edges). 

Another way of phras ing this abi lity of the system is that it appears to be respons ive to 

disparity between large-sca le image features (eg, a partly obscured diamond) as well as small 

sca le image features (contour positions). The BIPASS model has proposed that resolution of 

disparate subtense constrains 3-D perceptual organisati on in untextured stereograms. Surface 

separation and spreading result. Constraint stems from the recovery and resolution of the 

detai led 2-D layout of the half-images. 

Seen slant as metric oj integrative processes in the SES percepts 

The final experiment presented in the thesis involves another simple slant judgement task. The 

seen slant metric offered an opportunity to exp loit ambiguous retinal disparities to examine 

the nature of confinnatory integrative visual processing in the SES configuration. 

To test for a tendency to complete the background square in the Ehrenstein figures an 

SES stimulus was employed (in which only horizontal disparities at two of the four T-stems 

exists). The logic of the experimental manipulations carried out was thi s. If the tendency to 

complete the Ehrenstein figure were a third component of the 3-D perceptual organisation, 

then, manipulation of that tendency would impact on the seen s lant metric. Seen slant appears 

to be sensitive to different manifestations of disparity. Then, by constraining these aspects and 

changing the magnitude of the black panels the tendency to complete the background grey 

square might emerge as a separate component of the seen slant metric. 

Evidence fo r these propositions stems from Experiments 7 and 8. These experiments 

estab lished that a SES whose disparities are created by drawing a grey square behind the black 

pane ls yielded seen slant. Seen s lant was about proportional to the re lative horizontal 

magnitude ofthe grey square drawn in each eye's view. Seen slant was quite dramatica lly 

attenuated. Attenuation increased as retinal disparities were increased. 

These contingencies suggested that seen slant in the Ehrenstein figure was not purely a 

function of the magn itude of retinal disparities between the grey cross half-images. This is not 

surpri sing since there is no actual disparity at the vertica l anns of the central grey cross. That 

prospect brings with it an important theoretical implication, the local zero disparity measure at 
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the vertical anns of the grey cross seems to have impacted upon the interpretation of disparity 

at the horizonta l arms of the grey cross. 

The point-d isparity signa ls at the four luminance contours at the T-slems of the SES 

are separated by substantial regions of homogeneous luminance. There is also disparate 

subtense between the T-stems. There is no disparity a t or along or between the T-stems at the 

vertical arms of the SES. Therefore some kind of long-range interaction between them seems 

to have emerged. Attenuat ion of seen s lant in the stereoscopic Ehrenslein square might be due 

to some kind of feature integration mechanism, that is, completion. 

Confirmatory processing in Ihe SES: Completion. Confliction or bOlh? 

Figural completion is a somewhat controversial topic in vision science. Figural Completion is 

associated with the perceptual judgement that fragmentary visual information is integrated to 

create some kind of emergent visual/arm (Kanizsa 1975). One mechanism of completion in 

the SES most recently advocated by Grossberg and his colleagues is a pre-visual boundary 

constructed by a BCS. 

In construction of this pre-visual boundary the system is blind to depth, that is, 

disparity signals and to specific luminance values. The FCS then fills the integrated boundary 

from disparity pools. It is the activity of the FCS that creates the perception of an illusory 

contrast change manifest as contrast spreading. In Grossberg's view the outcome of these 

parallel integrative mechanisms is compared to a priori templates in an Object recognition 

System (ORS). 

Grossberg's approach makes no reference to the possibility of conflict between the 

various depth and luminance components of his BCS-FCS-ORS feed-back loops. It is not 

difficult to imagine that conflicting relative weights in these systems could co-ex ist. Resulting 

perceptual outcomes could reflect those weights and might even change over time depending 

upon the context of interpretation (vision). 

Grossberg's work concerns integrative visual mechanisms. His theory reaches across 

2-D and 3-D domains of perception. The main concern of this project was binocular visual 

processes and stereoscopic information. A valuable notion derived from Grossberg's approach 

was allelotropia. The BIPASS model re-caste ailelotropia in the terms of constraints imposed 

on 3-D organisation generated by disparate subtense. 

Nonetheless, in reference to the SES, Grossberg's theory makes one important 

predicti on about the part ofT-Junctions. That is, the illusory contour that bounds of the grey 
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contrast spreading layer continues from the T-stems across the T-top and meets with adjacent 

T-stems that mirror luminance order. 

Kellman and Shipley also argued that continuation of the T -stem contour was a visible 

(modal) or invis ible (amodal) projection across the luminance discontinuity at the black 

panels. Kellman and Shipley suggest that this process is part of figure ground splitting 

between geometrically relatable contours. 

1 concur with these arguments to a point. The BIPASS model is slightly different than 

both Grossberg's and Kellman and Shipley's. The theoretical difference is subtle but 

important. In particular, it is important because the BIPASS model may account fo r 

Anderson 's effects where an illusory contour can be seen in the absence of any obvious 

continuation process. 

The BIPASS model proposes that spreading involves continuation of a near surface 

layer, separated from the depth plane of the black panels. Moreover, it is not a "contour" that 

continues across the black panels but the depth step or separation of two depth layers. Surface 

separation can happen in isolation to adjacent luminance and depth referents (as established in 

the stereoscopic Kanizsa square-pair, stereoscopic Kanizsa square-line and stereoscopic 

Kanizsa square-dot manipulations - see Chapter 6). 

It has been establ ished previously that Anderson has shown that completion is not the 

calise of illusory phenomena in stereopsis, just and lory and Day ( 1979) and others have 

shown in 2-D stimuli . Regarding continuation mechanisms, Anderson (1997, p \8) says this: 

... contour continuation processes are not necessary for the formation of 

illusory contours in binocular vision, and hence, any theory that requires the 

presence of contours along the direction that the illusory contour forms must 

be incorrect ... That is not to say, however, that continuation processes do not 

playa role in illusory contour generation when such image features are present 

However, there is currently no evidence that uniquely identifies these features 

as either necessary or sufficient for the formation of illusory contours. 

Again, I concur with Anderson in that respect. It is equally likely. however, that a 

satisfying explanation of the 3-D illusory percepts will, in Lhe end, need Lo account for 

confirmatory processes such as continualion or completion or confl iction mechanisms. 
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Kellman and Shipley (1992) discovered something important about the mechanism of 

illusory contours that appeared to offer a useful metric for the present experiment. Kellman 

and Shipley had subjects rate the intensity of illusory contours. They found that the subjective 

intensity of illusory contours was roughly a ratio of the physical length of the edge separating 

contour inducers (eg. pacmen) and the physical length of the contour inducing the illusory 

contour. For example, in a Kanizsa square the intensity of the illusory contours would be 

strong with big pacmen close together and weak with sma!! pacmen a long way apart. 

This experiment employed the concept in the SES, the logic being that incrementally 

reducing the relative size of the black panels impacted the proportion of inducing contour (the 

stems of the T·]unctions) reducing in proportion to the separation of the T-stems (the 

magnitude of the black panels). In doing so, it was predicted that the relative weight ofthe 

completion component of stereoscopic slant would increase as the size of the black panels was 

decreased. Subsequently, it was predicted that the relative weight of the local disparity 

component of seen s lant wou ld decrease. Therefore, seen slant might be expected to increase 

as the size of the black panels decreased. 

Therefore, this experiment examined evidence from Experiments 7 and 8 that some 

completion/confirmatory process compatible with my understanding of surface separation was 

active in the 3-D percept evoked by fusing the SES. Manipulations of the Ehrenstein figure 

are described using Fig 8.22. 

The objective of the experiment was to compare configurations in which interaction 

between contours signalling the same zero disparity and some disparate subtense across the 

configuration in the manner of completion would impact the seen slant metric. An Ehrenstein 

figure was constructed by drawing a grey square behind the four black panels. Both the 

magnitude of the grey cross and the local disparity at the grey cross were constrained while 

transforming the size of the black panels. Subjects then judged the slant of the illusory 

stereoscopic surface layer. 

Dispari ties at the T-stems of the horizontal arms ofthe SES were appli ed by draw ing a 

grey square behind the black panels. That grey square was manipulated appropriate to a 

perceptive corrected transformation of Ogle's magnification factor between the half-images. 

The perspective corrected relative magnification of the grey square defined a constant 

theoretical rotation of forty degrees in either the vertical or horizontal· slant axis. No standing 

disparity was applied. 
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Measlires 

In summary, the effects of two independent variables upon seen slant were employed in 

Experiment 9: the relative size of the black panels and s lant-axis. This was achieved by 

scaling the black panels symmetrically by an arbitrary percentagel ,. Scaling factors were: O. -

5%, -10%, -15%, and -20%. A scale factor 0[0 degrees meant that the size of the black panels 

was the same as in the previous two experiments (see procedure for details) and a -20% scale 

factor reduced the size of the black panels relative to the 0% condition by 20%. The centre 

point of the black panels was precisely maintained. The hypothesis was that incremental 

reduction of the magnitude of the squares; all else being equal, would decrease s lant 

attenuation in the SES and so yield an incremental increase in seen slant. It was also 

ant icipated that the horizontal axis of rotation would be li ttle affected by changing the relative 

size of the black panels relative to the vertical axis. Hence, an interaction between slant-ax is 

and relative scale of the black panels was anticipated. Planned comparisons were employed to 

establish differences between slant-axes at each level of re lative black-panel scale. 

~. We say (Irbilrorily but pilot testing was used 10 establish a reasonable arbitrary runge. 
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Fig 8.22. Re-sca llng black panels in the SES 
Manipulation of the Ehrenstein square appropriate to slam in the venical slant-axis and scaling 
of the black panels is shown in (8). This involves rel ative magnification of the grey square 
drawn behind the black panels (ie. changes (1,), Manipulation of the Ehrenstein square 
appropriate to slom in the horizontal slant-axis and scaling of the black panels is shown in (b). 
This involves relative shear of the grey square drawn behind the black panels (ie. changes A). 
In both (a) and (b). re-scaling the black panels (1110 all changes their proponion of the 
inducing length of the T-slems (~). 
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8.4.1 Method 

Subjects 

8 subjects were drawn from the department pool. They perfonned the same practice trials and 

were screened in the same way as previous ly. 

Slereograms 

Half-images were presented at the centre of the monitor, at eye-level in the mid-sagittal plane. 

Each half-image consisted of a set of four black panels subtending about 3° (at 750mm 

viewing distance). The black panels (O.09cd m·l ) were posi tioned so that a square drawn 

through their centres would subtend -f degrees. A central grey cross was created by drawing a 

grey square (OAcd M·l ) or a grey diamond so that it obscured the four black pane ls. The grey 

square or diamond overlaid the black pane ls symmetrically (equal intrusion on all sides) 

intruding about Y2 the width of the b lack panels. The grey square or diamond was then stood 

behind the black panels against a background luminance of 0.7 cd m·2
• black panels were re

scaled by simply reducing their magnitude (0%, -5%, -10%, - 15%, and -20%). 

The shape and size of the grey square was manipulated to generate appropriate 

theoretical rotation. The grey square was geometrically transfonned according to the 

monocular transfonnations of a square shape as described in Appendix A. Dispari ty 

appropriate to stereoscopic rotation was then introduced by applying Y2 Ogle's M to the grey 

square, symmetrically and in opposite signs in each eye's view ofthe grey cross (see Fig 

8.23). 
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Fig 8.23. Patlcrns of disparity in the SES 
Fig 8.23a shows one half-image supponing rota tion about the venical axis for the square. 
Relative magnification was applied by increasing the magnitude of the grey square (a) in one 
eye relative \0 the other. Similarly relative magnification was applied by increasing the 
magnitude of the grey square (A.) in one eye relative to the other. The black panels were re
scaled by adjusting their magnitude ~I' 

Design and procedure 

A two-way (2x5) repeated measures design was used to ex plore the effects of s lant-axis 

(horizontal, vert ical) and relative scale of the black panels (0, -5 , -10, -15, -20%) on the 

est imated slant of the stereoscopic Ehrenstein square whose theoretical rotalion was 40°. 

Three complete repetiti ons of this design were used, making a lotal of30 trials per subject in 

all. Details of the procedure were as described in section 4.5. Subjects were asked to rotate a 

comparison stimulus defined by luminance contours to match the degree to which they judged 

a contrast-spreading figure to be rotated . 

8.4.2 Results and discussion 

A two-way (2x5), repeated measures analys is of variance examined the effects of 

slant-axis (horizontal, vertical) and the relative sca le of the black panels (0%, -5%, -1 0%, -

15%, -20%) on seen s lanl. Obtained s lant estimates were averaged across repetitions. 

The relative scale of the black panels was found to impact upon seen slant and the 

effect was significant: F(4.7) = 12. t3, p = 0.001. Figure 8.24 compares the mean slrult 

estimates across the incremental changes in relative scale of the black panels. The findings 
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here were that the relative scale of the black panels impacted on seen slant but not ent ire ly as 

predicted. While it was anticipated that seen slant would increase as the scale of the black 

panels decreased, this appears to have been the case up to point. At ·20010 relative scale, seen 

slant was found to be attenuated more than at -10% and -15% relative scale. 
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Fig 8.24. The impact of relative scale of the black panels upon seen slant in a SES 
This figure plots mean slam estimates (seen slant) for the levels of relIHjve scale of 
the rour black panels in the SES. 

Slant-axis had no s ign ificant impact on seen slant. The key result is the firs t order 

interaction between factors. The relative scale x slant-axis interact ion was found to impact 

upon seen slant and that interaction was also significant: F (4,7) = 11.93, P = 0.001. 

Mean seen s lant estimates for each leve l of black panel scale and each slant-axis are 

plotted in Fig 8.25. Clearly, scaling of the black panels had an ax is-asymmetric eITect upon 

seen slant. For rotation about the vertical axis reduct ion in the scale of the black panels 

yielded increased seen s lant until -I 0% then a reduction of seen s lant has emerged. In contrast, 

for the horizontal slant-ax is seen slant increased from lhe -5% manipulation to slightly greater 

than veridical at -20% scale in the manner predicted. At the -20% re lative scale a typical slant

axis anisotropy (about 10 degrees) is present where seen slant about the Horizontal axis tends 

to be slight ly greater than the vertical axis. 
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Planned comparisons revealed that the difference between means at the 0 % sca le was 

not significant while at the -5% scale the difference between seen slant at each ax is was 

Significant F (1,4) = 16.4, P < 0.001. At 10% seen s lant was not significant ly different, while 

at the -15% sca le, F (1,4) = 5.4, P < 0.05; and the -20 % scale, F (1,4) = 25.8, P < 0.00 I 

differences in seen slant were s ignificant. 
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Fig 8.25. Interaction of relative sca le of the black panels It slant-axis 
This figure graphs mean seen slant for a first order interaction effect between relative 
scale of four black panels x slant-axis. The black panels were drawn to obscure n 
grey square theoretically rotated at 4011

• Standard error bars have been included. 

In rotation about the horizontal axis the relati ve scale of the black panels had a quite 

dramatic impact upon seen slant. Between the -5 and -20% levels, seen slant approximately 

doubled from about 24 to 40°. Recall that the large feature scale disparity (disparate subtense 

or shear across the horizontal arms of the central grey cross) was precisely the same 

magnitude in all stimul i presented in this experiment, that is, appropriate to theoretical 

rotation of 40°. Resu lts therefore suggest that when the SES half-images are fused, the slant 

response appears to renect integration of di sparity values. Evidently. integration of those 

disparities by the system depends upon integration of the overall configuration. Reducing the 

size of the black pane ls was predicted to increase the strength of illusory connections across 

those panels. 

In previous discuss ions, I have interpreted this as evidence of some kind of 

confirmatory visual processing such as completion that contributes to the perception of 
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spreading surface layer by driving the interpretation of ambiguous local disparities. Disparity 

values are not isolated image difference measures but are inlerconnected in the overa ll slant 

response. In that manner they appear to carry relative weights. 

I would argue thaI the increase in seen slant for the SES rotated about the horizontal 

axis shows the increased weight oflhose local disparities consistent with theoretical rotation. 

However, in the SES rotated about the vertical axis, reducing the scale of the black panels 

below -10%, appears to have increased the relative weight of local disparities (non-disparate 

T-stems at vertical cross arms) that were not consistent with theoretical rotation (after -10% 

relative scale). Hence, seen s lant was increasingly attenuated in the vertical slant-axis. 

In summary, the relative sizes of the T-tops and T-stems in the SES were reduced as 

the scale of the black panels reduced. Disparity values evidently occupy different weights in 

the overall slant response depending on the re lative magnitude of the black panels. Moreover, 

it was found that the impact of re lative weights of disparity values was ax is-asymmetric. 

This experiment incrementally reduced the relative size of the black panels in the SES, 

impacting the proportion ofT-stems (by changing the relative magnitude of the black panels). 

It was found that a completion component of stereoscopic slant increased as the size of the 

black panels was decreased but only for rotation about the Horizontal axis. 

Results suggest that the relationship between the tendency to complete the 

stereoscopic Ehrenstein square as defined by the relative proportions of black panels 

compared to the magnitude of the T-stems was more complex than anticipated. The evidence 

for a completion mechanism or confinnatory mechanism appears to be quite strong in the 

SES, however. The next chapter addresses the significance ofthese findings in relation to a 

number of stereograms that have been produced in the last decade or so. 
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Pan 3 On the generality of binocular vision processes 

contours and surfaces 

underlying stereoscopic illusory 

S I/",,,, ary: Pan 3 oj 'he the.fi.f reviews the pos.fible generality oj proce.f.~e.t identified in 'he B/PASS 

model Jar perception oj a range oj.ftimuli generating 3-D iflU.fOry percept.f. II then .nmrmari.~es 

experimelllalioll and makes concluding remarh. 

In Chapter 9 1he BIPASS model is reviewed and u.~ed 10 offer an aliernativeJunclional accounl oj 

percepts Jrom several key stimuli. Tlrese slimuli have been principally proposed by the Surface 

Heurislic {Ipprotlch. The chapter attempts 10 de.fcribe how tire 2-D .ftmclure oJhaif-images is related to 

the 3-D iflU.fOry percepts. Grossberg's approach is al.~o reviewed. II i.r suggested Ilral ( I gap in Iris 

theory appear.r to be Ihe apparently mechanLrtic .reparation oj surJace layer.f in .flereopsis. 

Finally. Chapter /0 summarises lire project and propose.r some possible implic(ltiolls/or nall/ral 

binocular vision. Several stereo phologmphr (lI'e used to demonSlrate tire pO.fSible relevallce oj tire 

B/PASS mo(leI Jor nll/llral vision. II is suggested tire oulcome of binocular visioll /nay be a complex 

product 0/2-0 relationships between ppint-di.rpal'ities. disparate sublense and the lopograpJr ic 

architecwl'e 0/ tire binocular .renSOly array. 
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Generality of binocular vision processes 

stereograms 

in untextured 

SlImmary: PreviOU.f chaplers hove .mgge.'iled Ihm even when point-di.'iparilies were 
.'iClirCe, in ulllexiured slereograms, slereoscopic mechanisms slill played an imporll/III role 
in deprh perceplion. AfilllciionalBIPASS modelw{uframed fa describe Ihe perception of 
an SKS. The model was also applicable ro the SES percepts. Using a series of 
demonstrations. that 10 .fame extent (Ire .fpecu/olive. rhis chaptel' applies the mode/ to 
several other types of .'itimll/IiS configuratioll. The.fe inelufle a simple black cruciform. an 
oblique cm ciform, Ander.fon '.'i l-junclions {/lid .ftereo captllre e.ffect.~. 

9.1 Binocular image processing and 3-0 Illusory Percepts 

9.1 .1 A brief review 

This project has developed and tested a functional BIPASS model to describe stereoscopic 

mechanisms underpinning the SKS percepts. It is a model that stems from a sensory systems 

approach to the perception oflhe 3-D Illusory percepts (see Fig 9.1). Though still immature, 

Ihe model appears to be applicable to the SES (contrast spreading) as well. 

In summary, my proposal is that the 3-D illusory percepts are the products of several 

system processes. Inter-retinal measures of parity and disparity are detected across the two 

retinal coordinate matrices at multip le feature sca les (image comparison). Retinal disparities 

are then resolved in separation of surface layers and this can yield surface spreading toward a 

luminance and depth referent. Higher-order confimlatory processing appears to influence the 

precise trajectory of surface spreading and integration of disparity values. 
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Fig 9.1. A BII)ASS model of visual system processes underpinnin g the SKS and SES 
percepts 
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The system's response to untextured stereograms appears to involve resolution of 

inter-retinal differences in image structure at various scales. A key concept is that the system 

can resolve image differences by separating the singular percept into surface layers in the 

absence of disparity discontinuity. A case has been made that surface separation occurs where 

resolution of image differences involves a "split-projection configuration". 

The tenn "spli t-projection configurat ion" is simply a description of the binocular 

vis ion projection geometry that is associated with perception of partly interposed surface 

layers. Surface separation arises at contours where projection lines cross. This happens when 

near and distant surface layers share the same luminance contour. In such a configuration a 

near edge is fused along a line of sight to each eye that also aligns the more distant disparate 

edge of a partly occluded surface. In this way, separation of surface layers can be ach ieved 

when no texture is avai lable. Moreover, local disparity is not actually necessary. 

A key clue to mechanisms involved, I have argued, is the difference between percepts 

at the two directions of"dispariIY'. The B[PASS model pred icts asymmetry even in the 

simplest possib le untex tured stereograms. It also provides a parsimonious construct with 

which to examine the 3-D illusory percepts (if in limi ted functional tenns at this stage). The 

next sections attempt to show this. 

9. 1.2 A step-wise description of surface separation and perceptual asymmetry in 

some related untextured stereograms 

Discussion in this section refers to Fig 9.2. The stereograms are intended to demonstrate, step

wise, the manner in which resolution of the 2-D layout of inter-retinal disparity and pari ty, 

seems to relate to the phenomenal properties of the percepts (such as illusory contours, 

portho les and transparency). 

First, note that in this set of stereograms vergence is locked at the same angle and 

disparities in all sets of pairs are virtually identical. Image comparison will return only very 

subtle differences in retinal parity and d isparity between the half-images. All of the 

stereograms exhibit perceptual asymmetry between the s igns of disparity. 

A simple black and while IInlexlllred stereogram 

Crossed fus ion of the L-M pair in Fig 9.2a sees a white disk (bounded al ABeD) floating 

above a black square. 10 the untex tured retinal images,just one luminance step (contour) 
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demarcates the circle from the square in each image. My BIPASS model would suggest that 

both the near surface (disk) and distant surface (square) must share the black-white contour 

ABeD (in a split-projection configuration) in crossed fusion of the L-M pair, in Fig 9.2a. This 

was called surface separation. The mechanism resolves disparate subtense between the outer 

black-white square bounds and the inner black-white circle bounds. By sp litting the percept 

into two layers along the curved contour (ABeD) the system resolves disparate subtense and 

point-disparity. 

There are no detectable unpaired zones in the half-images. A geometric fact of 

binocular fusion of this untextured stereogram is that the magnitude of the portions of the 

distant surface (the black square) allocated to monocular zones is precisely the magnitude of 

disparate-subtense at ABeD. The magnitude of this d ifference in subtense "fits" behind the 

near surface (the white square), that is, it is occluded from the view of one eye in a sp lit

projection configuration. 

Crossed fusion of the M-R pair sees a white disk visible through a square porthole. 

Surface separation occurs at different contours. Uncrossed disparity at ABeD means that the 

curved luminance contour cannot be shared in a split-projection configuration. The system 

separates surface layers at the bounds of the black square instead. This resolves disparate 

subtense between the square bounds and the circle bounds. The entire area bounded by the 

square-boundary is assigned to a distant depth plane by splitting the percept in to two surface 

layers at the luminance step at the square boundary. 

A BIPASS model and stereoscopic illusory contours 

By manipulating the simple untextured stereogram (in Fig 9.2a) it is possible to summarise 

how the BIPASS model might account fo r perception of3-D illusory contou rs. 

In Fig 9.2b, a white cross has been drawn to overlay the black square and white circle. 

The result is a set of physically discontinuous wh ite-black contours at ABeD. Disparities at 

those contours have not changed. Crossed fusion of the L-M pair sees a white surface (an 

illusory disk) stand forward of four black "squares". Stereoscopic illusory contours seem to 

complete the white disk across EFG and H. The illusory contours look smoothly rounded. 

Therefore, surface separation occurs in the same manner as fo r Fig 9.2a, that is, at the 

curved luminance contours at ABC and D. Non-disparate curvature of the contours at ABC 

and D must constrain the perceived orientation of the near layer_ Separation of surface layers 
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in this specific contex t leads to surface spreading between contours at which the split

projection configuration arises (at ABC and D). Illusory contours represent a depth step at the 

bounds of a near surface layer spreading toward adjacent luminance and depth referents. 

Some kind of higher-order processing seems to be involved in actually shaping the 

perceived spreading of the near layer. This has been tenned confinnatory processing. There 

does not seem to be a satisfying functional explanation of the appearance of completion in the 

literature. 

Perceptual asymmetry is evident when pair M-R (Fig 9.2b) are cross-fused. The 

percept is a white surface (disk) seen through four windows at ABCD. Uncrossed disparity at 

the curved black-white contours at ABC and D precludes a split-project ion configuration 

(contour shared between two layers). Instead, surface separat ion happens at the window 

bOl/llds (EFG and H). A split-projection configuration will reso lve disparate subtense at nOI1-

curved black-white conlour segments. Surface separati on at the inner window bounds yields 

near surface spreading and hence illusory contours. Surface spreading seems to complete the 

window frames. Surface spreading is visible as stereoscopic illusory contours. 

Surface separation, contrast spreading and transparency 

Next, consider the stimuli in Fig 9.2c. A transparent grey disk appears to float above four 

black squares (L-M pair is cross fused). Point disparities at ABCD and disparate subtense 

remain precisely the same. What is different is that there are now non-disparate grey-white 

contours present (bounding the four grey sectors). Surface separation occurs along the curved 

black-grey contour at ABC and D. The mechanism is just the same as in Fig 9.2b. However, 

the non-disparate grey-white contours stand at the same depth as the black squares. These grey 

contours are visible through the separated surface layer making it transparent. 

Reversing the sign of disparity in Fig 9.2c (fuse M-R) yields the percept that an opaque 

grey disk stands behind four windows. The BlPASS mode l predicts that the percept results as 

the system separates surface layers at all grey-white and black-white contours at ABCDEFG 

and H. At these contours a split-projection configuration is established. 
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In (a) crossed fusion of L-M sees an opaque white disk standing above a black square. Separation of sunaee 
layers occurs along the bounds of the white disk in a spl it-projection configul1:ltion that also resolves disparate 
subtense. Fusing M-R sees Ihe disk visible through a square window. Surface separntion happens at the bounds of 
the window (straight black-white contours). In (b) the samc disparities are present but contours are discontinuous. 
Surface separation occurs at the curved contours at ABCD in fusing L-M. Illusory contours complete the white 
disk in between the contours at which surface separation occurs. However, fusing M-R sees illusory contours 
spread across the near surface at the bounds of four windows. Fig (c) shows Ihe contrast spreading effects. Fusing 
L-M sees a transparent circle stand forward oflhe black squares. The surface separation mechanism is almost the 
same but the system must split the percept at the curved grey-black conlours (ABCO) whi le st.1nding the straight 
grey contours on Ihe projection plane. This is what must cause transparency. Fusing the M-R pairs sees a grey 
circle visible through four square windows. The system separates layers al the siraight black and grey contours. 
Fusing L-M in (d) shows that when there is no intermediate contrast Ihe circular shape is seen as opaque and 
separation now occurs al the curved black-white contours. Fusing M-R however sees the black sectors at ABCO 
look opaque and stand on the projection plane separated from a distant opaque black layer. Fig (e) sees a near 
Iransparentlayer spread across the black squares (when L-M are fused). Separation occurs along the curved grey
white contours in fusing L-M and al the black-white and black-grey contours EFGH when M-R fire fused. In (f) 
very similar percepts arise with luminance values manipulated and in (g) only two luminance values are presenL 
Separation occurs at Ihe curved black-white contours (EFGH) in fusing L-M and at the straight contours in the 
fusing M-R. 
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Other manipulations oj luminance values and stereopsis in untexlllred sfereograms 

Further subtle manipulations of the luminance terms in Fig 9.2 yields predicl'able 3·0 illusory 

percepts. In the remaining stereograms in Fig 9.2, surface separation occurs at EFG and H 

with crossed fusion. Manipulation of the luminance values adjacent to EFG yields predictable 

change in the percepts yielded when the image pairs are fused. 

Crossed fusion of the L-M pa ir in Fig 9.2d yields a percept where an opaque black disk 

stands forward of four partly occluded squares. Illusory contours spread from surface 

separation at the black·white contour in EFG and H. Surface spreading is across black spaces 

at ABC and O. 

Fusing the M·R pair sees the disk stand behind the black sectors. The sectors appear to 

complete as mis·shaped opaque squares. Surface separation arises at the black·wbite contours 

bounding those four squares. 

In Fig 9.2e a grey transparent disk stands forward when the L·M pair is fused. Surface 

separation occurs at EFGH, that is, at the white·grey contours. A grey illusory surface spreads 

across the black squares (at ABC and 0). The near grey surface is transparent s ince all grey· 

black contours are visib le through the near layer. The ir pos ition and orientation are 

constrained at zero disparity. Crossed fusion of the M·R pair yields the percept ofan opaque 

grey disk behind the four black squares. Surface separation occurs at the bounds of the 

squares. 

By manipulating luminance values in (9.2f), surface separation is precisely equivalent 

to (e) (at EFG and H) when the L-M pair is fused. No illusory contrast spreading occurs. 

However, illusory contours still cross the grey squares at ABC and O. The effect is a 

transparent glass like appearance. Fusion of the M·R pair leads to surface separation at the 

grey-white contours. A black disk stands behind the grey squares. 

Finally. similar point disparities exist in Fig 9.1 g. Surface separation st ill occurs at 

EFG and H resolving disparate subtense and point-disparities. The percept has the appearance 

of a near "porthole" through which are seen four white sectors on the distant depth plane. This 

seems counter·intuitive until one recognises that that disparate subtense is precisely the same 

in Figs (d, e, fand g). Fus ion of the M·R pair sees four white sectors standing forward of an 

opaque black circle. The percepts are constrained by subtense and the sign of those binocular 

differences. 
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In sum, th is section has attempted to demonstrate how some diverse 3-D illusory 

percepts appear to be related to some basic stereoscopic mechanisms that collecti vely can be 

described as binocular image processing. Those mechanisms are Image Registration, 

Vergence Lock, Image Comparison, Surface separation and Spreading, and a higher-order 

Confinnatory process. 

9.2 Binocular image processing and Nakayama's "bent" cruciform 

This section addresses a percepltntroduced by Nakayama and Shimojo (1992) in the terms of 

binocular image processing. It gives a possible alternative process based on the SIP ASS 

model. Nakayama and Shimojo showed a simple disparate cruciform to some 200 students . 

They found a universally repeated asymmetry in 3-D perceptual organization between 

directions of disparity invo lving perception of illusory contours at crossed disparity but not at 

uncrossed dispari ty. 

Nakayama and Shimojo explained the difference in percept by the Principle Of 

Generic Sampl ing (pOGS). Recall that POGS is the idea that the system interprets untextured 

half-images according to the likel ihood of the arrangement of surface layers in the natural 

world. Nakayama and Shimojo called this, inverse ecological optics. By this they mean that 

the perceptual response to ambiguous arrangement of luminance is a product of soft-wired 

neural populations whose associations are developed through image sampling, that is, neural 

network training. 

The stimulus in question is reintroduced in Fig 9.3a. Vertical arms of the cross (half

image M in this case) are disparate, that is, shifted left or right. Crossed fusion o f L-M sees 

the vertical anns of the cross stand fOlWard of the horizontal arms. Illusory contours traverse 

the horizontal anns. Crossed fusion of the M-R pair (or uncrossed fusion of the L-M pair) 

sees the horizontal anns of the cruciform bend fOlWard. No illusory contours form and there 

is no separation of surface planes in a depth step. 

A SlPASS model can account for the difference between percepts in terms of 

stereoscopic mechanisms. Figure 9.3b, depicts a crossed disparity configuration at the white· 

black contour at the vertical arms of the cruciform. That is, at the intersection of the cross 

arms. Disparate points on those contours are labelled Q and O. 

Splil-projection configurations at Q_ QR_ QL, and O_OR_ OL resolve disparate subtense 

at the vertical arms. The split-projection configurations resolve disparate subtense along each 

horizontal arm in separating surface layers. The illusory contours generated in cross fusing 
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the LMM pair represent the bounds of a separated surface layer spreading between split

projection configurat ions. 

Figure 9.3c is a sketch of the percept achieved at the opposite sign of disparity. The 

system assigns points Q and 0 to a more distant depth plane than the ends of the horizontal 

arms of the cross (points PI and P2). The uncrossed visual projections from Q and 0 preclude 

surface separat ion. Along the vertical arms of the cross both the black and white regions 

(surfaces) share the bounding contours but at the same depth pane. 

Being horizontal to the line of sight the 3-D orientation of the horizontal cross arms is 

unconstrained (can be interpreted as s lanted). Disparate subtense of the horizontal arms can be 

interpreted as seen s lant. It does not seem to be necessary to invoke inverse ecological optics 

to explain these percepts. 
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Fig 9.3. Surface separation and perceptual asymmetry in a simple cruciform 
Crossed fusion of L-M in 9.3a (Anderson and lulesz, 1995) generates the perception of a 
vertical arm vis ibly occluding the horizontal arm. Illusory contours form between contours at 
which stimuli are assigned into two layers. Crossed fusion of the M-R pair sees the horizontal 
arms of the cross bent toward the observer. There is no separation of surface layers. Figures 
9.3b and c are sketches of the array subtending the half-images. In (b) contours marking the 
junction between horizontal and vertical am1S of the cross, are labelled Q and O. Crossed 
fusion of these junctions relative to PI and P2 creates surface separation. Points Q and 0 form 
the apex of a split-proj ection configuration. For point Q, say. this resolves disparate subtense 
[QL P, - Q,,--Pd. The same is not possible when disparity is reversed. In 9.3c, Q and 0 
represent uncrossed disparities relative to p\ and P2. No surface separation arises. No illusory 
contours result. Slant in the horizontal arms of the cross is generated by the binocular subtense 
[QL P, - Q,,--P,l and [OL]' - O,,--P, l (Nakayama and Shimojo, 1992). 

This description of surface separation and spreading in Nakayama's cross is simply 

one possible account of perception. Nevertheless, the BIPASS model predicts some quite 

counter-intuitive effects from simple manipulations of the stereogram. For example, in Fig 9.4 
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introduces just two vertical lines at the horizontal amlS of the crucifonn. The inner luminance 

contour bounding these vertical lines become contours along which the system separates 

surface layers, that is, resolution of disparate subtense by splitting the percept into two layers 

(at a split-projection configuration) . 

In phenomenologica l tenns, crossed fusion of the L-M pai r in Fig 9.4 sees the vertical 

arms stand forward of the horizonta l anns (and the vertical lines) as before. However, in the 

M-R pair, crossed fusion does not yield the percept of a folded crucifoml. The horizontal arms 

of the cross do not slant Instead, surface separation occurs along the vertica l lines. Hence, 

observers see a depth step at the inner black-white contour bounding the vertical line. Fusion 

assigns whi te regions between disparate contours to the distant depth plane. 

Introduction of the vertical lines leads to a depth percept that is equiva lent to 3-D 

perceptual organization in the porthole effect. Important visual projections (that projections 

from luminance contours) are sketched in 9.4b and c. The drawing at (c) highlights the 

observation that surface separation resolves disparate subtense along the horizontal arms of 

the cross. 
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Fig 9.4 Sur race separation in a stereoscopic cruci rorm 
In 9.4a. crossed fusion ofL-M yields a percept where the vertical arms of a central cross stand forward 
or the horizontal arms. Crossed fusion of M-R sees all contours except the two thin vertical lines 
assigned to the distant depth plane. These percepts arc described using a sketch of visual projections 
in (b) and (c). Fig 9.4b shows that addition of two thin vertical lines to the cross has little impact upon 
the perceived organisation or surface layers. Howeve r. in 9.4c, II split-projection configuration of 
projections is supportcd at both PI and P2. Thus. all of the space between those contours is assigned 10 
the distant depth plane resolving disparate sublensc. 

9.3 A BIPASS model for the Anderson and Julesz oblique cross 

Anderson and lulesz (1995) also addressed Nakayama and Shimojo 's simple figu re. To 

Anderson and l ulesz the percepts showed that no unmatchab le monocular features 

disambiguate occlusion geometry in Nakayama's crucifonn. They described the luminance 

arrangements as ambiguous L-Junctions. To show the ambiguity they simply rotated 

Nakayama's cnlcifonn 45° before applying disparity. In this section, I briefly revisit the 

Anderson and lulesz explanation in reference to what wi ll be tenned the oblique cross. 

Figure 9.5 shows the oblique cross with one ann shifted horizontally (in M). Upon 

fusing the L-M and M-R pairs, there is no phenomenal asymmetry between the two directions 
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of disparity. At each sign of disparity, illusory contours cross the more di stant arm in an 

equiva lent position. 

Anderson and Julesz claimed that this was because the vertical image differences 

present were unmatchable due to an epi·polar constraint on vertically disparate clements of the 

retinal images. They argued that the unpaired components of the oblique cross arms were 

interpreted according to inference about causal geometric structure. Anderson and Julesz may 

have overlooked disparate sllbtense in the length oJlhe oblique cross arms, disparate subtense 

between the cross arms (white space) and orientation oJlhe oblique arms. The orientation of 

the oblique contours means they are highly unlikely to look bent, that is to look slanted. 

In the functional terms of the BIPASS model, a split.project ion configurat ion along 

the near oblique arms of the cross will resolve disparate subtense between the anns of the 

cross by surface separation (at both signs of disparity). Spreading of the near surface layer 

between the spJit·projection configurations will yield stereoscopic illusory contours across the 

distant arm of the cross. Higher order confirmatory process such as completion may (but not 

necessarily) facilitate continuation oflhat separated surface layer. 

It is not difficult to show that non.epi·polar features are not necessary to generate 

illusory contours or surface separation the oblique cross. For example, in Fig 9.5b the oblique 

cross has been overlaid with a rectangle that negates vertical disparities. Now, no vertical 

di sparities exist in the half.images. Yet, fus ion maintains synunelric organisation of surface 

layers between the two signs of disparity. That is, stereoscopic surface separation occurs at 

equivalent contours at each sign of disparity. 

I would argue that the reason for the perceived simi larity between percepts in the 

oblique cross is not a matching constraint but a constrained relationship between subtense and 

orientation. The oblique orientation of the cross arms means that orientation "parity" in each 

eye renders them unambiguously fron to·paralle l. Resolution of disparate subtense in the split. 

projection configuration will be therefore be stable. The percepts generated appear to be 

logical outcomes of stereoscopic mechanisms outlined in the BLPASS model. 

Explanation oflhe oblique cross percepts from a BlPASS account is quite simple. The 

key is to recognise the importance of the magnitude of white spaces between the arms of the 

cross in the retinal images. At both signs of disparity a sp lit~projection configuration along the 

near aml of the cross will resolve that disparate subtense. Figures 9.5c and 9.5d demonstrate 

this possibi lity. 
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Several non-disparate arrows have been inserted in Figs 9.5c and 9.5d that in each 

stereogram point to the contour along which surface separation occurs. In (c) surface 

separation occurs along the ann Be. Note that the gap between the arrowheads and arm BC, 

in the half-images, is the magnitude of the disparate subtense in the white space between the 

arms. The same effect is evident in Fig 9.5d. Here surface separation arises along the white

black contours at each side of the AD arm. The non-disparate arrows are intended to 

demonstrate the magnitude of disparate subtense. 

Since separation of surface layers is achieved along the near arms of the cross, it is 

spreading of the near surface layer between these black-white contours, that generates illusory 

contours. It does not seem to be necessary to invoke a priori constraints or causal 

relationships to explain the percepts in the oblique cross. Substantial constraints exist in the 2-

D patterns of image differences contained in the half-images. 
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Fig 9.S. Anderson and Julen Oblique Cross 
[n (a). crossed fusion of the L-M and M-R pairs yields no perceptual asymmetry between the 
signs of dispari ty when the half-images are fused. Illusory contours continue cross Lhe distant 
recwngle in both inslnnces. The near ann appears to be modally completed. In Fig (b). a 
similar effect can be generated where a rectangle overlays all venical disparities. Figure (c) 
shows the contour along which the separation of surface layers arises (arm BC). Fig (d). the 
reversed sign of disparity yields surface separation along the arm AD with crossed fusion. [n 
both percepts the across are non-disparate. The gap between the arrowheads and the 
appropriate aml is equal to the magnitude of disparate of disparate subtense in the space 
between the arms. It is surface separation in a split-projection configuration of visual 
projections that yields the depth step in these stereograms. It is spreading of the near surface 
layer across between the two sides of the near arm of the cross that produces the illusory 
contours. 

9.4 Binocular image processing and Anderson's stereoscopic I-junctions 

This section attempts to address a stereoscopic slimulus fi rst demonstrated by Anderson 

(1994). The percepts produced are crucial for understanding stereoscopic illusory contours. 

Generation of the percept clearly involves no completion process and no continuation process 
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per se. Nevertheless, a BIPASS model of stereoscopic mechanisms may account for 

Anderson's Hunctions. 

Phenomenology associated with Anderson's [-junction 

Anderson and lulesz argued that I-junctions, where a vertical disparity exists, were evidence 

that the system decomposes the retinal images into matchab le and non-matchable features . 

Unmatchable portions of the vertical lines reveal occlusion geometry to the system. The 

system assigns these portions of the line to a distant depth plane. They are interpreted as partly 

occluded. 

Anderson's images are re-introduced in Fig 9.6a. Crossed fusion of the L-M pair yields 

the percept of an illusory contour at the tips of the vertical line. Anderson (1994) initially 

described the contours in terms of Bayes ian inference based on the notion that conditional 

priors (luminance junction patterns) existed. Those priors dictated the response of the system. 

However, Anderson (1997) sees lhe illusory contour as evidence of an end-cut mechanism. An 

end-cut mechanism is the output of orientation sensit ive hypercomplex (also called end

stopped) receptive fields (after Grossberg, 1994). The end-cUl mechanism proposed requires 

that the contours are orthogonal, 0 1" nearly orthogonal to the orientation of the contour 

inducing the end-stopped signal. 

These intriguing illusory contours clearly do arise at a different depth plane from the 

fused vertical lines. They seem to fall on a near depth plane. Moreover, they appear to mark 

separation between near and distant surfaces, that is, a depth step. 

It is interesting to note that in all of Anderson's demonstrations using vcrticallines, the 

illusory contours formed are not orthogonal to the vertical lines. In the configuration shown, 

for example, the illusory contours don ' t appear orthogonal but are substantially rotated about 

the z-axis of projection. Only when the disparate lines are aligned horizontally (by rotating 

the entire stimulus 90° see Anderson, 1994) do the illusory contours appear orthogonal to the 

horizontal lines. Figure 9.6b shows the perceived orientation ofthe illusory contours . This 

appears related to the eye (the half-image) in which the longer vertical line is presented. The 

small squares are!lIsion locks used to constrain vergence eye movemen ts. 
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Fig 9.6. Il lusory contours ind uced at I-junctions 
In (a) crossed rusion or Ihe L-M pair sees an illusory contour generated at the tip or the 
vertical lines (Anderson, 1994). With the vertical line in right haIr-image longer than the lert, 
the conlours is rotated about the Z-axis by about -45 degrees as shown in (b). Cross rusion or 
the M-R pair sees the contour rotated in the other direction (45 degrees), as shown in (b). 

Toward a binocular image processing account oJthe /-jllnction percept 

In natural vision, an I-j unction might happen if we looked through a round window at some 

vert ical object, say a tree or the comer of a building. Because of binocular parallax, the 2-D 

layout of the half-images may contain a vertica l difference in the magnitude of the object in 

each eye's view within the frame of the window. One eye may see a longer distant edge than 

the other (disparate binocular subtense). This can be simulated using a very simple 

stereogram. In Fig 9.7a an ellipse has been drawn and within it a vertical line. The line has a 

disparate position and disparate length in each half-image just the same as Anderson's 1-

junction. The percepts generated in fusing the ellipses can help to explain the generation of 

illusory contours at the tips of the I-junctions above. 

Crossed fusion of half-images L-M in Fig9.7a sees the line stand at a distant depth 

plane relative to the ellipse and fusion of Fig 9.7b yields the percept that the line stands 

forward. This appears reasonably straightforward. However, careful comparison of the two 

percepts reveals a subtle perceptual asymmetry between the signs of disparity that has been 

common to all the untextured stereograms so far exam ined. 

When pair L-M in Fig 9.7a is cross fused the line looks like it is visib le though a 

porthole. All of the white region within the ellipse has been captured to the depth of the line. 
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The BIPASS model has suggested that such effect's emerge when the system splits the percept 

in two in a way that resolves di sparate subtense returned from image comparison. So in the 

ellipse in Fig 9.7a (L-M) uncrossed disparity in the position of the line precludes a split

projection configuration along the line. Instead the system splits the percept into two layers at 

the bounds of the ell ipse. Where the line is separated from the elli pse at points AB, the visual 

projections from the line to each eye must cross in a splil-projection configuration. The 

disparate subtense of the line is reso lved as the line stands behind the near bounds of the 

ellipse. 

When pair M-R are cross fused in 9.7a the line stands forward of the ellipse. In order 

to resolve disparate subtense created by the disparate position of the line the system must split 

the percept into two layers along the white-black contours on either side of the vertical line. 

Stereograms at Fig 9.7b are intended to show how the I-junction is related to the 

separation of surface layers in the ellipse. It was suggested that to resolve uncrossed disparity 

in the position of the line relative to the ellipse that v isual projections at the line ends must 

cross at AB. This is the case as well for Anderson's I-junctions. Hence binocular image 

processing splits the percept into two layers at the projection plane in both the ellipse and the 

I-junction stimuli. The illusory contours created in the I-junction are created as the system 

separates surface layers at an oblique split-projection configuration where the distant surface 

shares a near surface edge. 

Crossed fusion of the M-R pair yields no separat ion of surface layers at the I-junction 

and hence no illusory contours. This is because disparate subtense is reso lved in a split

projection configuration along the vertical line. 

In summary, the projection drawing in Fig 9.7c is intended to help explain how 

resolution of disparate vertical subtense in the vertical line is reso lved by splitting the percept 

into two layers at AS (the very tip white-black contour) where visual projections to the distant 

layer must cross, as the line is fused. The oblique orientation of the line is predicted by the 

degree of separation of the eyes. 
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Fig 9.7. Stereoscopic su rface separation a t I-junctions 
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In (a) crossed fusion of the L-M pair yields the percept that the venical1ine stands behind the 
ellipse. The white space wilhin the ellipse is assigned to the distant depth plane. This is 
because disparate subtense between the line and the ell ipse bounds is resolved in a spJil
projection con figuration al Ihe inner bounds of the ellipse (see text for details). Crossed fusion 
of the M-R pair sees the line stand forward of the ellipse. In (b) equivalent percepts are 
generated fro the ellipse and the eye junction. The degree of disparity is identical at both sings. 
The letters A and B mark sites along the contour bounding the ellipse and at the end of the 
disparate lines. To fuse these lines along the same line of sight in cyclofusion visual 
projections must cross at AB the luminance step must be shared between the near and distant 
surfaces. In this manner, binocular geometry predicts that the orientation of the illusory 
contour in the I-junctions is a product of the separation of the eyes - binocular paral lax. 

Evidence fo r the proposed binocular image processing applied to these I ~jllnctions can 

be demonstrated using some simple images that introduce step~wise manipulation of the 

disparities present in Anderson's I-junction stimul i. 
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First, in 9.8a, in the absence affusion locks, lines of different lengths do not invoke 

strong illusory contours. This may be because the fusion locks actually constrain cyclofusion. 

The unconstrained lines may induce binocular rivalry· illusory contours will therefore be 

unstable - since fusion is unstable. 

Figure 9.8b shows that thickening the lines causes quite strong rivalry at their ends. 

Illusory contours will not arise. In Fig 9.8c, vertical differences exist but in the context of 

obliquely oriented contours. Strong illusory contours are evident, but only in the L-M pair. 

In the M·R pair (uncrossed disparity), there is a change in the site of surface separation to the 

vertical bounds of the thickened line. This is an intriguing effect noticed by Howard and 

Rogers (1995). 

Next, in 9.8d and 9.8e, a series of these thickened lines joined together can form a 

triangular shape that takes the appearance of an aperture when fused. Vertical disparities exist 

at all vertical black·white contours. Disparate I·junctions arise at every vertical luminance 

intersection. Resolution of the I.junctions is not an isolated visual event though. Disparate 

subtense and the mechanism of surface separation seem to be more important than a matching 

constraint in constraining the phenomenal outcome of binocular fusion. 
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Fig 9.8. Vcr tical lmage differences and stereoscopic I-ju nctions 
In (a) the absence of fusion locks lessens or negates the tendency to perceive illusory contours 
emanating from vertical image differences. When the I-junction lines are increased in thickness 
rivalry occurs. This rivalry is resolved if the vertical differences are combined with orientated 
contours at the tips of the I-junctions as in (c). Here crossed fusion of the pairs in L-M 
reinstates sepa11ltion of surface planes which invokes the illusory contour but in the opposite 
sign of disparity (fuse M-R), the site of surface separation is now along the vertical boundllries 
of the lines. Finlll1y in (d) and (e) these thickened I-junctions are arranged in II manner 
congruent with the perception of a triangle. In (d) the opposite signs of disparity show the 
feasibility of the two alternative sites of surface separation (8t the outer perimeter of the 
triangle). In (e) surface separation occurs according to the conlours at which crossed 
configurations of projections arc created in cyclofusion yielding a stereoscopically slanted 
triangle. 
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In summary, a BIPA SS model appears to contribute toward understanding Anderson's 

intriguing stimuli, in a way that is parsimonious with previous discuss ions. 

9.5 Binocular image processing and "Stereo Capture" 

Stereo Caplllre is another intrigu ing perceptual outcome of binocular fusion in untextured 

stereograms. Stereo Capture is a wallpaper effect where, the perceived depth of an illusory 

fonn captures a periodic pattern of luminance (see fo r example, Ramachandran and Cavagnah, 

1985). Ramachandran for example argues that stereo capture occurs as the brain takes a short 

cut by inferring depth where disparities are sparse. I believe that binocular image processing 

mechanisms may help define the depth of the "captured" layer after allll. 

The basic phenomenon is re-introduced in Fig 9.9. Figure 9.9a are stereograms that 

invoke stereo capture when fused. The Kanizsa square in (M) has been shifted to the right 

about 2mm. This creates di sparate shaped pacmen. A set of horizontal lines overlays the 

Kanizsa squares. 

Crossed fusion of the Kanizsa squares in the L-M pair generates the percept that a near 

illusory surface stands forward of the pacmen. The bounds of the Kanizsa square, seems to 

capture the horizontal lines to the depth plane of a near surface. This is the classic stereo 

capture effect. 

At the oppos ite sign of disparity, fu sion of the M-R pair, a typical porthole effect 

arises. The system assigns four segments, within the bounds of the pacmen, to a distant depth 

plane seen through the porthole. The four sectors wi lhin the bounds of the portholes capture 

the horizontal lines to the distant depth plane a well . 

I would argue that the stereo capture effect seems to support a BIPASS model of the 3-

D illusory percepts. In fusing L-M, the system assigns horizontal lines to the near depth plane. 

My proposal is that the system splits the percept into two layers at a split~projection 

configuration at the mouths of the pacmen. The separated near layer spreads between pacmen 

and across the sites al which the horizontal lines abut the pacmen. 

[n fusing the M-R pair. no surface separation occurs at the pacman mouths. Instead, it 

occurs at the white-black contour at the bounds of the pacmen. Again, surface spread ing cuts 

loS It turns out that at least one of four readers of this project prior to submission did not "see" the ;'stereo capture" 
percepts generated as I will describe them. There are clearly more complex issues of ambiguity present than my 
simple descriptive model addresses at this stage. 
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across the horizontal lines. Stereoscopic surface separation at the pacman bounds therefore 

assigns the portions of the horizontal lines within the pacmen to the distant depth plane. 

Manipulating the horizontal lines within the Kanizsa squares can support these quite 

simple ideas. l-Iorizontallines are not actually "captured" by the illusory surface layer but 

assigned accord ing to displacement of surface layers depth in surface separation. 

Figure 9.8b shows such a manipulation. Now, the horizontal lines are not disparate in 

position or length. This leaves a gap between the lines and the vertical contour at the pacman 

mouths. The gap is precisely reciprocal to the magnitude of disparate subtense at the pacman 

mouths. Fusing pair L-M, yields the percept of a transparent illusory Kanizsa square. The 

horizontal lines stand at the depth plane of the disks. Surface separation still occurs at the 

mouths of the pacmen. No "capture" arises. 

Fusing the M-R pair sees the same effect. The system does not assign the lines to 

depth. Kanizsa square portholes st ill emerge. Horizontal lines stand on the depth plane of the 

pacmen bounds and the portholes do not complele. A split-projection configuration al the 

bounds of the horizontal lines is the si te of surface separation. That is, surface separation must 

here occur at the white-black contour at the line-ends (as in Anderson's so called I-junctions). 

Another way to demonstrate the source of capture is to use a non-disparate Kanizsa 

figure and then manipulate the depth oflhe horizontal lines. In Figure 9.8c there is no 

disparity in the Kanizsa squares themselves. The position of the horizontal lines relative to the 

Kanizsa square have been manipulated so that now the horizontal lines are disparate. 

Fusing the L-M pair (9.8c) sees the horizontal lines stand forward of the Kanizsa 

square. Notice that the system also assigns the space between the lines to the near disparity 

plane. This is because the gaps between the line ends and the pacman mouth boundaries are 

resolved within a split-projection configuration at those lines ends yielding surface separation. 

The near surface layer spreads between the line-ends. The percepts looks like an opaque 

striped surface standing rorward of the pacmen. 

Disparities are the same magnitude but opposite direction in the M-R pair (in c). Since 

no disparity exists at the mouths of the pacmen - no porthole effect emerges. The system 

assigns the horizontal lines (an the space between them) to a distant depth plane. Separation of 

surface layers occurs at the mouths of the pacmen. 
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Fig 9.9. Separation a nd stereo captu re 
In (a) fusion of the L-M pair demonstrates the classic stereo capture effect. The horizontal 
lines bounded by the Kanizsa square are assigned to a near depth plane. Fusion of the M-R 
pair in (a) sees the ponhole effect where horizontal contour segments bounded by the 
horizontal contours are captured to the distant plane. The ponhole appears to be completed 
across near horizontal line assigned to the depth of the projection plane. In (b) the horizontal 
lines have been manipulated so that they are non-disparate. In fusing the L-M pair a 
transparent illusory square is seen. Fusing the M-R pair sees the ponhole effect arise. 
Horizontal contours are assigned to the deplh of the pacmen - as are the white spaces between 
the lines. In (c) disparity in the position of Ihe horizontal lines has been introduce while the 
Kanizsa squares are non-disparate. Now fusion of the L-M pair sees the horizontallines stand 
forward. Crossed fusion sees the horizontal lines stand behind the pacmen (see text for 
details). 

One fi nal demonstration in this section shows that oriented random-lines such as those 

chosen by Gillam (1995) resist capture. Obl ique ly orien ted contours bounding these lines 
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provide unambiguous information regarding distance and orientation. Both the orientation of 

the lines themselves, their bounding luminance contours and the spaces between them are all 

tightly constrained to zero disparity (or at least to the same disparity plane). 

In the top sel of half· images in Fig 9.10, a glass like su rface film stands forward of the 

projection plane, above the random line surface (cross fuse L-M). There is no surface capture, 

yet the separation of su rface planes is maintained as previously described in the Kanizsa 

Square. In the reversed disparity case (cross fuse M-R), the lines remain on the near surface 

while the typical porthole effect is seen. 

In the bottom, set of half- images, disparity applied to random line elements within the 

Kanizsa Square itself generates a separation of the surface layers. Those lines stand on the 

near occluding surface, in the case of crossed disparity (cross fuse L-M), and on the distant 

surface in the uncrossed example (cross fuse M-R). 

L M R 

Fig 9. t 0 Su r face features and failure of stereo capture 

In the top set of half-images (Gillam, 1995), crossed fusion of L-M yields the percept of a 
transparent or glass like il1usory surface standing forward of the projection plane with the 
unambiguously oriented random features lying at the level of the pac men. Both the curvatures 
of the pacmen, the lines, and the spaces between the lines constrain this surface separation. 
Fusing M-R sees the porthole effect developed, but with the random lines not captured at the 
pacman mouths. In cross fusing L-M in the lower set, disparity in the position of the random 
line matrix has been applied. This figure has the appearance of a Kanizsa square with random 
lines standing forward of the disks or behind the pacmen in fusing M-R. 

In the next chapler, I conclude that the mechanisms underpinn ing an BIPASS model 

may indeed apply to textured surfaces and to stereopsis in a natural setting. 
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10 Concluding remarks on binocular image processing and surface 

spreading 

SlImmary: Thi.f ch(lpler reviews e:cperimenllliioll (/lid Ihe development of a BIPASS model 
of SKS anti SES perceplS. IT Then e:cplore.f some pouible implicaTions of Ihe model for 
understanding IInlall/red .flereogmms and for .fl/!reopsis in Ihe naTllr(l/ selling. 

10.1 Research summary and development of the BIPASS model 

This project concludes that some basic stereoscopic mechanisms underpin perception of the 3-

D illusory percepts. The binocular vision system has access to sources of inter-retinal 

differences other than point disparity and thi s has been overlooked in previous understanding 

of stereoscopic il lusory contours and su rfaces. My experimental findings suggest that the 

Surface Heuristic accou nt of stereoscopic illusory contours and surfaces, based on inferential 

perceptual schemes. has over emphasized the ambigui ty of untextured stereograms for 

stereopsis. Similarly, the Fonn Computat ion approach appears to have over-emphasised the 

importance of integrative visual mechanisms. My evidence, from experiment and 

demonstration, is that the relative phys ical dimensions of un textured featu res in the half

images comprising the stimul i, constrain the stereoscopic response considerably. Stereoscopic 

illusory contours and surfaces appear to be intimate ly related to a stereoscopic response 

described in functional terms by the BIPASS model. Th is model is a functional descript ion of 

processes that appear to involved. 

This thesis presented nine simple experiments that, together with a number of 

demonstrations, suggest something quite important about stereopsis. Six experiments studied 

the SKS percepts. Three experiments examined the SES percepts. All experiments used seen 

slant as a metric of the stereoscopic response. 
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Seen slant allowed comparison of the percepts experienced, when untextured 

stereograms are fused, against a stereoscopic comparison image that simulated 3-D surface 

orientation. This enabled analys is of the way that the system must resolve large-scale, 

disparate, untextured features and regions in the half-images. Moreover, phenomenological 

characteristics of the 3-D illusory percepts, such as opacily and transparency, also appeared to 

be related to the manner in which the system reso lved disparate fea ture-scale inter-retinal 

image differences. 

I have concluded that the findings in this set of nine experiments cannot be solely 

explained by the inferential visual responses, as suggested by theorists such Anderson, 

Nakayama and their collaborators. These authors emphas ise local factors in surface 

separation. Nor can they be solely explained in terms of feature integration processes 

described in Grossberg's FACADE theory. My view of the stereoscopic response is that it is 

sensitive to disparity at multiple feature-scales simu ltaneously (parity and disparity: in the 

relative size, position and separation of features in the field of view). The 3-D illusory 

percepts seem to emerge as the system resolves the 2-D layout ofthose disparities by 

separating surface layers at particular luminance contours. The BIPASS model is a description 

of the processes thaL appear important. 

10.2 Possible implications of the BIPASS model for understanding 

stereoscopic illusory contours 

The experimental findings and analyses mostly apply to stereoscopic illusory contours and 

surfaces. We should not under-emphasise the stereoscopic infonnation avai lable even in 

completely untextured sLereograms. However, there is a larger contex t fo r this discussion as 

well. The basic principles that underpin the BIPASS model might represent a guide toward 

understanding a range of stereoscopic percepts. Recall the work of Gulick and Lawson (1976). 

Gulick and Lawson addressed the question of texture density in stereopsis. In fact, they 

discovered that "stereoscopic contours" were seen in stereograms containing only sparse 

textures. Gulick and Lawson argued that texture density was a continuum that linked sparsely 

textured stereograms with lulesz's Random-Dot-Stereograms. 

In Gulick and Lawson's stereograms (see, for example, Fig 10. 1 a) disparity was 

introduced by shifting the position of just one set of black squares in a unifonn matrix. 

Crossed fusion of the L-M pair in 10.1 a sees a white near surface layer floating above the 
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matrix. Gulick and Lawson called the edges of the near layer "stereoscopic contours". As you 

fuse these images notice that there are two rows of squares adjacent to the depth step· but 

only the outer set of squares is actually binocular. 

Next, cross· fuse the L-M pair in the RDS ( 10.1 b). You will see a near surface layer. A 

depth step occurs at ils bounds. Gulick and Lawson said thaI the boundaries of the surface 

layers were stereoscopic con/ours derived from the same process offonn extraction as in the 

sparse matrix. If the figure is analysed carefully, monocu lar regions occur in precisely the 

same parts of the dense matrix as in 10.1 a. 

Gulick and Lawson thOUght that the mechanisms by wh ich a depth step was achieved 

in the sparse matrix must be precisely the same as in the RDS. Evidence, from experimenting 

with the SKS percepts is in agreement with them. Gul ick and Lawson claimed that the 

difference between their matrices and an RDS was Ihal texture features were smaller and 

denser in an RDS. They said that the small dense texture features camoufl age any obvious 

difference in the position of corresponding luminance contours in an ROS. 

h may also be useful to think of the phenomenal outcome of fusing Gul ick and 

Lawson's stimuli in lenns of the BfPASS model. In Gulick and Lawson's matrices, the system 

separates surface layers at the inner most luminance boundary of the monocular set of black 

squares. This separated near surface layer then spreads between the squares bounded by 

stereoscopic illusory contours. 

The surface separation mechan ism resolves disparate subtense across the sets of black 

squares by supporting an overlap of surface layers. My argument is thaI the disparate matrix 

squares contain two components of retinal disparity, local dispari ty (at disparate luminance 

contours) and disparate binocular subtense (between luminance contours). Disparate subtense 

constra ins binocular fusion in a sparse matrix in precisely the same manner that it does in 

completely untextured stereograms such as a Kanizsa square. 

In fusing the Juiesz, RDS, a similar separation of surface layers might arise. That is, 

surface separation occurs at local crossed fused luminance contours, adjacent to monocular 

parts of the matrix. This suggests that the actual visible edge of the near surface layer involves 

the spreading of a near surface layer between dots in the RDS that support crossed visual 

projections - resolving disparate subtense across the matrix by surface separation. 
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Fig 10.1. Stereoscopic illusory contours and Random-Dot-Stereograms 
Crossed-fusion of the L-M pair in (a) or uncrossed fusion of pair M-R. sees a near surface 
layer stand forward of the sparse matrix. In (b), a near textured surface stands forward. Both 
stereograms have the same disparity - but clearly texture in the RDS is more dense. In both of 
these percepts (crossed fusion of L-M or uncrossed fusion in M-R for both (a) and (b)) 
disparate subtense between the edges of the stereograms and the near surface layer may 
constrain the perception of stereoscop ic depth. A projection drawing in (c) demonstrates the 
subtense in question (cx.L and cx.R) that must constrain the combination of half- images images. 
The percept is of a near surface S2 standing in front of a distant surface S I. Surface separation 
involves an overlap of surface layers. An MZ on surface S I. 
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It appears that stereoscopic illusory contours and surfaces may represent one end of a 

cont inuum of stereoscopic phenomena. The continuum involves separation of surface layers in 

depth. Densely textured random·dot·stereograms fall at one end of the continuum while very 

sparsely textured stereograms and untextured stereograms such as the stereoscopic Kanizsa 

figures (or even Anderson's ' ·Junctions) fa ll at the other end. But the processes underpinning 

the percepts are the same. A mid· point connection between the poles of th e continuum might 

be Gulick and Lawson' s sparse matrices. 

10.3 Possible implications of the BIPASS model for understanding binocular 

vision in more natural contexts 

In this section, I discuss a very s imple contrived contex t of what I will call pseudo· natural 

binocular vision. I briefly venture to discuss the possible relevance of the BIPASS model for 

a more general understanding of stereopsis. Consider Fig to.2. 

The stereograms in Fig 10.2 have been constructed using a pair of stereo photographs 

taken of my desk. A digital camera on a tripod was used. Two photographs were taken at 

about 3 meters from the background wall. Two photos were taken from viewpoints about 

65nun apart (commonly cited as inter·ocular distance). So, I have reproduced a pseudo·narural 

context of retinal di sparity. 1 have then overlayed the photos with a white frame. The photos 

have been shifted relative to (behind) the frame to make a very basic point about binocular 

vis ion and the importance of binocular subtense. 

Crossed fusion of these photos in (a), sees the objects on the desk visib le through a 

window. Why do 1 see a window - a square porthole? Arguably, it is because the system 

separates a near surface layer (the page) from the background in resolving disparate subtense. 

By adjusting the frame in (b), the objects in view stand further forward (note that the 

contrived manipulation constrains vergence angle). Also, the local disparity gradients across 

the Objects and disparities between the objects are identical. Only the magnitude of 

background subtense has been changed. In (b) the mug, for example stands about level with 

the page when the images are fused. In (c) it stands forward of the page. The point is, ifall 

local disparities in these photos are the same, then the depth perceived stems from the 

resolution of relative disparate subtense across the background. Resolution is achieved by 

separation of surface layers to different depth planes. 
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Fig. 10.2. Disparate binocu lar subtcnse and surface separation in stereo photographs 
In fig (a) crossed fusion yields a scene viewed through a square aperture. This is an analogue 
of the porthole effect in untextured stereograms. Surface separation at the aperture boundary 
resolves the magnitude of large-scale background differences. In (b) the disparities between 
near objects are maintained. The disparit ies in back are manipulated by shifting the photo 
behind white frames. In (c) the background differences are negated by the same means. The 
portho le is therefore negated, and near objects stand forward of the plane of projection. 

Also note that in each image in Fig 10.2, the contour that separates the background 

from, say the mug, is actually the same physical contour. Where the teabag packet partly 

occ ludes the mug - the same pattern of projections occurs. This is the mechanism of surface 

separation at particular contours where binocular lines of sight cross at a near surface edge 

(the split-projection configuration of contours). Separation occurs at the actual image 

boundary itself - hence the appearance of a window - in (a) and (b). In (c) there is no 
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disparate subtense in the background frame. In achieving surface separation, I argue, the 

system must resolve near surface layers in the split-projection configuration, and so resolves 

disparate subtense. In a manner of speaking stereoscopic depth may be a product of the 

reso lution of both local and non-local inler-retinal differences. 

I can represent this functional understanding of binocular processes by drawing a set of 

visual projections through the object bounds as in Fig 10.3. One way of looking at this 

arrangement of objects al different relative depths is as a series of surface layers. Across those 

layers there are local disparity gradients that define curvature and orientation. The system 

must separate surface layers at COniours, which correspond in each image. At object 

boundaries, the visual projections cross (sp lit-projection). The system seems to separate layers 

by ach ieving image overlap where disparate subtense is resolved behind the near surface layer. 

For example, the edge of the mug in (a) is deduced from the position of the contours 

AR and AL in each respective retinal image. A crossed configuration of visual projects 

separates the mug from its background and in so doing resolves B_AR - B_AL' Hence, 

removing all texture from objects as in the stereograms in (b), separation of surface layers is 

still readi ly achieved. If my argument is valid, then tbe position of objects in space, and 

separation of tile different depth planes (in the absence of texture) is recovered not only from 

local but is at least partly revealed to stereopsis from a process that resolves background or 

foreground subtense. This equates to simultaneous processing of several different disparity 

feature-scales. 
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Fig. 10.3. Disparate subtense and surface separation in the absence of texture 
Figure (a) reconstructs the geometry subtended at each eye by a small set of mundane 
stationary obj ects. In the 2-D layout of the retinal images, object boundaries and backgrounds 
are the same luminance contours. The system must achieve separation at these contours so that 
a near edge is separated from distant depth plane at those contours (split-projection). This 
interpretation is a resolution of disparate subtense. Crossed fusion at (b) positions all objects 
behind a square window, an analogue of the porthole effect. Point-disparit ies across the object 
surfaces have been removed. The disparities at the background can now be manipulated by 
shifting the photo behind white edge boundaries. In (c), the obj ects now stand at a nearer 
depth despite a lack of surface texture. Resolution of disparate subtense to yield depth 
therefore appears to be an important and repeatable stereoscopic response. 
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10.4 Possible implications of the structural organization of binocular vision for 

3-D perception 

One purely physiological constraint that may have implications for the way in wh ich the 

images addressed are resolved, is a very basic aspect of all the perceptual systems. That is, the 

structure of the system - its topographic and retinotopic organisation (see for example Kandel , 

Schwartz and Jessel , 199 1). 

A pair of parallel arrays of luminance sensors at the retinae converging to a single 

array of binocular receptive fields at the striate cortex, may itself constrain resolution of local 

disparities. Figure 10.4 presents a highly stylised representation (eg. the optic chiasm is 

ignored) of the massively para ll el organisation of retina l coordinate geometry. Resolution ofa 

cyclopean 3-D percept from the combination of two retinal images may invo lve restrictions on 

perceived contour alignments and surface separation because each loca l region of each retinal 

image is physically constrained by its position in the visual coordinate matrix. Hence the 

spaces between contours and image features will be constrained in achieving the percept. My 

evidence is that disparity values at different scales can conflict however. 

Disparity scales are partly constra ined by the spaces 

between disparate contours 

Binocular receptive fields - area V2 (Striate Cortex) 

Retinal correspondence is constrained 

by the re lative position of element in 

each monocular coordinate matrix 

Fig. t 0.4 A system-structural representation of paraliel retinal and cortical topography 
Authors such as Howard and Rogers (1995) explain that in binocular fusion vergence eye 
movements align the retinal coordinate matrices. Given the topograph ic organisation of the 
system this might mean that not on ly local positional differences but also disparate spaces 
between features constrain the eventual 3-D percept. 
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In conclusion, a frui tfu l avenue of future research in this area may be to examine how 

binocular subtense might constrain the correspondence problem in tex tured images. 

Historically, correspondence represents a major computational problem both for theoretical 

and practical applications of stereoscopic image processing. In David Marr's (1982) seminal 

work in stereopsis, for example, he employed a range of disparity filters to compute coarse-to

fine disparities and so constrain correspondence by progressive data reduction - a "levels of 

analysis" approach. A dramatic saving in computational effort might well be ach ieved simply 

a two-stage processing scheme: resolv ing disparate sublense then local correspondence. 

In other work J have also begun to examine the patterns of binocular optic fl ow that 

surround occlusion, in the perception of sp inning and looming illusory surfaces. The spatio

temporal patterns of non-local binocular correspondence appear to offer another interesting 

area in which to pursue the separation of perceived space into surfaces and shapes. A recent 

finding for example has suggested that stereopsis enhances the maximum threshold at which 

stroboscopic motion is detected for Kanizsa figures~(t. 

Another possib le avenue of research may be the use of skeletal conlours and partial 

occlusion pauems in the generation of stereoscopic 3-D displays. It may be possible to use 

the propensity for binocular vis ion to access sparse disparities to bui ld effective low-fide lity 

virtual environments using very much reduced computational power compared to those based 

on densely textured point disparities. According to this research, the system can quite 

effectively yield predictable depth percepts in the complete absence of textures. 

:u. Preliminary results wen:: pn::sented al the 23'" Australas;3n Experimenlal Psychology Conrerence (Hur and 
Ryan, 1997). 
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Appendix A A simple binocular perspective projection model 

Perspective correction: Rotation about the ver tica l axis 

Two diagrams are presented below to show perspective transfonnation of the angles of 

subtense of a square as it rotates about the vertical ax is. Conceptually. there are two 

components of this process, a transfonnation in azimuth (a.) and a transfonnation in elevation 

(P) re lative to the ax is of rotation (zero disparity). 

Horizontal Compression 

a transfonnation is addressed first,. as described in Fig. A I, where y is the distance to the 

picture plane; e is the angle of rotation; !J..y is the distance of the distant or near edge of the 

rOlated rectangle from the pictu re plane; WI is half the horizontal magnirude of the fran to· 

para llel square; and W2 is the perspective corrected (projected) magnitude of WI as it passes 

through the arc of rotat ion. So, aF is the angle subtended by W2 at distance y + !J..y. and aN is 

the angle subtended by W2 at distance y -l!J.y. 

Arc of Rotation 

e w .~;;-- Fronto.parallel 

····· ······1<,/··············T A 
•••• ••••• •• ••• • ~..... . ........... y 

'w A , 
y 

Horizontal Transfonnalion 

=>lly = sin 9 . w1 

_wo"L..._ 
=:> CIt' = lan· l -

y +6y 

Fig Al (J. Transfo rmation: Vertica l ax is of rotation 
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Vertical Shear 

A ~ transformation can be calculated by determining the d istance of the far edge (Yf) 

according to UF described above. The angle of elevat ion subtending the distant edge (~F) is 

therefore the angle of subtense of the far edge at distance YF .• and the angle of elevat ion 

subtending the near edge (~N) is the angle of sub tense of the near edge at distance YN. This is 

shown in Fig A2. 

, 

" , 
, <- .-J , , 

·c 
, , 

, , 
, , 

, 
, , , , , 

____________ hJ __ __ 
, , , 

, , , 

----- -
YF~ ~YN 

Far _ ... .. _ ..... Near 
-

Venica! I[i!Il~rQrm {F) - VC!l itat Irnllsform (N) , , , 
y+t:.y exF 
--

=> rf= cosaf => 

h, 
- -

=> ~F = tan'\ y, => 

Fig A2 P transformation: Ver tica l ax is of rotation 

In summary, these transformations generate compression of horizontal dimensions and 

vertical shear in the square relative to the angle of its rotation. A symmetrical stereoscopic 

rotation of this shape was achieved by app lying Y2 the required magnification fac lor in equal 

bUI Opposile measure 10 each half image. In other words. as one image was compressed. the 

other was expanded -another example of reciprocal disparity patterns at occlus ion. 

Perspective correction: Rotation about the horizonta l ax is 

A simi lar transformation was required to generate stereoscopic rotation aboul the horizontal 

axis. The major components of the transformation are compression of the vertical dimensions 

and shear in the horizontal dimensions of Ihe figure according to the angle of rolalion. 
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Ver/ical Compression 

A P transfonnation in Fig A4 describes perspective rotation about the horizontal axis, where 

hi is half the vert ical magnitude of the franta-parallel square; and h2 is the perspective 

corrected magnitude of hi as it passes through an arc of rotation about the horizontal axis, SO 

PF is the angle subtended by h2 at distance y + l!J.y, and PN is the angle subtended by h2 at 

distance y -l!J.y, 

Verl,gl! TrwrllDljllJoo 

<>4y:!lln I . I'I, 

<> 1I,=4yl.., ' 

" . .... 1\ .. = WI" --;:;-

". .... p,.", .... '-y ·4y 

F" 

, 
Near 

Fig A3 P Transformation: Horizontal axis of rotation 

Horizontal Shear 

, 

h, 
I , :; 

y 
'~ "" 

1 

I 
1-; ., 

Finally, an a transfonnation yield ing horizontal shear can be calculated by detennining the 

distance of the near edge (Yf\l) according to PN as described above. As Fig A4 demonstrates: 

the angle of azimuth subtending the distant edge (aF) is the angle of sub tense of the far edge at 

distance (YF); and the angle of azimuth sublending the near edge (aN) is the angle of subtense 

oflhe near edge (Wt) at distance (YN). 
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UQrizQ!!!aJ Trwform (f) 
>--~ .. 
f \." 

y -t- 6y 

: w ... 
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~ y,'" ..... 
" --

~ a, '" lin"' y, 

Uonzonyl fuosrorm eN} 

y-l!.y 

~ y," ,oojl,. 

" --
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Fig A4 a Transformation : Horizontal axis of rotation 
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Appendix B Sample operating software 

Run-Time Stimulus Presentation (Borland Objects Oriented Pascal 7.0) 

program EXPERIMENTATION (infile. outfile); 

(This program oesIgned 

to I\.Wl • series of experiments based anound manipulatioos 018 Kanizsa ...... ) 
~~ 

Crt. Graph, dlspobj, bgidrv, YSgdrv, gfxobj, ellP_stim, exp_lmag, tools: 

'"'''' fillstyle .Iolldfill: 

Numlmagel • 32; 

NumSeIS . 1: ,,.,. 
( 32 Images In an experimental set ) 

( 1 Set In an experiment ) 

SetType - atTBY11 .• Numlmages) of PTlmage: (the type of image displayed ) 

OrderType. Array[1 .. Numlmages) 01 Integer; (Order 81T8y used in RandomlseSot) 

display : tYSgdisplay: 

image : SetType: 

i : n89ltr. 
!lIaf1\er: tm8f1oter, 

comparator : tcomparator; 

( the display object ) 

( image ami)' I 

( angular comparator ) 

I experimental sel indelt ) sets : Integer; 

txIbuff : siting: 

numbuff : Slnng: 

ouffile : text: 

( buffer lor oonstruding oulpulteltl I 

( butfef for converting nums to text ) 

Gatafile: string: 

(draws the comparator line on the display and waits untillhe user 

has lined the comparator up with the Image. retums when retum 

key is pressed. When this procedure retl.mS the angle of the 

comparator can be accessed by using the comparator.devlatlon 

functlort. I 
procedure trial(V8I" comparator : tcomparator; conS! display : tdisplay); 

'" 
keypress: char; (aJfllents of last key pressed I 

extended, exit : boolean: (!lags) 

angle : ang!etype: -exil :- false; (not ready to exit) 

' .... ' 
keypress :-' ': 

if{KeyPressed) then 

bogio 

( First we need to decide if this Is a normal character 
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Of an eXlended scan code. If the readkey call relums 

a value other than 0 then we hewe read a normal character 

otherMse we have received a scan code which wiD be 

8Qtked 01'1 the nelCl cal 10 readkey I 

keypress : .. reaclkey: 

Jf(keypress <> chr(0llthen elCleoded :" false 

" .. 
begl" 

elClendeci := lrue: (8el elClendeci nag I 
keypress :- readkey: {and read actual key value I 

,",I; 
(Now extended will be lrue II an extended scan key was recelYed 

and lhe actual scan code ..... m be In keypress. If extended 

Is false then keypress contains an ascii char) 

I!(extended .. true) then 

begl" 

If(keypress - 'M') then ( . ", ) 

begi" 

comparatOf.PoinlNeedle(clisplay, comparatOr.deviation .. I); 

"" else if(k.eypress .. 'K1 then ( c. ) -eomparator.PoInINeeclJe(display, eomparatOf.6eviation· 1): 

"'" 
else If (keypress - 'H') then ( ~ ) 

begin 

,,'" 
else If (keypress .. 'P') then ( Y ) 

""" ,,'" 
end (eldended scan code J 
else ( we haye 8 normal ascii characler ) 

bog'" 
If (keypress - chr(13)) then e:cit : '" true ( e:cit true on return key pressed I 
else if(keypress - 'L') then dlsplay.SyncLensNow(cc_LeftOnRlghIOff) 

else if(keypress " 'R') then (fispIay.SyocLensNow(cc_LeftOHRlghtOn): 

"",. 

"": 
until exit -!rue; (retum key pressed I 

""': 
( Used by RandomiseSei • Checks to see if x already exists in the ord&rtype 

iWf8}',1f II does then X Is not a valid integ8f. ) 

Ivnction valld(x : integer. ptr : Integer; conS! order: OrderType) : 000Ieatl: 

vaf I : Inleger: 

bog'" 
valid : .. true: 

IOf I :- 110 ptr do 
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bog. 

il{x - ordef1i)) then valid :" laIse; 

on," 
on<l: 

I This ptOCedurl randomIses the order In wtlch the stimulI will be presented to the 

sobted. It does this by creating a randomly ordered set of the numbers 1 .• N vmere 

N is the numbet of stimuli being presented. The randomly ordered set is aeated by 

drawing a random number In the range l .. N (without replacement) so the domain of the 

random set decnla5es as each numoer is dfaI"n. 

When the randomly ordered set has been aealed it Is used as an inOel( to move lhe 

pointer to the Image objecls from lhe Image set inlo a temporary sel. It is Ihls 

process which rar'ldomlses Ihe order of presentation. When this process Is complete 

Ihe pointers If I oopled back Into the Image sel in Iheir new order. ) 

procedure RancIomlseSet: 

"" 
order : OrcIerT)'?I: 

lemp : Sellype: 

plf : integer: 

WI' I : Integer; -ptc- t ; 

repeat 

1:_ random(Numtrnages)" 1: (number in range I .. Numlmages) 

II(validQ. pit. order» theo 

""'"' orderjptr) :- 1; 

ptr :- ptr .. 1: 

end; 

unUi pIt - Numlmages .. I ; 

I save InOex number in order amly ) 

( increment index) 

(roN Shuffle the pointers to thO Images In the Image pointer array 

using the order amty as the slluflUng key) 

lor I :- 1 \0 Numlmages do temptl) :- lmage(order[iJ)= 

lor I :_ 1 10 Numlmages do lmage[!) :" temp[i); 

end; 

( wriles one set of trial data to the output file) 

Procedure DumpOata(s : Integer, angle : AngIeType; image : Primage); 

""'"' write(outlile, I .. i : I experimental set runber ) 

1I(lmag .... lenSlimuius" TYPI_HRotKSq) then write (outfile.'H 1: 
if(lmage".LeftStimuius '" TYPI_ VRotKSq) then ......nle (outfile,'V 1: 

wrile(outf~e. lmage".ldentify •. i : ( left stimulus object type) 

write{outfile. Image".LeftParm :3.' i: (left stim pammeter) 

write(oulfile. lmag .... RlghtParm :3 •• i: {right stirn parameter} 

wrileln(outfile. angle:3:0, • i: {User defined comparator} 

1I(lmage~.LeftStlmulus _ TYPl_HRoIKSq) lhen write ('H '): 
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il(Image".LenStimulus = Type_ VRotKSq) then write (V'): 

write(' ',im8geA,ldenUfy, ''): (left stimulus object type 1 
write( tmag .... L.nPann :3, ''): (len slim parameter I 
write( imegIt",RlgtllParm :3,' '): (right stirn parameter) 

wnteln{ angIe:3:0, ''): t User defined comparator I 

end: 

{II End 01 support fuoctions JJI/J/I/JIIIJIJlIII/f/l/JIIIIJI/J/J/lJIJJJJJJI/f} 

( this Is the SI8f1 01 the experiment propet. ) 

begin 

write)n; 

writeln: 

write)n; 

writeln(' 

writeln(' 

ILLUSORY CONTOURS IN 3D"): 

e~pl'): 

WRITE('Subjecl Filename? : '): 

readln(datafile); 

disptayJni't: (initialise the display I 

matXer ,~t(cc_ fgrouncI,cc_soIid): 

( Thil ls the simple compass comparator 1 

companltor.lnlt(cc_fground, cc_outllne, SO): 

companMor.movelO(dlsplay,Mklx' dlsplay,Y - SO): 

oomparetor.caIibr8te(90): 

I These are our stimulus Images - they will be l<W1domiSed 

by 8 call to RandomIseSet before each set 0110315 so 

they will be ptesented to the user In a random fashion. 

when It Is conslructed. When we have finished wilh Ihese 

Images we need to deslNCt them to release the image object 

AND any l'eSOltteS it may have aqulred. Note the call to the 

Image deslNCtcn In the linal few ~nes of the program } 

(KSq Horizontal ROialionj 

Image(I) :- new(PTlmage.inlt(I , 

new(PTHRotKSq, Init(SO, 200, 100. lOll. 

new(PTHRotKSq, lrit(50, 200, 100. 20)))): 

imaOe(2) ;- new(PTlmage, 1nit{1, 

new(PTHRotKSq, Init(50, 200, 100, '1O». 

new(PTHRotKSq,lnll(50. 200. 100, 40»)): 

Image{3) :- new(PTlmage, Inil (l, 

new(PTHRotKSq, IniI(SO. 200, 100, -20», 

new(PTHRoIKSq. Init(50, 200, 100. -20)))): 

image{4) :_ new(PTlmage, init(l. 

new(PTHRotKSq, Init(SO, 200. 100, -<lO}), 

new(PTHRotKSq, Inlt(SO, 200, 100, -40»»): 
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(KSq Vertical ROlalion) 

image'S) :'"' new(PTlmage, Jnit(2. 

new(PTVROIKSq, 11"111(50, 200. 100. 20)). 

new(PTVRotKSq, Init(SO, 200, 100. 20)))): 

1mage(6) :"' new(PTimage, 1ri1(2, 

new(PTVRotKSq, Inil(SO, 200. 100. (0», 

new(PTVRotKSq, Inil(SO, 200, 100,40»))): 

image£7) := new(PTImage, Inil(2. 

new(PTVROlKSq, Inll (SO, 200, 100, -20»), 

new(PTVROIKSq, Inll (SO, 200, 100, -20»): 

!magG(8) :- new(PTlmage, Inll(2, 

new(PTVROlKSq, Inil(SO, 200, 100, -40)), 

new(PTVRotKSq, Inil(SO, 200. 100, -40)): 

(KSq Horizontal: Random Monocular Noise) 

Image[9) :- new(PTlmage, Init(3, 

new(PTHRotKSqRandDots, Init(SO, 200, 100, 20)), 

new(PTHROIKSqRandDots,lnil(SO, 200, 100, 20)); 

Im8gell0) :- new(PTlmage. Inlt(3, 

new(PTHRotKSqRandOots, tni\(SO, 200, 100, 40)). 

new(PTHROlKSqRaodOots,lnit{SO, 200, 100, 40)))): 

image(11) :- new(PTlmage,1rit(3, 

new(PTHRotKSqRMdOots,lnil{SO, 200, 100, -20)) , 

new(PTHRoIKSQRandOols, Init(SO, 200, 100, -20)))): 

lmage[12] :- new(PTtmage, InU(J, 

new(PTVRotKSqRandDots, Inil(SO, 200, 100, -40)), 

new(PTVRotKSqRandDots, Inil(50, 200, 100, -40)))): 

(KSq Vertical: Random Monoeuiar Noise) 

image[1 3):- new(PTlmage, Inil(4, 

new(PTVRoIKSqRandDots, Inil(SO, 200, 100, 20)), 

new{PTVRotKSqRandOots, Inll (SO, 200, 100, 20)))): 

Image[1 4) :- new(PTlmage, Inll (4, 

new(PTVRotKSqRandOots, Inil(SO, 200, 100, 40»), 

new(PTVROlKSqRandOotS,lnil(SC, 21)0, 100, 40))J): 

ImagellS) :- new(PTlmage,lnil(4, 

new(PTVRotKSqRandOots, lnit(SC, 200, 100, ·20)), 

new(PTVRotKSqRandOots.Init(SO, 200, 100, -20»)): 

1mage{16} :" new{PTimage,IniI(4. 

new(PTYRotKSqRandOols.lnil(50, 200, lOll, -40), 

new(PTVRotKSqRandOots, Init(SO, 200, 100, -40)))): 

(KSq Horizontal: Random NoIse al Random Depth) 

imagel17] :- new(PTlrnage, lnitlS, 

new(PTHROIKSqRandRanDols, IniI(50, 200, 100, 20)), 

new(PTHRotKSqRandDots, Init{50, 200, 100, 20)))): 
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ImageI18]:- new(PTlmage,Inh(5, 

new(PTHRotKSqRandRanDots,lnil(SO,2OO, 100,40», 

new(PTHROIKSqRandDols, Init(SO, 200, 100, 010» »: 

image{19] := new(PTlmage, 1nil(5, 

new(PTHRotKSqRandRanDols,lnit(SO, 200, 100, -20», 

new(PTHRotKSqRandDots, Init(SO, 200, 100, -20)))); 

Imagef20] :- new(PTlmage,lnlt(5, 

new(PTHRotKSqRandRanDots, Inil(SO, 200, 100, -40», 

new(PTHROIKSqRandDols, Inil(5O, 200, 100, 40»))): 

(KSq Vertical: Random Noise at Random Depth) 

Image[21] :'" new(PTlmage, 1nI1(6, 

new(PTVRotKSqRandRanDots, Init(SO, 200, 100, 20)), 

new(PTVRotKSqRandDots, Inll(5O, 200, 100, 20»»: 

lmage(22j :- new(PTlmage, Init(S, 

new(PTVRotKSQRandRanDots,lnit(5O, 200, 100, (0», 

new(PTVRotKSqRandDols,lniI{SO, 200, 100, 40»»: 

1magef23] := new(PTlmage, Ini\(S, 

new(PTVRotKSqRandRanDots, Init(SO, 200, 100, -20», 

new(PTVRotKSqRandOOts, Inlt(SO, 200, 100, -20»))); 

Image[24] :"' new(PTlmage, Init(6, 

new(PTVRotKSqRandRanDots, tnit(SO, 200, 100, -40»), 

oew(PTVRotKSqRendDots, Init(SO, 200, 100, -40»»: 

(K5q Horizontal: Random IndtJC8fS) 

lmage(25] :- new(PTlmage, inlt(7, 

new(PTHRotKSqRandlndooers,lnil(5O, 200, 100, 20», 

new(PTHRotKSqRandlndooers_lnit(SO, 200, 100, 20»)): 

Image(26) := new(PTlmage, 1nIt(7, 

new(PTHRotKSqRandlnducers, lnit(50, 200, 100, 40», 

new(PTHRotKSqRandlnducers, InIt(50, 200, 100, 40»))): 

rnagef27) ,. MW(PT1mage, nt(7, 

new(PTHRotKSqRandlnducefs, 1nit(50, 200, 100, -20», 

new(PTHRotKSqRandlnducers, lnit(SO, 200, 100, -20)))): 

Image(28) := new(PTlmage, Inll(7, 

new(PTHRotKSqRandlnducers, Inil(50, 200,100, -40», 

new(PTHROIKSqRandlndocefs, lnit(SO, 200, 100, -40»))): 
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(KSq Vertical : Raodom IndUCflf'S) 

1mage129) := new(PTImage, Irit(8 , 

new(PTVROCKSqRandlroducers, Inil(SO, 200, 100, 20» , 

new(PTVRoIKSqRandlnduc8fS, Irnt(SO, 200, 100, 20»))): 

imagel30J :: new(PTImage, 1nII(8, 

new(PTVRotKSqRandlnducers, ImlSO, 200, 100, 40» , 

new(PTVRoIKSqRandlnducers, lnit(SO, 200, 100, 40»» ; 

Image[31]:: new(PTImage, 1ni1(8, 

new(PTVRotKSqRandlnducers, Init(SO, 200, 100, ·20», 

new(PTVROIKSqRandlnduce1s, Irit(50, 200, 100, -20»» : 

Image(32) :: new(PTImage, InitIS, 

oew(PTVRotKSqRMdlnducers, Init(50, 200, 100, -40»), 

new(PTVRoIKSqRandlnducers. Irit{50, 200, 100, -40»))); 

IOf I ;a 1 to Numlmages do Image[iJ",scale (I); 

( text management - IJSeS string bulfer I 
txtbulf :: 'Press <Return> 10 start session': dispLay.cenletlext(brtbutf): 

readlo: 

sounci(440}: 

deIay(SOO}; 

NoSound, 

display.dear, 

assign (outIile, datatile): 

rewrite (outfile): 

(this section 01 code randomis" the stimuli within 8fl eXperimental 

set - presents each stimulus to the subject and records their ntSponse 

10 the stimuli . It does ttu for each set in the session pausing 

brielly betWeen each set. I 

for sets ;: 1 to NumSet.s do -RandomiseSet: 

lor i :: 1 to Numlmages do 

bog. 

Writer Trial ',I, ' of',Numlmages, 'in ileraUoo '. NLWnSetS. ' : '): 

(Set the display Intensity required for the expe:rimenaI 

stimlllus. draw 1M Image, 1M rese! the intensity to 

its original value ) 

Imager.J".Draw(display): 

{ manage the orientation 01 the comparator· OOrizontal 

line for norizonlal rotation, vertical line for 

vertical rotation and horizonlal tine for no 
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rotation • maybe we should alter the code so that 

no rotailOl'llilf'domly presents a vertical or horizontal 

line } 

11(lmagePI~.LertStimuius " Type_HRotKSq) th81'l -comparalor.Moveto(Oisplay.MidX· 280. Oisplay.Midy): 

mar1tet".Moveto(Oisplay.MidX - 200, Oisplay.MidY); 

marker.draw(Oisplay): 

comparcltor.celibrate(O); (Sel line vertical) 

comparator.Ontw(display): (Normalise and draw the comparator) 

"" ., .. 
begin (This code handles tM case where there Is no rotation J 
comparator.calibrate(90): 

oomparator.Moveto(Display.MidX, Display.MidV + 180): 

marker.Moveto(Display.MldX. Display.MidV + 100): 

marker .draw(Display): 

COIT1pan'1tor.Draw(display): 

end: 

( Now we must allow the sutJied to adjuslthe comp8fator or 

comparators 10 represent the desired angle. 

On retlXTl the comparalor(S) angle can be aQUIred by using 

lhe comparator .deviation func:tion to read the Wl'l'81'It value 

of the comparator. 

usirog trial as a procecIure rather than a fU1Ction allows for the 

IJSe of more than one type of comparator in a single trial.) 

lrial(comparator. display); 

DumpData(sels, comparcltor.deviatlon, lmage[IJ); 

dlsplay.cleer; 

delay(SOO): 

sound(800): 

delay(I00): 

NoSound, 

"", 
sound(SO): 

delay(I000): 

NoSound, 

str(sets. numbutf): txtbutf ; .. 'End of SassiorII'; 

dlsplay.centenext{txtbulf): 

readln; 

"", 
Writeln('End of EJIP8riment'); 

readln; 

{ At the end of the session we need to dean up the objects 

we created al the stan. The Image deslnJctors ret ease the 
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memory aquired by the Image objects and by objects within thl!! 

Image object. The display destructor lakes care of releasing 

any resotXCes IhiIl the display construcI~ may have aqulted 

(such as tonI memory in the VSG card t 
lor 1:- 1 to Numlmages do dispose(omage{i), done): 

dispIay.done; I desttoy the display object t 
dose (outfile): 

"". 
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